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Foreword

Embedded Processors – What is Next?

Jörg Henkel and Sri Parameswaran

These are exciting times for the system level designer/researcher. The world
seems to burgeon with embedded systems. Consumers demand superior elec-
tronic products more often than ever before. Moore’s law continues to be valid
40 years after it was first stated, allowing the adventurous to design with bil-
lions of transistors. Demanding managers require products in shorter time than
previously. All of this has led to an unending search for superior methods and
tools to design embedded systems.

Interminable appetite by consumers for portable embedded systems has
continued to churn out chips with ever growing functionality. Soaring non-
recurring engineering costs of chips has forced designers towards large scale
chips which exhibit computation capability along with communication proto-
cols. These designs are expected to be flexible by being software upgradeable,
reduce time to market by being rapidly verifiable, and produced in large vol-
umes to reduce the cost per chip. To truly make such systems ubiquitous, it is
necessary to reduce the power consumed by such a system. These often con-
flicting demands have meant that chips have to exhibit smaller footprint and
consume less power. For a long time now, the narrowing feature sizes of chips
and continuously reducing supply voltages were sufficient to satisfy the size
and power demands. Unfortunately, this trend towards smaller feature sizes
and lower supply voltages is slowing due to physical limitations. This has led
to looking at system level methods to reduce power in embedded systems.

Unlike circuit level methods to reduce power, system level methods often
allow a plethora of techniques to be applied at various levels. Often these

xv
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techniques are orthogonal to one another, and can be applied simultaneously,
assuming that the designer has sufficient time. Some of these techniques are
at the architecture level-such as application specific processors, some are
run-time techniques-which respond to the workload by switching voltage and
frequency, some are at design time-such as compiler techniques which allow
lower power consumption of the compiled code.

Time is indeed changing the way we design systems. Reducing design time
and the size of a design team are increasingly crucial. Numerous tools and
methods are available to educated designer. Many of these are point tools,
though several tool vendors work tirelessly towards making these point tools
interoperable so that seamless design flows can be created, which are useable
by designers, increasing productivity several times. While such design flows
from the RTL level down are quite mature, the design tools and flows at the
system level are still evolving and will evolve for some time to come. Research
in this area is very much alive at this time and will be for the foreseeable future.

This book examines system level design techniques, which allow the au-
tomation of system level designs, with a particular emphasis towards low
power. We expect researchers, graduate students and system level designers
to benefit from this book. The authors of the individual chapters are all well
known researchers in their respective fields.

1. Philosophy of This Book
In order to provide a maximum degree of usability for novices and researchers
alike, the book is organized in the following way: each of the individual six
sub-topics comprises one section that introduces to the whole area. For ex-
ample, the section Application Specific Embedded Processors starts with the
chapter Designing Application Specific Embedded Processors. That chapter
gives an introduction to the field in a textbook-like style along with a mention-
ing of the specific grand challenges followed by a review of the most relevant
related work. Thus, the first chapter of a section introduces a novice to the field.
Experts in the respective fields may skip that chapter. The subsequent chapters
then pick a research topic and present state-of-the-art research approaches that
are representative and most challenging from the current perspective. If too
specific, more generally interested readers may skip those chapters. In that
sense, the book is useful for both, the expert researcher as well as the novice.
Also in that sense, this book provides a new (and hopefully useful) concept.

2. Contents
Though there are certainly many more aspects in designing embedded proces-
sors with respect to low power, we had to restrict the book and eventually iden-
tified six main topics (according to the six sections) namely: I. Application
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Specific Embedded Processors, II. Embedded Memories, III. Dynamic Volt-
age and Frequency Scaling, IV. Compiler Techniques, V. Multi-Processors,
and VI. Reconfigurable Computing. These topics comprise the most relevant
techniques to minimize energy/power consumption from a system-level design
point of view.

Starting with Section I, Application Specific Embedded Processors, ex-
plores optimization energy/power optimization potentials through architec-
tural customizations ranging from application-specific instruction extension
through parameterization etc. After the introductory section by Henkel, Para-
meswaran entitled Designing Application Specific Embedded Processors, the
so-called NISC approach by Gorjiara, Reshadi, Gajski is presented in the chap-
ter Low-Power Design with NISC Technology. It describes a novel architecture
for embedded processors that does not use instructions in the traditional way
any more. The chapter entitled Synthesis of Instruction Sets for High Perfor-
mance and Energy Efficient ASIP by Lee, Choi, Dutt focuses on reducing the
energy-delay product of instruction-extensible through synthesis. The chapter
A Framework for Extensible Processor-based MPSoC Design by Sun, Ravi and
Raghunathan with an approach to utilize the energy/power efficiency of exten-
sible processors in the context of a multi processor system. This section con-
cludes with Design and Run-Time Code Compression for Embedded Systems.
Parameswaran, Henkel, Janapsatya, Bonny and Ignjatovic show the increase in
efficiency for an embedded processor when code compression is used.

Section II, Embedded Memories, addresses energy/power related issues
around memories, in specific application memories may account for largest
fraction energy/power consumption in an embedded application. It starts with
the chapter Power Optimization Strategies Targeting the Memory Subsystem
by P. Panda with an overview and review of the challenges in embedded mem-
ories. The following chapter Layer Assignment Techniques for Low Energy
Multi-Layered Memory Organizations by Brockmeyer, Durinck, Corporaal,
Catthoor that exploits layered memory assignments for energy/power effi-
ciency. Finally, the chapter Memory Bank Locality and Its Usage in Reducing
Energy Consumption within this section exploits the bank locality property to
minimize energy.

Section III is dedicated to Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling one of
the most efficient techniques for reducing energy/power consumption as to
the relationship given by power, VDD and operating frequency of a switch-
ing CMOS transistor. S. Hu et al. give an introduction to the field within the
first chapter Power Aware Scheduling followed by Dynamic Voltage and Fre-
quency Scheduling by S. X. Hu et al. presenting new techniques. The chapter
Voltage Selection for Time-Constrained Multi-Processor Systems applies the
traditional one-processor approach to multi-processors.
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The role of the compiler i.e. the design-time phase is content of Section IV
Compiler Techniques staring with the introductory chapter Compilation Tech-
niques for Power, Energy, and Thermal Management by U. Kremer. The chap-
ter Compiler-Driven DVFS by Hsu, Kremer presents an approach how DVFS
can efficiently be incorporated into the the compiler i.e. how this job that is
typically decided upon by the run-time system is part of a design time step
(i.e. compilation phase). The contribution Link Idle Period Exploitation for
Network Power Management by Li, Chen and Kandemir uses the compiler to
optimize power consumption of communication links.

Section V is dedicated to Multi-Processors an efficient means to reduce the
energy/power consumption as increasing the operating frequency is not an op-
tion for increasing the performance any longer because of the power prob-
lem. The first chapter A Power and Energy Perspective on Multi-Processors by
G. Martin gives an overview of various architectural alternatives and their char-
acteristics with respect to low power. It is followed by the chapter System-level
Design of Network on Chip Architectures by Chatha and Srinivasan focus-
ing on a network-on-chip architecture for multi-processors. Paul and Meyer
present a modeling approach in the chapter Power-Performance Modeling and
Design for Heterogeneous Multiprocessors. Finally, Section VI deals with re-
configurable computing, a computing paradigm that is very promising in solv-
ing many energy/power related issues. The first section by R. Hartenstein gives
an overview of reconfigurable computing and its suitability for energy/power
efficient systems in the chapter Basic of Reconfigurable Computing. It is fol-
lowed by the chapter Dynamic Reconfiguration a technique to increase en-
ergy/power efficiency. The book concludes with the chapter Applications, De-
sign Tools and Low Power Issues in FPGA Reconfiguration. It focuses on
reconfigurable fabrics, namely FPGAs and there usage through design tools
when low energy/power is an issue.

We hope that this book helps to increase awareness of the main issues in the
design of low power embedded processors.
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Chapter 1

Application-Specific Embedded Processors

Jörg Henkel1, Sri Parameswaran2, and Newton Cheung3

1University of Karlsruhe (TH)
Germany

2University of New South Wales
Australia

3VaST System
Australia

Abstract Today’s silicon technology allows building embedded processors as part of SoCs
(systems-on-chip) comprising upto a billion of transistors on a single die. Inter-
estingly, real-world SOCs (in large quantities for mainstream applications) uti-
lizing this potential complexity do hardly exist. Another observation is that the
semiconductor industry a couple of years ago experienced an inflection point:
the number of ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) design starts was
outpaced by the number of design starts for Application Specific Standard Prod-
ucts (ASSPs). Moreover, we might face a new design productivity gap: the “gap
of complexity” (details and references will follow later). Together these obser-
vations are reflecting a transition in the way embedded processors are designed.
This article reports on and analyzes current and possible future trends from a per-
spective of embedded system design with an emphasis on design environments
for so-called extensible processor platforms. It describes the state-of-the-art in
the three main steps when designing an extensible processor, namely Code Seg-
ment Identification, Extensible Instruction Generation, Architectural Customiza-
tion Selection.

Keywords: Embedded processors, ESL, design gap

3
J. Henkel and S. Parameswaran (eds.), Designing Embedded Processors – A Low Power Perspective, 3–23.
© 2007 Springer.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Embedded systems are ubiquitous and represent the major source of demand
for micro-processors with a 10-digit number of units finding their way into em-
bedded system designs every single year. Examples span from security systems
(e.g. video surveillance), control systems (e.g. automotive control), individ-
ual health systems (e.g. hearing aids) to main stream consumer products in
such areas as personal communication (e.g. cell phones), personal comput-
ing (e.g. PDA), entertainment (e.g. MP3 players), video/photo (e.g. digital
still/video cameras) and many more.

It can be observed that especially the latter group of main stream consumer
products is subject to severe competition between major manufacturers and
thus leading to two effects from a consumer’s point of view:

• The life cycles of embedded products become increasingly smaller: cell
phones represent one of many examples for this trend since they experi-
ence the introduction of an average of two new major product lines every
year compared to only one years ago.

• The functionality of these products and hence the complexity of the
underlying embedded systems is rapidly increasing: staying with cell
phones as an example, the observation is that they feature far more
functionality beyond their core functionality of providing a wireless
voice channel and thus establishing a phone connection. In fact, com-
mon functions of cell phones include web browsing capabilities, SMS
(Short Message Service), PDA functionalities and even gaming, etc. Al-
most on a monthly basis there are new features manufacturers of cell
phones and service providers announce and eventually integrate into new
generations.

Similar scenarios could be discussed in conjunction with other consumer,
control, etc. devices as well. The observation would often be an increasing
portfolio of functionality combined with decreasing product life cycles. In the
following these observations are put in relation with trends in embedded sys-
tem design.

The consumer’s demand for increasing functionality translates directly into
increased complexity of embedded systems on a chip.

Indeed, this demand matches well with predictions from the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors where within this decade a com-
plexity of 1 billion transistors on a single chip is predicted.

However, already today it can be observed that the maximum possible
amount of transistors (silicon-technology-wise) per chip is hardly exploited.
This fact is even more obvious when the number of transistors per SOC without
the embedded memory (i.e. easy to design regular structures) is counted.
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Fig. 1.1 The “Crisis of Complexity” in case no ESL methodologies will be used (G. Smith,
Panel at 40th Design Automation Conference, 2003)

In short, real-world SOCs’ complexities lag behind the capabilities of cur-
rent silicon technologies even though there is certainly a demand for higher
complexities (i.e. increased functionality) from an application point of view as
discussed before.

Figure 1.1 (G. Smith, Panel at 40th Design Automation Conference, 2003)
gives a possible answer: shown is the predicted productivity gap. It is mea-
sured as the number of available gates per chip for a given silicon technology
for SOCs on the one side (red graph) and the number of actually used gates
per chip of a given silicon technology on the other side (blue graph). The
gap was predicted for the case that there will be no ESL (Electronic System
Level Design) methodologies deployed for designing future complex SOCs.
In other words: the gap might have been avoided if more ESL methodologies
would have been deployed in all areas of system level design like specifica-
tion/modeling, synthesis, simulation/verification, estimation, etc.

Though the need for ESL methodologies has been predicted and solutions
have been researched for many years in the according areas, it is just about to
start being accepted by system design engineers. An example is the migration
to the so-called C-based design methodologies that represent a raised level
(up from RTL) of abstraction in designing digital systems. Beyond a raised
abstraction level, ESL methodologies also require an extensive IP component
reuse through platforms.

Besides the gap of complexity, there is another indicator for the change (or
need of change) of designing complex SOCs: the decrease of ASIC design
starts. The number of design starts for ASICs were some years ago, outpaced
by the number of design starts for ASSPs (Lewis, 2002). Thereby, the definition
(as to Gartner) is as follows: an ASIC is an integrated circuit customized for
a specific application that comes in form of a gate array or cell-based IC. An
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ASSP (Application Specific Standard Product) on the other side includes all
other ICs, i.e. ICs that are used in more than one application like DSPs, etc. In
2002 the number of ASIC design starts amounted world-wide to about 3,500–
4,000 with a predicted steady decline over the next couple of years whereas
ASSP design starts are predicted to stay steady at around 5,000 per year.

A reason for the declining ASIC design start are the extensive NRE costs
when migrating to technology nodes far beyond 100 nm.

In order to overcome the problems of demand for increased functionality in
embedded systems at constantly shortening product life cycles, more system-
level design methodologies combined with the platform-based design para-
digm need to be deployed.

1.1 Some Trends in Designing SOCs
Early embedded SOCs were of low complexity as they typically comprised
one to two (programmable) processing units (e.g. a micro-controller plus a
DSP), some custom hardware, peripherals and memory. However, the number
of processing units in today’s SOCs is steadily rising. An example is a TCP/IP
protocol processing SOC that comprises 10 CPUs on a single chip (NEC,
2003). Each of the CPUs is an extensible processor. The design was preferred
over a custom-logic (ASIC) design because it was considered too design-time
extensive (and therefore expensive) given the large complexity. On the other
side, using general purpose CPUs instead of the actually deployed configurable
processors would not have led to the required performance at the same chip
complexity (i.e. gate count).

There are other examples for SOCs comprising 10 or more processor includ-
ing WCDMA chips with close to 15 programmable processing units. Recently
(2007) an 80 core chip was announced. So, besides the earlier mentioned in-
creasing functionality of embedded SOCs, there are further trends leading to a
rising number of programmable processing units per SOC:

• Complex custom-logic blocks in SOCs are increasingly replaced in
whole by programmable processing units with high performance. Rea-
sons are the faster SOC development times and thus lower NRE costs
at comparable performance values using a new breed of configurable
processors (discussed later).
This general trend has similarities to a trend that ended the hey days of
super computing when the world’s leading supercomputers were made
of custom processors with custom technologies. It turned out that they
were too expensive to develop given the relatively short life cycles. To-
day’s supercomputer on the other side consist of off-the-shelf micro-
processors.
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Similarly, instead of using expensive complex custom logic blocks, off-
the-shelf processors with high performance will increasingly be used in
future SOCs.

• Certainly, custom-logic blocks will continue to remain on embed-
ded SOCs for various reasons like very high performance, ultra-low
power, etc. However, the complexity of these blocks will shrink since
sub-blocks of these complex custom blocks will most likely be mi-
grated into low complexity processing units where possible as recent
designs show. This is accomplished through processors with a very basic
instruction set and low architectural complexity of typically only around
10k–20k gates that run a software program to provide the replaced
functionality. Hence, these processors further replace parts of complex
custom-logic blocks where high performance/low power, etc. is not nec-
essarily required and thus traded in lieu of a higher flexibility (program-
mable versa hardwired logic), lower NRE and lower per unit costs.

Both trends together increase the number of programmable processing units
on SOCs and decrease the allover gate count for custom-logic per SOC and
hence contribute partly to the trend of declining ASIC design starts in favor of
ASSPs (see above).

The continuation of this trend is what is predicted to evolve into the “Sea
of Processors” (Rowen, 2003) (“The SOC Processor is the new Transistor”,
D. Patterson, UC Berkeley). The future of embedded systems is likely to be
SOCs with hundreds of heterogeneous processors on it by the end of the
decade. Designing these heterogeneous multiprocessor SOCs will be a chal-
lenge and quite different from designs from the parallel computing domain
where processing units tend to be homogeneous.

1.2 Extensible Processor Platforms as a Possible Solution
The solution to overcome the gap of complexity is likely to be the migration of
custom hardware into programmable processing units, i.e. the increased usage
of off-the-shelf components in form of extensible processors.

Since the 1990s ASIPs (Application Specific Instruction-Set Processors)
have been researched and developed as a compromise between high perfor-
mance, high cost and low flexibility hard-wired custom logic on the one end
and general-purpose processors (GPP) with a high flexibility (i.e. programma-
bility) and more or less moderate performance and power characteristics on the
other end (Figure 1.2). The application-specific instruction sets of ASIPs are
domain-specific like instruction sets for multi media, encryption/de-cryption,
etc. and thus result in increased performance-per-(chip-)area ratios compared
to GPPs. Extensible processor platforms represent the state-of-the-art in ASIP
technology. The customization of an extensible processor comprises typically
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Fig. 1.2 Custom hard-wired logic, extensible processor and general purpose processor

the following three levels instruction extension, inclusion/exclusion of pre-
defined blocks, parameterization:

• Instruction Extension

The designer has the choice to freely define customized instructions by
describing their functionality in a high-level language. This description
is used by the platform’s design flow as an input and subsequent synthe-
sis steps will generate according custom instructions that are co-existing
with the base instruction set of the extensible processor. Practically, re-
strictions may apply: for example, the complexity of an instruction (in
terms of number of cycles for execution) may be limited in order to ac-
commodate the according data path into the pipeline architecture of the
base core. Also, the designer of the custom instructions may be respon-
sible for a proper scheduling when instructions require multi-cycling.
Other restrictions may constraint the total number of extensible instruc-
tions that can be defined and integrated per processor, etc.

• Inclusion/Exclusion of Predefined Blocks

Predefined blocks as part of the extensible processor platform may be
chosen to be included or excluded by the designer. Examples are special
function registers, built-in self-test, MAC operation blocks, caches etc.

• Parameterization

Finally, the designer may have the choice to parameterize the extensi-
ble processor. Examples are: setting the size of instruction/data caches,
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Fig. 1.3 A typical design flow for designing extensible processors

choosing the endianness (little or big endian), choosing the number of
registers and many more.

Commercial platforms for extensible processors have been on the market for
a while. Major venders of extensible processor platforms include Tensilica,
Improv Systems, ARC as well as Coware’s LisaTek platform, Target Compiler
and others. The latter two pursue a slightly different approach as their focus
is directed towards retargetable tool generation (see later) and as they provide
means to define/simulate/synthesize a whole new instruction set architecture
rather than extending an existing one.

In the following a typical design flow of an extensible processor platform is
shortly described1 with respect to open issues for research.

Figure 1.3 shows the basic steps with the goal to customize the extensible
processor to a specific application which might be available in C/C++ descrip-
tion. A profiling by means of, for example, an ISS (Instruction Set Simulator)
of the target processor unveils the bottlenecks by cycle-accurate simulation,
i.e. it shows which parts of the application represent the most time consuming
ones (or, if the constraint is energy consumption, which are the most energy
consuming ones). The results of the profiling are the basis for the designer
to identify (see Figure 1.3) possible instruction extensions, inclusion of pre-
defined blocks and parameterization.

1Please note that is a generic flow only that may or may not cover a specific vendor’s platform capabilities.
For vendor-specific features please refer to the vendor’s web pages.
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Finding the right combination of these three major ways of customization is
an art and requires an experienced designer. Once, the identification has been
completed, the designer starts defining (see Figure 1.3). The most important
part of this step is the defining of a set of extensible instructions. This is typ-
ically done by a custom language that allows to specify an extensible instruc-
tion’s functionality, scheduling within the pipeline, instruction word format,
etc.

After this step is completed, the designer wants to verify that the various
customization levels of the extensible processor meet the given constraints
(performance, power, etc.) associated with the application. This can be accom-
plished by retargetable tool generation: simply said, retargetable tool genera-
tion is a technique that allows to retarget compilation/simulations tools to any
architecture. Say, for example, the ISA of an extensible processor is enhanced
by a new set of customized instructions. Retargetable techniques then allow to
automatically generate a compiler that is aware of the new instruction, i.e. it
can generate code and optimize using the recently defined extensible instruc-
tions. Accordingly, an ISS is able to cycle-accurate simulate an executable that
contains newly defined instructions, etc.

ISS, compiler assembler are then used in the next step to verify in how far
the application-imposed constraints can be met using the three discussed cus-
tomization levels. This is an important step and it can be iterated very fast and
thus gives the designer an early feedback through what is called design space
exploration before synthesis and tape out takes place. In case the designer is
satisfied with the simulation results, the specification of instruction definitions
and other customization levels are used to generate (Figure 1.3) synthesize-
able RTL of the extensible processor. This is done by means of a library that
contains the synthesizeable RTL of the base processor core. Then, the regular
synthesis follow down to the tape out or an evaluation using a rapid prototyping
environment follows.

In summary, designing an embedded system using configurable processors
as building blocks in a multiprocessor SOC environment represents an effi-
cient way to overcome the complexity gap and will further contribute to the
domination of ASSP design starts.

1.3 Open Issues and Key Techniques
The above-mentioned scenario of multiprocessor SOCs replacing traditional
domains of custom hardware through extensible processor platforms has still
open issues that need more research. Some of them are listed shortly:

• What is the optimum set of extensible instructions for a given applica-
tion? Currently, the designer of customizable processors does have the
means to evaluate instruction extensions on a high level (retargetable
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ISSS, etc.) without going through the large turn-around time of imple-
mentation first followed by evaluation. However, it is currently entirely
up to the designer’s experience to identify the kind and granularity of in-
structions that represent the best return on investment (i.e. chip area) and
thus to efficiently explore the extensible processor’s design space. Those
and similar issues are currently being researched and presented at major
design automation conferences like DAC, ICCAD, DATE and others.

• How will all those processors on a SOC communicate with each other?
Clearly, traditional on-chip bus systems will not be able to handle the
increased traffic when several dozens of heterogeneous processors are
integrated on a chip and have to heavily communicate with each other.
NOCs not only provide higher bandwidths but they are also scaleable,
etc. It is currently an open issue of how an efficient on-chip communica-
tion network will look like. Here too, high-level design methodologies
are needed to design a custom on-chip network that satisfies the con-
straints of an embedded application best. The field of architectures and
design methodologies for NOCs is currently being researched.

• Retargetable Tool Generation Through several years of research, retar-
getable tool generation has made significant progresses. However, there
are many open issues with respect to extensible processor platforms like,
for example, the capability of retargetable compilers to efficiently in-
clude extensible (i.e. designer-defined) instructions during the optimiza-
tion phases etc.

1.4 SOC Design Distinction
Custom-logic hardware blocks in an embedded SOC system are often cred-
ited for the SOC’s key characteristics that distinguish a certain SOC design
of vendor A from a competitive one of vendor B. Those key characteristics
include performance, power consumption, etc. With a continued migration of
custom logic into programmable processing units, as discussed earlier, design
distinction is shifting, too.

Finding the right set of adapted and optimized extensible instructions is an
art given the large design space (extensible instruction; inclusion of predefined
blocks; parameterization) of extensible processors.

In addition, the processors need to be programmed, hence shifting more and
more design expertise into software. An indicator is the increasing size of em-
bedded software: recent designs feature more than a million lines of embedded
code tendency rising. Already today, there are many design examples where
embedded software takes more resources (engineers) than the hardware design
of a SOC.
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Conclusion. The complexity gap will most likely not occur meaning that
possible SOC complexities (silicon-technology-wise) of a billion transistors at
the end of the decade will be fully exploited by mainstream embedded sys-
tems SOCs. Clear indication is an increasing usage of system-level design
methodologies and a migration of custom logic into programmable processing
units wherever design constraints (performance, power) allow for. A promising
approach are extensible processors. In the following, the major challenges
when designing an embedded extensible processor are explained.

2. Challenges in Embedded Extensible Processor Design
Typically, a great amount of expertise is necessay to design extensible proces-
sors. The challenging tasks are code segment identification, extensible instruc-
tion generation, architectural customisation and processor evaluation, which
are usually conducted manually. Therefore, recent research has largely focused
on these design tasks, and has sought to optimize and automate various steps.
This section describes the problems associated with these design tasks and
some of the solutions proposed in the literature.

2.1 Code Segment Identification
In order, for example, to increase the performance of an application, code
segments can be sped up by generating extensible instructions, includ-
ing/excluding predefined blocks and setting parameteriations. However, the
code segments first need to be identified from the application. While iden-
tifying code segments is somewhat supported by profiling tools, it is still a
daunting task for large applications, and further complicated when additional
constraints (e.g. area and power) must be optimized as well as. Furthermore,
the number of code segments for a given application grows large with the pro-
gram size. It is very common for a function with fewer than one hundred oper-
ations to contain several hundred possible code segments.

Recent research can be classified into three categories:

1. Retargetable code generation using matching and covering algorithms

2. Finding patterns in the graph representation (control dataflow graph) of
the profiled application

3. High-level extraction from the application

It follows an overview.

Code Generation Using Matching Algorithms. Code generation using
a matching algorithm is a well-known problem, particularly in the fields of
technology mapping in logic synthesis (Keutzer, 1987; Cong and Ding, 1992;
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Francis et al., 1990) and code generation in compilers (Aho et al., 1989;
Corazao et al., 1993; Liem et al., 1994; Shu et al., 1996; Leupers and Mar-
weded, 1998). Matching finds possible instantiations of identical patterns in a
structured representation. There are two main approaches to pattern match-
ing: boolean and structural mapping. Boolean matching is often applied to
the networks of boolean functions which includes checking the equivalence
of functional representations between patterns in the application. This kind of
equivalence checking often uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), which are
unsuitable for non-boolean functions. Structural matching focuses on a graph
representation, where nodes represent the function. This approach often iden-
tifies common patterns with structural rather than functional equivalence. In
structural mapping, the type of graph representation can also vary the complex-
ity of the graph. In the early 1990s, most of the matching algorithms revolved
around patterns with single acyclic output. However, Arnold (2001) proposed a
matching algorithm to identify patterns with multiple outputs which expanded
the searching space for possible patterns significantly. Leupers and Marwedel
(1995) described an instruction set model to support retargetable compilation
and code generation. However, the drawback of these approaches is the lack
of application input characteristics (e.g. simulation and profiling information),
which may lower the chance to optimize designs for a specific application. In
fact, application input provides data-specific information such as estimates for
indeterministic loop counts, branch taken or not-taken percentage, the range of
input data, etc., which is impossible to ascertain without the use of simulation
and input data sets. It is key to select a good coverage of input data sets for an
application.

Profiled Graph Representation. The second category for identifying code
segments uses profiling analysis through simulations with a certain set of in-
put data. Using the additional profiling information, a graph representation of
the application is created with base instructions as nodes and data dependence
between instructions as edges. A code analysis is then performed to identify
code suitable segments. Sun et al. (2004) proposed an approach for identify-
ing suitable code segments to implement as extensible instructions in a con-
nected subgraph. First, the application is compiled and profiled using the input
data set. Then the program dependence graph is constructed using the pro-
filing instruction and the application with the base instruction as nodes and
the dependence between assembly codes as edges. All patterns (e.g. code seg-
ments) are identified using a template matching technique. The designer then
ranks the patterns from the most frequently executed to the least frequently ex-
ecuted in the application using a priority function. The highly ranked patterns
are selected and implemented as extensible instructions. A problem with this
approach is that the template patterns need to be pre-defined (which may be
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best for a particular application) and well constructed in order to maximize the
speedup and/or reduce energy consumption.

Clark et al. (2003) proposed a similar pruning technique, called guide func-
tion, to prune the search design space of code segments in the connected sub-
graph. Rather than pruning the number of patterns, the authors proposed to
prune the searching direction in the graph, thus allowing the possibility that
those initial low ranked patterns would amount to a useful pattern in the later
stage of the design space. Sun et al., (2003) proposed a scalable approach to
extend the existing technique where the matching patterns were not limited to
templates. After the patterns are identified, functions can be added or removed
from the patterns in order to be well suited to the application. The steps are
performed by using a cost function for area and performance tradeoffs.

Atasu et al. (2003) described a binary tree search algorithm that identifies
patterns with multiple inputs and outputs in an application dataflow graph, cov-
ering an exhaustive design space. This technique achieves maximum speedup
and satisfies micro-architectural constraints. It was originally described by
Pozzi (2000). Pozzi proposed a generic approach for searching and extracting
code segments from an application, where the patterns have multiple inputs
and outputs. It is a tree-based searching and extracting algorithm.

Yu and Mitra (2004b) proposed a scalable custom instruction identification
method that extracts all possible candidate instructions in a given graph.

High-Level Extraction. High-level extraction identifies code segments
from an application written in high-level language (e.g. C/C++). This approach
usually begins with simulation to obtain profiling information. Then, the de-
signer identifies frequently executed sections of the application. Semeria et al.
(2002) developed a tool to extract the code segments from C code and gen-
erated a functional equivalent of RTL-C and an HDL. Recently, Clarke et al.
(2003) introduced an approach for presenting equivalent behavior between C
and Verilog HDL which may be used to perform high-level extraction for Yu
and Mitra (2004a) described the identification of code segments expoiting the
characteristics of the embedded systems application by relaxing constraints.

2.2 Extensible Instruction Generation
Instruction generation involves designing extensible instructions to replace, for
example, computationally intensive code segments by specifying new hard-
ware resources and the operations they perform. A typical goal of generat-
ing extensible instructions is to maximize performance while satisfying design
constraints such as area, power and energy. As mentioned previously, exten-
sible instructions are designed in the execution stage of the processor. If the
addition of extensible instructions causes the violation of the base processors
clock period, the designer is required to
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1. Reduce the amount of computation performed in the instruction

2. Split it into multiple instructions

3. Multi-cycle the execution of the instruction

4. Reduce the clock period of the base processor

Although the instruction generation step is somewhat simplified by specify-
ing extensible instructions at a high level of abstraction, it is still a complex
task. Recent research has focused mainly on specific instruction generation on
top of a base instruction set which is usually referred to as instruction gen-
eration or instruction set extension. Early research in instruction generation
focused on whole custom instruction sets to satisfy design constraints (Holmer,
1994; Huang, and Despain, 1995; Choi et al., 1999a) In 1994, Holmer de-
scribed a methodology to find and construct the best instruction set on a pre-
defined architecture for an application domain (Holmer, 1994). His method
found code segments that are executed in three or four cycles. Huang and
Despain (1995) presented an instruction set synthesis for an application in a
parameterized, pipelined micro-architecture. This system was one of the first
hardware/software systems to be designed for an application with a customized
instruction set. The generated instructions are single-cycle instructions. Several
years later, Choi et al. (1999a) proposed an approach to generate multi-cycle
complex instructions as well as single-cycle instructions for DSP applications.
The authors combined regularly executed single-cycle instructions into multi-
cycle complex instructions. Recent research has revolved around instruction
set extensions (Clark et al., 2003; Biswas et al., 2004; Brisk et al., 2004; Cong
et al., 2004) and extensible instruction generation (Lee et al., 2002; Atasu et al.,
2003; Goodwin and Petkov, 2003; Sun et al., 2003, 2004).

For instruction set extension, Cong et al., (2004) proposed a performance-
driven approach to generate instructions that can maximize application per-
formance. In addition, they allow operations duplication while searching for
patterns in the matching phase. The duplication is performed on operations
with multiple inputs that are on the critical path of the frequently executed
code segments. When the operations are duplicated, parallelism of the code
segments may be increased, thus increasing the performance of the application
and enhancing design space exploration. The work was evaluated on the NIOS
platform, provided by Altera Inc. which is a VHDL reconfigurable embedded
processor. Brisk et al. (2004) described an instruction synthesis using resource
sharing to minimize the area efficiently. Their approach groups a set of ex-
tensible instructions into a co-processor in which common hardware blocks
are minimized in the synthesis. The area savings are up to 40% when com-
pared to the original extensible instructions. Biswas et al. (2004) introduced
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an instruction set extension including local memory elements access. This ap-
proach used a hardware unit to enable direct memory access at the execution
stage of the processor. In order to enable the local memory access, memory ac-
cesses need to be carefully scheduled, or multiple read/write ports are needed.
In addition, accessing memory elements in the execution stage potentially in-
creases pipeline hazards, thus increasing the complexity of code optimization.
This approach increases the performance of the application at a certain hard-
ware overhead. Clark et al. (2003) described a compiler approach to gener-
ate instructions in VLIW architecture without constraining their size or shape.
These approaches have largely revolved around maximizing speedup of the
application while minimizing area of the processor. None of these approaches
focus on the energy consumption of the application.

Extensible instruction generation focuses on generating instructions that sat-
isfy the latency of the base processor while maximizing performance and other
constraints (Lee et al., 2002; Atasu et al., 2003; Goodwin and Petkov, 2003;
Sun et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2004). (Lee et al., 2002) proposed an instruction
encoding scheme for generating complex instructions. The instruction encod-
ing scheme enables tradeoffs between the size of opcode and operands in the
instructions to enhance performance and reduce power dissipation. In addition,
it contains a flexible approach for creating complex instructions, the combina-
tion of basic instructions that regularly appeared in the application, exploring
greater design space and achieving improved performance. (Atasu et al., 2003)
described a generic method to generate extensible instructions by grouping fre-
quently executed code segments using a tree-based searching and matching ap-
proach. The method enables the generation of extensible instructions with mul-
tiple inputs and outputs. (Sun et al., 2004) described a methodology to generate
custom instructions from operation pattern matching in a template pattern li-
brary. The generated instructions increase the application performance by up to
2–5 with a minimal increase in area. (Sun et al., 2003) they described a scalable
instruction synthesis that could be adopted by adding and removing operations
from custom instructions, further ensuring that the given latency constraint is
satisfied. This approach also optimized the area overhead of the instruction
while maximizing the performance of the instructions. (Goodwin and Petkov,
2003) described an automatic system to generate extensible instructions us-
ing three operation techniques. These operation techniques are (i) Very Long
Instruction Word (VLIW) operations – grouping multiple instructions into a
single instruction in parallel; (ii) vector operations – parallelizing data and in-
creasing the instruction width; and (iii) fused operations - combining sequential
instructions into a single instruction. This system achieved significant speedup
for the application while exploring millions of instruction combinations in
several minutes. Tensilica Inc. later implemented this system as the Xpress
system (Ten, 2007). (Sun et al., 2005) also recently presented a heterogeneous
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multiprocessor instruction set synthesis using extensible processors to speed
up the application. Although these approaches have shown energy reduction,
this is achieved by combining computationally intensive code segments into
extensible instructions, which reduces execution time significantly (with an in-
cremental increase in power dissipation).

2.3 Architectural Customization Selection
Architectural customization selection involves selecting extensible instruc-
tions, pre-defined blocks and parameter settings in the extensible processor
to maximize application performance while satisfying design constraints. This
process is often referred to as design space exploration. This selection problem
can be simplified and formulated as a well-known Knapsack problem, with sin-
gle or multiple constraints. The single constraint Knapsack problem is defined
where an item i has a value vi and weights wi. The goal is to find a subset of
the n items such that the total value is maximized and the weight constraint
is satisfied. In our case, the item is architectural customization, AC, such as
extensible instructions, pre-defined blocks and parameter settings. Each cus-
tomization has a speedup factor, compared with the software code segment
that it replaced, and a single design constraint such as area and/or power. In
the single design constraint case, the simplified form of the problem is not
strongly NP-hard and effective approximation algorithms have been proposed
for obtaining a near-optimal solution. Exact and heuristic algorithms are also
developed for the single constraint knapsack problem (summarized by Martello
and Toth, 1990). A comprehensive review of the single knapsack problem and
its associated exact and heuristic algorithms is given there. For a review of the
multiple-constraints Knapsack problem, refer to Chu and Beasley (1998).

This section will discuss the literature related to design space exploration
and architectural customization selection in extensible processors with single
or multiple architectural customizations under single or multiple constraints.
Research in extensible processor platform exploration has largely revolved
around single architectural customization (either predefined blocks or exten-
sible instructions or parameterizations) under a single constraint. A number of
researchers have described methods to include/exclude pre-defined blocks to
customize very long instruction word (VLIW) and explicitly parallel instruc-
tion computing (EPIC) processors (Aditya et al., 1999; Alippi et al., 1999;
Kathail et al., 2002). Choi et al. (1999b) presented a method to select intel-
lectual properties to increase the performance of an application. Gupta et al.
(2002) described an automatic method to select among processor options un-
der an area constraint. For extending instructions, Lee et al. (2003) proposed an
instruction set synthesis for reducing the energy delay product of application-
specific processors through optimal instruction encoding. Various methods to
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generate extensible instructions automatically from basic, frequently occur-
ring, operation patterns have also been devised (Choi et al., 1999a; Brisk et al.,
2002; Atasu et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2003). Parameterizations in the extensi-
ble processor platform leads to the setting of the register file size, instruction
and data cache sizes, and memory configuration. Jain et al. (2001) proposed a
method to evaluate the register file size. Methods to optimize the memory size
of the embedded software in a processor have also been proposed (Catthoor
et al., 1998; Wolf and Kandemir, 2003). Finally, Abraham and Rau (2000)
described a scheme to select instruction and data cache size. They and Lee
et al. (2002) presented examples of design exploration with multiple architec-
tural customizations under a single constraint. The PICO system was proposed
to explore the design space of the non-programmable hardware accelerators
(NPAs) and parameters in memory and cache for VLIW processors. It pro-
duces a set of sub-optimal solutions using a divide-and-conquer approach and
defers the final constraint tradeoffs to the designer. This is the cornerstone of
the system provided by IPflex, Inc. (Lee et al., 2002) proposed a heuristic de-
sign space exploration for encoded instructions and parameter settings with the
tradeoffs between area overhead and performance.

There is very little work on extensible processor platform exploration un-
der multiple constraints when pre-defined blocks and extensible instructions
are involved. Often, research in extensible processor platform exploration only
focuses on the area constraint while the energy constraint is neglected (Lee
et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2004). This naive assumption is due to the fact that
improving performance often also reduces energy consumption of the program
running on the custom processor. The selection problem under multiple con-
straints has been around for more than a decade in other research areas and is
often formalized as a multi-dimensional Knapsack problem.

Instruction Set Simulation simulates the performance of the application
in the newly configured extensible processor (consisting of the base instruc-
tion set, extensible instructions and instructions associated with pre-defined
blocks). In order to further reduce time-to-market pressure, research into ab-
stract high-level estimations for extensible processors has been carried out.
Gupta et al. (2000) proposed a processor evaluation methodology to quickly
estimate the performance improvement when architectural modifications are
made. (Jain et al. 2003, 2005) proposed methodologies to evaluate the regis-
ter file size, register window and cache configuration in an extensible proces-
sor design. By selecting an optimum register file size, Bhatt et al. (2002) also
proposed a methodology to evaluate the number of register windows needed
in processor synthesis. Fei et al. (2004) described a hybrid methodology for
estimating energy consumption of extensible processors. This chapter has de-
scribed a wide range of design approaches for embedded systems and various
architectures of application-specific instruction-set processors. It introduced
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reasons for using extensible processor platforms, and showed that the exten-
sible processor platform is the state-of-the-art design approach for todays em-
bedded systems. This chapter introduced design problems related to extensible
processor platform, such as code segment identification, instruction genera-
tion, architectural customization selection and processor evaluation and esti-
mation, and described the state-of-the-art work to resolve these issues. In the
next chapter, we present our proposed design methodologies to further address
these design problems and show how our methodologies advance the existing
work.

2.4 Summary
This chapter summarized challenges and state-of-the-art in designing embed-
ded processors. The following four chapters within this section are as follows.
The so-called NISC approach by Gorjiara, Reshadi, Gajski is presented in the
chapter Low-Power Design with NISC Technology. It describes a novel archi-
tecture for embedded processors that does not use instructions in the traditional
way any more. The chapter entitled “Synthesis of Instruction Sets for high Per-
formance and Energy efficient ASIP” by Lee, Choi, Dutt focuses on reduc-
ing the energy-delay product of instruction-extensible through synthesis. The
chapter “A Framework for Extensible Processor-Based MPSoC Design” by
Sun, Ravi and Raghunathan with an approach to utilize the energy/power effi-
ciency of extensible processors in the context of a multi processor system. This
section concludes with “Design and Run-time Code Compression for Embed-
ded Systems”. Parameswaran, Henkel, Janapsatya, Bonny and Ignjatovic show
the increase in efficiency for an embedded processor when code compression
is used.
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Chapter 2

Low-Power Design with NISC Technology

Bita Gorjiara, Mehrdad Reshadi, and Daniel Gajski
Center for Embedded Computing System
University of California
Irvine, CA

Abstract The power consumption of an embedded application can be reduced by moving
as much computation as possible from runtime to compile time, and by cus-
tomizing the microprocessor architecture to minimize number of cycles. This
chapter introduces a new generation of processors, called No-Instruction-Set-
Computer (NISC), that gives the full control of the datapath to the compiler, in
order to simplify the controller hardware, and enable fast architecture customiza-
tions.

Keywords: application-specific design; processor; pipelined datapath, low-power; energy;
architecture customization; CISC; RISC; NISC; VLIW; ASIP.

1. Introduction
The power consumption of an embedded application can be reduced by mov-
ing as much computation as possible from runtime to compile time, and by
customizing the microprocessor architecture to minimize number of cycles.
Over the past years, the trend of processor design has been to give compiler
more control over the processor. This is more evident in transition from CISC
(Complex Instruction Set Computer) to RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Com-
puter) and from Superscalar to VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) proces-
sors. While in CISC, instructions perform complex functionalities, in RISC,
the compiler constructs these functionalities from a series of simple instruc-
tions. Similarly, while in superscalar, instruction scheduling is done in hard-
ware at runtime, in VLIW, the compiler performs the instruction scheduling
statically at compile time.
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Increasing the role of compiler and its control over the processor has several
benefits:

1. The compiler can look at the entire program and hence has a much larger
observation window than what can be achieved in hardware. Therefore,
much better analysis can be done in compiler than hardware.

2. More complex algorithms (such as instruction scheduling, register
renaming) can be implemented in compiler than in hardware. This is
because first, the compiler is not limited by the die size and other chip
resources; and second, compiler’s execution time does not impact the ap-
plication execution time. In other words, compiler runs at design time,
while hardware algorithms run during application execution.

3. The more functionality we move from hardware to compiler, the simpler
the hardware becomes, and the less the runtime overhead is. This has a
direct effect on power consumption of the circuit.

In general, performance of applications can be improved by exploiting their
inherent horizontal and vertical parallelism. Horizontal parallelism occurs
when multiple independent operations can be executed simultaneously. Ver-
tical parallelism occurs when different stages of a sequence of operations can
be overlapped. In processors, horizontal parallelism is utilized by having mul-
tiple functional units that run in parallel, and vertical parallelism is utilized
through pipelining. Currently, in VLIW processors, the compiler controls the
schedule of parallel independent operations (horizontal control). However, in
all processors, the compiler has no vertical control (i.e. control over the flow of
instructions in the pipeline). Therefore, the vertical parallelism of the program
may not be efficiently utilized. In Application-Specific Instruction-set Proces-
sors (ASIPs), structure of pipeline can be customized for a given application
through custom instructions. However, these approaches also have complex
design flows and impose limitations on the extent of customizations (see Sec-
tion 3.1).

On the other hand, in all processors, no matter how many times an instruc-
tion is executed, it always goes through an instruction decoder. The instruction
decoder consumes power and complicates the controller as well.

The No-Instruction-Set-Computer (NISC) addresses the above issues by
moving as much functionality as possible from hardware to compiler. In NISC,
the compiler determines both the schedule of parallel independent opera-
tions (horizontal control), and the logical flow of sequential operations in the
pipeline (vertical control). The compiler generates the control words (CWs)
that must be applied to the datapath components at runtime in every cycle. In
other words, in NISC, all of the major tasks of a typical processor controller
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(i.e. instruction decoding, dependency analysis, and instruction scheduling) are
done by the compiler statically.

NISC technology can be used for low-power application-specific processor
design, because: (a) the compiler-oriented control of the datapath inherently
minimizes the need for runtime hardware-based control, and therefore, reduces
the overall power consumption of the design; (b) NISC technology allows data-
path customizations to reduce total number of cycles and therefore total energy
consumption. The extra slack time can also be used for voltage and frequency
scaling, which result in more savings.

In the rest of this chapter, an overview of NISC technology is presented
in Section 2. NISC is compared with other approaches such as ASIP, VLIW,
and High-Level Synthesis (HLS) in Section 3. In Section 4, NISC compilation
algorithm is discussed. In Section 6, an overview of power saving techniques
in NISC is presented, followed by experimental results in Section 7.

2. Overview of NISC Technology
A NISC is composed of a pipelined datapath and a pipelined controller that
drives the control signals of the datapath components in each clock cycle. The
controller has a fixed template and is usually composed of a Program Counter
(PC) register, an Address Generator (AG), and a Control Memory (CMem).
The control values are stored in a control memory. For small size programs,
the control values are generated via logic in the controller. The datapath of
NISC can be simple or as complex as datapath of a processor. The controller
drives the control signals of the datapath components in each clock cycle. The
NISC compiler generates the control values for each clock cycle.

Figure 2.1 shows a NISC architecture with a memory-based controller and
a pipelined datapath that has partial data forwarding, multi-cycle and pipelined
units, as well as data memory and register file. In presence of controller
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Fig. 2.1 NISC architecture example
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pipelining (i.e. CW and Status registers in Figure 2.1), the compiler should
also make sure that the branch delay is considered correctly and is filled with
other independent operations.

The compiler translates each basic block to a sequence of CWs that run se-
quentially without interruption. In other words, any pipeline stall or context
switch (e.g. interrupt routine call) happens only between basic blocks. This is
analogous to traditional processors in which pipeline stalls or context switches
happen between instructions. The NISC compiler is called cycle-accurate com-
piler because it decides what the datapath should do in every clock cycle. Com-
pilation algorithm detail is presented in [1,2].

Figure 2.2 shows the flow of designing a custom NISC for a given applica-
tion. The datapath can be generated (allocated) using different techniques. For
example, it can be an IP, reused from other designs, generated by HLS, or spec-
ified by the designer. The datapath description is captured in a Generic Netlist
Representation (GNR). A component in datapath can be a register, register
file, bus, multiplexer, functional unit, memory, etc. The program, written in a
high-level language such as C, is first compiled and optimized by a front-end
and then mapped (scheduled and bound) on the given datapath. The compiler
generates the stream of control values as well as the contents of data memory.
The generated results and datapath information are translated to a synthesiz-
able RTL design that is used for simulation and synthesis. After synthesis and
Placement-and-Routing (PAR), the accurate timing, power, and area informa-
tion can be extracted and used for further datapath refinement. For example,
the user may add functional units and pipeline registers, or change the bit-
width of the components and observe the effect of modifications on precision
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Fig. 2.2 Generating a NISC architecture for an application
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of the computation, number of cycles, clock period, power, and area. In NISC,
there is no need to design the instruction-set because the compiler automati-
cally analyzes the datapath and extracts possible operations and branch delay.
Therefore, the designer can refine the design very fast.

3. NISC Compared to Other Approaches
NISC combines techniques from High-Level Synthesis (HLS), Application-
Specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIP), and retargetable compilers. Its
execution style is also similar to VLIW and statically scheduled horizontally
microcoded machines. This section summarizes the differences between each
of these techniques and NISC.

3.1 NISC vs. ASIP
Compiling an application to a customized datapath has also been the goal
of Application-Specific Instruction-set Processors (ASIPs) and retargetable
compilers.

In ASIPs, functionality and structure of datapath can be customized for an
application through custom instructions. At runtime, each custom instruction is
decoded and executed by the corresponding custom hardware. Due to practical
constrains on size and complexity of instruction decoder and custom hardware,
only few custom instructions can be actually implemented in ASIPs. There-
fore, only the most frequent or beneficial custom instructions are selected and
implemented. Implementing these custom instructions requires: (a) designing
custom hardware for each instruction, (b) implementing an efficient instruction
decoder, and (c) incorporating the new instructions in the compiler. These steps
are complex and usually time consuming tasks that require special expertise.

To automatically incorporate the custom instructions into the compiler, the
retargetable compilers use a processor description captured in an Architec-
ture Description Language (ADL). All retargetable compilers rely on high-
level instruction abstractions to indirectly control the datapath of the processor.
They always assume that the processor already has a controller that translates
the instructions into proper control signals for the datapath components. In
behavioral ADLs, the processor is described in terms of the behavior of its
instructions. These ADLs are usually very lengthy because they have to capture
all possible configurations of instructions. Furthermore, since no structural in-
formation is available in the ADL, the quality of automatically generated RTL
for the processor is very low. Structural ADLs try to improve the quality of
generated RTL by capturing the controller, instruction decoder, and datapath
of the processor. Capturing the instruction decoder significantly complicates
these ADLs. Additionally, extracting the high-level instruction behaviors from
these ADLs for the compiler is very complex and can only be done for limited
architectural features.
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The NISC cycle-accurate compiler generates code as if each basic block
of program is executed with one custom instruction. A basic block is a se-
quence of operations in a program that are always executed together. Ideally,
each basic block should executed by a single instruction that reads the inputs of
basic block from a storage unit (e.g. register file) and computes the outputs of
basic block and stores them back. The large number of basic blocks in a typ-
ical program prevents us from using an ASIP approach to achieve the above
goal. To solve this problem, in NISC instruction decoding is moved from hard-
ware to the compiler. In ASIP, after reading the binary of a custom instruction
from memory, it is decoded into a set of control words (CWs) that control the
corresponding custom datapath and executes the custom functionality. Instead
of having too many custom instructions and then relying on a large instruc-
tion decoder to generate CWs in hardware, in NISC the CWs are generated
in compiler by directly mapping each basic block onto the custom datapath.
Therefore, the compiler can construct unlimited number of custom functional-
ities utilizing both horizontal and vertical parallelism of the input program. If
the datapath is designed to improve the execution of certain portions of pro-
gram, the NISC compiler will automatically utilize it. Since the compiler is
no longer limited by the fixed semantics of instructions, it can fully exploit
datapath capabilities and achieve better parallelism and resource utilization.

3.2 NISC vs. VLIW
In Very-Long-Instruction-Word (VLIW) machines (also known as Explicitly-
Parallel-Instruction-Computing), parallel operations are statically scheduled
by the compiler. Removing the instruction scheduling from the controller of
the processor makes the hardware simpler and more efficient. As a result, many
of the contemporary ASIP and DSP processors are VLIW based. Although
compiler’s control over the architecture is increased in VLIW, the compiler
still has no control over how the instructions go through the pipeline. In other
words, compiler can only control the horizontal parallelism and not the vertical
parallelism.

In NISC, in addition to utilizing the horizontal parallelism, the compiler
can also determine how the operations and their results flow though pipeline.
While in VLIW, the instruction word is partitioned to several same-size oper-
ation slots, the control word in NISC is not partitioned to predefined sections.
Therefore, NISC can achieve higher parallelism using fewer bits.

3.3 NISC vs. Microcoded Architectures
In horizontally microcoded architectures, in each cycle, a set of very sim-
ple operations (called microcode) determines the behavior of datapath in that
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cycle. The assumption in these types of architectures is that a microcode exe-
cutes in a single cycle. This is a rather limiting assumption for modern architec-
tures. For example consider the execution of a load (Memory Read) operation
that needs a precisely timed sequence of events. During load, the ChipSelect
control signal of memory becomes 1 at some time (cycle) and then becomes 0
at some other time (cycle). Note that, these events cannot be associated with
different microcodes since such microcodes would not have meaningful execu-
tion semantics for compiler. Therefore, the microcode operations may require a
simple decoder in the architecture that translates them to actual control values.
In fact, in most microcoded machines, the compiler only deals with microcodes
and the structural details of datapath are often hidden from compiler.

In contrast, in NISC, each low-level action (such as accessing storages,
transferring data through busses/multiplexers, and executing operations) is
associated with a simple timing diagram that determines the values of cor-
responding control signals at different times. The NISC compiler eventually
schedules these control values based on their timings and the given clock pe-
riod of the system. Therefore, although a NISC may look similar to a horizon-
tally microcoded architecture, the NISC compiler has much more low-level
control over the datapath and hence is closer to a synthesis tool in terms of
capability and complexity.

3.4 NISC vs. HLS
Traditional High-Level Synthesis (HLS) techniques [3–6] take an abstract
behavioral description of a digital system and generate a register-transfer-level
(RTL) datapath and controller. In these approaches, after scheduling, the com-
ponents are connected (during interconnect synthesis) to generate the final
datapath. The generated datapath is in form of a netlist and must be converted
to layout for the final physical implementation. Lack of access to layout in-
formation limits the accuracy and efficacy of design decisions especially dur-
ing scheduling. For example, applying interconnect pipelining technique is not
easy during scheduling, because wire information is not available yet. It is not
also possible to efficiently apply it after generating the datapath because it in-
validates the schedule. There have been many attempts [7–11] in the past to
predict or estimate the physical attributes of the final datapath layout. Not only
these attempts lack the necessary accuracy, they also lead to more complex
allocation and scheduling algorithms.

The growing complexity of new manufacturing technologies demands syn-
thesis techniques that support Design-For-Manufacturability (DFM). However,
the interdependent scheduling, allocation and binding tasks in HLS are too
complex by themselves and adding DFM will add another degree of complex-
ity to the design process. This increasing complexity requires a design flow
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that provides a practical separation of concerns and supports more aggressive
optimizations based on accurate information.

These goals are achieved in NISC by separating the generation of datapath
and controller. First the datapath is designed and remains fixed during compi-
lation, then the control word for each clock cycle is generated by mapping
(scheduling and binding) the application on the given datapath, and finally
the control words are stored in a memory-based controller. In this way, DFM
and other layout optimizations are handled independently from compilation/
synthesis. Furthermore, accurate layout information can be used by scheduler.
The datapath can be generated in several ways. It can be selected from available
IPs or reused from previous designs. It can also be designed manually or auto-
matically using techniques from HLS or ASIP design that analyze the applica-
tion behavior and suggest a custom datapath. Such datapath can be iteratively
refined and optimized. Traditional HLS techniques usually support a subset of
a high-level language such as C. By adding proper components and structures
to the datapath of NISC, it can cover all language features and target a broader
application domain.

NISC and HLS can be compared from another point of view too. Resource-
constrained HLS algorithms have been developed in order to improve the
quality of generated results. However, the focus of these algorithms is only
functional unit and storage element resources. In current implementation tech-
nologies, the wires have considerably more delay than before, and are ma-
jor contributors to the design complexity. The next natural step in progress
of resource-constrained algorithms is to consider wire constraints as well. In
other words, in addition to the number and types of functional units and storage
elements, the input to such algorithms must also include connectivity of com-
ponents. Hence the datapath is fully allocated and the controller is generated by
performing scheduling and binding on the operations of the application. This
approach eventually leads to NISC.

In summary, in contrast to HLS, NISC design approach separates the design
concerns and allows iterative refinement and optimizations, enables use of
accurate layout information during design, and enables design reuse.

4. Overview of the Compilation Algorithm
In this section, the basis of NISC scheduling and binding algorithm is illus-
trated using an example. The input of algorithm is the CDFG of an application,
netlist of datapath components, and the clock period of the system. The output
is an FSM in which each state represents a set of Register Transfer Actions
(RTAs) that execute in one clock cycle. An RTA can be either a data transfer
through buses/multiplexers/registers, or an operation executed on a functional
unit. The set of RTAs are later used to generate the control bits of components.
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As opposed to traditional HLS, in NISC, operations cannot be scheduled
merely based on the delay of the functional units. The number of control
steps between the schedule of an operation and its successor depends on both
the binding of operations to functional units (FU) and the delay of the path
between corresponding FUs. For example, suppose we want to map DFG of
Figure 2.3 on datapath of Figure 2.4. Operation shift-left (�) can read the
result of operation + in two ways. If we schedule operation + on U2 and store
the result in register file RF, then operation � must be scheduled on U3 in
next cycle to read the result from RF through bus B2 and multiplexer M2. Op-
eration � can also be scheduled in the same cycle with operation + and read
the result directly from U2 through multiplexer M2. Therefore, selection of
the path between U2 and U3 can directly affect the schedule. Since knowing
the path delay between operations requires knowing the operation binding, the
scheduling and binding must be performed simultaneously.

The basic idea in the algorithm is to schedule an operation and all of its
predecessors together. An output operation in the DFG of a basic block is an
operation that does not have a successor in that basic block. The algorithm
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Fig. 2.5 Partitioning a DFG into output sub-trees

starts from output operations and traverse the DFG backward. Each operation
is scheduled after all its successors are scheduled. The scheduling and binding
of successors of an operation determine when and where the result of that op-
eration is needed. This information can be used for: utilizing available paths
between FUs efficiently, avoiding unnecessary register file read/writes, chain-
ing operations, etc.

The DFG of the basic block is partitioned into sub-trees. The root of a sub-
tree is an output operation. The leaves are input variables, constants, or output
operations from other basic blocks. If the successors of an operation belong
to different sub-trees, then that operation is considered as an internal output
and will have its own sub-tree. Such nodes are detected during scheduling.
Figure 2.5 shows an example DFG that is partitioned into three sub-trees. The
roots of the sub-trees (shown with shaded nodes) are the output operations.
The algorithm schedules each sub-tree separately. If during scheduling of the
operations of a sub-tree, the schedule of an operation fails, then that operation
is considered an internal output and becomes the root of a new sub-tree. A
sub-tree is available for schedule as soon as all successor of its root (output op-
eration) are scheduled. Available sub-trees are ordered by the mobility of their
root. The algorithm starts from output nodes and schedules backward toward
their inputs; therefore, more critical outputs tend to be generated towards the
end of the basic block.

Consider the example DFG of Figure 2.3 to be mapped on the datapath of
Figure 2.4. Assume that the clock period is 20 units and delays of U1, U2,
U3, multiplexers, and busses are 17, 7, 5, 1, and 3 units, respectively. The
operations of the basic block are scheduled so that all results are available
before last cycle, i.e. 0; therefore, the RTAs are scheduled in negative cycle
numbers. In each step, we try to schedule the sub-trees that can generate their
results before a given cycle clk. The clk starts from 0 and is decremented in
each step until all sub-trees of a basic block are scheduled.

During scheduling, different types of values may be bound to different types
of storages (variable binding). For example, global variables may be bound to
memory, local variables to stack or register file, and so on. A constant is bound
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to memory or control word (CW) register, depending on its size. A control
word may have limited number of constant fields that are generated in each
cycle along with the rest of control bits. These constant fields are loaded into
the CW register and then transferred to a proper location in datapath. The NISC
compiler determines the values of constant(s) in each cycle. It also schedules
proper set of RTAs to transfer the value(s) to where it is needed.

When scheduling an output sub-tree, first step is to know where the output is
stored. In our example, assume h is bound to register file RF. We must schedule
operation � so that its result can be stored in destination RF in cycle -1 and
be available for reading in cycle 0. We first select a FU that implements �
(operation binding). Then, we make sure that a path exists between selected FU
and destination RF and all elements of the path are available (not reserved by
other operations) in cycle -1 (interconnect binding). In this example, we select
U3 for � and bus B4 for transferring the results to RF. Resource reservation
will be finalized if the schedule of operands also succeeds. The next step is to
schedule proper RTAs in order to transfer the value of g to the left input port of
U3 and constant 2 to the right input port of U3. Figure 2.6 shows the status of
schedule after scheduling the � operation. The figure shows the set of RTAs
that are scheduled in each cycle to read or generated a value. At this point, B3
and M2 are considered the destinations to which values of 2 and g must be
transferred in clock cycle -1, respectively.

In order to read constant 2, we need to put the value of CW register on
bus B3. As for variable g, we schedule the + operation on U2 to perform the
addition and pass the result to U3 though multiplexer M2. Note that delay
of reading operands of + operation and executing it on U2, plus the delay of
reading operands of � operation and executing it on U3 and writing the results
to RF is less than one clock cycle. Therefore, all of the corresponding RTAs
are scheduled together in clock cycle -1. The algorithm chains the operations
in this way, whenever possible. The new status of scheduled RTAs is shown
in Figure 2.7. In the next step, we should schedule the × operations to deliver
their results to the input ports of U2.

The left operand (e) can be scheduled on U1 to deliver its result through
register R1 in cycle -2 and multiplexer M1in cycle -1. At this point, no other
multiplier is left to generate the right operand (f ) and directly transfer it to the

clock→
operation↓

-3 -2 -1

g M2=?;
2 B3=?;
h B4=U3(M2,B3);RF(h)=B4;

Fig. 2.6 Schedule of RTAs after scheduling � operation
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clock→
operation↓

-3 -2 -1

e M1=?;
f B2=?;
g M2=U2(M1, B2);
2 B3=CW;
h B4=U3(M2, B3); RF(h)=B4;

Fig. 2.7 Schedule of RTAs after scheduling h sub-tree

clock→
operation↓

-3 -2 -1

a B1=RF(a);
b B2=RF(b);
e R1=U1(B1, B2); M1=R1;
f B2=RF(f);
g M2=U2(M1, B2);
2 B3=CW;
h B4=U3(M2, B3); RF(h)=B4;

Fig. 2.8 Schedule of RTAs after scheduling h sub-tree

clock→
operation↓

-3 -2 -1

c B1=RF(c);
d B2=RF(d);
a B1=RF(a);
b B2=RF(b);
e R1=U1(B1,B2); M1=R1;
f R1=U1(B1,B2); B4=R1;RF(f)=B4; B2=RF(f);
g M2=U2(M1,B2);
2 B3=CW;
h B4=U3(M2,B3);RF(h)=B4;

Fig. 2.9 Schedule of RTAs after scheduling all sub-tree

right input port of U2. Therefore, we assume that f is stored in the register
file and try to read it from there. If the read is successful, the corresponding ×
operation (f ) is considered as an internal output and will be scheduled later.
Figure 2.8 shows the status of schedule at this time. The sub-tree of output h is
now completely scheduled and the resource reservations can be finalized.

The sub-tree of internal output f must generate its result before cycle -1
where it is read and used by operation +. Therefore, the corresponding RTAs
must be scheduled in or before clock cycle -2 and write the result in register file
RF. The path from U1 to RF goes through register R1 and hence takes more
than one cycle. The second part of the path (after R1) is scheduled in cycle -2
and the first part (before R1) as well as the execution of operation × on U1 is
scheduled in cycle -3. The complete schedule is shown in Figure 2.9.
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The above example shows how the DFG is partitioned into sub-trees during
scheduling, and how pipelining, operation chaining, and data forwarding are
performed during scheduling.

5. Power Optimizations in NISC
This section presents general techniques for reducing total energy consump-
tion of a processor, and discusses how NISC can facilitate such techniques.
Dynamic power consumption of CMOS circuits is proportional to C×V 2×F ,
where C is the average switching capacitance, V is the supply voltage, and F is
the switching frequency. The energy consumption of the circuit is calculated by

E =
P ×N

F
(2.1)

where P is the total power consumption and N is the total number of cycles.
In order to reduce total energy consumption of the circuit, the switching
capacitance, supply voltage, and/or number of cycles must be reduced. In order
to avoid soft errors, supply voltage scaling must be accompanied by frequency
reduction as well. Therefore, it adversely affects the performance of the design.
In NISC, we leverage the performance gain from architecture customizations
to compensate for the performance loss of voltage scaling. In other words,
architecture customizations can reduce number of cycles and create some
slack time that is used for voltage scaling. In the following, we discuss the
techniques for reducing switching capacitance and number of cycles in NISC.

5.1 Reducing the Switching Capacitance
Common techniques for reducing switching capacitance of the processors
include signal gating, clock gating, and memory hierarchy design. Since mem-
ory hierarchy design in NISC is the same as other processors, in this section
we focus only on signal and clock gating.

Gating the input signals of unused components is called signal gating.
The goal of signal gating is to prevent unnecessary switching activities from
propagating in the circuit, and it can be implemented using pipeline registers
(Figure 2.10b), or AND gates (Figure 2.10c).

In the pipelining approach, the registers are loaded whenever the ALU is
used. Otherwise, they maintain their last values. This significantly reduces the
dynamic power of the ALU. Pipelining usually reduces the critical path and
therefore reduces the cycle time of the circuit as well. Also, pipelining may
increase or decrease number of cycles depending on the amount of parallelism
in the application code. Pipeline registers also increases the capacity of the
clock tree and therefore, increase the clock power.

An alternative approach is to replace pipeline registers with AND gates that
are controlled by a gate signal called lock. In Figure 2.10c, whenever the ALU
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(a)

ADD

MUL

(b)

ADD

MUL

(c)

MUL

ADD

lock

Fig. 2.10 (a) No signal gating, (b) signal-gating by pipelining, and (c) signal gating using
AND gates

is not used, the gate signal becomes ‘0’, and as a result, the inputs of the ALU
become ‘0’, as well. While this approach does not affect number of cycles,
it slightly increases the cycle time because of the delay of the AND gates.
Also, unlike the pipelining approach, switching to idle state has some power
overhead due to transition of input values to ‘0’.

In general, depending on application characteristics and data profile, one or
both of these techniques may be used. For example, if data profiling reveals
that a specific functional unit only operates on small negative numbers, then
AND gating is not beneficial due to high power overhead of switching from
negative numbers to ‘0’. For such functional units, pipelining is a better option.
NISC technology allows such processor customizations to meet the application
requirements.

In pipelined microprocessors, clock power accounts for 20% to 40% of
the total power consumption depending on the clock frequency and number
of clocked components. Clock gating of unused components is a common
technique for reducing clock power, as well as interconnect and logic power.
Clock gating of pipeline registers locks the input values of their correspond-
ing functional units and therefore acts as signal gating as well. To identify
idle components, in [12], authors suggest an Observability Don’t Care (ODC)-
based algorithm that conservatively extracts the idle components. In [13], the
Deterministic Clock Gating (DCG) technique is proposed that exploits the
knowledge of pipeline structure and the behavior of instructions to synthesize
decoder logic for determining idle components. These algorithms are imple-
mented in the decoding logic and execute at runtime. In NISC, there is no need
for such extra decoding logic because compiler can optimally extract the idle
components and generate the proper values of the gate signals for the given
architecture and application.

Nevertheless, in NISC, signal gating and clock gating increase the number
of control signals in the architecture and hence, they increase the size of the
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control memory. To balance power and size of control memory vs. that of data-
path, the clock gating and signal gating must be applied properly.

5.2 Reducing Number of Cycles
As mentioned earlier, reducing number of cycles can enable voltage scaling
and result in significant power and energy savings. NISC reduces number of
cycles by exploiting horizontal and vertical parallelism in the given architec-
ture and application. Datapath customizations such as operation chaining and
data forwarding can reduce number of cycles by eliminating the need for fre-
quent register-file access. Depending on the application behavior, different op-
erations may be chained to maximize the savings. Although operation chaining
and data forwarding can reduce cycle count, they usually increase the number
of interconnects and their power consumption. Therefore, they must be tuned
to the application needs in order to gain significant energy savings.

6. Experiments
In this section, two sets of experiments are presented. In Section 6.1, a set
of general-purpose NISC with different pipeline structure is used for different
benchmarks. The effect of the pipeline structure on the performance and power
consumption is discussed in this section. In Section 6.2, different datapaths
customizations are suggested for improving performance and energy consump-
tion of one of the benchmarks, namely the 2D DCT.

6.1 The Effect of Pipeline Structure on Power and
Performance

In general, pipelining improves the clock frequency as well as logic- and
interconnect-power consumption. However, it may increase total number of
cycles and clock power. On the other hand, data forwarding usually decreases
number of cycles, but, it decreases the clock frequency, and increases the inter-
connect power. The effect of pipelining and data forwarding on total execution
time and power consumption depends on the behavior of a given application.

In this section, the following benchmarks are used: bdist2 function (from
MPEG2 encoder), DCT 8× 8, FFT, and bubble sort function. The FFT and
DCT benchmarks have data-independent control graphs. The bdist2 benchmark
works on a 16×h block, where h is 10 in these experiments. The sort bench-
mark, sorts 100 elements stored in an array. Among these benchmarks, FFT
has the most parallelism and sort is a fully sequential code.

Four general-purpose architectures are used in these experiments: The first
architecture has only controller pipelining (CP), as shown in Figure 2.11; the
second architecture has controller pipelining with signal gating in datapath
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Fig. 2.11 NISC architecture with controller pipelining (CP)
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Fig. 2.12 NISC architecture with controller and datapath pipelining and data forwarding
(CPDPF)

(CPDG). In this architecture the AND gates are added at the input of the
multiplier and ALU; the third architecture has both controller pipelining and
datapath pipelining (CPDP). Pipeline registers are added both at the input
and at the output of the functional units and the memory; the fourth archi-
tecture has controller and datapath pipelining with data forwarding (CPDPF),
as shown in Figure 2.12. The bit-width of these datapaths is 32 bits. All bench-
marks are compiled on all architectures and are synthesized on Xilinx FPGA
package Virtex2V250-6 using Xilinx ISE 8.3 tool. Two synthesis optimiza-
tion of retiming, and buffer-to-multiplexer conversion are enabled. The clock
frequency of the architectures after synthesis and placement-and-routing is
reported in Table 2.1. This table shows that pipelining has increased the clock
frequency (from 60 MHz to almost 90 MHz), and data forwarding and signal
gating has decreased the frequency by a few MHz, as expected.

The number of cycles and total execution time of each benchmark on differ-
ent architectures are shown in Table 2.2. While adding pipelining increases
the clock frequency, it may increase the cycle counts especially if there is
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Table 2.1 Clock frequency of architectures after synthesis

Architecture CP CPDG CPDP CPDPF
Clock frequency (MHz) 60 57.5 89 88

Table 2.2 Execution cycles counts of benchmarks

Cycle count Total execution time (µs)

CP CPDG CPDP CPDPF CP CPDG CPDP CPDPF
bdist2 6,326 6,326 7,168 5,226 105.64 110.05 80.35 59.05
DCT 11,764 11,764 14,292 13,140 196.46 204.65 160.21 148.48
FFT 220 220 218 166 3.67 3.83 2.44 1.88
Sort 35,349 35,349 84,161 74,162 590.33 614.93 943.44 838.03

Table 2.3 Power breakdown of the NISCs and total energy consumption of DCT

Clock Logic Interconnect Total Total Energy×
power power power power energy Delay
(mW) (mW) (mW) (mW) (uJ) (fJs)

CP 35.40 89.25 199.69 324.34 63.72 12.52
CPDG 30.00 63.00 150.00 243.00 49.73 10.18
CPDP 54.65 50.10 61.23 165.98 26.59 4.26
CPDPF 59.81 60.28 92.81 212.90 31.61 4.69

not enough parallelism in the benchmark. Except for the sort algorithm, the
minimum execution delay is achieved using CDPF datapath. For sort, a less
pipelined architecture (CP) performs the best. The minimum execution times
of all the benchmarks are highlighted in Table 2.2.

Table 2.3 columns 2–4 show the power breakdown of the NISC architec-
tures (collected for DCT benchmark), in terms of clock, logic, and intercon-
nect power. Compared to CP, the CPDG, CPDP, and CPDPF architectures
save 30%, 44%, and 32% logic power, respectively. They also save 25%, 70%,
and 53% interconnect power, respectively. However, in CPDP and CPDPF, the
clock power increases by 54% and 68% compared to the clock power of CP.
Considering all the three power elements, the total power saving of CPDG,
CPDP, and CPDPF compared to the CP architecture is 25%, 49%, and 34%
respectively. Columns 5–7 show the total power, energy, and energy-delay
product of the DCT benchmark. The minimum power consumption is achieved
by CPDP (165.98 mW), which shows a 49% savings compared to CP. Accord-
ing to Table 2.2, DCT achieves the maximum performance on CPDPF, and the
minimum power and energy consumption on CPDP. In such cases, depending
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on the importance of each of these metrics for a specific application, the most
suitable architecture is selected.

6.2 Custom Datapath Design for DCT
In this section, different custom pipelined datapaths for DCT algorithm are
designed, in order to further improve the performance and power consumption.
More details about this example can be found in [16]. The definition of Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) [15] for a 2-D N ×N matrix of pixels is as follows:

F [u,v] =
1

N2

N−1

∑
m=0

N−1

∑
n=0

f [m,n]cos
(2m+1)uπ

2N
cos

(2n+1)vπ

2N

where u, v are discrete frequency variables (0 ≤ u, v ≤ N − 1), f [i, j] gray
level of pixel at position (i, j), and F [u,v] coefficients of point (u, v) in spatial
frequency. Assuming N = 8, matrix C is defined as follows:

C[u][n] =
1
8

cos
(2n+1)uπ

16

Based on matrix C, an integer matrix C1 is defined as follows: C1 =
round(factor ×C). The C1 matrix is used in calculation of DCT and IDCT:
F = C1× f ×C2, where C2 = C1T . As a result, DCT can be calculated us-
ing two consecutive matrix multiplications. Figure 2.13a shows the C code of
multiplying two given matrix A and B using three nested loops.

To compare the results of custom architectures with a general-purpose ar-
chitecture, a NISC-style implementation of MIPS M4K datapath [14] (called
NMIPS) is used. The bus-width of the datapath is 16-bit for a 16-bit DCT
precision, and the datapath does not have any integer divider or floating
point unit. The clock frequency of 78.3 MHz is achieved after synthesis and

for(inti=0;i<8;i++)
for(intj=0;j<8;j++){
sum=0;
for(intk=0;k<8;k++)
sum=sum+A[i][k]×B[k][j];

C[i][j]=sum;
}

ij=0;
do{
i8 = ij&0xF8;
j = ij&0x7;
aL =*(A+(i8|0)); bL =*(B+(0|j)); sum = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|1));bL =*(B+(8|j)); sum+ = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|2));bL =*(B+(16|j)); sum+ = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|3));bL =*(B+(24|j)); sum+ = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|4));bL =*(B+(32|j)); sum+ = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|5));bL =*(B+(40|j)); sum+ = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|6));bL =*(B+(48|j)); sum+ = aL×bL;
aL =*(A+(i8|7));bL =*(B+(56|j));
*(C+ij) = sum+(aL×bL);

} while(++ij!=64);
(a) (b)

Fig. 2.13 (a) Original and (b) transformed matrix multiplication
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Placement-and-Routing (PAR). Two synthesis optimizations of retiming and
buffer-to-multiplexer conversions are applied to improve the performance.

In general, customization of a design involves both software and hardware
transformations. In Figure 2.13b, the application parallelism is increased by
unrolling the inner-most loop of the matrix multiplication, merging the two
outer loops, and converting some of the costly operations such as addition and
multiplication to OR and AND. In DCT, the operation conversions are possible
because of the special values of the constants and variables.

Initial Custom Datapath: CDCT1. By looking at the body of loop in
Figure 2.13b, four steps of computation can be identified: (1) calculation of
the memory addresses of the relevant matrix elements; (2) loading the val-
ues of those elements from data memory; (3) multiplying the two values; (4)
accumulating the multiplication results. Therefore, a custom datapath can be
designed so that each of these steps is a pipeline stage. Figure 2.14a shows
such datapath (CDCT1). The datapath includes four major pipeline stages that
are marked in the figure. This datapath uses operation chaining to reduce RF
accesses and decrease register pressure. Chaining the operations improves the
energy consumption and performance. The OR and ALU are chained, as well
as the Mul and Adder. Note that the chaining of multiply and add forms a MAC
unit in the datapath. After compilation, the total number of cycles of the DCT
is 3080, and the maximum clock frequency is 85.7 MHz.
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Fig. 2.14 Block diagram of (a) CDCT1 and (b) CDCT2
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Table 2.4 Critical-path delay breakdown of CDCT1

Component CMem + CW RF + RF o ALU + ALU o RF setup time
Delay (ns) 3.28 2.39 5.4 0.58

Table 2.5 Critical-path delay breakdown of CDCT2

Component CMem + CW RF + RF o Comp + comp o AG + PC setup
Delay (ns) 2.93 2.45 3.726 2.06

Table 2.4 shows the critical-path breakdown of CDCT1. Each column in the
table shows the sum of a component delay and its output-interconnect delay.
The critical path goes through CMem, RF, B2, B4, ALU, B5, and back to RF.

CDCT2: Bus Customization and Adding a Pipeline Register to the Data-
path. According to Table 2.4, ALU and the wire that connects ALU to RF
are in the critical path. To reduce the critical-path delay, an additional pipeline
register (called reg1) is inserted in the output of the ALU, and also all global
buses, including B5, are replaced with point-to-point connections. Only the
connections that are used by the DCT application are kept. The new design,
CDCT2, is shown in Figure 2.14b. The NISC compiler automatically analyzes
the new datapath and regenerates the control words to correctly handle the flow
of the data. CDCT2 runs the DCT algorithm in 2952 cycles at the maximum
clock frequency of 90 MHz. The reduction in number of cycles is due to addi-
tional parallelism created by the separation of interconnects. Table 2.5 shows
the breakdown of the critical path of CDCT2. Note that, in CDCT2, the critical
path goes through the comparator instead of the ALU.

CDCT3: Eliminating the Unused Parts of ALU, Comparator, and RF.
Next, the ALU and comparator are simplified by eliminating the operations
not used in the DCT application. In Figure 2.13b, only Add, And, Multiply,
and Not-equal (!=) operations are used. The first two operations are executed
by ALU, the third by Mul, and the last by Comp. NISC compiler allocates
and uses nine registers in RF. Therefore, number of registers in RF is reduced
from 32 to 16. The new architecture (CDCT3) runs much faster at the clock
frequency of 114.4 MHz. The breakdown of critical-path delay Table 2.6 shows
a considerable reduction in the delay of the comparator (i.e. from 3.726 ns
to 2.29 ns). Also, the number of fan-outs of RF output wires is reduced, and
hence its interconnect delay is reduced (i.e. from 2.45 ns to 1.64 ns). These
modifications, also, reduce the area and power consumption significantly.
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Table 2.6 Critical-path delay breakdown of CDCT3

Component CMem + CW RF + RF o Comp + comp o AG + PC setup
Delay (ns) 2.76 1.64 2.29 2.06

Table 2.7 Critical-path delay breakdown of CDCT4

Component CMem + CW RF + RF o Comp + comp o AG + PC setup
Delay (ns) 1.39 1.6 1.74 2.06

Table 2.8 Critical-path delay breakdown of CDCT5

Component bL + bL-o Mul + Mul-o P setup time
Delay (ns) 1.29 4.25 0.3

CDCT4 and CDCT5: Controller Pipelining. Looking at the critical paths
of the architectures, it is evident that the controller contributes to a major
amount of the delay. The CMem, CW, and Address Generator (AG) delays
are part of the critical path of CDCT3. To reduce the effect of the controller
delay, one pipeline register (i.e. CW register) is inserted in front of the CMem.
The new architecture (CDCT4) can run much faster at the clock frequency
of 147 MHz. Table 2.7 shows a reduction in the critical-path delay, where
CMem+CW delay is reduced from 2.76 ns to 1.39 ns. Also, due to retiming
optimization, the delay of comparator is reduced from 2.29 ns to 1.74 ns. On
the downside, however, the number of cycles of DCT increases to 3080 because
of an extra branch delay cycle. Note that the NISC compiler automatically an-
alyzes the datapath and notices the extra branch delay. So, the user does not
need to change the compiler manually.

To further reduce the effect of controller’s delay on the clock cycle, another
pipeline register (called status register) is inserted at the output of the Comp.
This register eliminates the AG’s delay from the critical path. Table 2.8 shows
the breakdown of the critical-path delay of the new architecture (CDCT5). In
CDCT5, the critical path goes through the multiplier. Note that, CDCT5 has
a branch delay of two and runs at the clock frequency of 170 MHz. The total
number of cycles of DCT increases to 3208.

CDCT6: Bit-Width Reduction. To improve the area of the design, the
bit-width of some of the components can be reduced without affecting the pre-
cision of the calculations. The address values in DCT are in the range of 0 to
255. Therefore, the bit-width of the address-calculation pipeline stage (i.e. RF,
OR, ALU, and Comp) can be reduced to 8 bits. In this case, the clock frequency
remains fixed at 170 MHz.
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Fig. 2.15 Block diagram of CDCT7

CDCT7: Using Multi-Cycle Paths. In the final optimization, the clock fre-
quency is further improved by considering Mul as a two cycle unit and adding
two pipeline registers at the output of RF. To synthesis the new design cor-
rectly, the proper timing constraint for the two cycle path is specified for the
synthesis tool. The clock frequency of CDCT7 is 250 MHz and it takes 3460
cycles to run DCT. Figure 2.15 shows final design (CDCT7) after all the trans-
formations.

Comparing Performance, Power, Energy and Area of the NISCs. Table
2.9 compares the performance, power, energy, and area of all NISC architec-
tures. The third column shows the maximum clock frequency after Placement-
and-Routing. The fourth column shows the total execution time of the DCT
algorithm calculated based on number of cycles and the clock frequency. Note
that although in some cases (such as CDCT4 and CDCT5) the number of cy-
cles increases, the clock frequency improvement compensates for that. As a
result, the total execution delay maintains a decreasing trend.

Column 5 shows the average power consumption of the NISC architectures
while running the DCT algorithm. All the designs are stimulated with the same
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Table 2.9 Performance, power, energy, and area of the DCT implementations

No. of Clock DCT exec. Power Energy Normalized
cycles freq time (µs) (mW) (µJ) area

NMIPS 10772 78.3 137.57 177.33 24.40 1.00
CDCT1 3080 85.7 35.94 120.52 4.33 0.81
CDCT2 2952 90.0 32.80 111.27 3.65 0.71
CDCT3 2952 114.4 25.80 82.82 2.14 0.40
CDCT4 3080 147.0 20.95 125.00 2.62 0.46
CDCT5 3208 169.5 18.93 106.00 2.01 0.43
CDCT6 3208 171.5 18.71 104.00 1.95 0.34
CDCT7 3460 250.0 13.84 137.00 1.90 0.35
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Fig. 2.16 Power breakdown of the DCT implementations

data values, and Post-Placement-and-Routing simulation is used to collect the
signal activities. To compute the total power consumption, Xilinx XPower tool
is used. Figure 2.16 shows the power breakdown of different designs in terms
of the clock, logic, and interconnect power. Column 6 shows the total energy
consumption calculated by multiplying power and execution time.

In these experiments, CDCT1 consumes less power than NMIPS due to its
different pipeline structure and better signal gating. CDCT2 consumes less
power compared to CDCT1 because of replacing shared bus B5 with short
point-to-point connections with lower bus capacitance. The diagram of Fig-
ure 2.16 shows the reduction in interconnect-power consumption of CDCT2.

Power consumption of CDCT3 is lower than CDCT2 because of the elimi-
nation of unused operations in ALU and comparator. Elimination of operations
reduces number on fan-outs of the RF output wires. Therefore, reduction in in-
terconnect power, as well as logic power is achieved. The power breakdown of
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CDCT3 confirms this fact. Note that as the clock frequency goes up, the clock
power gradually increases.

In CDCT4, the power consumption further increases, because of: (1) higher
clock power due to higher clock frequency and higher number of pipeline reg-
isters; and more importantly, because of (2) the power consumption of logic
and interconnects added by retiming algorithm. Since the difference between
the delays of the two pipeline stages located before and after CW register is
high, the retiming works aggressively to balance the delay. As a result it adds
extra logic to the circuit. In CDCT5, the status register is added to the output
of Comp to reduce the critical path. In this case, the retiming algorithm works
less aggressively because the delays of the pipeline stages are less imbalanced.
This reduces logic and interconnect power. In CDCT7, the logic and intercon-
nect power remain the same as CDCT5 but the clock power increases due to
higher clock frequency.

The last column of Table 2.9 shows the normalized area of different de-
signs calculated based on the number of FPGA slices that each design (includ-
ing memories) occupies. The area trend also confirms the increase in area in
CDCT4 followed by a decrease in CDCT5, evidently due to retiming.

Figure 2.17 shows the performance, power, energy, and area of the designs
normalized against NMIPS. The total execution delay of DCT algorithm has
a decreasing trend, while the power consumption decreases up to CDCT3 and
then increases. The energy consumption significantly drops at CDCT1, be-
cause of the reduction in number of cycles and power consumption. From
CDCT1 to CDCT7, the energy decreases gradually in a slow paste.

As shown in Figure 2.17, CDCT7 is the best design in terms of delay and
energy consumption, while CDCT3 is the best in terms of power, and CDCT6
is the best in terms of area. As a result, CDCT3, CDCT6, and CDCT7 are
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considered the pareto-optimial solutions. Note that minimum energy and min-
imum power are achieved by two different designs: CDCT7 and CDCT3, re-
spectively. Compared to NMIPS, CDCT7 runs 10 times faster, consumes 1.3
times less power, and 12.8 times less energy. Also, it occupies 2.9 times less
area than NMIPS.

In summary, designing a custom datapath for a given application by properly
connecting functional units and pipeline registers is the key to reducing number
of cycles and energy consumption. Also, eliminating the unused logic and in-
terconnects, adjusting the bus-width of the datapath to the application require-
ment, signal gating, and clock gating are the key to reducing power consump-
tion. The NISC technology makes these customizations very easy to apply.

7. Conclusion
This chapter presented No-Instruction-Set-Computer (NISC) technology. In
NISC, architecture is both horizontally and vertically controlled by compiler,
and therefore, has less hardware and runtime overhead for controlling the
pipeline. NISC technology allows fast datapath customizations for a given
application. In NISC, properly connecting functional units and pipeline reg-
isters is the key to reducing number of cycles and energy consumption of a
given application. Also, eliminating the unused logic and interconnects, adjust-
ing the bus-width of the datapath to the application requirement, signal gating,
and clock gating are the key to reducing power consumption. Moreover, in
NISC, reducing number of cycles by architecture customization creates some
slack time that can be used for voltage scaling. Because of these features the
NISC technology is very powerful for IP and embedded system design.
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Abstract Several techniques have been proposed to reduce the energy consumption of
ASIPs (Application-Specific Instruction set Processors). While those techniques
can reduce the energy consumption with minimal change in the instruction set
(IS), they often fail to exploit the opportunity of designing the entire IS from
the energy-efficiency perspective. In this chapter we present an energy-efficient
IS synthesis that can comprehensively reduce the energy-delay product (EDP)
of ASIPs through optimal instruction encoding, considering both the instruction
bitwidth and the dynamic instruction fetch count. Experimental results with a
typical embedded RISC processor show that the proposed energy-efficient IS
synthesis technique can generate application-specific ISs that are up to 40%
more energy-efficient over the native IS for several application benchmarks.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer) ISs
(Instruction Sets) are more energy-efficient than RISC (Reduced Instruction
Set Computer) ISs for the same microarchitecture (Bunda et al., 1995). How-
ever, it is not well known how one can utilize this observation to generate
more energy-efficient ISs, especially when one is given the freedom to mod-
ify an IS on an application or application domain basis. With the recent de-
velopment in soft IPs (Intellectual Properties) and configurable processors, IS
customization has become possible and even necessary to make differentia-
tion in today’s competitive markets. Nonetheless, previous work on low-power
ASIPs (Application-Specific Instruction Set Processors) has not been so ambi-
tious as to fully exploit the flexibility of ASIPs and redesign the IS from the
energy-efficiency perspective; most techniques (Benini et al., 1998; Kim and
Kim, 1999; Glokler and Bitterlich, 2001; Inoue et al., 2002) are concerned with
optimizing only the bit pattern assignment while some techniques (Dougherty
et al., 1998) have considered only to remove less useful instructions from a
given set of instructions.

In this chapter, we present an energy-efficient IS synthesis approach for
application-specific processors. Unlike the previous low-power opcode en-
coding techniques (Benini et al., 1998; Kim and Kim, 1999), the energy-
efficient IS synthesis proposed in this chapter is not limited to opcode re-
assignment but provides a comprehensive method to synthesize ISs optimized
for given applications. Specifically, we optimize ISs under given microarchi-
tectural constraints, as the design change in the data path may incur significant
engineering cost and thus not be desirable. With a fixed microarchitecture, spe-
cialization can be made in such areas as instruction encoding, the number of
instructions, and the instruction bitwidth, all of which can be considered as
instruction encoding in a broad sense. Thus, the objective is to find the best
instruction encoding (manifested by RISC vs. CISC) that leads to the maximal
energy-efficiency through fewer number of instructions fetched (reducing the
instruction memory energy) or fewer number of execution cycles (reducing the
processor core energy) or a balance of the two.

One of the critical elements of the proposed energy-efficient IS synthesis is
reducing the instruction fetch energy through multiple dimensions of the code
volume (i.e., the number of instructions fetched multiplied by the instruction
bitwidth). While some previous low-power techniques can also have similar
effects of reducing the code volume, only one dimension has typically been
considered. For example, low-power instruction compression schemes (Benini
et al., 1999; Chander et al., 2001) try to reduce the code volume by focusing
only on the bitwidth of frequently occurring binary instruction patterns (thus
not changing the number of instructions whether static or dynamic). Likewise,
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code size reduction techniques (Liao et al., 1999) aim to reduce the static code
size, thus may not be effective for reducing the dynamic instruction count.

Our IS synthesis technique, on the contrary, addresses the multiple dimen-
sions of the code volume and provides a comprehensive optimization frame-
work for energy-efficient ISs. Also, our scheme generates a single IS as
opposed to dual ISs (compressed, uncompressed) as the code compression
techniques do; thus, it avoids the problems of dual ISs such as requiring an
instruction decompressor (or re-map table) and, for some techniques, having to
take care of the changes in the branch target addresses. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the energy-efficient IS synthesis assumes minor architectural changes
in the data path, allowed by the given architectural constraints, such as inserting
additional muxes in front of functional units, as well as changing the instruc-
tion decoder logic. Our experimental results show that the proposed energy-
efficient IS synthesis can generate application-specific ISs that outperform the
native IS of a typical embedded RISC processor, not only in performance but
also in energy and the EDP, up to about 40% with each metric.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses
the previous work for energy-efficient ASIPs and Section 16.2 highlights the
key elements of the encoding-oriented IS synthesis for ASIP customization.
Section 4 derives the contribution of each instruction to the overall energy-
efficiency based on an ASIP energy consumption model. Finally, experimental
results are presented in Section 5 and the chapter is concluded with Section 6.

2. Related Work
Previous work on low-power techniques for ASIPs has mostly concentrated
on bit pattern assignment of instructions, without changing the number of ins-
tructions in the IS. To reduce the switching activity and the dynamic energy
consumption in the IF (Instruction Fetch) registers of ASIPs, it was proposed
to re-encode the opcode part of instructions so that the most frequent opcode
sequences (in a typical application execution) can have the smallest Hamming
distances (Benini et al., 1998; Kim and Kim, 1999). In other cases, exploit-
ing the asymmetric energy consumption of some memory devices (with some
ROMs, reading the value “1” does not require any switching activity while
reading “0” does), even the whole instruction can be re-encoded (frequently
used opcodes or constant values are encoded with as many 1’s as possible)
(Glokler and Bitterlich, 2001; Inoue et al., 2002).

As for a more aggressive approach, removing unused or less useful instruc-
tions from the IS has been suggested. By implementing only the subset of
instructions decided to be used for the applications at hand (instruction sub-
setting), one may reduce the area, critical path, and power dissipation, while
partially retaining its programability (Dougherty et al., 1998).
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While these techniques may fit well where only minimal changes are
allowed in the architecture, they are too conservative when a more aggres-
sive IS redesign is preferred to seize the opportunity afforded by configurable
processors. Contrastingly, the proposed IS synthesis approach considers re-
designing the IS from the energy-efficiency perspective to better exploit the
flexibility of configurable processors. The proposed technique is based on the
encoding-oriented IS synthesis flow described in Lee et al. (2002) but extends
it considering various optimization goals and their efficacy.

3. Synthesizing Instruction Sets
The encoding-oriented IS synthesis flow (Lee et al., 2002) assumes basic
instructions, which are provided by users once for each processor. The ex-
isting IS of a processor, called native instruction set, is normally optimized
for general applications and includes many complex instructions as well as
simple ones. To facilitate automatic synthesis of application-specific instruc-
tions, we start from the basic IS. A basic instruction includes only one oper-
ation, so that more complex instructions can be easily created by combining
multiple basic instructions that appear frequently in the application program.
The application-specific instructions created this way are called C-instructions,
meaning compound-operation instructions. C-instructions can be generated for
each application or a set of applications representing an application domain.
The C-instructions together with the basic instructions comprise a synthesized
instruction set. The relationship between the native IS, basic IS, and synthe-
sized IS are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the process of synthesizing an IS. First the basic IS
and the data path resource description (e.g., the number and types of func-
tional units, and their timing in the pipeline during each instruction execution)
are given as input. The application is compiled using a retargetable compiler
targeted for the basic IS. This preliminary assembly code is used in the rest
of the IS synthesis process. The core synthesis process consists of two phases:
candidate C-instruction generation and C-instruction selection. In the gener-
ation phase, a group of C-instructions are created for every sequence of up
to N basic instructions appearing in the assembly code, where N is a design

Native IS
Basic

IS

Synthesized IS

C-Instructions

Fig. 3.1 Relationship between the native, basic, and synthesized instruction sets
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parameter. Since only those appearing in a linear sequence can become can-
didates for C-instruction creation, this method has an advantage of low com-
putational complexity (linear in the number of instructions in the application
assembly code).

Though every C-instruction can contribute to a better code quality such as
smaller code size and fewer execution cycles, not all of them can be included
in the synthesized IS due to the instruction encoding constraint. There can be at
most 2IW (IW is the instruction bitwidth) number of distinct bit patterns that
can be assigned to the synthesized instructions (including the basic instruc-
tions). Therefore if a C-instruction i uses Wi bits to encode all its operands,
2Wi number of bit patterns (called the code space used by i) should be re-
served for instruction i. Thus, we need to select the best set of C-instructions
that will bring the most benefit (e.g., code size reduction, execution cycle count
reduction) while meeting the code space constraint.

However, the formulation is rather complicated because of the nonlinearity
of the cost (as well as benefit) function. For instance, the code space (repre-
senting the cost) of two C-instructions may not be equal to the sum of the
code space of each if one is a superset of the other. As a result, the benefit
and the cost of a C-instruction depend on what other C-instructions are already
selected. Lee et al. (2002) gives a more detailed discussion on the problem, pro-
viding an ILP (Integer Linear Programing) formulation for the C-instruction
selection problem, as well as an efficient heuristic algorithm, since solving an
ILP problem may take a prohibitive amount of computation resources.

4. Optimizing for Energy-Efficiency
By redesigning the entire IS for specific applications, the code volume can be
reduced in all its dimensions, generating more effective IF reduction than has
been possible with previous approaches. On the other hand, simultaneously
considering all the factors affecting the code volume requires the non-trivial
task of quantifying energy (and EDP) changes during the IS synthesis. In this
section, we analyze the energy and EDP changes during the IS synthesis based
on an ASIP energy model, and derive a quantitative energy-efficiency criterion
which can be used for selecting C-instructions.
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4.1 ASIP Energy Model
Figure 3.3 illustrates a simple ASIP chip including a processor core and
on-chip memory. From the behavioral point of view, the same ASIP chip (the
part that covers the processor core and on-chip memory) can be viewed, at the
cycle level, as a pipeline of IF, ID, and EX stage operations. The CMOS dy-
namic energy of the whole ASIP can then be seen as EIF +EID +EEX, where
EIF, EID, and EEX are the energy consumed by the operations in IF, ID, and
EX stages, respectively. Also, the energy-delay product (EDP) of the ASIP, for
a given clock frequency, can be defined as

EDP = (EIF +EID +EEX) ·Ncyc (3.1)

where Ncyc is the number of execution cycles of an application.
The energy consumed in each stage can be modeled, simplifying interrupts,

pipeline flush, etc. as

EIF +EID +EEX

= [Nins · (eIM +eIBus +eIF)]+ [Nins ·eID]+
[
∑op Nop ·eop

]
(3.2)
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Fig. 3.3 An example ASIP. (a) The structural view. Major components include ASIP core,
on-chip memory, and on-chip bus. (b) The behavioral view. Major functions inlcude
IF (instruction fetch), ID (instruction decode and register read), and EX (execution)
stages
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where Nins is the dynamic instruction count; eIM , eIBus, eIF , and eID are
the per-access energy consumption in the instruction memory, instruction bus,
instruction fetch unit, and instruction decoder, respectively; and Nop and eop

are the number of operations and the per-operation energy consumption in the
EX stage for each operation op, respectively.

4.2 EDP Change due to IS Customization
Let us consider the energy-efficiency (defined by EDP ) when using the basic
IS (denoted by B) vs. a synthesized IS (denoted by C), where C is equal to
B plus selected C-instructions. There are a number of different C’s and we
have to choose the best C through C-instruction selection. Now for two ISs
B and C, let NB

cyc and NC
cyc be the numbers of execution cycles, and NB

ins

and NC
ins be their dynamic instruction counts, respectively. Note that NB

cyc and
NB

ins are fixed for a given application whereas NC
cyc and NC

ins are subject to
optimization.

The advantage that a C-instruction has over basic instructions is essentially
that it can express a number of basic instructions with a single instruction. This
leads first to (static) instruction count reduction (or code size reduction) and
also in many cases to execution cycle count reduction (which may be called
dynamic instruction count reduction). A typical example is a C-instruction
combining an ADD instruction with a LOAD instruction (Lee, 2004). Let R ins

i
and Rcyc

i be the reduction in the number of instructions and in the number of
execution cycles per each use of a C-instruction i instead of the corresponding
basic instruction sequence. Rins

i can be easily calculated, i.e., the length of
the basic instruction sequence minus one. To calculate R cyc

i , one has to sched-
ule the operations of the corresponding basic instructions considering the data
path resource constraint, which is similar to running simple high-level synthe-
sis (Gajski et al., 1992; Lee, 2004).

From the IS synthesis flow of Figure 3.1, the following relationship can be
obtained:

NC
cyc = NB

cyc−∑
i

Rcyc
i ·di ·χi (3.3)

NC
ins = NB

ins−∑
i

Rins
i ·di ·χi (3.4)

where di is the dynamic matching count, by which times C-instruction i is used
in the application, and χi is a binary variable with the value 1 indicating that
C-instruction i is selected.

Now, with the following observations we can derive the EDP difference
(∆EDP) of using a synthesized IS (C) instead of the basic IS (B). First, the
EX stage operations such as ALU operations and memory operations can be
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considered the same in terms of energy consumption for both B and C, as-
suming that clock gating is extensively used during synthesis to avoid clocking
for unnecessary computation. Therefore EEX is the same for both ISs. Second,
eIM , eIBus, and eIF can be considered the same for both B and C. Though
the two ISs will have different binary encoding patterns (in terms of assigning
a binary code to each instruction) resulting in different bit patterns on the bus
and memory and thus slightly different energy consumption, it can be reason-
ably assumed that the average energy consumption in this part is more or less
the same for the two ISs. The instruction bitwidth is a given parameter of IS
synthesis and thus constant during IS synthesis. Third, eC

ID (for C) is likely
to be larger than eB

ID (for B), due to the increased number of instructions in
C. Assuming, however, that IF energy is much larger than ID energy increase
(i.e., eIM + eIBus + eIF � eC

ID − eB
ID), which is also very reasonable, the EDP

difference can be approximated as

∆EDP ≈ ∑
i

(a ·Rcyc
i + b ·Rins

i ) ·di ·χi (3.5)

where constants a and b are defined as a = EB
IF +EB

ID +EEX and b = EB
IF +EB

ID .

4.3 Modifying the Selection Algorithm
The EDP difference of (3.5) means that the contribution of a C-instruction i to
the reduction of EDP, which defines Beni or the benefit of i, can be written
(approximately) as

Beni = a ·Rcyc
i + b ·Rins

i (3.6)

Note that this expression of benefit renders it very easy to extend the heuristic
algorithm of (Lee et al. 2002) for the enery-efficiency context. In fact, (3.6) can
also be used to represent the performance improvement or the energy reduction
simply by changing the parameters: performance improvement if a = 1 and b =
0 and energy reduction if a = 0 and b = 1. Thus instead of using Rcyc

i , which
is the form that is originally used, we can use (3.6) and extend the heuristic
algorithm easily. More details of the modified algorithm can be found in (Lee
2004).

5. Experiments
We now present the experimental results applying the energy-efficient IS syn-
thesis technique to improve the native IS of the MIPS processor, and also
show the effects of the instruction bitwidth variation. To drive the IS syn-
thesis, a number of realistic benchmark applications are used covering mul-
timedia (e.g., h.263 decoder, JPEG encoder), control-intensive (e.g., ADPCM
coder/decoder), and cryptography (e.g., DES) domains. After describing the
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experimental setup, we first show the effectiveness of the synthesized IS over
the native IS, comparing the results produced by different optimization criteria.
Next, the effects of the instruction bitwidth variation are also presented.

5.1 Experimental Setup
For our experiments, we used the MIPS microprocessor architecture (Patterson
and Hennessy, 1997), from which a basic IS was defined annotated with
resource and timing information. The benchmark applications were pre-
processed using the EXPRESS retargetable compiler (Halambi et al., 2001)
targeting the basic IS to generate preliminary assembly code, which was used
for the rest of the IS synthesis process.

While the MIPS architecture has 32-bit instructions, the native IS of the
MIPS uses the code space of only about 230, meaning that the native IS
essentially uses only 30 bits, reserving the rest of the code space for future
versions. Since the basic IS for the MIPS was defined with the code space of
about 1.42× 108, we generated C-instructions into the remaining code space
of 230−1.42×108, with 30-bit bitwidth, so that the synthesized IS should take
no more code space than the native IS uses. In the second set of experiments,
where the instruction bitwidth was varied, the code space of 229 − 1.42× 108

and 228−1.42×108 were used for 29-bit and 28-bit IS synthesis, respectively.
After the IS synthesis process, the application was recompiled using the

same retargetable compiler targeted for the synthesized IS. The execution
cycle counts and the instruction fetch counts were obtained through cycle-
accurate simulation (within basic blocks) and profiling (at the global level).
It is assumed that the ID energy is the same for all ISs, since the comparison is
between the synthesized ISs and the native IS, the latter of which also exhibits
many “compound-operation” instructions.

For the energy consumption estimation, the following assumptions are made
on the architecture. It is assumed that the instruction memory is large enough
to fit each application so that there is no off-chip memory access for instruc-
tion fetch. To further simplify, it is assumed that there is no instruction cache;
thus, instruction memory energy consumption only depends on the number of
instruction fetch. For the energy consumption ratio between IF, ID, and EX
stages, it is assumed that the ratio between EB

IF +EB
ID and EEX is 1:1 regard-

less of the application.1 This greatly simplifies the EDP comparison between
different ISs, i.e.,

redp = [1−0.5(1− rif )] · rcyc (3.7)

1Our architecture-level power simulation using a typical processor power simulation framework did not
show enough fidelity; the power breakdown was the same for all applications. Thus, we estimated the ratio
based on the ARM920T power analysis result in (Segars 2001) taking into account different activation
factors of components.
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where redp, rif , and rcyc are the ratios of the EDP values, the IF counts, and
the cycle counts, respectively, of two ISs. rif itself represents the energy con-
sumption ratio between two ISs, provided that we use the earlier assumption
that the number of EX operations does not change by different ISs. Lastly, rcyc

is the performance ratio, assuming the same clock speed between two ISs.2

5.2 Improvement through IS Synthesis
Recall that the strategy employed by the IS synthesis framework improves the
native IS in two steps: (1) extract the basic IS from the native IS; and (2) build
C-instructions on top of the basic IS. Therefore, the synthesized ISs always
generated far better results compared to the basic IS in all the experiments
performed, and these trivial results are not shown here. More importantly, in
most cases the synthesized IS generated better results even compared to the
native IS, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 shows the results generated by the synthesized ISs, in terms of
the performance, the number of IF (representing energy), and the EDP value,
normalized to those of the native IS. To see the effects of different optimiza-
tion goals, i.e., performance, energy, and EDP, three ISs were synthesized for
each benchmark application; thus, the three bars for each application repre-
sents the results of the three different synthesized ISs. The graphs show that
the synthesized ISs can generate performance improvements of up to 43% or
the IF reduction of up to 44%, though the improvements vary depending on
the application as well as the optimization goal used. Also, when translated
into EDP, the synthesized ISs can reduce the EDP by up to 42% (compared to
the native IS), and 25% on average for all the applications using the EDP opti-
mization. These results clearly show that the proposed technique can generate
energy-efficient ISs for many applications in various domains.

From the figure, it is clear that optimizing for one metric does not
necessarily lead to optimal results for other metrics as well, which con-
firms the need to consider the energy-efficiency metric more explicitly.
Also, as expected, the best results for a metric were obtained by di-
rectly optimizing for the metric in most cases. There were minor ex-
ceptions, however, for the ADPCM benchmark the greatest energy re-
duction (the lowest IF count) was achieved by optimizing for EDP,
and for the h.263 benchmark the greatest EDP reduction was achieved
by optimizing for performance. This phenomenon is most likely due to

2We suppose that the performance of the native and the synthesized ISs can be compared directly in terms
of the cycle counts, since the native IS also has its own “compound-operation” instructions often with
elaborated encoding schemes.
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Fig. 3.4 Performance, #IF, and EDP of the synthesized ISs, normalized to that of the native
IS. The three bars per each application correspond to the three ISs synthesized with
different optimization goals: performance, EDP, and energy (in order). The rightmost
column in (c) is the geometric mean of the four benchmark results on EDP
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Fig. 3.5 Performance, #IF, and EDP of the synthesized ISs, normalized to that of the native
IS. The three bars per each application correspond to the ISs with different instruction
bitwidths: 28, 29, and 30 bits. The rightmost column in (c) is the geometric mean of
the four benchmark results on EDP
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the suboptimality of the instruction selection heuristic algorithm. In the
case of the EDP optimization, the approximation such as (3.5) is also
responsible.

5.3 Effects of Bitwidth Variation
The proposed technique can effectively reduce the code volume through a care-
ful selection of instruction encoding, considering the dynamic instruction fetch
count as well as the code space constraint for the best use of the instruc-
tion bitwidth. But another possibility for reducing the code volume is sim-
ply reducing the bitwidth. Reducing the instruction bitwidth can affect the IF
power directly, resulting in, at the most, a linear decrease of the IF power with
respect to the bitwidth reduction. On the other hand, the reduced bitwidth may
not permit enough code space for the C-instructions that are essential to boost
the performance.

To see this aspect of code volume reduction, another set of IS synthesis
experiments is performed varying the bitwidth (and the code space constraint,
consequently) while optimizing for the EDP reduction. Figure 3.5 summaries
the results, in which it is aggressively assumed that the IF energy consump-
tion is proportional to the instruction bitwidth. Though the difference is small,
the lowest EDP values are found at 28-bit (ADPCM), 29-bit (JPEG, DES),
and 30-bit (h.263) instructions, which is in accordance with the intuition that
smaller applications will have less number of application-specific instructions
and hence require smaller instruction bitwidth. Though it is possible and might
be advantageous to fine-tune the instruction bitwidth for the application, very
small EDP differences with different bitwidths suggest that the energy-efficient
IS synthesis technique can make a very good use of the given bitwidth, so that
instruction bitwidth fine-tuning does not look very much necessary.

6. Conclusion
We have presented an energy-efficient IS synthesis technique that is based on
an encoding-oriented IS synthesis framework. To comprehensively reduce the
code volume, our technique optimizes the instruction encoding, considering
both the instruction bitwidth and the dynamic instruction count. To apply the
IS synthesis algorithm for energy-efficiency optimization, we formulated the
energy and EDP change due to IS customization and derived the contribution of
a C-instruction. The experimental results show that the proposed IS synthesis
technique can generate application-specific ISs that outperform the native IS
of a typical embedded RISC processor, in performance, energy, and EDP, up
to about 40% with each metric.
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Abstract Multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) architectures have emerged as a pop-
ular solution to the ever-increasing performance requirements of embedded sys-
tems. MPSoC architectures that are customized to a specific application or do-
main have the potential to achieve very high performance, while also requir-
ing low power consumption. The recent emergence of extensible processors has
greatly facilitated the design of efficient yet flexible application-specific proces-
sors, making them a promising building block for MPSoC architectures. How-
ever, the inter-dependent multiprocessor, co-processor, and custom instruction
design problems result in a huge design space. Therefore, efficient tools are
needed that assist designers to create high-quality architectures in limited time.
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In this chapter, we describe a framework that generates extensible processor
based MPSoC architectures for a given application, by synergistically exploring
custom instruction, co-processor, and multiprocessor optimizations. The frame-
work automatically maps embedded applications to MPSoC architectures, aim-
ing to minimize application execution time and energy consumption, while the
overall area for the MPSoC is kept within a given budget.

Keywords: MPSoC; ASIP; custom instruction; extensible processor; co-processor; hard-
ware accelerator; hardware–software co-design.

1. Introduction
Trends in embedded system applications, features, and complexity have trans-
lated into increasingly stringent performance requirements for the underlying
architectures, which must be met at low power consumption and low cost.
For example, let us consider video playback on handheld devices such as cell
phones, media players, etc. Screen resolutions have increased from QCIF to
CIF to D1, which translates to 16× more computation and I/O throughput.
The implementation of an H.264 video codec requires 5× to 10× more com-
putation than the previous H.263 codec. As a result, the handheld device needs
to provide 80× to 160× more real-time computation capability with little or
no impact on battery life. At the same time, embedded systems need to be
flexible enough so that the design can be re-used between different product
variants or versions, and easily modified in response to bugs, market shifts, or
user requirements, during the design cycle and even after production.

A good trade-off between efficiency and flexibility in SoC design can
be obtained through the use of configurable and extensible processors.
The processor’s instruction set can be extended, and the underlying micro-
architecture configured, for a specific application in order to improve effi-
ciency, while the basic instructions of the processor leave room for soft-
ware upgrades. Many companies have provided commercial configurable and
extensible processors (e.g., Xtensa from Tensilica [1], MeP from Toshiba [2],
ARCtangent from ARC [3], MicroBlaze from Xilinx [4], and Nios from
Altera [5]).

The complexity of embedded software applications and their perfor-
mance requirements have reached a point where they can no longer be sup-
ported by conventional embedded system architectures. The energy efficiency
(MIPS/mW) of monolithic general-purpose processor architectures scales
poorly with the addition of advanced micro-architectural features. As a
result, traditional uni-processor architectures have given way to multiproces-
sor system-on-chip (MPSoC) architectures for many embedded applications.
Many commercial SoC products have successfully integrated tens to even hun-
dreds of processors on a chip. For example, the Cisco CRS-1 network router
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uses 192 processors per chip [6]; the cell processor used by Sony’s Playstation
3 includes 9 cores [7]; and Intel has recently prototyped an 80-core chip deliv-
ering teraflop performance [8].

Configurable and extensible processors can be tailored to the specific task
they perform, thus, they could be ideal building blocks for modern MPSoCs.
However, realizing this potential requires the development of supporting tools
and methodologies so that the design turnaround times are kept short and com-
parable to software solutions. Current extensible processor design flows auto-
mate several critical, but tedious steps, such as automatic generation of register-
transfer level (RTL) description of the custom processor, and automatic gen-
eration of re-targetable software tool chains, and automatic generation of syn-
thesis, verification, test and physical design scripts. However, several key ques-
tions remain to be answered: how to map the applications to a multiprocessor
architecture, how to add hardware engines (co-processors) for each proces-
sor to speed up critical functions, how to customize each processor to fit the
functions it performs using custom instructions, and how to explore the best
trade-offs between hardware added, performance, and power.

In this chapter, we answer these questions by presenting a framework for
automating these steps in the design of extensible processor based MPSoC
architecture.

2. Overview of MPSoC Synthesis
In this section, we provide an overview of the extensible processor based MP-
SoC synthesis problem. Given an application and an extensible processor plat-
form that can be used as a building block, the objective is to create an archi-
tecture that consists of multiple processor instances, where each processor
instance is further customized through the addition of co-processors and cus-
tom instructions. The objective is to minimize the execution time and/or energy
consumption of the application, while the total area of the MPSoC is kept
within a fixed budget. This problem contains inter-dependent sub-problems
that address architectural optimizations at different levels of granularity – how
many processors to use and how to partition the application among them
(coarse-grained), which functions to map to co-processors (medium-grained),
and how to extend each processor with custom instructions (fine-grained).

Complex applications are frequently represented as a set of communicating
tasks, or task graph during system-level design. In order to effectively perform
optimizations at the three different levels of granularity, we utilize hierarchical
task graphs, where each task may itself correspond to a sub-graph at a lower
level of the hierarchy. The tasks that correspond to leaf nodes in the task graph
are represented using program dependence graphs, which are commonly used
in software compilers.
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Following the definition by Girkar [9], an HTG is a directed acyclic graph
(HV,HE), where each node in HV can be one of the following types: (i)
simple task node representing a task that has no subtasks, (ii) compound task
node representing a task that consists of other tasks in an HTG, or (iii) loop
task node representing a task that is a loop whose iteration body is an HTG.
Girkar also provides a method to automatically extract HTGs from ordinary
sequential programs [9].

Example 4.1 Figure 4.1 is part of an HTG for the MPEG-2 decoder applica-
tion taken from the MediaBench benchmark suite [10]. There are only
two tasks at the first level. Frame body decoder executes after Frame
header decoder. Note that Frame body decoder is a loop node. Its it-
eration body is another HTG, which has three tasks: For header, Slice
header decoder, and Slice body decoder. Task Slice body decoder, which
decodes all the macro-blocks inside a slice, is in turn a loop node. In
its HTG, after For header and Variable length decoder are executed,
task Motion compensation can be executed in parallel with tasks Inverse
quantization and Inverse DCT. Finally, Add block combines the data gen-
erated by the previous tasks and updates the frame buffer. Inverse quan-
tization, Inverse DCT, and add block can be further divided into loops
at the block level.

Frame header decoder Frame body decoder

For header Slice header decoder Slice body decoder

For header

Variable length 
decoder

Motion 
compensation

Inverse 
quantization

Inverse 
DCT

Add block

For header Block
inversion

quantization

For header Idctrow

Idctcol

First level Second level Third level Fourth level

For header

Block add 
block

Fig. 4.1 HTG for the MPEG-2 decoder
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Multi-processor: coarse-grained

Co-processor: medium-grained

Custom instruction: fine-grained

Fig. 4.2 Granularities of architectural optimization in MPSoC design

Figure 4.2 illustrates the different granularities of architectural optimization
that are addressed in our framework. A complex SoC may consist of several
processors, which exploit coarse-grained parallelism across tasks. Tasks at any
level in an HTG may be mapped to a processor to be executed as embedded
software, or offloaded to dedicated hardware (co-processors). The leaf tasks
in an HTG may still be complex sub-programs, and are represented using pro-
gram dependence graphs. If they are mapped to a processor, they can be further
optimized through custom instructions.

We describe different parts of our framework in the following three sections.
First, we describe how to generate custom instructions in order to speed up a
program or sub-program that is mapped to an extensible processor. Next, we
describe how to simultaneously generate co-processors and custom instruc-
tions, while exploring their inter-dependencies. Finally, we describe how a
complete application can be mapped to an efficient multiprocessor architecture,
while also optimizing the constituent processors by selecting a combination of
co-processors and custom instructions.

3. Custom Processor Synthesis
In this section, we describe how to automatically generate custom instructions
to speed up the execution of a program on an extensible processor.
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3.1 Motivation
Current extensible processor design flows automate several tedious steps.
However, most designers still manually design the custom instructions that
are used to augment the base processor platform. This involves profiling the
program source code on the base processor, identifying the most performance-
critical sections of the program (the “hot spots”), formulating custom instruc-
tions by specifying new hardware resources and the operations they perform,
and re-writing the source code of the program to directly invoke the custom
instructions. While these steps are somewhat simplified by profiling tools, and
through the specification of the custom instruction hardware at a high level
of abstraction, they are still daunting tasks for large programs, and are further
complicated when performance or energy consumption needs to be optimized
subject to constraints on hardware overhead.

The number of candidate custom instructions for a program grows ex-
ponentially with the program size. It is not uncommon for functions with
a few tens of operations to contain several hundred instruction candidates.
For example, consider the C code for the BYTESWAP() function shown in
Figure 4.3a. We used the tools developed in our work to identify all possible
(unique) instruction candidates for this function. The function, although quite
small, contains 482 potential custom instructions. In more realistic programs,
a combination of several custom instructions may be necessary to achieve the
desired performance, further increasing the design space.

Example 4.2 In order to illustrate the variation of speedup over the set of all
candidate instructions (the “design space”), we generated and evaluated

/* This function swaps the order of bytes in s if
argument do_swap is non-zero */

static unsigned
BYTESWAP(unsigned s, unsigned char do_swap) {

unsigned ss, s1, s2, s3, s4,
s5, s6, s7, s8, result;

s1 = s<<24;
s2 = s<<8;
s4 = s>>8;
s6 = s>>24;
s3 = s2 & 0xff0000;
s5 = s4 & 0xff00;
s7 = s1 | s3;
s8 = s5 | s6;
ss = s7 | s8;
/* Global count of #words processed */
if (do_swap) SWAPPED_COUNT++;
result = do_swap ? ss:s;
return result;
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Fig. 4.3 An example used to demonstrate the size and complexity of the custom instruction
design space: (a) example function BYTESWAP() and (b) performance variation
across the design space
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all possible custom instructions for the BYTESWAP() function shown
in Figure 4.3a. The function iterates 10,000 times and consumes 130 K
cycles on the base processor core. Figure 4.3b plots the execution
cycle savings resulting from each of the 482 candidate instructions.
Figure 4.3b indicates that there is a large variation in quality across the
custom instruction design space. Some custom instructions even increase
the execution time of the program. The figure shows that the nature of
the design space is quite complex, underlining the need for automatic
exploration techniques.

3.2 Extensible Processor Synthesis Methodology
The design flow of automatic custom instruction generation is outlined in Fig-
ure 4.4. It takes as input the program source code to be optimized (in C), and
outputs the selected custom instructions and a modified C program that calls
them.

Given a C program as input, Step 1 generates the program dependence
graphs [11]. At the same time, the program is simulated and then profiled
both at the function level and line level, to determine where the hot spots are
(Step 2). Step 3 ranks the control blocks of the program in descending order
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of potential for improvement. The ranking criteria may include performance
(from a profiler), energy (from an energy estimator) or energy-delay product
(from both), depending on the optimization objective.

Steps 4 and 5 generate and select custom instruction templates, respectively.
Although these two steps are explained separately for the sake of clarity, their
implementation may be combined for the sake of efficiency. A template is a
set of program statements that is a candidate for implementation as a custom
instruction. Since the number of templates grows exponentially with program
size, it is necessary to prune the search space.

Each promising candidate selected in Step 5 is extracted from the C program
(Step 6), and transformed to a custom instruction format that describes the
opcode, operand, states, user-registers, computations, etc. (Step 7). It is then
compiled to get the Verilog RTL description of the additional hardware that
will augment the base processor (Step 8). The RTL description is synthesized
to get the timing and area information (Step 9). If the new instruction cannot
be fit in the base processor core’s clock period, either the number of cycles
used by the new instruction is increased, or the clock period is increased, and
the custom instruction generation phase is repeated (Step 11). Hence, for a
single custom instruction template, there may be several versions with different
clock periods and numbers of cycles. At the same time, the original C code is
transformed by replacing the appropriate statements with a call to the custom
instruction (Step 10). Then, for each version of the custom instruction, the
new C program is compiled and profiled using a cycle-accurate instruction set
simulator (ISS) to get the performance improvement (Step 12). Steps 5 to 12
are iterated for every selected template.

After each individual custom instruction has been verified, a subset (com-
bination) of instructions is chosen to get the maximum performance improve-
ment under the given area constraint, depending on the selection criteria (Step
14). The hardware corresponding to the selected custom instruction combina-
tion is built and synthesized (Steps 15 and 16). If the timing and/or area con-
straint is not satisfied, the next best custom instruction combination is selected
(Step 17). Otherwise, the modified C program is compiled and profiled again
to get the final performance improvement and/or energy reduction (Step 18).
After having selected the custom instruction combination, the whole processor
is built and synthesized (Steps 19 and 20).

3.3 Template Generation
Although template generation and selection are represented as distinct steps
in Figure 4.4, in our implementation, they are interleaved in order to improve
efficiency. In the generation process, some templates, which have low potential
for performance improvement, are not generated.
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We propose to generate templates in three phases. In the first phase, we
generate basic templates. A basic template consists of a single node in the pro-
gram dependence graphs that satisfies the given selection (pruning) criteria. In
the second phase, we generate dependent templates. A dependent template is a
fully connected sub-graph of the data dependence graph. Hence, each node of
a dependent template is connected to some other node in the template through
a variable. Dependent templates are generated by using a basic template as a
seed, checking data dependencies of the basic template, and including combi-
nations of data dependence predecessors and successors if they satisfy the se-
lection criteria. In the third phase, we generate independent templates. In this
step, we use both basic and dependent templates as seeds, and add nodes that
are independent of the seed template. The following example illustrates the
template generation process.

Example 4.3 Figure 4.5a shows a small fragment of C code corresponding to
a single control block, and its data dependence graph. Each node repre-
sents a single statement in the C program. Each node also has a weight
that represents the fraction of the total program execution time spent in
that node. The dotted lines in Figure 4.5a indicate data dependencies
with operations that belong to other control blocks. Figure 4.5b shows
all possible templates that can be generated from this graph. Nodes 1–4
form basic templates. Templates 5–7 are generated in the dependent tem-
plate generation phase. The independent template generation phase gen-
erates templates 8 to 13.

In Example 4.3, we enumerated all possible templates for the sake of clarity.
In practice, the number of candidate templates may potentially be very large,
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even for programs of moderate size. Hence, it is necessary to use pruning crite-
ria to select good templates while discarding less promising ones. Any metric
to evaluate the templates should consider the following factors:

• Amdahl’s Law [12] suggests that the fraction of the original program’s
execution time that a template accounts for presents a bound on the per-
formance improvement achievable when it is converted into a custom
instruction. Hence, templates that have a larger cumulative weight are
more desirable.

• Given two templates that account for the same fraction of total execution
time on the original processor, the number of cycles required to execute
them when implemented as a custom instruction is an indicator of their
optimization potential. This conforms to the well-known principle that
operations that require a large execution time on the base processor, but
can be very efficiently performed by special hardware units, are good
candidates for custom implementation.

• Many extensible processors, including the Xtensa processor, impose a
limit on the number of operand fields that can be specified in the instruc-
tion format. Also, the general-purpose register file in the processor has
a specific number of read and write ports, imposing a limit on the num-
ber of general-purpose registers that can be used in a custom instruction.
This bottleneck can be overcome by defining custom registers (called
state or user-defined registers) whose use is hardwired into the instruc-
tion. However, the use of state registers imposes an additional overhead.
When other computations generate (use) data that are used (generated)
by the custom instruction, the contents of the state registers need to be
written to or read from either memory or the processor’s general-purpose
registers. The overhead for data transfer is determined by the number of
“excess” input and output variables of a given instruction template.

Considering all the above factors, we use the following equation to rank
candidate templates:

Priority =
OriginalT ime

max(In−α,0)+max(Out−β,0)+γ
(4.1)

In the above equation, OriginalT ime is the fraction of the total execu-
tion time of the original program spent in the template, In and Out are the
number of inputs and outputs of the template, respectively, α is the number of
inputs that can be encoded in the instruction, β is the number of outputs that
can be encoded, and γ is the number of cycles required by the template when
implemented as a custom instruction. The numerator of Equation (4.1) is the
time spent in the original sub-program corresponding to the template, which is
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automatically computed from the line-by-line profile information. The denom-
inator is an estimate of the number of cycles required by the custom instruction
in each invocation. Since one instruction can have at most α inputs and β out-
puts specified in the instruction (the exact values of α and β are dependent on
the processor architecture), if the number of inputs is greater than α, a cycle
is needed for each additional input to load it into a user-defined state register,
so that the new custom instruction can implicitly use the data in correspond-
ing states to compute the final result. If the number of inputs is less than α,
this term is zero. A similar explanation holds for the number of additional
outputs.

Since templates having higher values of the Priority metric are likely to
get more performance speedup or energy reduction, we first consider those
templates as seeds when generating new templates. In order to achieve this, we
preserve a ranked index of the templates, and traverse the list in decreasing or-
der of Priority when choosing a seed. Low priority templates may either have
a large number of inputs or outputs, or consume little time so they are not worth
implementing as custom instructions, and thus may be discarded. Hence, we
set a priority threshold to determine the templates that are considered for fur-
ther analysis. Any template with priority below this threshold is discarded. For
the sake of computational efficiency, the threshold mechanism is dynamically
enforced during template creation itself (rather than as a post-processing step).
While generating templates, we preserve the highest priority (Priorityhighest)
template obtained thus far. After we generate a new template, we compute its
priority and compute the ratio Prioritycurrent

Priorityhighest
. If the ratio is below the threshold,

we do not add it to the template list. In our experiments, we found that setting
the threshold ratio between 0.1 and 0.15 achieved reasonable reductions in the
number of templates generated, with negligible or no impact on quality.

3.4 Experimental Results
We have implemented the flow described in Figure 4.4 by integrating several
commercial and public-domain tools with our custom tools. Our tool takes a
task program (written in C) as input and outputs custom instructions and the
modified task in C program. The GNU-based compiler, simulator, and pro-
filer tools provided by Tensilica are used to simulate the program and gather
information about execution cycles (Steps 2, 12, and 18 in Figure 4.4). We use
the Aristotle analysis system [11] to generate the program dependence graphs
(Step 1 in Figure 4.4). We use Synopsys Design Compiler [13] to synthesize the
RTL circuit and map it to NEC’s commercial 0.18µm technology library [14]
(Steps 9 and 16 in Figure 4.4). The area and clock period information extracted
from the synthesized, mapped netlists are used to drive the selection of the final
instruction combination that is used to augment the processor.
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We evaluated the proposed techniques using six example benchmarks.
BYTESWAP is a function to swap the order of bytes in a word. It is mostly
used for little-endian to big-endian conversion and vice versa. Add4 adds the
value of four bytes in one word and returns the sum. RGBtoCMYK is a color
conversion program. Alphablend blends two 24-bit pixels. PopCount
implements the population count function, which counts the number of 1’s in a
word. Rand is a function for ISAAC (indirection, shift, accumulate, add, and
count), which is used as a fast cryptographic random number generator. Our
experiments are run on a 440 MHz SUN Ultra10 workstation with 1 GB main
memory. The area constraint is set to 10% of the original processor’s total area
in all experiments.

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of our experiments. It compares the
execution time, energy, and energy-delay product of the benchmark programs,
running on a base processor (without any custom instruction extensions), and
on the customized processors generated by our tool. We also report the area
overheads incurred due to the addition of extra hardware to the processor. The
results in Table 4.1 are based on: (i) execution cycle count reported by the
cycle-accurate ISS, (ii) clock period and area information derived from the syn-
thesized, mapped netlists of the complete processor cores, and (iii) power esti-
mates provided by running the commercial tool PowerTheater from Sequence
Design Inc. [15]. The results indicate that processors customized using instruc-
tions automatically generated by our tool can achieve a performance improve-
ment of up to 5.4× (average of 3.4×) over the base processor cores. Energy
consumption is reduced by up to 4.5× (average of 3.2×). The energy-delay
product is reduced by up to 24.2× (average of 12.6×), while the average area
increase is only 1.8%.

Table 4.1 Area, performance, and energy results for processors generated by the proposed tool
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4. Hybrid Custom Instruction and Co-Processor
Synthesis

Custom instructions are ideal to explore parallelism inside a small section
of code, e.g., a basic block. However, a compound task or loop task in an
HTG may sometimes be amenable to hardware implementation in the form
of co-processors. In this section, we describe a hybrid custom instruction and
co-processor synthesis methodology, and demonstrate that a combination of
custom instructions and co-processors could improve performance better than
when only one of them is considered.

4.1 Methodology Overview
The hybrid custom instruction and co-processor synthesis problem is formally
stated below:

Problem 1. Suppose an HTG with n tasks is given. Any task node ti has li
custom instruction versions and mi co-processor versions. A version requires
Cycleij cycles to execute and consumes Areaij area, where 1 ≤ j ≤ li for
custom instructions, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi for co-processors, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Area for
memory may be shared across custom instructions or co-processors. Find all
non-dominated custom instruction and co-processor combinations in terms of
execution time and area.

We propose a hybrid custom instruction and co-processor synthesis method-
ology for HTGs (Figure 4.6) to solve Problem 1. It takes an application as input
and outputs a number of different custom instruction and co-processor combi-
nations, where each combination has a non-dominated execution time and area.

Given an application program, first the HTG is generated (Step 1). The
method described by Girkar [9] may be used to automatically generate the
HTG. The application is then profiled (Step 2). The HTG is annotated with
the profiling statistics (e.g., execution time, number of loop iterations). All the
tasks in the HTG are ranked from 1 to N , depending on their hierarchy level
(Step 3). The tasks in the topmost task graph is given rank 1. For all rank 1
compound and loop tasks, all tasks contained in them are given rank 2. This
process continues until every task is assigned a level.

Then, the algorithm starts from the highest level, N (Step 4), and iterates
until it reaches the lowest level (Step 5). At each level, a task graph with all
its tasks at that level, G, is selected (Step 6). In task graph G, one task T is
selected (Step 7).

Then, co-processor implementations of task T are generated (Step 8). If
task T is a compound or loop task, all tasks contained in it are implemented
in the co-processor. Different functional unit constraints may be applied to the
task, so that the generated co-processors may have different execution time and
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Fig. 4.6 Design flow for hybrid synthesis of custom instructions and co-processors

area characteristics. The execution times and areas are extracted from synthesis
and simulation results (Step 9). The execution time of a co-processor may be
obtained by running the cycle-accurate C model for the co-processor, or simu-
lating the generated hardware description language (HDL) code. The area can
be obtained by synthesizing the HDL code.

Custom instruction implementations of task T are also generated. If T is
a simple node, custom instruction versions with different execution times and
areas are generated (Step 11). The method described in Section 3 may be used
to generate custom instructions automatically. Similar to co-processors, execu-
tion times and areas are then extracted (Step 12). If the task is a compound or
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loop node, the task graph embedded in it should have already been processed
(since the embedded tasks have a deeper level number). If the task being cur-
rently processed is a compound node, execution times and areas for the em-
bedded task graph can be used directly. If the task being currently processed
is a loop node, its execution times are the execution times of the embedded
task graph multiplied by the iteration number, which may be obtained from
compiler analysis or annotated profile information. Its areas are the same as
those for the embedded task graph. Hence, for compound and loop task nodes,
execution times and areas can also be extracted (Step 13).

Steps 7 to 13 are repeated for every task in task graph G (Step 14). After
execution times and areas for both custom instructions and co-processors are
obtained for each task in the task graph, the non-dominated curve for total exe-
cution times and areas are obtained for the task graph by using a multiobjective
evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). (Step 15).

After all task graphs at the current level are processed (Step 16), the current
level is reduced (Step 17). The same process (Steps 6 to 17) is repeated at
a lower level until the root task graph is reached. Execution times and areas
obtained at the root task graph are the final solutions for the application task.
They give the designers the freedom to make execution time and area trade-offs
(Step 18).

4.2 Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm
A key step in the design flow is to find non-dominated execution times and
areas of a task graph, given execution times and areas of each individual task
(Step 15 in Figure 4.6). Since we need to optimize both the execution time
and the area of the task graph, it is a multiobjective optimization problem.
We have based our MOEA implementation on the NSGA-II framework [16]
to find non-dominated solutions. In the following subsections, we present our
encoding, fitness function computation, crossover and mutation methods.

Encoding. A possible solution can be represented in terms of the schedule
of the task graph and selection of custom instruction or co-processor versions.
It needs to be encoded into a chromosome, which is usually represented as a
string. We encode the selected custom instruction or co-processor version as
an attribute of the task, and the schedule of a task graph as a topological sort.
A sort is topological if for any task, all its predecessors are before it and all
its successors are after it. The schedule is implicit in the topological sort and
selection of custom instruction or co-processor version. The execution time of
the task graph can be obtained by applying the as-soon-as-possible (ASAP)
scheduling algorithm to the task graph. The area can be obtained by adding the
areas required for each task in the task graph. The following example illustrates
the encoding method.
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Task 0

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Task 4Task 5

Task 6 Task 7

Task 8 Task 9

Task 10

Task 11

Task 0 N/A
Task 1 N/A
Task 2 I0, I1, C0, C1
Task 3 I0, I1, C0
Task 4 I0, I1, I2
Task 5 I0, C0
Task 6 I0, I1, I2, C0
Task 7 I0, I1, C0, C1
Task 8 I0, I1, C0, C1
Task 9 I0, I1, I2, I3
Task 10 I0, I1, I2
Task 11 I0, I1, C0, C1

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.7 An example to illustrate the MOEA: (a) task graph and (b) custom instruction and
co-processor versions for each task
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Fig. 4.8 Topological encoding of a solution in Figure 4.7

Example 4.4 Figure 4.7a shows an example task graph. Figure 4.7b lists the
custom instruction or co-processor versions for each task. Task 0 (T0)
and Task 1 (T1) are two artificial task nodes. T0 is the predecessor of all
tasks. T1 is the successor of all tasks.

The task graph can be encoded as shown in Figure 4.8. The schedule
can be implicitly obtained by applying the ASAP scheduling algorithm
to the topological sort. Tasks with co-processor versions can start exe-
cuting immediately after all predecessors have finished execution. Tasks
with custom instruction versions can start executing after all predeces-
sors have finished execution and the processor is available.

Crossover. The crossover operator operates on two parent chromosomes
and generates two children chromosomes by exchanging parts of the parents’
characteristics. The offspring’s characteristics may be better than those of both
parents by inheriting the good characteristics of the parents.

The topological sort maintains the precedence constraints of the task graph.
When the crossover operator is applied to chromosomes, the topology needs to
be maintained in the children chromosomes. We apply the crossover operator
using the following rules: (i) randomly generate a crossover point for the parent
chromosomes to break them into two parts, as shown in Figure 4.9a, (ii) copy
the first part of Parent1 to Child1, (iii) scan Parent2 from head to tail,
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Fig. 4.9 Crossover example: (a) parent chromosomes, (b) offspring generated by applying the
crossover operator on the parents.

append the gene to Child1 if it is not in Child1 already, and (iv) perform
a similar computation to generate Child2. The resulting offspring are shown
in Figure 4.9b. It is obvious that the offspring maintain the topology of the task
graph.

Mutation. Mutation randomly changes parts of the characteristics of a chro-
mosome. We implement two mutation operators and the algorithm randomly
chooses between them. The first one randomly selects a task and then alters
the custom instruction or co-processor version. The second one randomly se-
lects a task, computes the position range it can move to without violating the
topological constraint, and moves the task to a new allowed position. The pos-
sible positions of the task can be calculated by computing the position of its
latest predecessor and earliest successor. The task can be placed at any position
between them.

Initialization, Fitness Function Computation, and Selection. The initial
pool of chromosomes is generated by first generating random topological sort
strings and then randomly selecting the custom instruction or co-processor ver-
sions for each task. The fitness function is based on non-domination rank and
crowding distance [16]. We use the roulette wheel selection method to improve
convergence speed.

4.3 Experimental Results
We have implemented the hybrid custom instruction and co-processor synthe-
sis methodology and evaluated its efficacy. The custom instructions are based
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on the Xtensa [1] platform from Tensilica. The co-processors are generated by
the Cyber behavioral synthesis tool from NEC [17].

In our MOEA, we fix the mutation rate to 0.1 and the crossover rate to 1,
because NSGA-II is an elitist algorithm [16]. The mutation rate and crossover
rate are the probability of applying mutation operators and crossover operators
on a chromosome. The algorithm exits if it converges, which is defined as no
variance in the set of non-dominated solutions for five consecutive generations.

We used MPEG-2 decoder and GSM encoder programs as our bench-
marks. The MPEG-2 decoder is a video decompression program. GSM is
a lossy speech compression program. They were obtained from the Media-
Bench benchmark suite [10]. Figure 4.10 shows the non-dominated solutions
for the MPEG-2 decoder example found by our evolutionary algorithm. The
execution time is the number of cycles to decode one macroblock. The area
is the total system area, which includes the base processor, custom instruc-
tions, co-processors, and on-chip memory, if they are present. Three different
implementations are shown in Figure 4.10. They are custom instruction only,
co-processor only, and custom instruction/co-processor architectures, respec-
tively. It is clear from the figure that simultaneous custom instruction and co-
processor synthesis gives much better performance/area trade-off than when
using only one method. Simultaneous custom instruction and co-processor
synthesis results in a 2.28× performance improvement over the pure software
implementation.
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Fig. 4.10 Non-dominated execution time and area trade-offs for the MPEG-2 decoder appli-
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Table 4.2 Selected completion times and areas for benchmarks and randomly generated task
graphs

Name #Tasks #Solutions Solution Cycles Area
SW 20250 869373

MPEG-2 7 74 best-perf 31764 585896
median-perf 46148 398343

SW 56918 2739982
GSM 7 50 best-perf 130361 1293786

median-perf 304771 398343
SW 85091 442026

TG0 7 7 best-perf 159757 418716
median-perf 246729 398343

SW 494446 555633
TG1 17 118 best-perf 619296 468658

median-perf 1494467 398343
SW 953057 1003430

TG2 42 879 best-perf 1219268 692397
median-perf 4183472 398343

SW 257959 497265
TG3 11 21 best-perf 322205 417735

median-perf 610489 398343
SW 736902 584639

TG4 29 111 best-perf 859967 464981
median-perf 2723501 398343

In Table 4.2, the pure software, best performance, and median performance
point in the performance/area trade-off curve are shown for the MPEG-2
decoder. The total number of non-dominated solutions is also shown. The
designer can choose the specific implementation based on the desired area or
performance requirement.

Similar to MPEG-2, three different implementations are also shown for
GSM in Table 4.2. Simultaneous custom instruction and co-processor syn-
thesis results in a 5.35× performance improvement over the pure software
implementation. In between, 48 non-dominated solutions are also found. In the
experiments, the clock period of the system is fixed at 7 ns. Synopsys Design
Compiler [13] is used to synthesize the RTL Verilog code of the processor,
custom instructions, and co-processors, and map them to an NEC 0.18 µm
technology library [14].

We also used TGFF [18] to generate a number of random task graphs to an-
alyze the scalability of our algorithm. Since each task may have several custom
instruction or co-processor versions, each with a different associated execution
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time and area, the data transfer time, task execution time, and non-shared and
shared area were also randomly generated for each version. Table 4.2 shows
the task graph completion times and corresponding areas for five randomly
generated task graphs: TG0–TG4. It shows that the evolutionary algorithm
scales well with regard to the task graph size and yields many non-dominated
solutions.

5. Heterogeneous Multiprocessor Synthesis
In this section, we present our heterogeneous multiprocessor synthesis method-
ology, which assigns and schedules the application tasks to a number of
processors, while customizing each processor with co-processors or custom
instructions. It uses the procedures described in the previous two sections for
custom instruction and co-processor generation.

5.1 Basic Synthesis Methodology
The heterogeneous multiprocessor synthesis problem is stated below.

Problem 2. Suppose a task graph with n tasks is given where task ti has mi

custom instruction/co-processor versions. A version requires Cycleij cycles
to execute and consumes Areaij area for hardware accelerators (1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ mi). Given p initially homogeneous processors in a multiprocessor
system, and a total area budget AB for all hardware accelerators, assign and
schedule the tasks on these processors and customize each processor with a set
of hardware accelerators such that the total execution time of the task graph is
minimized while the total area of all the hardware accelerators is within AB.

Note that the above problem specification fixes the number of processors, p,
but it can be iteratively solved for different values of p.

We propose a heterogeneous multiprocessor synthesis methodology to solve
Problem 2, which is shown in Figure 4.11. It takes an application program as
input and outputs the selected hardware accelerators, assignment, and schedule
for each task in the program. The boxes with a solid boundary denote steps in
the basic methodology, whereas the boxes with a dashed boundary denote the
steps added in an enhanced version of the methodology (that uses expected
execution times). We focus on the basic methodology first.

At first, the application program is divided into a task graph by functionality
(Step 1 in Figure 4.11). Next, custom instructions and co-processors are gen-
erated for each task separately (Step 2). The algorithm described in Section 4
is used to generate a number of non-dominated execution times and areas for
each task. Those non-dominated execution times and areas form an area-delay
curve in Step 3. During the subsequent steps of our methodology, several hard-
ware accelerator configurations may be explored for each task. However, in the
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Fig. 4.11 Synthesis methodology for heterogeneous multiprocessors

final custom multiprocessor architecture, only one version is selected for each
task.

We use an iterative improvement algorithm to solve Problem 2. Initially,
the processors in the multiprocessor architecture are homogeneous. Only later,
when each processor gets customized by its own set of hardware accelerators,
do the processors become heterogeneous. An iterative improvement algorithm
is well suited to this problem. It iterates between two main steps: assigning
and scheduling all the tasks on the processors (Step 5), and selecting hardware
accelerators for each task on a given processor to reduce the overall execution
time of the task graph (Step 13). The algorithm iterates until the completion
time of the task graph cannot be improved any further.

The basic iterative improvement algorithm starts with a pure software im-
plementation of each task (Step 4). All the tasks are assigned to and scheduled
on the processors (Step 5). Then the slack for each task is updated (Step 6).
The slack of a task is the time by which the execution time of the task can
be increased without increasing the overall task graph execution time on the
multiprocessor system. If the current schedule results in the best solution, i.e.,
one that gives the least completion time (Step 7), the hardware accelerators of
the tasks on the non-critical paths are relaxed (Step 8) and the solution is saved
(Step 9). Relaxing of a hardware accelerator just implies that for these tasks,
a version with less area and more delay may be acceptable. Since the slack of
the critical path in the schedule is zero, the minimum slack slackmin of all the
non-critical paths is extracted (Step 10). Then, all the critical paths are obtained
(Step 11). From them, one critical path is randomly selected (Step 12). The
hardware accelerators in the tasks along this critical path are changed (based
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on the many selections available from the area/delay curves of these tasks) so
that the execution time along the critical path is reduced by at least slackmin

(Step 13). Reducing the execution time of this path further may not be use-
ful, since a different path may become critical. Next, the cumulative area of
the hardware accelerators is checked to see whether it exceeds the area budget
(Step 14). If the area constraint is satisfied, the algorithm starts another iter-
ation. If it is not satisfied, but there exists another critical path (Step 15), the
previously selected custom instructions are recovered (Step 16), a new criti-
cal path selected (Step 12) and the custom instructions recomputed (Step 13).
Otherwise, the algorithm exits.

The completion time of the task graph can only be reduced if the critical
path of the task graph (after assignment and scheduling) is reduced. Hence, in
Step 13, hardware accelerators are only added to the tasks in the critical path,
in order to reduce its overall execution time. All other tasks have slacks greater
than 0, with their minimum slack being slackmin. When the execution time of
the critical path is reduced by at least slackmin, the critical path of the task
graph may change. Hence, the tasks need to be re-assigned and re-scheduled
to find the new critical path (Step 5).

Task Assignment and Scheduling. Assignment and scheduling of a task
graph on the given set of processors is one of the two main steps in the pro-
posed methodology (Step 5). In our methodology, the number of processors is
fixed beforehand. The scheduling algorithms in this category are called BNP
(bounded number of processors). Kwok and Ahmad compared the performance
of most widely used multiprocessor scheduling algorithms in [19]. Of the six
widely used BNP scheduling algorithms Kwok discussed, the modified critical
path (MCP) algorithm [20] gives the best performance. Hence, in our itera-
tive improvement algorithm, we use the MCP scheduling algorithm for task
assignment/scheduling. Note, however, the selection of the assignment/sched-
uling algorithm is independent of our design flow. Our methodology can easily
be combined with other assignment/scheduling algorithms.

Custom Instruction Selection. After slackmin is computed (Step 10),
and a critical path is selected (Step 12), Step 13 tries to reduce the execution
time of the selected critical path by at least slackmin by changing the selection
of hardware accelerators for tasks on the critical path. The detailed structure
of the hardware accelerators is already known from the pre-processing step
(Step 3). In Step 13, only the area-delay curve of the various hardware accel-
erator versions is visible. We use a greedy algorithm and reduce the execution
time iteratively. In each iteration, each task on the critical path is examined,
and a version that has the highest ratio of number of cycles reduced per unit
area increase among all tasks is chosen. Here the selected version may not be
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the neighboring area-delay entry of the current version, but the version that
can give the best overall ratio. This process repeats until slackmin cycles are
reduced, or no more hardware accelerators can be found to reduce the critical
path.

5.2 Enhanced Synthesis Methodology
The above basic steps are enhanced by adding Steps 17 to 23 to the method-
ology (boxes with a dashed boundary in Figure 4.11). Since only the hardware
accelerators for tasks on the critical path are changed, the algorithm delays
scheduling of tasks that can be heavily customized so that they are more likely
to appear on the critical path, and schedules the tasks that do not have any hard-
ware accelerator as soon as possible to avoid their appearance on the critical
path. The enhanced methodology can avoid local minima better than the basic
one.

Before the task graph is assigned and scheduled on the processors, the
expected cycle count of each task is computed (Step 18). The expected cycle
count of a task is the weighted sum of the number of cycles required for the
task under all possible hardware accelerator configurations, considering the
possibility of choosing each version. The assignment and scheduling process
uses the expected cycle count instead of the actual cycle count as the exe-
cution time of the task. After the scheduling step, the actual cycle count is
restored (Step 20). The hardware accelerators are selected based on the ac-
tual cycle count of the tasks. If the critical path cannot be improved any fur-
ther, the best solution found so far is restored (Step 22). Finally, the expected
cycle count computation is disabled (Step 23), and the entire methodology
is executed again using the actual cycle count in the assignment/scheduling
step.

Expected Cycle Count Computation. Since the hardware accelerator
selection step only selects hardware accelerators on the critical path for a given
assignment/scheduling, it is important to schedule the tasks on the critical path
whose execution time can be reduced. Otherwise, the methodology exits and
the design space cannot be explored any further. Thus, highly customizable
tasks should be scheduled on the critical path as much as possible, such that the
hardware accelerator selection step has more flexibility in selecting hardware
accelerators to reduce the completion time of the task graph. This is achieved
by computing the expected cycle count of the tasks (Step 18) and using the
expected cycle count in place of the actual cycle count during scheduling.
When scheduling tasks in some iteration of the methodology, the execution
time of the task is not chosen to be that of the current custom instruction
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version, but the weighted sum of the possible execution times of all the hard-
ware accelerator versions, as shown in the following equation:

cycle =
1

∑
j

w[j]
×∑

i

w[i]×v[i] · cycle (4.2)

Here w[i] is the weight and v[i] is the version of hardware accelerators.
Several considerations need to be taken into account when constructing the

equation to obtain the weights: (i) If no area can be allocated to a specific ver-
sion, it should be assigned zero weight, (ii) For a given task, a version should be
given a higher weight if it has a smaller execution time, (iii) A version should
be given a smaller weight if its area is much larger than that of other versions,
and (iv) A version should be given a smaller weight if the remaining area in the
area budget is only slightly larger than the area the version consumes. In other
words, the version should be penalized if the remaining area after choosing the
version is so small that there is little opportunity to choose better versions for
other tasks.

Based on the above considerations, the following equation is proposed for
obtaining the weights:

w[i] =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0
(

v[i] ·area−v[cur] ·area

remArea
≤ 0 or

v[i]·area−v[cur]·area

remArea
≥1

)

v[cur] · cycle

v[i] · cycle
×

(
1− v[i] ·area−v[cur] ·area

remArea

)
(otherwise)

(4.3)
Here w[i] is the weight, v[i] is the version under consideration and v[cur]

is the version currently selected, and remArea is the remaining area for the
custom instructions. Assigning w[i] to zero in Equation (4.3) reflects the first
consideration above. In the other formula, the first factor reflects the second
consideration above. The third consideration is reflected in the numerator of
the second factor. The denominator of the second factor reflects the last con-
sideration.

Note that the expected cycle count is only used in the task assignment/sched-
uling step (Step 5). In the hardware accelerator selection step, the actual cycle
count of the task is used. This is made possible by restoring the actual cycle
count of the task (Step 20).

5.3 Experimental Results
We have integrated automatic custom instruction generation, co-processor
synthesis, and heterogeneous multiprocessor synthesis into a unified frame-
work. We evaluated the performance of our tool by generating heteroge-
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neous multiprocessor architectures for some real-life applications based on the
Xtensa [1] platform from Tensilica.

In our experiments, we simulated several Xtensa processor cores together
using instruction-set models of each core. The clock periods for all processors
are the same. Each processor was extended by adding the custom instructions
and co-processors selected using our methodology described in Section 4.4.
Our tool takes a global area budget for custom instructions and co-processors.
In our experiments, we increased the area budget for each benchmark until fur-
ther improvements resulted in less than 1% improvement in performance. This
was done in order to obtain close to the best speedups without excessive area
overheads. We used the shared memory model for inter-processor communi-
cation. Semaphores were used to synchronize access to shared memory and
enforce critical sections.

We evaluated our methodology using four benchmarks, as shown in
Table 4.3. MPEG2DEC refers to an MPEG-2 decoder. The task graph delay
is the average number of cycles elapsed between outputting of two successive
macroblocks of a total of 192 macroblocks. PGPENC is a modified version
of the pretty-good-privacy (PGP) encryption utility. The advanced encryption
standard (AES) is used as the block-cipher in this version. The task graph delay
is defined as the average number of cycles to process six datasets, with file sizes
of 5K, 10K, 15K bytes, and RSA key sizes of 512 bits and 1024 bits, respec-
tively. MPEG2DEC and PGPENC are derived from the MediaBench benchmark
suite [10]. PicEn modifies a video frame before it is fed to the encoder. It per-
forms color shifts, byte order switches, and color space conversion. EdgeEn
is an example taken from [21]. It enhances the edges of a gray scale picture
while preserving low noise. The task graph delays of PicEn and EdgeEn
are the average number of cycles elapsed between outputting of two succes-
sive common image format images. The hardware accelerator area for the two
processors is represented as a tuple. The first and second elements of the tu-
ple represent the hardware accelerator area for the first and second processor,

Table 4.3 Performance comparisons using our tool for Xtensa based custom processors

Programs
Number of Task graph delay

Speedup
Custom instruction

processors homo hetero area (grids)

MPEG2DEC
1 262K 163K 1.6× 723K
2 206K 144K 1.4× 13.3K, 705K

PGPENC
1 16.5M 10.5M 1.6× 297K
2 12.8M 7.7M 1.7× 0, 297K

PicEn
1 37.5M 20.3M 1.8× 9.9K
2 20.0M 10.9M 1.8× 9.5K, 0

EdgeEn
1 94.1M 32.9M 2.9× 67K
2 55.3M 18.8M 2.9× 40K, 36K
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respectively. Synopsys Design Compiler [13] is used to synthesize the RTL
Verilog code of the hardware accelerators and map them to an NEC 0.18 µm
technology library [14]. In all benchmarks, the clock period for both base
processors and processors augmented with custom instructions is kept at 6.1
ns. The results indicate that the processors in the multiprocessor system can
achieve significant performance improvement (average of 2.0×, up to 2.9×)
if they are augmented by the custom instructions selected by our methodol-
ogy. The performance improvements are with respect to homogeneous mul-
tiprocessor systems with well-optimized task assignment and scheduling. For
the single-processor system, the processors augmented with hardware accel-
erators can also achieve a significant performance improvement (average of
2.0×, up to 2.9×) over the base processor. The results also indicate that the
heterogeneous two-processor system achieves a significant performance im-
provement (average of 1.6×, up to 1.9×) over the single-processor system
augmented with hardware accelerators.

We also used TGFF [18] to generate a number of random task graphs to
analyze the scalability of our methodologies and to compare the basic and
enhanced methodologies. Since each task may have several versions, each with
a different associated execution time and area for different hardware accelera-
tors, the data transfer time, task execution time, and hardware accelerator area
were also randomly generated for each version.

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, 50 random
task graphs with various sizes were generated. Average normalized completion
times were compared under different area budgets and number of processors,
as illustrated in Table 4.4. All task graph completion times were normalized
against the case of one processor with no hardware accelerators. Each entry in
Table 4.4 represents the average of the entry for all 50 random task graphs. As
seen in Table 4.4, when the number of processors or hardware accelerator area
budget is increased, (i) the completion times of task graphs decrease, and (ii)
the rate of decrease reduces. This shows that our methodologies scale well with
regard to task graph size, the number of processors, and hardware accelerator
area budget.

Table 4.4 Average normalized finish times under different area budgets and number of proces-
sors

# of Area budget (grids)
processors 0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000

1 1.000 0.838 0.796 0.766 0.748 0.734
2 0.625 0.522 0.492 0.474 0.461 0.455
3 0.548 0.458 0.428 0.413 0.401 0.394
4 0.530 0.440 0.411 0.395 0.387 0.380
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Table 4.5 Performance/area comparisons of the basic and enhanced methodologies under dif-
ferent area budgets and number of processors

# of Area budget (grids)
processors 0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000
1 Act 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 Act 0.0 4.17 5.19 1.17 4.22 7.17

Exp 0.0 24.11 21.7 27.11 26.9 22.12
3 Act 0.0 7.8 2.10 5.14 4.14 2.15

Exp 0.0 11.12 17.10 15.9 17.8 22.10
4 Act 0.0 3.8 3.9 2.11 0.11 2.12

Exp 0.0 4.4 7.4 10.3 12.4 10.3

In Table 4.5, the task graph completion times and the total area required
for hardware accelerators, when the basic methodology is used, are compared
against the case when the enhanced methodology is used. The same 50 random
task graphs are used as before. Rows labeled Act refer to the case when the
actual cycle count is used in the assignment/scheduling step. Rows labeled Exp
refer to the case when the expected cycle count is used instead. The comparison
results are presented as a tuple. The first element of the tuple indicates the num-
ber of task graphs that require shorter completion times using one methodology
compared to the other. The second element of the tuple indicates the number
of task graphs that consume a smaller area for hardware accelerators for one
methodology compared to the other. For example, consider the entry for three
processors and 50,000 grids area budget. Among the 50 task graphs, the ba-
sic methodology (using actual cycle count) performs better than the enhanced
methodology (using expected cycle count) for two task graphs, whereas the
enhanced methodology performs better for 22 graphs. For the other 26 graphs,
the two methodologies have the same performance. The basic methodology
results in implementations with a smaller area for hardware accelerators than
the enhanced methodology for 15 task graphs, whereas the enhanced method-
ology results in implementations with a smaller area for 10 task graphs. For
the remaining 25 graphs, the two methodologies require the same area. The
basic methodology, in general, results in smaller-area implementations since
these implementations have longer completion times. However, by subtract-
ing the number of cases when the basic methodology outperforms the en-
hanced methodology (i.e., 2) from the number of cases when the enhanced
methodology yields implementation with smaller area (i.e., 10), the enhanced
methodology yields smaller areas while the corresponding completion times
are smaller than or equal to those resulting from the basic methodology in the
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resulting eight cases (10− 2). Similarly, by subtracting 15 from 22, in the re-
sulting seven cases, the enhanced methodology gives better performance while
the corresponding area is less than or equal to that resulting from the basic
methodology.

From the results in Table 4.5, it is clear that the enhanced methodology
yields implementations with much better performance, and sometimes better
area too. This confirms the advantage of using expected cycle counts in the
assignment/scheduling step.

6. Related Work
Synthesizing an MPSoC, considering all combinations of custom instructions,
co-processors, and multi processors, is a very complex problem. In the past,
various research efforts have been focused on different aspects of this prob-
lem, a comprehensive review of which is beyond the scope of this chapter. We
restrict our attention to a few closely related research efforts.

Synthesis of multiprocessors and co-processors has been extensively studied
in the hardware–software co-design area. If the target architecture has only one
processor and one co-processor, it is called hardware–software partitioning. If
the target architecture may have multiple processors and co-processors, it is
called hardware-software co-synthesis. Hardware–software co-design has been
studied for a long time. Wolf surveyed the development of hardware-software
co-design in the past decade and concluded that co-design is becoming a main-
stream technology [22]. In [23], De Micheli et al. also surveyed the research
developments in hardware-software co-design since its emergence in the early
1990s.

Automatic custom instruction generation for extensible processors has been
studied in the ASIP design area. Yu and Mitra studied the impact of differ-
ent architectural constraints on custom instructions [24]. Automatic custom in-
struction generation methodologies were also studied in various other research
groups [25; 26; 27; 28; 29].

As far as we know, our work on heterogeneous MPSoC synthesis is the first
to address the problem of simultaneously synthesizing processor, co-processor,
and custom instructions at different granularities. The closest work may be the
one presented in [30], where partitioning granularities may range from ba-
sic blocks to functions, and the hardware accelerators are implemented as co-
processors. In our work, custom instructions may be used to speed up parts of
a basic block, and the offloaded tasks may be mapped to either processors or
co-processors.
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7. Conclusions
MPSoC architectures offer great potential to meet the performance demands
of embedded applications. In this chapter, we presented a unified methodology
to automatically generate MPSoC architectures using extensible processors.
The methodology maps and schedules the applications onto multiple proces-
sors, while also generating custom instructions and co-processors that can best
improve the performance of the application under a limited area budget. We
implemented the methodology and evaluated it using a commercial extensible
processor and several embedded benchmarks, demonstrating its capability to
automate the design of highly optimized MPSoC architectures.
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Abstract Compression has long been utilized in electronic systems to improve perfor-
mance, reduce transmission costs, and to minimize code size. In this chapter we
show two separate techniques to compress instructions. The first technique com-
presses instruction traces, so that the compressed trace can be used to explore the
best cache configuration to be used in an embedded system. Trace compression
enables rapid cache space exploration. The second technique uses compressed
instruction in memory, to be expanded just before execution in the proces-
sor. This enables a smaller code footprint, and reduced power consumption.
This chapter explains the methods, and shows the benefits of two orthogonal
approaches to the design of an embedded system.
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1. Introduction
Compression has played a crucial part in making electronics ubiquitous. Be it
the condensing of a billion transistors into a tiny chip or the contraction of a
high definition picture into a small file, compression has enabled technology
to be omnipresent. Compression reduces cost by occupying a smaller area,
reduces power consumption by often having less data to process, and improves
performance by transmitting and processing a fraction of the original data.

In contrast to systems mentioned above, this chapter discusses two methods
to compress code. These two methods, one at design time and the other at run
time, make systems based upon embedded processors more efficient. One of
the major sources of power consumption, and therefore a prime contender for
aggressive optimization, is the cache memory of an embedded system. Since
embedded systems typically run a single application or a class of applica-
tions (unlike a general purpose processing system), it is possible to determine
a priori the best cache configuration to suit. To decide upon this cache con-
figuration, the designer typically takes a trace of the memory activity of the
processor, and uses a trace driven cache simulator to find hit rates of differing
configurations before choosing the best cache structure. Cache traces can be
up to several hundred billions of lines, and trying to execute it several times
through cache simulators (once for each configuration) is tedious. Thus, the
first method shown here uses a compressed trace to perform cache simulation
without uncompressing the trace, enabling the cache architecture exploration
of an embedded system in a much shorter time than otherwise possible. The
second method discussed in this chapter shows how instructions can be com-
pressed at design time and how these instructions can be uncompressed at run
time to execute correctly. Such a scheme allows a smaller memory to operate
the system, reducing the footprint and the power consumption. Such a run time
system requires a look-up table to evaluate the real code from the compressed
code. It is imperative that the look-up table be as small as possible to achieve
the best possible outcome in terms of area and power. Thus the second part of
the chapter explores a novel method to make the look-up table smaller.

1.1 Design Time Compression
The availability of customizable cache memory in a system provides a designer
the option of specifying an optimal cache memory configuration to match the
application requirements in order to:

• minimize cache energy cost per access;

• minimize access time per cache access;
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• minimize the number of cache misses and reduce the number of off-chip
memory accesses; or,

• any combination of the above;

In a typical design process, cache simulation is performed for various cache
configurations to determine the optimal cache parameters for the given pro-
gram trace. However, a typical program trace can be several tens of gigabytes
long. For a 1 GHz processor, a one second snapshot stored as a program trace
might translate to a 10 GB file. This becomes even more critical, as tens of
processors are included in a single embedded system. Although disk space
may no longer be an issue in the near future with the emergence of large hard
drives (up to 750 GB (Technology, 2006)), getting large amounts of data to and
from the disk is still a time consuming process.

One method to alleviate the large cost of processing a program trace file is to
compress the trace file. Compression methods have been proposed in the past
to reduce the size of these program trace files. Although compression allows
the reduction of the program trace file size, the required intermediate mem-
ory during decompression and program trace analysis is still large, requiring
enormous numbers of reads and writes to disks.

In this chapter, a method is shown to allow cache simulation to be performed
from a compressed program trace file such that only ‘partial decompression’
is necessary. To compress the program trace file, we developed a compression
methodology that allows for random access decompression (Lekatsas et al.,
2000). Random access decompression is a term used to describe a compression
methodology that allows the decompression to start at any point in the com-
pressed file. The random access decompression feature allows the described
cache simulation methodology to operate on the compressed program trace file
and provide the opportunity to parallelize the cache simulation methodology.

Compared to existing data compression tools (such as gzip (Ziv and Lempel,
1977)), the compression rate shown here is anywhere from two to ten times
worse when compared to gzip. This is because the compression methodology
is not designed to achieve maximal compression rate, instead it is designed
for minimal processing cost. If a high compression rate is required, a post-
compression step with LZ compression can be used to further improve the
compression rate.

Besides cache analysis, there are many reasons for wanting to analyze a
program trace, such as estimating the energy of a system, evaluating system
performance, etc. Depending on the type of analysis to be performed, different
compression algorithms can be developed to overcome the bottleneck posed
by the large amount of time needed to read and write from disks.
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1.2 Run Time Code Compression
Increasing software size requires larger memory and therefore may signifi-
cantly increase the cost of an embedded system. The beginning of this trend
has already been recognized in the early 1990s, where first approaches for
code compression of embedded applications arose (Wolfe and Chanin, 1992).
Code compression in an embedded system works as follows (see also Lekat-
sas and Wolf, 1999; Benini et al., 2001; Lekatsas et al., 2005): the compressed
code, generated by compressing the object code using a code compression tool
(at design time), is stored in the embedded system’s instruction memory. At
run time, the compressed instructions are decompressed and executed by the
processor. Proposed compression schemes may be classified into two general
groups: statistical and dictionary schemes (Bell et al., 1990). In statistical com-
pression schemes, the frequency of instruction sequences is used to choose the
size of the codewords that replace the original ones. Thereby, shorter code-
words are used for the most frequent sequences of instructions, whereas longer
codewords are replaced by less frequent sequences. In dictionary compression
methods, entire sequences of common instructions are selected and replaced
by a single new codeword which is then used as an index to the dictionary that
contains the original sequence of instructions. In both cases, Look-up Tables
are used to store the original instructions. The compressed instructions serve as
indices to those tables. One of the major problems is that the tables can become
large in size and thus they diminish the advantages that could be obtained by
compressing the code. However, the entire research in the area has always fo-
cused on achieving better code compression without explicitly targeting the
problem of large Look-up Table sizes. We reduce the size of the Look-up Ta-
bles by sorting the table’s entries to decrease the number of bits toggle between
every two sequential instructions (as we will show within this paper). Sorting
the table’s entries to find the optimal solution is an NP-Hard problem. For that
we use the Lin-Kernighan heuristic algorithm (Helsgaun, 2000) which gener-
ates optimal or near-optimal solutions for the symmetric traveling salesman
problem (TSP).

Interestingly, our method is orthogonal to any kind of approach that uses
a priori knowledge of the instruction set of a specific architecture. Hence,
all results we report can be further improved by ISA-specific compression
approaches.

2. Related Work
There are two types of compression algorithms: lossless and lossy. Lossless
compression allows the exact original source to be reproduced from the com-
pressed format. In comparison, lossy compression generally results in a higher
compression ratio by removing some information from the data. Thus, it is
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not possible to recreate the original file. The work presented in this chapter
uses lossless. The lossless schemes can be further divided into hardware-based
techniques (Benini et al., 2002, Xu et al., 2004) and software-based techniques
(Tuduce and Gross, 2005, Yang et al., 2005). The software based technique are
beneficial in systems where the process of code decompression does not influ-
ence the performance due to system architecture application requirements.

An existing data compression method, the LZ77 introduced by Ziv and Lem-
pel (1977), is a well-known compression method used in gzip. The algorithm
reads a file as a stream and uses previous texts in the stream to encode the in-
coming texts in the stream. Ziv and Lempel (1978) presented another version
of their algorithm, known as LZ78. In 1983, Welch (1984) introduces an im-
provement to the LZ78 to limit the growth of the dictionary file, known as the
LZW algorithm. Pleszkun (1994) presented a two pass algorithm for compress-
ing a program trace file. The first pass is a preprocessing step to identify the
dynamic basic blocks, procedure calls, etc. The trace is encoded by specifying
the basic block and its successor. Johnson and Ha (1994) and Johnson et al.
(2001) presented an offset-encoding compression scheme known as PDATS.
Each address reference in the trace encoded as its offset from the previous ad-
dress reference. In addition, a run-length coding is used to encode sequences
of addresses with the same offset. Their experimental results show an aver-
age compression ratio of seven for large traces and they achieved a speedup
factor of 10 when executing Dinero with PDATS traces. Nevill-Manning and
Witten (1997) introduced the hierarchical compression method known as ‘SE-
QUITUR’. It constructs grammar based on the two rules: no pair of adjacent
symbols appears more than once in the grammar, and every rule is used more
than once. SEQUITUR can be applied to any type of information streams. The
processing time of SEQUITUR to process one symbol is O(

√
n), where n is

the number of input symbols encountered. Our work differs from SEQUITUR
as we allow symbols to appear more than once in a single grammar; this is be-
cause the goal of our compression method is to allow minimal processing cost
of the compressed program trace. Milenkovic and Milenkovic (2003) presented
a compression methodology called ‘Stream-Based Compression’ (SBC). SBC
performs compression by replacing each address stream by its index in the
stream table. Address streams are identified according to basic blocks in the
program. Burtscher (2004) introduced VPC3 which runs in a single pass in lin-
ear time over the trace data. The trace data in VPC3 contains many attributes
in addition to the memory address. It encodes the trace data using value pre-
dictors. Luo and John (2004) presented a ‘Locality Based Trace Compression’
(LBTC). The methodology employs two techniques; the first technique is offset
encoding of the memory references, and the second technique is to statically
encode the attributes associated with a memory location through the assump-
tion that most attributes are static and do not change frequently from one dy-
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namic access to another. Their experimental results showed that they improve
the compression rate by 2× over the PDATS method. Zhang and Gupta (2004,
2005) presented a unified representation of profiles called ‘Whole Execution
Trace’ (WET). WET is constructed by labeling a static program representation
with profile information. Their experimental results showed that their method
achieved an average compression ratio of 41.

For run time code compression there are several related approaches that use
dictionary-based schemes. In Corliss et al. (2003) instruction operand parame-
ters are deployed to catch a larger number of identical instruction sequences
and replace them with codewords in the dictionary. In Yoshida et al. (1997),
the authors developed a compression algorithm to unify the duplicated instruc-
tions of the embedded program and assign a compressed object code. Their
technique typically needs a large external ROM. In Das et al. (2004, 2005)
the authors developed a dictionary-based algorithm that utilizes unused encod-
ing space in the ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) to encode codewords and
addresses issues arising from variable-length instructions. Okuma et al. (1998),
proposed an instruction encoding technique that re-encodes the immediate field
of an instruction. Their technique requires complex decoder logic and further-
more restricts the maximum number of immediate values that are simultane-
ously allowed in an application. Lefurgy et al. (1997), suggested a method for
compressing programs in embedded processors by analyzing a program and
replacing common sequences of instructions with a single new instruction. The
authors proposed LZW-based algorithms to compress branch blocks using a
coding table. Wolfe and Chanin (1992) have designed a new RISC architec-
ture called CCRP (Code Compressed RISC Processor) which has an instruc-
tion cache that is modified to run compressed programs. Since codewords are
of variable length, a translation table is always needed to map uncompressed
branch addresses to compressed ones. In Larin and Conte (1999), compiler-
driven Huffman-based compression with a compressed instruction cache has
been proposed for a VLIW architecture. An Address Translation Table (ATT)
is generated by the compiler, containing the original and compressed addresses
of each basic block and its size. In Game (2000), another example of Huffman-
based code compression is deployed in real systems (called Code-Pack) for its
embedded PowerPC. It resembles CCRP in that it is part of the memory sys-
tem and a LAT-like device is needed to map between the native and compressed
address spaces. Lekatsas and Wolf (1999), proposed a new code compression
technique SAMC which is based on Arithmetic Coding and a Markov model.
Common to all work in code compression is that Look-up Tables are deployed
for decoding (they can come as LAT or ATT). In any case, these tables will
take space in memory and may significantly impact the total (compressed code
size plus table size) compression ratio.
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Fig. 5.1 Compression and cache analysis methodology

3. Design Time – Cache Trace Compression and Cache
Size Prediction

3.1 Methodology
The methodology flow of the compression and cache analysis process are as
shown in Figure 5.1. Input to the process is a program trace file. The com-
pression process outputs a dictionary file and a compressed program trace file.
Cache analysis uses the dictionary file and the compressed program trace file
as its input, and it outputs the cache statistics. As mentioned, the cache analysis
process is performed directly on the compressed trace, without decompression.

Format of the Trace. We view the program trace as a bit-stream with
no knowledge of the program functionality. We do not know the number of
instructions in the program trace, nor how instructions interact with each other,
and we have no knowledge of which instructions belong to which process or
function. Nevertheless, our method can achieve high compression rates.

The program trace file contains a trace of memory references. Our trace
is identical to the Dinero input format. An example of the program trace are
shown in Figures 5.4a, b, and c. The numbers on the left column are the se-
quence number and the numbers on the right column are the memory refer-
ences. We assume all memory addresses are cacheable, and no memory refer-
ence contain attributes such as data dependency etc. If required, a data depen-
dencies graph can be built using the information available in the trace. At the
current moment, our tool only looks at traces of instruction memory references.

3.2 Compression Algorithm
The compression algorithm is designed to compress the trace file but also
allows the compressed trace to be analyzed without the need for decompres-
sion. The compression algorithm is designed as a random-access compression
algorithm to allow analysis and decompression to start from anywhere in the
compressed trace file.
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Fig. 5.2 Compression algorithm

Figure 5.2 shows the compression algorithm. For ease of explanation, the
boxes shown in Figure 5.2 are labeled Step A, Step B, Step C, and Step D. In
Step A and Step B, the trace is analyzed and the longest repetitive strings are
identified. These repetitive strings are then stored within a forest data structure,
this is Step C. Step D will use the forest data structure to encode strings of
instructions as read from the program trace file.

Step A. The purpose of Step A and Step B is to identify patterns that exist
in a program trace file. In our algorithm, we identify two occurring patterns.
The first pattern is the consecutive repetition of the same instructions string,
for example ‘abcabcabcabcabc’. The second pattern is the reoccurrence of a
string repetitively but not consecutively, for example the string ‘abc’ in the text
‘abcqweabcrtyuabcio abckabcfg’ occurs repetitively but not consecutively
and has a non-uniform stride between occurrences.

\\ Creating the matrix
\\ n = total number instructions in the window
\\ h = the height of the matrix, equal to the maximal distance to look for
\\ repeated instructions
for i = 1 to n

for j = 1 to h
if (W [i] == W [i+ j])

M [i,j] = 1;
else

M [i,j] = 0;

Fig. 5.3 Building matrix M
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Fig. 5.4 Program trace and data structure examples

To identify the pattern within the instruction trace file, a matrix is built to
assist the process. Figures 5.4a, b, and c show examples of a program trace.
Figure 5.5 shows the matrix built from the program trace shown in Figure 5.4.

The numbers shown on the bottom of Figure 5.5 represent the instruction
sequence, and the numbers on the left (first column) show the distance. Since a
program trace can be very long, the matrix of width n covers only a substring of
the trace consisting of n consecutive instructions. Even though this is a small
substring of the whole trace, if n is reasonably large (in our implementation
of the algorithm n = 4000), each loop in the program should be identifiable
within a single window. To cover the whole program trace, a sliding window
is used. To prevent some loops being lost in between windows boundary, the
sliding window mechanism will advance the window by n/2 instructions at a
time.

The matrix M of size n×h is built as follows. We take n consecutive in-
structions as one window W (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The entry in the ith column and jth

row of our matrix M is equal to one if and only if W (i) = W (i+ j), 1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ h; otherwise it is equal to zero.

In the matrix shown in Figure 5.5, the grey shading highlighting the string
of ‘1s’ found in the matrix indicates the repeated occurrence of the same
instruction. These strings are identified in Step A and analyzed in Step B
(shown below) to ensure no repeated sequences are identified.

Figure 5.3 shows the algorithm for identifying the patterns in the program
trace file by utilizing the matrix shown in Figure 5.5. We now construct another
matrix S of the size (n−h)×h, as shown in Figure 5.6. The entry S[i, j] is
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+14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 65 64 65 66 67 68

Fig. 5.5 Matrix M

for j = 1 to h
for i = 1 to n−h

S[i,j] = 0; \\ Creating the counting matrix S of size n−h×h
for j = 1 to h

for i = n−h downto 1
if (M [i,j] == 1)

S[i,j] = S[i+1, j]+1;
else

S[i,j] = 0;

Fig. 5.6 Building matrix S

\\ Evaluating the gain of strings that are candidates for the dictionary
for i = 1 to n−h

for j = 1 to h
if (S[i,j] ≥ j)

Gain(W [i..i+ j]) = IntegerPart(S[i,j]/j)∗ (j−1);
j = h;
i = i+ IntegerPart(S[i,j]/j);

else if (S[i,j] > 0)
for k = 1 to h

if S[i,k] ≥ S[i,j]
p = p+1;

if (p∗ (S[i,j]−1) > Gain(W [i..i+ j]))
Gain(W [i..i+ j]) = p∗ (S[i,j]−1);

i = i+1;

Fig. 5.7 Evaluating the gain of strings

equal to the number of consecutive ‘1s’, in row j and columns k of matrix M
such that k ≥ i (see Figure 5.8).

Step B. We now identify strings that are potentially useful for compression
as follows.
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+14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+12 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+4 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 65 64 65 66 67 68

Fig. 5.8 Matrix S

The heuristics behind the value of Gain(W [i..i+j]) of the string W [i..i+j]
is to assess how useful the string is for the purpose of compression. We want
to use the strings that are both long and frequent, i.e., those that have high
gain. In the algorithm shown in Figure 5.7, the first ‘if’ clause (S[i, j] ≥ j)
detects strings that repeat consecutively, such as loops in programs; the second
‘if’ (S[i, j] > 0) finds remaining strings that are executed frequently within the
same window, but in a scattered manner. For each i the algorithm picks a string
with the highest gain. The algorithm can be easily extended so that if there are
more than one string with the highest gain, the longest string is picked.

Step C. We now create a forest data structure to store the strings identi-
fied in Step B; we store the starting memory address of the sequences iden-
tified in Step B. Each tree within the forest is used to store the subsequent
memory addresses in the strings that were identified. An example of the forest
data structure is shown in Figure 5.4d. This tree corresponds to the program
trace shown in Figure 5.4; the left branch corresponds to the trace shown in
Figure 5.4c and the left branch of the right branch corresponds to the trace
shown in Figure 5.4a, and the right part of the right branch corresponds to the
trace shown in Figure 5.4b. Each node where a string terminates has a counter
associated with it; this counter is incremented each time the corresponding
string is found. Thus, the final value of the counter will reflect how many times
the corresponding string has been found in Step B.

Step D. In Step D, we encode the trace. The encoded trace file is a sequence
of either addresses that are not initial elements of a string from the forest (i.e.,
not a root of any of the trees in the forest) or as a sequence of indices that point
to the dictionary entries. Figure 5.9 shows the trace encoding procedure. We
read the trace file matching read addresses with strings in the tree, until we
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trace index = 0;
dict index = 1;
while trace file != EOF

max string = null;
addr = read(trace file, trace index);
trace index++;
string = null;
until found in the tree(string +addr) == null

string = string + addr;
if gain(string) ≥ gain(max string)

max string = string;
addr=read(trace file, trace index);
trace index++;

if max string == NULL
compress = compress + addr;

else
if dict index(max string) == 0

dict index(max string)=dict index;
dict index++;

compress = compress + index(max string);
dictionary = dictionary + (dict index(max string), max string);
trace index = trace index(max string) + 1;

Fig. 5.9 Trace encoding procedure

cannot traverse down the tree. We look at all substrings of the traversed branch
of the tree and pick the string with largest gain (if several strings have such
gain, the longest string is picked).

Computational Complexity. Building the matrix M for a window of size
n is quadratic in n; building the counting matrix S is cubic in n. Note that
this is an extremely pessimistic estimate and in practice the time complexity
is essentially quadratic in n, because the matrix M is very sparse, and the
largest sequence of consecutive ones to be counted is very small compared to
the window size n. If the trace is of size t, then the number of windows to
process is 2t/n. Thus the total work prior to encoding is O(t ·n) (expected),
O(t ·n2) (unrealistic worst case). Finally, encoding is linear in t. Thus, as ver-
ified in practice, the expected run time is proportional to t ·n. Notice that the
compression efficiency, for as long as reasonably feasible, is not very critical.
This is because the compression is just a preprocessing step that is done only
once for each program trace. Subsequently, a set of stored preprocessed (com-
pressed) traces is reused many times for different statistical analyses of various
applications with various inputs.
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Fig. 5.10 Decompression process

Decompression for the Purpose of Verification. To verify and guarantee
the correctness of the compression algorithm, a decompression algorithm was
built to reproduce the trace file given the dictionary file and the compressed
trace file. Note that in actual use, decompression is not needed; our analysis
algorithm executes on the compressed trace.

The decompression algorithm is shown in Figure 5.10. The decompression
algorithm takes the compressed trace file and the dictionary file as inputs, and
outputs the trace file.

As shown in Figure 5.10, the algorithm reads the dictionary file to build a
decompression table. The decompression step reads the list of indices stored in
the compressed trace file and uses the information in the decompression table
to produce the trace file.

3.3 Cache Simulation Algorithm
Our Cache simulation algorithm aims to calculate the number of cache misses
that can occur given a cache configuration and a compressed program trace. In-
puts to the cache simulation algorithm are the cache parameters, the dictionary
file, and the compressed program trace file. Figure 5.11 shows the procedures
of the cache simulation algorithm.

Each entry in the dictionary is an instruction string that represents the
sequence of memory references. Figure 5.12 displays the cache simulation
algorithm. The algorithm reads the compressed program trace file and deter-
mines the number of cache misses that occur.

The cache simulation algorithm starts by initializing an array to keep track
of the content of each cache location. Size of the array is dependent on the
cache parameters (i.e., cache associativity, cache line size, and cache size).

The dictionary file is then read and cache simulation (function sim cache)
is performed for each instruction string entry in the dictionary. Cache simula-
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Fig. 5.11 Cache analysis methodology

tion on the instruction strings will calculate the cache compulsory misses for
loading the particular string into the cache, the cache conflict misses for exe-
cuting the string, and finally the resulting cache footprint after the execution of
the instruction string.

The sim cache O function simulates the instruction string as if the instruc-
tions were to be executed through the cache memory. After processing the en-
tries in the dictionary, a cache statistics table is obtained. The table is indexed
using the instruction string index and each table entry stores the following in-
formation:

• cache compulsory content, a list of instructions that occupy the cache
before pre-execution of the instruction string

• cache conflict, the amount of cache conflict misses number due to the
execution of the string; and,

• cache footprint, a list of instructions that occupy the cache after-
execution of the instruction string;

The cache simulation algorithm then continues by reading the compressed
program trace file. If a memory reference is read, it is compared with the exist-
ing entry or entries (depending on cache associativity parameters) in the same
cache location and a cache hit or miss can then be determined and the cache
content for that location is to be updated with the read memory reference. Oth-
erwise, if a dictionary index is read from the compressed trace file, the in-
dex is used to access the entry in the cache statistics table using the function
update cache. The following three steps are performed by the update cache
function:

1. the existing cache entry is compared with the entries in the
cache compulsory content list from the table to determine the num-
ber of cache hit or misses occurred;
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\\ Initialize the cache address array
\\ M = total number of cache location
\\ M is equal to number of cache set for a direct-mapped cache
for a = 0 to M

cache = 0;

\\ process the dictionary file
\\ N = total number on entries in the dictionary based on the dictionary index
for b = 1 to N

sim cache(b);

\\ start of cache analysis
\\ S = total number of entries in the compressed trace file
for c = 0toS

if (c == dictionary index)
update cache(dict data(c));

else
update cache(c);

Fig. 5.12 Cache simulation algorithm

2. the cache conflict value is added to the total cache miss number;

3. the content of the cache is updated with the resulting cache footprint,
cache footprint list from the table.

Performance improvement over existing cache analysis tools such as Dinero
IV (Edler and Hill, 1999) is expected due to the smaller compressed trace
file to process, compared to the existing trace file size, and due to pre-
simulation of subsets of the trace when analyzing the dictionary entries. Re-
sults from the cache simulation is verified by comparing against the output
from DineroIV (Edler and Hill, 1999). We found our cache simulation algo-
rithm to be 100% accurate compared to DineroIV outputs (i.e., there are no
errors in the output).

3.4 Experimental Setup and Results
Experiments were performed to gauge the compression ratio of the compres-
sion algorithm and to verify the cache simulation algorithm with an existing
tool (Dinero IV (Edler and Hill, 1999)).

Benchmarks were taken from Mediabench (Lee et al., 1997). Column 1 in
Table 5.1 shows the six benchmarks used in experiments. The rest of Table 5.1
displays the following information: column 2 shows the number of memory
references in the trace, column 3 shows the size of the trace file in bytes, and
column 4 shows the size of the gzip trace file in bytes. Table 5.2 shows the
compression result and its comparison to gzip; column 1 shows the application
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name, column 2 shows the resulting compressed file size in bytes, column 3
shows the ratio of the compressed trace file compared to the original trace file
(column 3 divided by column 3 of Table 5.1), column 4 shows the size of the
compressed trace file with ‘gzip’, column 5 shows the ratio of Dinero IV total
run time compared to the total run time of our cache simulation methodology,
and column 6 shows the ratio of Dinero IV with inputs piped from a gzip trace
file using zcat compared to the total run time of our simulation.

Program traces were generated using Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) for
Tensilica Xtensa processor (Processor, 2006). The compression algorithm was
implemented in C and compiled with gcc version 4.0.2; the program was exe-
cuted in a dual processor Opteron 2.2 GHz machine.

Cache analysis is performed for various cache configurations. The cache
parameters used were: cache size of 128 bytes to 16384 bytes, cache line size
of 8 bytes to 256 bytes, and cache associativity from 1 to 32 (each parameter
is incremented in powers of two; total cache configuration simulated is 206).
Cache simulations were executed on the compressed file and the cache miss
numbers output from the cache simulation was verified against Dinero IV to
ensure correctness of the cache simulation output.

Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of the total execution time for simulat-
ing multiple cache configurations with Dinero IV, Dinero IV with gzip, and
our simulation tool. Due to large differences between the total run time of
the individual benchmarks, the bar graphs in Figure 5.13 are not on the same
scale. Benchmarks ‘jpegenc’ and ‘jpegdec’ total run time bar is measured in
minutes, while ‘g721enc’, ‘g721dec’, ‘mpeg2enc’, and ‘mpeg2dec’ run time
are measured in hours. The ratio between the time taken by Dinero IV over our
simulation methodology is shown in column 8 on Table 5.1.

Figure 5.14 shows a comparison of the run time of Dinero IV compared
to our simulation methodology for simulating individual cache configurations
of ‘g721enc’ program trace file. The left bars shown in Figure 5.14 indicate

Table 5.1 Benchmark list

Application Trace size File size gzip File size
(bytes) (bytes)

g721enc 108,635,308 977,717,772 12,878,673
g721dec 105,800,842 952,207,578 12,161,013
jpegenc 11,508,580 103,577,220 1,051,695
jpegdec 2,842,673 25,584,057 422,638
mpeg2enc 2,359,305,107 21,233,745,963 297,736,877
mpeg2dec 937,319,532 8,435,875,788 111,485,710
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Table 5.2 Compression result

Application Compressed Compression Compressed Run time Run time
file size (bytes) gzip ratio file size (bytes) ratio ratio (gzip)

g721enc 38,049,493 25.7 2,743,007 6.41 6.35
g721dec 25,646,458 37.1 1,473,615 8.08 8.0
jpegenc 9,895,273 10.5 195,292 15.32 14.10
jpegdec 2,681,652 9.5 42,771 15 14.08
mpeg2enc 1,139,867,708 18.6 46,256,026 5.39 5.35
mpeg2dec 255,749,085 33.0 11,621,180 7.8 6.78
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Fig. 5.13 Cache simulation total run time

the Dinero IV run time and the right bars indicate the run time of our simula-
tion methodology, the y-axis shows the run time in seconds. Table 5.3 shows
the cache configuration for each of the results shown in Figure 5.14. The bar
comparisons in Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show that our simulation methodology is
always faster when compared to the Dinero IV run time.

Column 6 in Table 5.1 shows that the compression algorithm can compress
program traces by an average factor of 22.4. Results shown in column 8 of
Table 5.1 show that by using our simulation methodology, it is possible to
accurately perform faster cache simulations by an average factor of 9.67 when
compared to Dinero IV, and average speedup factor of 9.10 when compared to
Dinero IV with gzip.
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Fig. 5.14 Cache simulation run time comparison

4. Run Time – Code Compression
4.1 Code Compression Technique
The process of compressing and decompressing code passes through off-line
(i.e., design time) and on-line (i.e., run time) phases, respectively. In the off-
line phase, the original code is compressed and decoding table is generated.
During the on-line phase, the original instructions are generated from the
compressed ones by using the decoding table. But the decoding table has a
negative impact on the final compression ratio CR:

CR =
size(compressed instructions+tables)

size(original code)

Hence, an efficient compression ratio can be accomplished by minimizing both
the code itself and the tables. This is crucial since table sizes can reach more
than 20% compared to the code size as we have found through a large set of
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Table 5.3 Cache configuration

Cache Cache parameters Cache Cache parameters
config. size, line size, assoc. config. size, line size, assoc.

A1 512,8,1 B1 512,8,8
A2 1024,8,1 B2 1024,8,8
A3 2048,8,1 B3 2048,8,8
A4 4096,8,1 B4 4096,8,8
A5 8192,8,1 B5 8192,8,8
A6 16384,8,1 B6 16384,8,8
C1 1024,8,1 D1 16384,8,1
C2 1024,8,2 D2 16384,8,2
C3 1024,8,4 D3 16384,8,4
C4 1024,8,8 D4 16384,8,8
C5 1024,8,16 D5 16384,8,16

Fig. 5.15 Code compression steps

applications (see Figure 5.19). Therefore, our main contribution is a table com-
pression scheme that we use along with a Canonical Huffman Coding scheme.
In this scheme we conduct the following steps (see Figure 5.15):

1. The object code of the instructions are encoded with a variable-length
code using Huffman Coding.
Input: An object code for the instructions and their frequencies.
Output: Huffman encoded instructions.
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2. The Huffman encoded instructions are re-encoded again using Canoni-
cal Huffman Coding.
Input: Huffman encoded instruction length and their length frequencies
(number of instructions of each length).
Output: Canonical Huffman-encoded instructions (compressed instruc-
tions). The unique original instructions are stored in different Look-up
Tables depending on their compressed instruction length (one Look-up
Table for each compressed instruction length).

3. The Look-up Table is compressed by sorting its entries using the Lin-
Kernighan Algorithm (Helsgaun, 2000).
Input: The Look-up Table which has a number of columns equal to
instruction word length W.
Output: The compressed Look-up Table.

Huffman Coding. The first step in our compression scheme is to encode
the instruction’s object code using Huffman Coding (Bell et al., 1990). It is
a well-known method based on probabilistic distribution. Most frequent in-
put symbols are encoded with shortest codes and vice versa. The problem in
Huffman Coding is the decoding because of the variable-length codes. This
is a major problem when it comes to hardware implementation. To overcome
this problem we re-encode the Huffman encoded instructions using Canonical
Huffman Coding.

Canonical Huffman Coding. Canonical codes are a sub-class of Huff-
man codes, that have a numerical sequence property, i.e., codewords with
the same length are binary representations of consecutive integers (Nekritch,
2000). Using Canonical Huffman codes therefore allows for a space- and time-
efficient decoding (Klein, 1997) because it requires less information to be

Table 5.4 Example for constructing Canonical Huffman codes

Symbols Distribution Huffman code Canonical Huffman code

A 3/28 001 010
B 1/28 0000 0000
C 2/28 1001 0001
D 5/28 101 011
E 5/28 01 10
F 1/28 0001 0010
G 1/28 1000 0011
H 10/28 11 11
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stored in encoded files. To re-encode the instructions using Canonical Huff-
man Coding, we need information about the length of Huffman compressed in-
structions and the number of compressed instructions for each length (Length
Frequency). We can get these information from the previous step after encod-
ing the instructions using Huffman Coding. Table 5.4 illustrates an example
for constructing the Canonical Huffman code from a Huffman code for given
symbol probabilities (assuming that every symbol denotes a unique object in-
struction code). In the first step, we compute the first codeword for each symbol
length starting from the longest one (i.e., for length 4, 3, and 2). Then we create
the remaining codewords for each length by adding ‘1’ to the previous one.

The generated Canonical Huffman codes can be considered the compressed
codes of the application’s instructions. To use these codes as indices for our
LUT, the indices need to have the same length. Hence, the codes with the same
length are the indices to one specific LUT. We have as many LUTs as we have
different code lengths. See the output of Step 2 in Figure 5.15.

Algorithm 5.1 DTM: Decoding Table Minimization
Number of table entries: n
Width of Table: W
Length of table index: L
/* Initialization */
0. Number of Toggles T=0, Column cost C=0
/* Algorithm Start */
1. for(each column i of W) do
2. for (each entry j of n) do
3. if (Toggle(j) [ 0 →1 or 1→0 ] is true) then
4. T(i)=T(i)+1 // Count the toggles
5. end if
6. end for
7. cost of column i is C(i)=T(i)× L
/* check if the column is compressible */
8. if (n > C(i) ) then // Compress the column
9. i. save the index at every toggle
10. ii. table cost=table cost +C(i)
11. else
12. i. keep column(i)without compression
13. ii. table cost=table cost + n
14. end if
15. end for
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Fig. 5.16 Example for compressing table with 8-bit symbols

Look-up Table Compression. Considering the fact that the Look-up Table
consists of a number of columns which is equal to the uncompressed instruc-
tion word length W (in bits), minimizing the LUT cost can be achieved by
reducing the height (i.e., number of rows) of its columns. The basic idea is
to re-sort the table in such a fashion that as many columns as possible can be
reduced in height. The basic principle of compressing the table is to minimize
the number of bit transitions per column (for example from top to bottom) and
then saving the indices only when a bit toggle occurs instead of saving the
complete column. Algorithm 5.1 explains our Decoding Table Minimization
scheme called DTM which is executed during the off-line phase. Starting from
the first column, the algorithm counts the number of bit toggles T occurring in
the same column and computes the cost of compressing this column. This cost
is the sum C of the table’s indices where bit toggles occur in this column. If the
sum is less than the original column cost n, then the column is compressible,
otherwise the column is left without compression. The algorithm repeats the
previous steps for each table column.

Figure 5.16 shows an example for table compression. The size of the uncom-
pressed table is 56. The number of unique instructions is 8 ⇒ index length = 3.
Hence, the column is compressible if it has a maximum of two transitions (be-
cause more than two transitions will need more than 7 bits which is the cost
of the uncompressed column). In that case, seven columns will be compressed
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Fig. 5.17 Example for Lin-Kernighan sorted table with 8-bit symbols

and one column will be left without compression. The size of the table after
compression is minimized to 37 bits.

Achieving a higher table compression ratio by compressing more table
columns depends on how its entries are sorted. Finding the optimum solution
of sorting the entries is NP-Hard. To sort the table’s entries, we use the Lin-
Kernighan heuristic algorithm (Helsgaun, 2000) which generates an optimal
or near-optimal solution for the symmetric traveling salesman problem (TSP).
TSP is a problem in discrete or combinatorial optimization to find (for a given
number of symbols and costs of traveling from any one to others) the minimum
sum of the distances between each two symbols covering all symbols. We use
it to find the minimum sum of symbol distances between any two entries (see
Algorithm 5.2). The distance between two entries is the Hamming distance
which is the sum of bit toggles between these entries. In the hardware, this can
be computed using XOR gates. Figure 5.17-left illustrates an example for a
Look-up Table with 7 symbols and 8 bits each. The figure on the left shows un-
sorted symbols, the distance between every two consecutive symbols and the
distance between the first and the last one. The sum of distances from the top
of the table to the bottom is 25. Using Lin-Kernighan algorithm (Figure 5.17-
right), the sum of the distances is decreased to 14. Now, if we compress the
unsorted and the sorted tables using our DTM algorithm, we find that their
costs are 53 bits and 36 bits, respectively.

4.2 Hardware Implementation
Hardware implementation is based on a scalable hardware prototyping board
(Platinum) from Pro-Design (pro, 2006). To decode the encoded instructions,
we use a pipelined parallel Huffman decoder (Rudberg and Wanhammar,
1997). We have developed the hardware to decode the compressed Look-up
Tables. The decoder architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.18. It consists of two
main parts: (1) Length Decoder that calculates the length of the Canonical-
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Algorithm 5.2 Lin-Kernighan Sorting
Number of table’s entries: n
Length of entry: W
Entries of table: S1,S2, . . . ,Sn

/* Initialization */
Distance =0
New Distance =100000 // Big number as initial value
Min Distance =1000 // minimum distance defined
/* Algorithm Start */
1. call sort(S1,S2, . . . ,Sn) // sort entries using Lin Kernighan algorithm
2. for(all entries i =1 to n-1) do // Compute distance
3. A =Si XOR Si+1

4. Di =∑W
j=1 Aj //j is index for bit position in A

5. Distance = Distance+Di

6. end for
7. if(Distance < New Distance) do
8. New Distance = Distance
9. if(New Distance <= Min Distance) do
10. goto 19
11. else
12. goto 1 // Repeat for better solution
13. end if
14. else // Couldn’t find better solution
15. goto 1 // Repeat to find better solution
16. end if
17. return(S′

1,S
′
2, . . . ,S

′
n) // Returns sorted entries

encoded instructions; and, (2) Instruction Decoder that retrieves the original
instruction from the compressed Look-up Table. The decoder operates as fol-
lows: the 32-bit shift register 1 receives 32-bit code which is some compressed
instructions and shifts it continuously from left to right to the second shift reg-
ister. The pipelining unit consists of a number of stages equal to the number
of different code lengths k, every one has a comparator to compare the code
received from the shift register 2 with the first code of one particular length.
The pipelining unit represents the output as a separate signal for every code
length. In every cycle, one code length is checked in the pipelining unit. The
counter at the same time counts the number of cycles needed to detect the code
length and activates the MUX and DE-MUX to pass the compressed instruc-
tion to the corresponding compressed Look-up Table. The compressed Look-up
Table consists of compressed columns that are stored in FPGA Block RAM.
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Fig. 5.18 Hardware Decoder

Uncompressed columns are stored in ROM. The compressed instruction is de-
multiplexed to one of the Block RAMs depending on its length and compared
with the column indices to find the position where the compressed instruction
is larger than the respective indices. The original bits of uncompressed table
columns are retrieved directly from the ROM. The accumulator concatenates
the bits into the correct positions and generates the W bits decompressed in-
struction.

4.3 Experiments and Results
To show the efficiency of our method we have applied it on different bench-
mark sizes serving as a representative set of applications. We have con-
ducted evaluations deploying the ARM(SA-110), MIPS(4KC), and PowerPC
(MPC85) architectures. The final results are presented in Tables 5.5, 5.6, and
5.7. They account for the overhead stemming from the Look-up Tables imple-
mented as FPGA block RAM. To give an idea of how important table compres-
sion actually can be, we analyzed a large number of applications with a wide
range of different sizes and found that the amount of unique instructions is
approximately proportional to the application’s size and can account for more
than 20% of all instructions, even for very large applications (Figure 5.19).
Hence, the LUT has a significant effect on the final compression ratio. Before
we discuss the results, we explain some of the terms used in the tables as
follows: we refer to unique instruction size as a measure (in #bytes) for the
table cost as it is generated by the compression scheme, i.e., before our table
compression scheme has been applied. The term code size denotes the com-
pressed instruction cost (in #bytes). The term table size stands for the cost
(in #bytes) of the Block RAMs and ROM hosting the compressed and uncom-
pressed table columns, respectively. We use total size as the sum of compressed
instructions size and table size. Furthermore, TCR is the table compression ra-
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Table 5.5 Experimental results using ARM target architecture (size is in byte)

Original code Compressed code

Bench- Code size Uniq. inst. Comp. inst. Table size Total size
mark size size /TCR /CR

Hanoi 16,200 9,336 5,161 5,217 10,378
55.88% 64.06%

Whetstone 31,264 15,716 10,404 8,500 18,904
54.08% 60.46%

JPEG 91,024 39,608 34,264 20,714 54,978
52.29% 60.39%

Lame 290,924 123,256 117,480 59,117 176,597
47.96% 60.70%

Blowfish 968,688 174,948 351,166 80,651 431,817
46.09% 44.57%

GSM 1,104,104 191,564 407,393 87,401 494,794
45.62% 44.81%

Table 5.6 Experimental results using MIPS target architecture (size is in bytes)

Original code Compressed code

Bench- Code size Uniq. inst. Comp. inst. Table size Total size
mark size size /TCR /CR

Hanoi 17,832 7,156 4,276 4,203 8,479
58.74% 47.54%

Whetstone 30,856 10,668 8,161 6,204 14,365
58.16% 46.55%

JPEG 126,252 37,180 41,315 20,850 62,165
56.07% 49.23%

Lame 311,352 127,764 119,661 65,082 184,743
50.94% 59.33%

Blowfish 569,060 182,312 218,771 87,527 306,298
48.01% 53.82%

GSM 653,480 208,032 256,635 98,191 354,826
47.20% 54.29%

tio, i.e., the relationship of the table size after and before table compression.
CR stands for the final compression ratio.

From the Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, we can observe the following: (1) Look-
up Tables can be compressed up to 45% depending on the size of application.
TCR becomes better if the number of the instructions increases, i.e., for big
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Table 5.7 Experimental results using PowerPC target architecture (size is in bytes)

Original code Compressed code

Bench- Code size Uniq. inst. Comp. inst. Table size Total size
mark size size /TCR /CR

Hanoi 16,404 8,836 5,077 5,154 10,231
58.33% 62.36%

Whetstone 28,192 12,676 8,967 7,326 16,293
57.80% 57.79%

JPEG 99,656 39,040 36,544 21,686 58,230
55.55% 58.43%

Lame 275,060 134,240 115,153 67,348 182,501
50.17% 66.34%

Blowfish 483,896 182,560 205,388 87,482 292,870
47.92% 60.52%

GSM 557,772 206,776 240,177 99,045 339,222
47.90% 60.81%

Fig. 5.19 Look-up Table size (in percentage of the whole application size) compared to the
total number of unique instructions of an application. Each bar set represents a dif-
ferent application

applications because the number of unique instructions increases accordingly.
Ex: Hanoi and GSM for all ISAs. This is obvious since good compression
ratios are achieved through re-occurring patterns. However, since the compres-
sion scheme cannot work well in those cases by principle, the relevancy of
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LUT compression increases since large numbers of unique instructions result
in large LUTs. Hence, LUT compression is especially useful in those cases
where the code is less compressible. It is therefore a powerful method in such
cases where traditional code compression schemes do not perform well. (2)
For the applications compiled for the ARM processor, CR is better if the ap-
plication is big (like GSM) and a compression ratio of 44% can be achieved
including the LUT overhead. But, for the applications compiled for the MIPS
processor, CR is better for small applications (like Hanoi). This can be inter-
preted as follows: comparing the ratio of compressed instruction size to the
code size for the smallest and biggest applications, i.e., Hanoi and GSM, we
find that the ratio increased from 31% to 36% for the ARM processor and from
24% to 39% for the MIPS processor. This is because GSM has a large num-
ber of instructions for ARM compared to MIPS processors with pretty much
the same number of unique instructions. That leads to the increase in number
of repetition and improves the Canonical Huffman property, i.e., more repe-
tition gives shorter code and better compressed instruction ratio. (3) No ISA-
specific knowledge has been used to obtain these ratios. Therefore, our scheme
is orthogonal to the respective processor architecture and hence, even higher
compression ratios could be achieved if ISA-specific knowledge was applied.
Finally we want to point out that the decompression hardware has been imple-
mented using Xilinx ISE 6.3 for VirtexII. The average maximum frequency of
the hardware is about 180 MHz. The number of slices needed for the decoder
is about 850 slices. This is a fraction of a typical application as shown in the
final compression ratios.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented two methods based on compression for efficiently
designing and executing embedded systems. Firstly, a novel method was
presented for cache analysis, which analyzes a compressed program trace file
without decompression. An average compression ratio of 22.4 is seen in the
experimental results for large program trace files with size up to 21 GB. Cache
simulation method is observed to have an average speedup of 9.67 over Dinero
IV, and an average speedup factor of 9.10 is observed when compared to Dinero
IV with gzip. Secondly, a approach for embedded system code compression
was presented, based on Canonical Huffman Coding. The Look-up Table over-
head is reduced using the Lin-Kernighan algorithm. These methods are or-
thogonal to any ISA-specific characteristic. Hence, these are the basis for even
higher compression ratios when ISA-specific knowledge is considered. With-
out ISA-specific knowledge we have already achieved a compression ratio of
up to 45% including the LUT overhead.
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Abstract Power optimisations targeting the memory subsystem have received
considerable attention in recent years because of the dominant role played by
memory in the overall system power. The more complex the application, the
greater the volume of instructions and data involved, and hence, the greater the
significance of issues involving power-efficient storage and retrieval of these
instructions and data. In this chapter we give a brief overview of how memory
architecture and accesses affect system power dissipation, and some recent pro-
posals on reducing memory-related power through diverse mechanisms: optimi-
sations of the traditional cache memory system, architectural innovations target-
ing application specific designs, compiler optimisations, and other techniques.

Keywords: power optimisation; memory subsystem; cache memory; scratch pad memory.

1. Introduction
The memory subsystem plays a dominant role in every type of mod-
ern electronic design, starting from general purpose microprocessors to
customised application specific systems. As applications get more complex,
the memory storage and retrieval plays a critical role in every design dimen-
sion: it dominates the area of the design since the increasing amounts of
instructions and data lead to increasing memory requirements; with increasing
memory size, the access times for memory are larger than typical computation
times, leading to memory becoming a significant determinant of performance;
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Fig. 6.1 Simplified view of typical memory structure

and larger memories also lead to high static and dynamic power dissipation
(Panda et al., 1999b).

This section focusses on different aspects of memory-related optimisations
targeting power efficiency. In this chapter, we give an overview of the different
power optimisation opportunities that arise in the context of memory accesses.
The next two chapters elaborate on two selected areas within this domain.

Figure 6.1 shows a simplified view of a typical memory structure. The core
storage area is organised into rows and columns of memory cells. The address
is split into two parts: a row address consisting of the higher order bits, and a
column address consisting of the lower order bits. The row address is decoded
in the row decoder, resulting in the activation of one of the word lines. This
selects one row of cells in the memory, which causes transfer of data between
the cell and the bit-lines – these lines run through all the rows of the memory.
A sense amplifier detects the transitions on the bit-lines and transmits the result
on the data bus. A column decoder selects the bits from the row of cells and
transmits the addressed bits to the data bus.

Power dissipation during memory accesses can be attributed to three main
components: (1) address decoders and word lines; (2) data array, sense amp-
lifiers, and the bit-lines; and (3) the data and address buses leading to the
memory. All three components are significant as each involves the driving of
high capacitance wires that requires a considerable amount of energy: word
lines, bit-lines, and data/address buses. Power optimisations for the memory
subsystem indirectly target one of these components and can be classified into
the following broad categories:

• Power-efficient memory architectures – novel architectural concepts that
aid power reduction, both in traditional cache memory design and in
other unconventional memory architectures such as scratch pad memory,
banked memory, etc.
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• Compiler optimisations targeting memory power – where code is gener-
ated for general-purpose processors explicitly targeting power reduction.

• Application specific memory customisation – where the memory system
can be tailored for the particular application, leading to superior solu-
tions than a standard memory hierarchy.

• Other techniques: dynamic voltage scaling, compression, encoding, etc.
– these are known techniques from other domains that are also applicable
to memory power reduction.

In the following sections, we study the above topics in greater detail.

2. Power-Efficient Memory Architectures
The memory subsystem in embedded processor based systems usually consist
of cache memory, along with other memory modules possibly customised for
the application. Because of the dominating role of instruction and data caches,
new low power memory architectures have been in the area of improving
traditional cache designs to make them power-efficient using a variety of
techniques.

2.1 Partitioned Memory and Caches
Partitioning the memory structure into smaller memories (or banks) is one
of the mechanisms used to reduce the effective length of the bit-lines driven
during memory operations, thereby reducing power dissipation. In multibank
memories (Figure 6.2), each bit-line is smaller and the sense amplifiers are
replicated in each bank. Since only one of the banks would be activated
during a memory operation, this would lead to reduced power consumption
in the overall structure because smaller bit-lines are associated with a smaller
capacitance, and hence, lower energy. Banked structures for caches were pro-
posed in Ko et al. (1995) and Su and Despain (1995). In the banking archi-
tecture proposed in Ko et al. (1995), the address decoding circuit is selectable
in the sense that the active decoding (and hence, any resulting switching of
capacitive loads) takes place only for the bank currently addressed, and not for
the other banks. The sense amplifier circuitry is also selectable. The bit-line
segmentation technique (Ghose and Kamble, 1999), where a longer bit-line is
divided into smaller segments so that each bit-line is effectively smaller and
the sense amplifiers are also smaller, is conceptually a similar optimisation.

One variant proposed in Kim et al. (2001) is to make the smaller units
complete caches as opposed to just banks. The added flexibility here is that
the different caches need not be homogeneous. A prediction mechanism such
as most recently used is employed to predict which sub-cache will be accessed
next.
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2.2 Augmenting with Additional Buffers/Caches
A large number of low power cache ideas have been centred around one central
principle: add an extra cache or buffer, usually small in size, and design the
system to fetch data directly from this buffer, thereby preventing an access to
the L1 cache altogether. Since the buffer is relatively small, we can achieve
significant power savings if we can ensure a high hit rate to the buffer.

The technique of block buffering (Su and Despain, 1995) stores the
previously accessed cache line in a buffer. If the next access is from the same
line, then the buffer is directly read and there is no need to access the core of
the cache. This scheme successfully reduces power when there is a significant
amount of spatial locality in memory references (Figure 6.3a). The idea of
a block buffer can be extended to include more than one line instead of just
the last accessed line. In (Ghose and Kamble, 1999), a fully associative buffer
consisting of four lines is used for this purpose.

One simple strategy is to introduce another level of hierarchy before the L1
cache, placing a very small cache (called a filter cache in Kin et al. (1997)) bet-
ween the processor and the regular cache. This causes a performance overhead
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because the hit ratio of this small cache is bound to be lower, but it lowers
total power dissipation because the hits to this small cache cause a much lower
power dissipation. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3b. No overall modification is
proposed to the overall cache hierarchy, except that the filter cache is unusually
small compared to a regular L1 cache.

Data and instructions can also be statically assigned to an additional
on-chip memory whose address space is disjoint from the cached part. In the
S-Cache (Panwar and Rennels, 1995), basic blocks of instructions are statically
assigned. The compiler is responsible for the layout of the instructions, based
on profile data, etc. Similarly, in the Scratch Pad Memory (Panda et al., 2000),
data is statically assigned by the compiler keeping in mind the data size and
frequency of access (Figure 6.3c). Data in scratch pad memory is never evicted
(unlike in data caches) – the compiler explicitly manages the space and “hits”
are guaranteed. Compiler techniques to exploit this architectural enhancement
are discussed in the next section.

Since it is well known that programs tend to spend a lot of time inside
relatively small loop structures, researchers have investigated the use of spe-
cialised hardware structures to exploit this phenomenon. Loop cache (Bellas
et al., 2000) is one such structure consisting of an augmentation to the nor-
mal cache hierarchy. Frequently executed basic blocks within loops are stored
in the loop cache. The processor first accesses the loop cache for an instruc-
tion; if it is present, there is no need to access the normal cache hierarchy,
else the instruction cache is accessed. The Decoded Instruction Buffer (Bajwa
et al., 1997) is analogous to the loop cache idea, but here, the decoded in-
structions occurring in a loop are stored in the buffer, to prevent the power
overhead associated with instruction decoding. The decoded instructions are
written to the buffer in the first loop iterations; in subsequent iterations, they
are read off the buffer instead of the L1 instruction cache. An L0-cache is pro-
posed in Bellas et al. (1999) for storing basic blocks of code that are frequently
accessed. A prediction mechanism and confidence estimator based on modi-
fications to the processor’s branch prediction unit is used to decide whether a
branch target is selected for insertion into the L0 cache.

Some variants of the above fundamental ideas have been reported in recent
research. A decoded filter cache is used in Tang et al. (2002), which is based
on the filter cache idea except that it stores decoded instructions. One prob-
lem that arises in this context is that the lengths of the decoded instructions
are widely varying, leading to waste of space if the width is set to the
widest one. Thus, only a subset of instructions are considered cacheable. The
hardware is accompanied by a prediction mechanism that selects between the
decoded buffer, the line buffers discussed earlier, and the instruction cache.
An extension to the filter cache and L0-cache strategy is the HotSpot cache
(Yang and Lee, 2004), where the filter cache is placed parallel to the main
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cache hierarchy, and a dynamic mechanism is used to monitor the instruction
access patterns and copy frequently executed basic blocks to the filter cache.
Recognising that a significant fraction of data memory accesses during pro-
gram execution consist of return address stores and callee saved registers dur-
ing function calls, a separate data memory organised as a stack was proposed in
Mamidipaka and Dutt (2003) so that these data are directly stored and retrieved
from here rather from main memory through the cache system.

2.3 Reducing Tag Comparison Power
The line of research discussed above aims at achieving power efficiency by
using an additional small buffer which causes a reduction in the number of
accesses to the L1 cache. In this section we study power optimisation along a
slightly orthogonal direction. For performance reasons, the tag array and the
data array in the cache are accessed simultaneously so that by the time the ad-
dress of the resident cache line is fetched from the tag array and compared with
the required address to detect hit or miss, the corresponding data is already
available for forwarding to the processor (Hennessy and Patterson, 1994).
Thus, the data is fetched even before we know whether the access is a hit
or a miss; on a miss, it is simply discarded. Since we expect most accesses
to be hits, this parallel access strategy improves peformance significantly. In a
set-associative cache, all the tag arrays and data arrays are accessed at once.
While designed for optimal performance, this overall strategy results in waste
of power. There is a significant scope here for trade-offs between performance
and power.

The simplest power optimisation addressing the above issue is to sequen-
tialise the accesses to the tag and data arrays – that is, to fetch from the
data array only if the tag fetch indicates a cache hit. This prevents dynamic
power dissipation incurred when data is fetched from the data array in spite
of a cache miss (Hasegawa et al., 1995). Also, data only needs to be fetched
from the way that matched, not from the other ways. The idea is illustrated in
Figure 6.4a and b. Shaded blocks indicate data and tag arrays that are active
in the respective cycles. This approach does compromise on the cache perfor-
mance, though. Another simple idea is (in case of instruction cache) to retain
the address of the last accessed cache line, and to fetch from the tag array only
if the next instruction refers to a different line (Panwar and Rennels, 1995). If
the reference is to the same line, then we are guaranteed a cache hit, and power
is saved by preventing the redundant access of the tag array. Using a similar
logic, we can assert that if there has been no cache miss since the last reference
to a basic block of instructions, then there is no need to fetch the tag from the
instruction cache in the next reference (since the previously fetched instruction
has not had an opportunity to get evicted yet). The information about whether
the target of a branch instruction exists in the cache is recorded in the Branch
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Target Buffer, a commonly used structure in modern processors. If the condi-
tion is satisfied, then the fetch from the tag array is disabled, saving memory
activity in the process (Inoue et al., 2002).

The observation that, in set-associative caches, consecutive references tend
to access data from the same way, can be exploited in a mechanism that predicts
the way number for the next access to be the same as the previous one. On the
next access, only the tag and data arrays of the predicted way are activated,
resulting in a significant amount of dynamic power savings when the prediction
is correct (Inoue et al., 1999). When the prediction turns out to be incorrect,
the rest of the ways are fetched in the next cycle, which incurs a performance
penalty. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4. An alternative method of incorporating
way prediction is through the location cache (Min et al., 2004) – a proposal for
the L2 cache. This is an extra cache that is used to indicate which way in the
actual cache contains the data. A hit in the location cache indicates the way
number, and hence, we only need to access the specific way in the L2 cache,
thereby avoiding reading all the tag and data arrays of the set-associative cache.
A miss in the location cache indicates that we do not have a prediction, and
leads to a regular access from all the ways in the L2 cache.

A certain amount of flexibility can be built into set-associative caches to
control accesses to the different ways – ways can be selectively enabled or
disabled depending on the characteristics of an application. For example, in
the L2 cache, we can reserve separate ways for instruction and separate ones
for data so as to prevent conflicts. Also, for small programs where instruction
cache conflicts are not expected, some of the ways assigned to instructions
can be disabled to reduce activity in their tag and data arrays (Malik et al.,
2000). In the way-halting cache (Zhang et al., 2004), some least significant tag
bits from each way are stored in a separate array, which is first accessed and
the corresponding bits of the address compared. If the comparison fails, then
a matching failure is guaranteed for that way, and hence, the actual fetch of
the tag and data arrays is prevented, saving power. Another way of building
flexibility into the cache structure is to allow for different cache sets to have
different effective associativities (Ishihara and Fallah, 2005). The disabling of
the ways can be done in various ways – at cache design time by disconnecting
the power supply of redundant ways, disconnecting the memory cells from bit-
lines, etc. The finding of the optimum number of ways for each set can be done
concurrently with code placement in instruction memory by the compiler.

2.4 Reducing Cache Leakage Power
The techniques discussed in previous sections target the dynamic power con-
sumption in caches. As we mentioned earlier, the importance of static power
has been growing in recent years, and with smaller geometries, the contribution
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of static power to the overall power consumption in a chip is expected to grow.
Static power is dissipated as long as a voltage is supplied to the circuit, and can
be eliminated by turning power supply off (in which case memory data is lost)
or reduced by turning the voltage down (in which case data can be retained,
but accessing the data requires us to raise the voltage again). A few strategies
have been proposed to address the static power dissipation in caches.

An important observation regarding lifetime of cache contents is that the
data tends to be accessed frequently in small intervals of time, and is essentially
dead for large periods when it is never accessed. This leads to an interesting
strategy – can we turn off power to a cache line if we predict that the line will
not be accessed in the near future? The cache decay technique (Kaxiras et al.,
2001) relies on this approach. A counter is maintained for each line; when it
reaches a threshold value, the power to the line is turned off after updating the
L2 cache with the new value if necessary. To keep the overhead of maintaining
the counters low, there is only one global counter, but a two-bit derived counter
is placed in each line to control the power supply. The threshold value of the
counter is determined from the values of the static energy dissipated and the
energy expended in re-fetching the line from the L2 cache.

An alternative to turning off the power to cache lines is to turn down the
voltage so that data is retained, but cannot be accessed directly. In order to
access the data, the line would have to be first switched to high voltage (causing
a performance overhead). The power saved per line in this manner is smaller
than that in the decay technique where the power supply to the line is turned
off, but this may permit more lines to be moved into the drowsy state (Flautner
et al., 2002). The idea is proposed to be used for all lines in the L2 cache,
and some lines of the L1 cache. A simple strategy of putting the entire cache
to drowsy mode once in a while works quite well, as opposed to introducing
active circuitry to maintain counters on a per line basis. A variation on this
theme is to use predictive schemes to selectively move lines to and from drowsy
state. In Hu et al. (2003), information about cache lines with high temporal
locality is maintained in the BTB, and these lines are kept active. When a
cache line is accessed, the sequentially following line is moved to active state,
anticipating its use. A very fine grain control can be exercised by permitting
the compiler to insert instructions to turn individual cache lines off when its
use is not anticipated for a long time (Zhang et al., 2002).

2.5 Other Cache Ideas
The observation that data values are frequently duplicated in typical caches
has been used to design a non-redundant cache (Molina et al., 2003), where
pointers to data are stored in the cache instead of the data itself. If the value
is small enough (which does happen frequently in practice), then the space for
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pointer itself is used to store the value. This saves power as the pointer can
use a small number of bits instead of the typical data word size, and hence, its
access would consume less power than the conventional cache access.

Other types of correlation observed in data and addresses can also be exp-
loited. One observation is that the source addresses of consecutive load in-
structions tend to have the same difference – a phenomenon that is observed
in memory loads in loops. In correlating caches (Mallik et al., 2004), a load
instruction leads to a prefetch of the correlated instruction also. A small corre-
lating buffer acts as the primary cache, reducing access energy.

3. Compiler Optimisations Targeting Memory Power
Compiler optimisations targeting high performance generally also reduce
power and energy indirectly. When the optimised performance results in lesser
number of instructions executed, it also means a smaller number of accesses
to instruction memory. Since memory energy is proportional to the number
of accesses, this also reduces the total energy consumed. Along the same
lines, optimisations that reduce the number of accesses to data memory also
reduce the total memory energy. Thus, for example, all register allocation re-
lated optimisations, which increase the efficiency of register usage, are also
favourable with respect to power, as it is more power-efficient to access reg-
isters instead of memory. This argument also generalises to all levels of the
memory hierarchy. Performance optimisations that increase the hit ratio to the
L1 cache are also power optimisations, since the L1 cache access dissipates
lesser energy than an L2 cache access. The extent of performance improve-
ment due to an optimisation may be different from the extent of power im-
provement. However, the optimisations are generally in the same direction, and
if a memory related optimisation improves performance, then it also reduces
power. However, interesting exceptions do exist – good examples being those
that rely on speculative memory loads. In such cases, the access latency may
be hidden by other CPU activity, but the associated energy dissipated cannot
be undone. Such an optimisation improves performance, but reduces energy
efficiency.

In this section we study some power optimisation techniques that are
applicable at the compiler stage. Making the compiler (or synthesis tool,
if custom hardware is generated for an application) explicitly aware of the
performance/energy optimised features present in the memory subsystem
increases the compilation time, but yields the power benefits without any
run-time overhead and without the need of expensive hardware. While most
standard compiler optimisations including constant folding and propagation,
algebraic simplifications, copy propagation, common subexpression elimina-
tion, loop invariant code motion, loop transformations such as pipelining and
interchange, etc. (Muchnick, 1997) are also relevant for power reduction, some
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others that increase the code size (such as loop unrolling and function inlin-
ing) need more careful attention. Optimisations such as unrolling and inlining
increase the code size, thereby increasing the instruction memory size. Since
larger memories are associated with increased access energy, these transforma-
tions may actually end up decreasing energy efficiency.

3.1 Data Layout
Decisions regarding organisation of data in memory frequently follow rules
specific to a programming language. However, where safety can be guaranteed,
an aggressive compiler can determine the data organisation in order to optimise
performance or power. In an embedded systems, such a consideration is worth
the extra time such analysis may involve.

This flexibility to decide the relative order of program variables can be
exploited to improve performance and reduce power by clustering variables
into cache-line-sized blocks. If the same set of variables are frequently
accessed within a small time-span, their addresses can be clustered so as to
map into the same cache line, resulting in temporal locality during execution.
This avoids cache possible conflicts. A similar strategy can be applied to ar-
ray variables. Based on the access patterns during loops and the sizes of the
arrays and caches, the possibility of conflicts between the respective array ele-
ments can be minimised by adjusting the start positions of the arrays in mem-
ory (Panda and Dutt, 1999). The arrays can also be interleaved to bring about
a similar effect (Panda and Dutt, 1999; Kulkarni et al., 2000). A generalisation
of array interleaving occurs when we have an array of structures/records. Since
the access patterns to different fields in the structures can be different (e.g., in
one loop, only one of two fields of a structure may be accessed), it may be
worthwhile to re-organise the arrays so that the fields are grouped according
to the way they are accessed in the program loops, not according to the user
declaration (Panda et al., 2001).

Data layout decisions are also applicable in the context of DRAM based
designs. Here, instead of a cache line, the cluster size is that of a memory row,
since accessing consecutive variables from the same row is more efficient than
from different rows both in terms of performance as well as energy. This idea
can be generalised to also take advantage of burst mode memory accesses,
where it is more efficient to read a sequence of consecutive memory elements
than to fetch them successively (Panda et al., 1998; Choi and Kim, 2003).

3.2 Instruction Layout
The layout of instructions in memory can also be controlled in order to improve
instruction cache performance and power. While the sequence of instructions
within a basic block usually needs to be maintained, the compiler has the
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flexibility of assigning the start addresses of basic blocks. This can be used
to ensure the reduction of cache conflicts if we can predict the interference
of instructions in the cache based on the relative positions, cache size, and
frequency of execution. The central idea is that if two basic blocks are fre-
quently accessed in an interleaved manner (this can happen if both are in the
same loop), then it is a good idea to assign them to contiguous locations in
memory. This minimises the possibility of cache conflicts since they are likely
to map to different parts of the cache. If the two blocks together fit into the
cache, then conflict-free access is guaranteed. Even otherwise, conflicts could
be minimised. Early work in this area (McFarling, 1989) was extended in
Tomiyama and Yasuura (1997) to include an interprocedural analysis. Traces
of program execution are used to determine which basic blocks are executed
frequently in succession. In Parameswaran and Henkel (2001), basic blocks
are first assigned cache regions so as to ensure that the more frequently exe-
cuted ones are displaced minimum number of times. The mapping from cache
locations to memory locations is carried out in a second phase.

Both data and instruction layout strategies usually incur some memory area
overhead – optimising the cache locations of instructions and data implies
exact control over the main memory locations, and may lead to unoccupied
memory locations. This overhead is generally not large enough to affect the
other design metrics such as cost and chip area significantly.

3.3 Scratch Pad Memory Utilisation
A significant role can be played by the compiler when the architecture con-
tains structures scratch pad memory, as these memories are directly managed
by the compiler. Compile-time analysis is involved in determining which data
and instructions should be mapped to the scratch pad memory. The analysis
for mapping data to scratch pad memory presented in Panda et al. (2000) con-
siders the size of the data, the frequency of access, the array lifetimes, and the
possibility of cache conflicts between different arrays in the mapping decision.
A problem of this nature maps approximately to the well known Knapsack
Problem in computer science (Garey and Johnson, 1979), where we are given
a knapsack of a fixed size, and can fill it with objects of different sizes and
profit values. The objective is to select a subset of the objects that fit into the
knapsack while maximising the profit. In the scratch pad case, the memory
size is the equivalent of the knapsack size, object size corresponds to the array
size, and the profit can be measured in terms of the number of accesses to the
variables mapped into the scratch pad. This is because access to the scratch
pad involves less energy dissipation than a cache access, as the scratch pad is a
simple SRAM with no additional tag-related circuitry characterising the cache,
and hence, no associated dynamic power dissipation. In terms of performance,
the guaranteed “hit” to the scratch pad ensures no cache-miss related delays.
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The formulation above can be extended in several directions. In Kandemir
et al. (2001), the authors make the data mapping decisions dynamic. Different
blocks of data, particularly in the context of the loop tiling compiler optimisa-
tion, are mapped to the scratch pad memory at different time instances. Since
these blocks can even be fragments of an array, this may overcome the dif-
ficulty of array size preventing the compiler’s ability to map an array to the
scratch pad. A similar argument as above can also be made in the context
of instructions. Frequently executed instructions or basic blocks of instruc-
tions can also be mapped to the scratch pad so as to prevent the energy and
performance-related consequences of being evicted from the instruction cache.
Power is saved both on account of the elimination of tag storage and access,
and both performance and energy improves because of reduced cache misses.
In fact, a unified formulation can use the same scratch pad memory to map
either instructions or data (Steinke et al., 2002; Janapsatya et al., 2004). In
a multiprocessor environment, we can associate a scratch pad memory with
each individual processor, and the set of all scratch pads can be connected
into a virtually shared scratch pad memory (VS-SPM) (Kandemir et al., 2002),
where access to local or remote scratch pads can be fast for all processors,
but accesses to other memory can be more expensive. If the scratch pad is to
be dynamically managed, an explicit transfer protocol has to be designed for
transferring data between it and the main memory. (Francesco et al., 2004)
uses a DMA engine to perform these transfers, and presents a framework with
an application programming interface to explicitly account for the latency of
these transfers.

3.4 Memory Bank Utilisation
The presence of multiple memory banks creates interesting optimisation
opportunities for the compiler. Traditionally a few DSP processors used a
dual-bank on-chip memory architecture, but in modern systems, banking
is used in various contexts for various objectives. In synchronous DRAMs
(SDRAMs), banking is used to improve performance by keeping multiple data
buffers from different banks ready for data access. In application specific sys-
tems, dividing a monolithic memory into several banks leads to considerable
performance improvement and power savings. The performance improvement
comes from the ability to simultaneously access multiple data words, while
the power savings arise from smaller addressing circuitry, word lines, and
bit-lines, as observed earlier.

The essential problem for the compiler is to assign data to memory banks
in order to minimise certain objective functions. In terms of performance,
we would like to be able to simultaneously access data in different banks so
that computation time decreases, assuming multiple datapath resources are
available. In terms of power dissipation, there is the possibility of moving
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specific banks to sleep mode when there are periods of zero activity. (Lyuh and
Kim, 2004) addresses the problem of allocating data to banks and scheduling
memory accesses in order to improve energy efficiency in the memory banks.
A specific instance of the bank allocation problem is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 8.

4. Application Specific Memory Customisation
One of the most important characteristics of an embedded system is that the
hardware architecture can be customised for the specific application or set
of applications that the system will be used on. This customisation can help
improve area, performance, and power efficiency of the implementation for the
given application. Even when the overall platform may be fixed, different sub-
systems can be independently tailored to suit the requirements of the applica-
tion. The memory subsystem is a fertile ground for such customisation. Cache
memory can be organised in many different ways by varying a large number
of parameters: cache size, line size, associativity, write policy, replacement
policy, etc. Since the number of possibile configurations is huge, an explic-
itly simulation-based selection strategy is too time-consuming. A large body
of research work has focussed on making the memory exploration automatic
or semi-automatic.

Finding the ideal cache size for an application involves important trade-offs
from the energy perspective. On one hand, larger caches reduce cache misses
and hence decrease energy. On the other hand, the per-access energy increases.
Therefore, the trade-offs need to be carefully evaluated.

A framework for estimating the effect of different memory parameters such
as cache line size, cache size, and scratch pad memory size was presented in
Panda et al. (1999a). The estimation process first performs a data partition-
ing between scratch pad memory and cache, and for data mapped into cache,
considers the effect of different line sizes on the array access patterns in loop
bodies. The work in Li and Henkel (1998) takes into account the effect of
different software optimisations on the instruction cache. Estimates are used
for the effect of transformations on system energy using an energy model of
caches. The energy impact of the tiling optimisation has been experimentally
evaluated in Shiue and Chakrabarti (1999), with the overall conclusion that the
optimal configurations are typically different for performance and energy met-
rics. The need for a whole-program analysis is also emphasised, since the best
configuration for the entire program is different from those identified for code
kernels within the program. The relationship between cache parameters and
the exernal interface parameters such as bus width is studied in Givargis et al.
(1999), where the role of the power dissipation due to the CPU–cache bus in
newer technologies is emphasised.
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Analogous to data, customisation of the memory hierarchy for instructions
can also be similarly performed. The loop cache is to instructions what scratch
pad memory is to data. A study of loop cache customisation is covered in
Cotterel and Vahid (2002). The customisation is based on an estimation of the
energy saved by using different loop cache sizes, using information such as the
loop sizes, execution frequencies, and whether they fit into the loop cache.

The column caching technique (Chiou et al., 2000) involves a hardware
design to dynamically change the associativity of the cache, leading to the
possibility to effectively turn a part of the cache into a scratch pad. A program-
mable bit vector determines which cache ways are restricted in this manner, so
that the cache replacement algorithm selectively replaces lines only from the
unrestricted ways. In the method suggested by Petrov and Orailoglu (2001), the
number of bits used for tag comparisons in the data cache is programmable. It
may happen that during typical array accesses in loops, only a small number of
least significant bits in the tag may differ – on an average, the number of tag bits
needed may be small. Reducing the number of tag bits used correspondingly
reduces the energy dissipation during fetches from the data cache tag memory.
Based on this observation, an encoding scheme was also proposed in Petrov
and Orailoglu (2002) for effective compression the tag bits, with the objective
of reducing tag memory power dissipation. In Grun et al. (2001), the authors
classify program variables into different types of locality – spatial and tem-
poral, and using this information, map them to be accessed through different
(spatial and temporal) cache structures.

Customising the banking structure of data memories can lead to significant
improvements in performance and power. One can take advantage of different
effective word lengths of variables used in typical programs to have different
banks consisting of different widths, thereby reducing power when accessing
data from banks with smaller widths (Cao et al., 2002). The power implications
of splitting the memory into several different physical modules was addressed
in Benini et al. (2000). Frequently accessed address ranges are targeted for
smaller memories, and less frequently accessed ranges for larger memories.

In typical cache organisations, the lower order address bits are used to index
into the cache. However, in an application specific environment, we have the
flexibility to use a different mapping function if it can be shown to reduce cache
misses. A trace of memory addresses accessed during program execution can
be used to determine such an application specific mapping function in Givargis
(2003).

5. Other Techniques: Dynamic Voltage Scaling,
Compression, Encoding, etc.

In this section we review a few other power optimisation techniques targeting
the memory system.
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5.1 Dynamic Voltage Scaling
Dynamic voltage scaling is an important new strategy that aims at obtaining
power reduction through modifying the voltage supply. Since the power dissi-
pation is a quadratic function of the voltage, this can help significantly improve
power. The basic idea here is to retain high voltage for those operations that are
present in the performance-critical paths, but reduce the voltage for those that
are not performance-critical, thereby reducing the overall system power with-
out a negative effect on performance. In Cho and Chang (2004), it is observed
that the scaling is very different for the CPU/logic and memory subsystems,
and hence, frequency and voltage scaling must take into account the relative
effects on both the CPU and memory, in order to achieve system-wide power
reduction.

5.2 Power Management in DRAM
Modern DRAMs provide explicit mechanisms to transfer them to low power
state, where power dissipation is reduced. When multiple DRAM modules ex-
ist, one of the simplest power management strategies is to move the DRAM to
low power state when it is unused. The DRAM controller takes the decision
to move the DRAM to and from the low power state. There is usually a per-
formance penalty for change of power states; specifically, a number of cycles
are wasted when moving a DRAM unit from low power mode to active mode.
While one may consider several sophisicated techniques to predict when to
change state, the study in Fan et al. (2001) indicates that the relatively simple
strategy of always transferring the state to low power after a burst access gives
the best results. DRAM power management functions can be performed by
many different entities: DRAM controller can use prediction techniques; the
compiler can analyse the source code and insert explicit instructions to change
DRAM power state; and the operating system’s scheduler can also monitor ac-
tivity on the DRAM and make the management decisions. Since the operating
system is able to simultaneously monitor activities of different processes, it
may discover patterns not expected by the compiler (Delaluz et al., 2002). The
proposal in Huang et al. (2005) is to merge DRAM accesses with short idle
periods between them into clusters so as to artificially create longer idle peri-
ods; consequently, the memory can be switched to low power mode for longer
periods or can be switched to a lower power mode than previously possible.

For synchronous DRAM systems, Joo et al. (2002) analysed the power dis-
sipation in different components and built a power model. Among the optimi-
sations identified was the observation that for reducing the address bus energy,
it is not sufficient to only reduce bit transitions as static power is dissipated
when the bus is driven. Hence, acceptable alternatives are the tristating of the
address buses when it is idle, and setting it to all 1s.
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5.3 Encoding
The topic of encoding address and data buses connecting to memory in or-
der to reduce bus switching power has been investigated in detail over the last
decade. Since address and data buses may be long, and hence, high capac-
itance, switching activity on the buses can consume a significant amount of
energy.

An initial proposal to reduce bus switching was to add an extra bit to the bus,
which would indicate to the receiver/decoder whether or not the word should
be bitwise inverted. The choice would be made depending on which option
reduced the hamming distance between the current and previous words (Stan
and Burleson, 1995).

One way to reduce address bus transitions is to modify the layout of
data in memory, when the flexibility exists. For array data in programs, the
choice exists between row-major, column-major, and various types of block or
tile-baseds storage (Panda and Dutt, 1999). The typical situation of different
arrays being accessed in loops leads to different effective working zones dur-
ing program execution. The proposal in Musoll et al. (1997) was to send the
start addresses of the zones once, and in subsequent accesses, to only send the
offset within the zone. In the Beach solution (Benini et al., 1998), mechanisms
are proposed to exploit blocks of addresses that occur repeatedly in address se-
quences, particularly to instruction memory. The T0 code (Benini and Micheli,
2000) adds an extra line to the bus, which is used to indicate whether the next
address is consecutive and is generated by incrementing the previous one. This
scheme may lead to near zero transitions in the steady state when there is a se-
quence of consecutive addresses; this happens often during data array accesses
in loops.

A practical implementation of encoding schemes has to take into account
that the bus may be time-multiplexed between instruction and data. Also,
sequential addresses on instruction or data buses may not be perfectly sequen-
tial, but due to the word size being some multiple of a byte (say 4 bytes per
instruction or data word) in a byte-addressable memory, the least significant
bits may need to be omitted from the encoding scheme.

For a more detailed survey of low power bus encoding techniques, the reader
is referred to Benini and Micheli (2000).

5.4 Compression
Various strategies for compression of data and instructions in memory and
cache have been studied in the context of reducing memory traffic and
consequently improving performance. The reduction in memory traffic also
indirectly reduces power, although we need to take into account the power
overhead of the decompression circuit. One way to directly effect instruction
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compression is to use a small instruction set with narrow instructions, as in the
16-bit Thumb instruction set used in the ARM7TDMI processor (Segars et al.,
1995). The narrow instructions increase the memory bandwidth and reduce
power dissipation due to instruction fetch.

The instruction compression proposal in Yoshida et al. (1997) is based on
the observation that in typical programs, only a small fraction of the complete
instruction set of the processor is actually utilised. Even here, there is a signif-
icant degree of repetition of the same instructions. These frequently occurring
instructions could be compressed into smaller bit patterns. The decompression
to generate the original instructions is done through accessing a table indexed
by the compressed pattern. A variant proposed by Benini et al. (1999) is to
only compress those instructions that are known to be frequently used. This
overcomes one problem with the previous approach – if the actual set of used
instructions is large, then it leads to an increase in the number of bits to repre-
sent the set, a very large decompression table, and the associated power over-
heads in the decompression. In Chandar et al. (1999), the instruction encoding
for compression is permitted to be reconfigurable – the actual codes for indi-
vidual instructions are modified during different phases of program execution,
since frequency of instruction execution may vary in different program phases.

Architecturally, there are two major options of the logical placement of the
decompression unit: (1) between the cache and the main memory and (2) be-
tween the CPU and the cache. When the decompression unit is between the
cache and the main memory, the cache stores the decompressed instructions,
and the decompressor is activated only on a cache miss – the associated energy
overhead is small as it is not active during cache hits. When the decompression
unit is between the CPU and the cache, the effective compression is better as
the compressed instructions are stored in the cache, but there is the energy over-
head from the decompression unit being activated on every instruction fetch.
Lekatsas et al. (2002) and Benini et al. (2001) propose architectures where the
decompression unit resides between the CPU and the cache, while in Benini
et al. (2002) the unit resides between the cache and main memory. Macii et al.
(2003) targets the data cache, and places the compression and decompression
units between the data cache and main memory. The idea of using compres-
sion can also be applied to data stored in scratch pad memory so that more data
could be placed in a given scratch pad space (Ozturk et al., 2004).

Summary
In this chapter we discussed some of the major ideas proposed in recent years
on the topic of power optimisations in the memory subsystem. In embedded
systems, where the designer has a considerable amount of flexibility to tai-
lor the architectural details to an application, the memory architecture can be
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significantly optimised to reduce power. Consequently, many different mem-
ory organisations have been proposed for instruction and data memory in
embedded systems. A correspondingly strong compiler support is needed to
suitably utilise the innovative architectures. It also helps to have a powerful
archicture exploration and customisation framework in the loop, since it is un-
likely that there is a single optimal architecture for a given application – many
different candidate architectures need to be evaluated.

In the next two chapters, two of the topics are discussed in greater detail.
Chapter 7 elaborates on the topic of assigning data values in programs to spe-
cific layers in the memory hierarchy, while Chapter 8 considers the memory
banking idea in depth.
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Abstract Nearly all platforms use a multi-layer memory hierarchy to bridge the enor-
mous latency gap between the large off-chip memories and local register files.
However, most of previous work on HW or SW controlled techniques for layer
assignment have been mainly focused on performance. As a result, the inter-
mediate layers have been assigned too large sizes leading to energy inefficiency.
In this chapter we present a technique that takes advantage of both the tem-
poral locality and limited lifetime of the arrays of the application for trading
performance and energy consumption under layer size constraints. These trade-
off points are the so-called Pareto points, which represent solutions which are
not only the optimal points in energy or time, but also intermediate points in
a way that it is not possible to gain energy without loosing time or vice versa.
A prototype tool has been developed and tested using two real life applications
of industrial relevance. Following this approach we have been able to half the
energy consumed by the data memory hierarchy for each of our drivers.
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1. Introduction
In general purpose computing memory hierarchies are the standard technique
to bridge the growing gap in performance between the processor and the main
memory. The evolution of the access time for bulk DRAM memory has not
kept up with the clock speed of the processor (7%/year versus 60%/year).
The GHz race of the late 1990s and early 2000s has resulted in processors
needing hundreds to thousands of clock cycles for a random off-chip DRAM
access.

This performance hurting effect is mitigated by introducing several (up to
three) layers of on-chip SRAM based cache memories that exploit the spatial
and temporal locality of the memory accesses found in all applications in less
or greater extent. Dedicated hardware resources on the processor chip try to
store copies of the most used data as close as possible to the processing unit,
in smaller layers of memory, costing less time to access.

The existence of the cache architecture is largely abstracted away from the
view of the programmer who can write portable and reusable source code in
a flat memory space heaven. Only the designers of the chip and the cache
architecture have to go through the hell of finding a one-size-fits-all solution
with a good performance versus a low cost in chip area, design complexity and
power budget.

In 2004 the limits of what is feasible are reached because of several reasons.
One is that the marginal gain is low: doubling the size from 1 to 2 MB of
cache memory results in more than half of the chip area being used for cache
(chip area translates directly to manufacturing cost), but only gives a 0%–20%
performance improvement. Another is that the required power is reaching the
limit of what can be cooled by air flow (around 100 W).

In embedded systems and especially the booming market of battery powered
consumer devices, the power and energy limitation are more severe because
users expect to be able to use their pda, smart phone, digital camera, music
player, . . . for hours, days and even weeks without recharging. The battery
peak power is maximum a few W and the total energy budget a few tens of Wh.
This budget is for the whole system, where parts like screen, sound, wireless
interface, . . . take a big piece leaving even less for the digital processing.

There is also the trend of more and more complex tasks like high-quality
sound, video and 3D graphics (multi-media), resulting in higher demands on
the digital processing. Dedicated hardware often does not provide the required
flexibility which is especially important due to the scaled technology costs.
So as a result large volume platforms with instruction-set processors (ISPs)
and embedded software are becoming more and more established. Different
processor low-power micro-architectures address different needs: RISC based
architectures (ARM, MIPS) are often chosen for control tasks, where digital
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signal processors (DSPs) are more suited for bulk data processing. Hybrid
solutions are popular, combining different processing units (RISC + DSP),
with a micro-architecture that has a hybrid feature set: RISC processors with
extended media instructions (XScale) or DSPs with an architecture optimized
for control tasks (BlackFin).

However diverse the processors used in embedded systems, they all need
significant amounts of (off-chip) memory to store the (multi-media) data. The
typical clock speeds are in a few hundreds of MHz, with the 1 GHz mark
reached by the high-end TI TMS320C64 DSP in 2004. The gap between
processor and memory is also widening, but the hardware resources available
to tackle this problem are far more constrained than in general purpose comput-
ing. Up to two levels of on-chip cache can be present in embedded processors,
but they come at a cost. Especially energy consumption is identified as the main
bottleneck, where more than 50% of the energy of the processor is going to the
on-chip caches, and that is even without the energy going to off-chip SDRAM.
Figure 7.1 illustrates this point for a TI TMS320C64 DSP [Texas Instruments,
2003]. Also power analysis for a RISC processor like the ARM9 shows similar
results [SimpleScalar, 2002].

Quite some embedded processors have on-chip scratchpad memories, which
can be used to bridge the memory-processor gap in a more efficient way. The
control of data placement and replacement, which is a fixed hardware policy in
case of a cache, is placed in the hands of the software developer. Using applica-
tion knowledge, a custom policy can be implemented in software, putting often
used data in scratchpad memory close to the processor and using software-
controlled transfers to and from further layers to maximize the use of the
closest layers (both faster and more energy-efficient).

This can result in significant gains in performance and energy, because
of two reasons: knowledge on the future can be exploited and a scratchpad

CPU+L1(D+I)
L2
External I/O

0.45W

28%

0.52W

32%

0.64W

40%

Fig. 7.1 Power consumption for a 130 nm TI TMS320C64 DSP
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memory of the same size as a cache is faster and cheaper in energy. Actually
the size of the scratchpad will be smaller than the cache to fit the same data,
resulting in smaller memories with less static energy.

Scratchpad memory exploitation comes at the cost of the time and effort
of the software developer and it breaks the programming abstraction of a flat
memory space, hurting software platform independence and reuse. For embed-
ded application this effort can be acceptable, because only a limited amount
of software kernels dominate the execution. Still, finding optimal data assign-
ments to (scratchpad) memories in terms of performance and energy is not a
trivial task as the search space of the possibilities of which data to (re)place,
where and at what time, is huge.

This software controlled placement of data in a multi-layer memory hier-
archy is the problem that the proposed memory hierarchy layer assignment
(MHLA) techniques tackles at design-time. The software developer is assisted
by design-time software tools. Application source code is automatically ana-
lyzed and information on the spacial and temporal locality of the data is derived
(data reuse analysis). Using cost models for performance and energy of the
processor, the memories and the data transfers a high-level estimation of exe-
cution time and energy consumption can be made automatically for different
possible solutions. An optimal assignment of data to layers in terms of time or
energy can be found in the big search space using greedy heuristics.

These techniques are also applicable on platforms with caches. The analysis
of the locality can provide hints for the application data layout to conform with
the cache structure. Also on some architectures explicit hints like prefetch in-
structions can be passed to the hardware. In addition scratchpad memories can
be combined with caches, providing a hybrid solution: the MHLA techniques
are applied to exploit the scratchpad, but parts of the software that are not an-
alyzable or where the effort compared to the gain is too high, are handled by a
cache. This shows that the application domain is bigger than scratchpad based
memory organizations alone.

2. Basic Problem Definition
Existing platforms nearly always have more than one layer in their memory
subsystem. These layers are inserted to bridge the enormous performance,
latency and energy consumption gap between the large off-chip memories and
the processor. Memory hierarchy layers can contain normal (software con-
trolled) memories or caches.

An application has to be mapped efficiently on this memory hierarchy. Often
this requires that smaller copies are made from larger data arrays which can
be stored in the smaller layers (Achteren et al., 2002; Issenin et al., 2004).
Those copies must be selected such that they minimize the miss cost of all
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the layers globally. Any transfer of data from a higher layer to the current one
is considered to be a miss for the current layer. This happens most efficiently
under software control because a compiler can take a global view. In the case
of local memories, copy operations should be explicitly present in the code.
However, in the case of hardware controlled caches, the cache controller will
make the copies of signals at the moment they are accessed (and the copy is not
present in the cache yet). So the code must be written such that the controller
is forced to make the right decision (Kulkarni, 2001; van Meeuwen, 2002).

Memory hierarchy layer assignment (MHLA) will take advantage of tem-
poral locality and limited lifetime of the arrays in order to optimize the energy
consumption and performance within the resource constraints while taking into
account the copy overhead. In current designs, the intermediate layers are not
used efficiently and can be made factors smaller consuming less energy while
maintaining an equally small miss rate and meeting the performance require-
ments. Infact, a trade-off exists between speed and energy consumption.

A power, area and performance trade-off exists because some copies are
good for energy while others are good for performance and only a limited set
can be selected within the given memory resources. Therefore a fast high-level
power, time and size estimation must be made to fit as many as possible data
objects into the local layers that optimize these criteria. These costs are also
the real criteria in which the designer is interested.

We will not indicate the basic steps and illustrate them on a small example.

2.1 Data Reuse Analysis
By exploiting data reuse, a part of an array is copied from one layer to the
lower layer from where it is read multiple times. As a result, energy can be
saved since most accesses take place on the smaller copy and not on the large
more energy consuming original array.

Many different opportunities exist for making a data reuse copy. These are
called copy candidates (CCs). Only when it has been decided to instantiate a
CC we call it a copy. A relation exists between the size of a CC and the number
of transfers from the higher layer, typically called misses (see Figure 7.2). This
figure shows a loop nest with one reference to an array A with size 250. The
array has 10,000 accesses. Several CCs for array A are possible. For example
we could add a copy A′′ of size 10 which is made in front of the k-loop by
adding the statement “for (z = 0; z < 10; z++) A2[z] = A[j∗10 + z];”. This
copy1 statement is executed 100 times, resulting in 1000 misses to the A array.
This CC point is shown in Figure 7.2b. Note that the good spatial locality in
this example does not influence the amount of misses to the next level.

1Though the copy candidates will be instantiated as arrays in the application we reserve the name array for
the “original array”.
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Fig. 7.2 Data reuse information

In theory any CC size ranging from one element to the full array size is a
potential candidate. However, in practice only a limited set of CCs leads to
efficient solutions. Obviously, a larger CC can retain the data longer and can
therefore avoid more misses. The relation between misses and copy size for all
possible CCs are shown in Figure 7.2b. The most promising CC sizes and miss
counts are kept and put into a data reuse chain as shown in Figure 7.2c. These
are exactly those that have a relation to the loop bounds. This data reuse chain is
completed with the 250 writes to the array. The above example considers only a
single array with one reference. In practice multiple arrays exist, each with one
or more references. To each read reference corresponds a reuse chain. These
chains are combined in a reuse tree. For example, the upper left of Figure 7.3
shows two data reuse trees for the two arrays (A and B from which array A has
two references). Indeed, the second reference of A has no promising CC. More
details on identification of data reuse chains and trees can be found in Catthoor
et al. (1998), Achteren et al. (2002), Kandemir and Choudhary (2002), Issenin
et al. (2004).

2.2 Memory Hierarchy Assignment
In the next step, CCs and arrays are mapped to a data memory hierar-
chy. We consider a generic target platform. It contains multiple memory
layers Li, where each layer contains multiple memory modules. All mem-
ory modules within a layer are of the same type but can have different
sizes and number of ports. Typical types are software controlled SRAM
or DRAM (typically called scratchpad memories), off-chip (S)DRAM and
caches.

Now we are capable of defining the MHLA problem: MHLA = selecting a
set of CCs and assigning them together with the arrays to the memory layers of
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the platform, to find optimal energy consumption and execution time or trade-
off points between them.

MHLA determines the energy consumption of a mapping by calculating
the activity of the individual partitions and using the energy consumption per
access. This cost is a function of size and other memory parameters and is
modeled in a memory library. The MHLA process and its mapping result are
depicted in Figure 7.3. MHLA has selected the A′′ and B to be stored in L1
and the A array in L2. As a result 250 writes occur on L2 for A, 500 reads for
the first access and 1,000 misses for A′′. The L1 layer has 150 writes for the B
array, 1,000 writes due to the misses of A′′ and 15,000 reads for both A′′ and B.
Note that the 500 accesses of the first A reference do not affect the activity of
the L1 for this architecture. This may not be the case for hardware controlled
caches. Because all accesses have to pass through the cache when no bypass
is foreseen. Also note that for caches no explicit copies are introduced in the
code. However, the cache controller can be enforced to make the desired copy
by a proper memory layout (Kulkarni, 2001).
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The mapping of arrays and CCs must be performed globally in order mini-
mize the energy consumption. The size of one copy must be traded for the size
of another copy because layer size is constraint or must be kept low for energy
reduction. A simple illustrative example of the data reuse trade-off having mul-
tiple references is given in Figure 7.4. The two left hand side curves show the
miss count versus copy size trade-off for two access references in an appli-
cation. The access to array A has a maximum of 6000 misses which can be
reduced below 1000 misses when the largest interesting CC is selected. Sim-
ilarly, the array B has about 4000 misses without CC and 500 for the largest
CC. The number of misses is minimal when selecting the largest CC for both.
However, this assignment leads to an infeasible implementation as the total size
does not obey the layer size constraint given at the right hand side of Figure 7.4.
The column at the right hand side of this figure shows the feasible combination
of CCs in this layer. The upper solution combines the largest CC of B and the
largest feasible CC of A. The total number of 3000 cache misses is the sum of
the individual CCs. While constructing the other solutions, some space of the
B copy candidate is traded for the A copy candidate. As a result the number of
misses for A reduces and the number of misses of B increases. In this simple
example it is easy to determine the optimal solution having 2750 misses. In
general however realistic applications have too many possibilities to still find
the best solutions manually. Certainly when trading the selection and assign-
ment of CCs together with the assignment of arrays to a layer. This is needed
in order to avoid unnecessary copying from one layer to the next. Additionally
the problem must be considered over the memory hierarchy globally because
misses of one layer can be traded for misses on another layer. So an automated
technique and tool is needed.
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2.3 Power, Area and Time Trade-off
In the same way as in the previous subsection less misses to a bigger memory
layer lead to less energy, less misses also lead to less execution time. This is
because smaller memories require less energy per access as well as less time
per access.

There still is a subtle difference in the energy/size and energy/time trade-
off, because execution time can be gained by fetching the data early enough
so that the processor does not have to stall when it is really needed. So copies
without reuse can be used to win execution time at the cost of memory space.
This concept is called prefetching, it does not reduce the number of misses as
such, so no energy is won as a direct consequence.

In case when fetching data from SDRAM there is another issue which has
to be taken into account for execution time: SDRAM page accesses. SDRAM
has the concept of an open page, which contains the current row out of the
2D memory cell matrix. Contemporary SDRAMs have page sizes of 512 bytes
ranging to a few KBs. Consecutive accesses to the same page are a lot faster
than accesses that need to open a new page. They can also be pipelined, where
the request of the next element overlaps with returning the value of the current
element.

On some architectures the decoupling of data transfers from processing is
done by a Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller, making prefetching pos-
sible and allowing for the grouping of the accesses to use the SDRAM page in
an efficient way (see Figure 7.5).
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Fig. 7.5 MHLA time trade-offs
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All this can cause a trade-off in the assignment of CCs. A CC with a shape
“going with the direction” of the SDRAM page will result in faster transfer.
Other CCs going against the page can be factors slower.

Because there is both a trade-off of size versus energy and size versus time,
for a fixed size, there is a trade-off between time and energy. Prefetching and
SDRAM page effects have a different magnitude of effect on time and energy,
so that some CCs have more effect per size for the energy or time. This means
that the assignment optimal for time is not the same as the assignment optimal
for energy.

Figure 7.5 illustrates that if a copy exploits no reuse and does not save
energy through reducing the number of accesses to a further memory,2 it can
still save time by prefetching the data well in advance. Because of the extra size
needed to store the prefetched data, there will be an associated energy cost.

2.4 Overall Methodology for MHLA
The information flow in the implementation of the MHLA tool is depicted in
Figure 7.6. At the basis is a “C in C out” flow, where the source code coming
from previous steps in the DTSE steps goes in, and transformed C goes out.
The primary result of MHLA is an assignment of arrays and CCs to the layers
of memory. The transformed C output implements the selected copies and their
transfers.

Data reuse analysis can be performed analytically on the source code. It
requires information about certain aspects of the code: loops, iterator bounds,
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2As a secondary effect energy will be won, because a faster execution will save on static energy.
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dimensions of arrays, array index expressions. The analysis will result in an
analytical representation of the reuse possibilities: the copy candidates.

Additionally MHLA gets profiling information on the program: execution
counts of basic blocks of code, number of accesses to arrays, . . . combined with
the analytical reuse information, number of accesses and misses of copies and
arrays can be derived. Note that this hybrid analytical versus dynamic profil-
ing is a hybrid technique. A subset of the application can be extracted and a
powerful analytical approach can be performed on it, whereas the other parts
of the application can still be characterized using the profiling information.
Combining the information is even more powerful.

In the exploration loop, different array and CC assignments to memory lay-
ers are tried out. For this it needs a description of the platform and more specifi-
cally about the memory hierarchy: the size and interconnection of the layers.
A certain assignment results in a cost estimate (where cost is energy consump-
tion or execution time), based on given cost models. These energy and time
estimates are part of the result of an MHLA exploration; it is not only the
assignment and C out.

Constraints can also be imposed on the assignment: e.g. certain arrays can be
disallowed to be put in on-chip memory because of I/O requirements. MHLA
can take this pre-assignment information as input.

The exploration models more aspects of the application: it also takes into
account the limited lifetime of arrays and CCs and tries to estimate the inplace
opportunities (a.k.a. “location reuse”, it is an estimate of the data layout that
ATOMIUM/MEMORY COMPACTION [The Atomium club, 2004 performs]. See
Section 4 for details.

Because the assignment search space can easily grow too big for realistically
sized applications to explore exhaustively, the exploration needs a heuristic
steering to find optimal solutions faster. The heuristics is tuned to find first
energy optimal, execution time optimal or Pareto points between them.

So the result of MHLA is more than one solution, possibly multiple Pareto
optimal, representing different points in the energy/time trade-off space.

3. Data Reuse Analysis
An introduction to the concepts of data reuse is given earlier in Section 2.1
and illustrated by Figure 7.2. This section will go deeper into the concepts
that are needed to understand the MHLA technique, without going into the
mathematical details that are available in Durinck et al. (2005).

It is important to note that the copy candidates can be derived from the given
information in the source code, one does not need to run the program to see
which data is reused. This is a requirement if code implementing the copies has
to be generated. The array dimensions, the loop structure and bounds and the
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access index expression fully determine the access pattern, and it hence can be
analytically described. The model focuses on array accesses with affine index
expressions in term of iterators.

Data reuse analysis reasons on a geometrical level on the data and its
possible reuse. It does not consider individual array elements, but looks at geo-
metrical shapes covered by a loop iteration and the change to the next iteration.
Our DR implementation uses bounding boxes as it basic shapes, which simpli-
fies analysis to upper and lower bound analysis in each dimension of the array.
For 1D arrays the CCs are lines, for 2D arrays the CCs are rectangles, for 3D
arrays 3D hypercubes. The hypercube approximation will not always result
in the theoretical smallest sized CCs, there might be holes or corners in the
bounding box that do not have reuse or are even not used at all. But the regu-
larity and simplicity of making and accessing these nicely shared copies will
in most practical cases outweigh the “waste of space”.

3.1 Copy Candidates
We start with a small motion estimation (ME) example (see Figure 7.7) that
is easy to understand, and is capable to show the basic features of DR. A
motion estimation (ME) is based on the correlation between successive frames.
Therefore, the motion estimation searches for the blocks that have the biggest
similarity. A block in the current frame is matched with a block in the previ-
ous frame and a motion vector (MV) points to this matching block. The ME
example used here works on blocks of size 16× 16 and a search windows of
±7 pixels.

Figure 7.7 gives conceptual information on the results of the DR step for
the frame prev: copy candidates are in a hierarchy corresponding to the loop
nesting level, forming per array a tree with the part of the program tree that
has accesses to this array. This tree is called the reuse tree, with at the root the
array and the leafs are the accesses. The first child of the root corresponds to
the outermost loop in the hierarchy: the y-loop (note the dotted arrow connects
them). Going down the copy candidate tree corresponding to deeper nested
loops, note that the sizes get smaller going towards the access, whereas the
number of misses gets bigger.

3.2 Block Transfers
A block transfer (BT) is a concept related to copy candidates and it is impor-
tant to understand this relation. Whereas a copy stands for storage, the block
transfer represents data movement. A copy candidate has one or more block
transfers which fill the copy candidate with data. For instance the prev x CC
of Figure 7.7 has two BTs. The initial block transfer (BTinit) copies the data
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Fig. 7.7 Straightforward ME kernel

(of size 14× 30) just before entering the x-loop and the second block transfer
(BTupd of size 16× 30) is executed every x-iteration to update part of the CC.

A graphical view of this process is shown in the Figure 7.8. For iteration
x = 0, the blue 30× 30 block is the reference window, for the next iteration
x = 1 the red 30× 30 block is the reference window. The overlap is the purple
14× 30 rectangle. An initial block transfer before the x-loop will copy the
overlapping data, that is the data being reused between the first and the second
iteration of x. An update block transfer will copy a 16×30 block every iteration
of x, every iteration 30 pixels more to the right. A 14× 30 block from the
previous iteration will remain, exploiting the reuse between the previous and
current iteration. On a platform with DMA capabilities, it is likely that a block
transfer will be mapped to a DMA transfer.

The miss counts can be calculated from these BTs. The BTinit is responsible
for 3780 misses because it has a size of 420 and is in the y-loop (and thus exe-
cuted 9×). Additionally, the BTupd has 47,520 misses because it has a size of
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480 and is in the x-loop and thus executed 99 times. As a whole this is 51,300
misses. This number is annotated to the arrow entering the CC in Figure 7.7.

3.3 Non-Carried Copy Candidates
Because of the concept of BTs that fill the copy, additional copies can be iden-
tified at each loop level. For instance, there is another possibility to exploit
reuse at the level of the x-loop: the prev x copy candidate, for which, in every
iteration of x, the 30× 30 block is simply copied in. This alternative does not
exploit the reuse carried from one iteration of x to the next (therefore the copy
is called for non-carried), but does capture the reuse at deeper loop levels. The
size is the same and the number of misses is higher (89,100) than the carried
CC. It might seem that the non-carried CC can never become interesting. How-
ever, the non-carried copy implies one BT only, which may be more efficient
if starting a BT has significant overhead. Additionally, the lifetime of the non-
carried copy is smaller. Suppose the y-loop has more sub-loops than only the
x-loop (like in Figure 7.9). In that case choosing the non-carried copy with the
same size is not alive during these other sub-loops. Hence additional data of
other copies can be assigned to this layer. MHLA can explore these trade-offs.

Figure 7.10 shows the detailed DR-tool output. Now, at each loop level two
different copies are identified, the first loop is loop carried while the other is
not. As a result, 12 copies are identified instead of the 6 in Figure 7.7. The root
of the tree (the array in red) is at the top of the picture, the leaf (the access in
green) is at the bottom. In-between are the copy candidates (CCs). The naming
convention for the copy candidates (e.g. prev frame x e0) is as follows: it starts
with the name of the corresponding array, it is followed by the iterator name
of the loop level and the letters “nc” are added if the copy is non-carried and
it ends with a suffix to make it a unique identifier. Let us focus on the copy
candidate selected by MHLA earlier: frame prev x e0. It is a 30× 30 block (900
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for (y=0; y<9; y++)                     /* for all MBs */
  for (x=0; x<11; x++)  { 
    for (vy=-8; vy<8; vy++)          /* for all positions in SA */
      for (vx=-8; vx<8; vx++) { 
        for (yp=0; yp<16; yp++)     /* calculate SAD (all pixels MB) */
          for (xp=0; xp<16; xp++) {
             sad += abs(prev[y*16+vy+yp][x*16+vx+xp]- 
                        curr[y*16   +yp][x*16   +xp]);
          } 
        if (sad<sad_min) sad_min=sad;
      }

for (i=0; i<10; i++)
{

// another piece of code.
// here we can reuse the locations of frame_prev_x_nc_e0
// but we canNOT reuse the location of frame_prev_x_e0

}
}
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Fig. 7.9 Copies have different lifetimes that affects inplace oportunities that influence the size
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Fig. 7.10 Data reuse tree for straight forward ME kernel

elements, and also 900 bytes) with 51,300 misses. The last line contains some
information on the block transfers (BTs) corresponding to this copy candidate.
The ‘bt(#2): 420.#9 490.#99’ line says there are two block transfers: one
of 420 (14× 30) elements executed 9 times (the number of y-iterations) and
the second of 480 (16× 30) elements executed 99 times (the number of x-
iterations).
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3.4 Branches in Reuse Tree
On the loop levels where different branches come together you have a lot
of possibilities to exploit inter-access reuse. Let us consider the example in
Figure 7.11. At the x-loop level two branches come together from the two
nested sub-loops as both access the same array frame. For the individual
accesses, two copies can be found of size 256. Unfortunately, the two accesses
do not completely over and no common copy of size 256 exist. However, the
very same data is accessed by the second sub-loop three iterations of the x-
loop later. This data can be reused when a copy of size 64×16 is introduced
(prev x both). Obviously, this copy is significantly bigger than the two sepa-
rately. This example was for two accesses, of course, many accesses can branch
together at a certain level. In principle any combination (in the mathematical
sense) of these copies makes sense. Depending on the geometry of the overlap,
DR analysis will build up a hierarchy of these copy candidates. Many alter-
natives can be discarded because they are worse in terms of size and misses
compared to another copy. Still, many copies can potentially be interesting
and cannot be pruned. This analysis has the potential of producing CCs that
exclude each other; assigning one means another cannot be assigned. These
are the so-called XOR copy candidates. In principle the data of a copy can be

/* for all MBs */
for (y=0; y<10; y++)                
  for (x=0; x<12; x++) {
     for (yp=0; yp<16; yp++)    
        for (xp=0; xp<16; xp++)

             Read(prev[(y+3)*16+vy+yp][x*16+vx+xp]);
     for (yp=0; yp<16; yp++)    
        for (xp=0; xp<16; xp++) {
             Read(prev[y*16+vy+yp][x*16+vx+xp]);
   }

x:0..11

y:
0.

.9

access

array: prev 
size=176x144

prev_x 
16x16

prev_yp, 16x1

prev_xp, 1x1

prev_y 
176x16

prev_x 
16x16

prev_x_both 
64x16

access

Fig. 7.11 Example with multiple opportunities for copies at the x-loop level because there are
multiple references
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combined out of multiple parent copies. But this very much complicates the
code and is therefore not desired.

3.5 Write Accesses in the Reuse Tree
Although the discussion so far focused on read accesses because they will have
a higher reuse factor than write accesses, it does make sense to take the latter
into account. Not that it is likely to find write reuse (it normally does not make
sense to overwrite a value with another before it has ever been used by a read),
but supporting writes means that a mix of reads and writes can be better ana-
lyzed and exploited. For instance, a write can be made to a local copy, and then
read back from this copy, before the data is written back to the array. Also write
transfers which do not exploit reuse, but group accesses can be interesting for
execution time in case a DMA controller is present (see Section 2).

Supporting write accesses in the reuse tree requires some extra care in order
to guarantee consistency. Data reuse analysis follows a rather simple approach:
a write block transfer is always “mirrored” by a read block transfer reading in
the block: this ensures that if not all data in the block is written to (holes), the
values of the original array are preserved (because they were read upfront). As
a result a copy can have up to four block transfers: BTinitRead, BTupdRead,
BTinitWrite and BTupdWrite.

4. High-Level Estimations
The designer is interested in energy, area and timing rather than data reuse
analysis. Therefore we have developed high-level estimators to evaluate these
criteria given a particular copy selection and assignment.

4.1 Energy Estimation
Based on the platform information we can use a memory energy model to get
the energy needed for an access in a certain memory. An MHLA assignment of
arrays and copies to layers, the number of accesses to each layer can be easily
calculated. Multiplying these numbers with the energy per access (based on
commercial SRAM vendor data sheets), and adding it up over the different
layers, will give a dynamic energy estimate.

Knowing which (parts of) memories are active for how long (see time
estimation in the next subsection), all information is available to calculate the
static energy consumption based on the high-level memory model.

4.2 Size Estimation
The exploitation of limited lifetime allows to have smaller layers or to store
more data in an equal sized layer. Both can have a huge impact on the (energy)
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Fig. 7.12 Inplace concept explanation

performance. Especially, the short lifetime of the CCs should be considered
carefully. Also, it can be expected that a technique without inplace estimation is
useless for larger applications. All arrays will have relatively a smaller lifetime
when the application size increases.

Figure 7.12 explains how we can exploit limited lifetimes and reuse
locations. The left part shows how elements of A and B are used in time. The
shaded areas indicate which elements are used and for how long. Clearly, the
declared size of array A can be reduced by a factor three by reusing the same
locations. This is called intra-inplace (Greef, 1998). Furthermore the lifetime
of the elements of array B do not overlap with A. Therefore B can also reuse
the locations of A. This is called inter-inplace (Greef, 1998). The result of both
inplace opportunities is shown on the right of Figure 7.12.

We have implemented a low complexity inter-inplace estimation. The stor-
age size estimation is based on the simultaneous alive data in the most inner
loops of the application. As a result we only have to update the storage size
of those inner loops that span the lifetime of the CC. Typically, most copy
candidates have a short lifetime and span only a few inner loops.

The lifetime and size of both the arrays and copies must be known. In fact,
we need to know the effective size and not the declared size. To this end we
have coupled to the ATOMIUM/MEMORY COMPACTION (MC) tool Catthoor
et al. (1998). MC provides the lifetime and intra-inplace size of all arrays. For
the copy candidates the lifetime information can be determined at data reuse
analysis time: it will be dependent of on which loop level the CC resides, which
array accesses read from it and whether the reuse is loop-carried or not. The
lifetime of a CC is simply the body of the corresponding loop level. Also the
CC size is known from the data reuse and cannot be further reduced by intra-
inplace.

This gives us all the needed information for a high-level estimation model
illustrated in Figure 7.13. We only need to look at the innermost loops, because
other loops will always have a subset of the data alive at the innermost places.
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Fig. 7.13 The towers of inplace

So the innermost loops represent the places where the size constraint is to be
met. We can represent the innermost loops as the poles around which the towers
of inplace grow. As arrays and CCs are added by the incremental assignment,
their size is added to the poles of the innermost loops spanned by the lifetime.

This estimation greatly reduces the complexity, instead of having to inves-
tigate the footprint at all the (loop) blocks in the program, only the innermost
loops need to be considered. Also the estimation is close to what is really fea-
sible, as is illustrated in Figure 7.14. In fact, the estimation gives a realistic un-
derbound for the inplace step that is performed later in the data layout step of
the DTSE script. Note that for the subsequent MC step the copies have become
arrays and that they can be treated the same way as the “original” arrays for
the actual data layout.

4.3 Time Estimation
Much in the same way as energy estimation, we can count the number of
accesses to the different layers and multiply them by the number of cycles
that an access cost.

There is one additional issue though estimating the time needed to make
the copy. We can make a significant error if we do not take into account that
copying blocks of data can be done more efficiently using DMA. Also, when
copying from SDRAM it is important to take the SDRAM page into account.
So we can use a high-level DMA time model.

For a DMA transfer, five components were identified. The five identified
components of a DMA transfer are all expressed in processor clock cycles in
Table 7.1.
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Fig. 7.14 The towers of inplace provide a lower bound estimate

Table 7.1 Main components of block transfer timing

Description Duration
Processor overhead cycles 1
DMA controller overhead cycles 13
Cycles to copy a single data element 2
Line gap cycles 16
Line setup cycles 6

The number of processor overhead cycles is the number of cycles it takes
for the processor to send the block transfer message to the DMA controller.
This operation is considered to take only processor time, and not any time of
the DMA controller. Next is a number of cycles the DMA controller needs to
process the message internally. The third item in Table 7.1 represents the single
element copy duration. The DMA controller copies data stored in arrays which
consists of several lines. To switch from one line to another, an extra amount
of time is accounted for (the line gap time).3 The last row in the table is the
access of the first line, as it differs from any other due to an extra setup time.

3A line gap actually comes from the SDRAM page miss penalty.
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Table 7.2 DMA timing examples

Array Number of Line gap Size dependent Total time
elements timing

11 1 0 (12)+(016) = 2 22
25 10 4 (102)+(416) = 84 104
52 10 1 (102)+(116) = 36 56

In the last column in Table 7.1, the numbers from the data sheets for a typical
DMA controller are depicted. The first two elements and the last element are
independent of the size of the block transfer and form an offset to the size
dependent numbers.

To illustrate the impact of the DMA timing, Table 7.2 is composed. In this
table, the block transfer times for three arrays (sized 11, 25 and 52) are precom-
puted. The first column lists the size of the arrays copied. The second column
shows the total number of elements for that particular block array. Next, the
number of line gaps in the block transfer is listed, and in the forth column the
variable part of the timings is computed for all cases. The last column lists the
total transfer time, which equals the previous column plus a fixed offset. This
offset equals 1 + 13 + 6 = 20 (from the last column in Table 7.1). This shows
that not only the size of a transfer, but also the shape matters. Related work to
this is the block-based data layout for SDRAM proposed in kim et al. (2003).

For the 11 array, the size equals 11 = 1, as shown in the second column.
This block transfer does not involve any line gaps, and the size dependent
timing part equals one time the per-element transfer time, and zero times line-
gap time, which equals 2 in the forth column. To compute the total transfer
time, the fixed offset of 20 is added to this in the last column. In a similar way
the results for the 25 and 52 arrays are computed. Both of them consist of 10
elements, but due to the difference in the number of line gaps, copying a 25
array takes almost twice as long as copying a 52 array. But even the slowest of
the two is much faster than ten individual element transfers, as that would take
2210 = 220 clock cycles.

Although exploiting data reuse opportunities provides great benefits, per-
formance can be further improved by scheduling some block transfers (BTs)
earlier, which we call time extensions (TEs). TEs enable us to increase the per-
formance of a system, with minimal cost. They enable the selective prefetching
of copy candidates from off-chip memory layers to on-chip memory layers,
exploiting the lifetime information of copies. Indeed, usually CCs consume
temporary on-chip memory space, for the part of the code that they are active.
We will demonstrate the importance of the TE with a simple example (see
Figure 7.2).
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for(i=0;i<3;i++)
for(j=0;j<10;j++)
read(A)
read(B)

for(i=0;i<6;i++)
for(j=0;j<10;j++)
read(B)

for(i=0;i<3;i++)
for(j=0;j<10;j++)
read(A)

for(i4=0;i4<10;i++)
for(j4=0;j4<8;j++)
read(C)

Fig. 7.15 Copy candidates for arrays A, B, C have limited lifetimes

For the example in a sample toy code given in Figure 7.15, we find out that
a copy candidate (A′) for an array A has a lifetime of three loops (loops 1, 2,
3), a copy candidate (B′) for an array B has a lifetime of two loops (loops 1, 2)
while a copy candidate (C′) for an array C has a lifetime of 1 loop (loop 4).

In the towers of inplace model (Figure 7.16), we place the lifetime informa-
tion of every CC for every loop and examine whether on-chip memory size is
exceeded or not.

The copy candidates of our toy code (Figure 7.2) are modeled as boxes in
the inplace tower model (Figure 7.16a). In our technique, we try to schedule
the BT earlier (prefetch), thus we can hide the time required for the copy to be
made.

We model this by extending one loop at a time, covering every copy can-
didate and then checking the constraints. Copy candidates A′ and B′ cannot
be extended over an earlier loop, because there are no loops before to accom-
modate the lifetime. On the other hand, copy candidate C′ (located at loop 4)
can be extended because there are loops before it (loops 1, 2, 3). First, CC
C′ is extended one loop before, at loop three (Figure 7.16b). On-chip memory
size required by C′ is added to the existing on-chip memory size of loop three
(visualized as a new box on top of the A′ box). The new total on-chip memory
required by loop three is under the constraint of on-chip memory size, thus this
extension is valid. If we extend one loop further (loop two), we reach an invalid
state (Figure 7.16c), because we have a size violation. It has to be noted though,
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Fig. 7.16 InPlace towers with time extensions

that if the cycles of copying elements to C′ can be hidden by extension to loop
three, then no further time extension is required.

Simple time extensions exploit the freedom to move the issue of block trans-
fer before earlier sub-loops than the sub-loop with the accesses to the copy.

for y
for x1
B[]

BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(A_x2)
for x2
A_x2[]

becomes:

for y
BT_ISSUE(A_x2)
for x1
B[]
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BT_SYNC(A_x2)
for x2
A_x2[]

For the duration of the x1-loop, the block transfer will be in parallel with
processing.

If no earlier sub-loops are available, or if not all block transfer duration is
put in parallel yet, pipelined time extensions exploit the freedom to move the
issue of block transfer before sub-loops in an earlier iteration of the loop.

for y=0..W
BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(B_x1)
for x1

B_x1[]
for x2

A[]

becomes:

BT_ISSUE(B_x1)
for y=0..W
BT_SYNC(B_x1)
for x1

B_x1[]
if (y < W)

BT_ISSUE(B_x1)
for x2

A[]
}

Except for the first block transfer, the block transfer will be in parallel with
processing of the x2-loop.

If not all block transfer duration can be hidden by a simple or pipelined
time extension or if no sub-loops are present (fully nested case), a parallel
pipelined time extension can put the transfer for the n-th iteration in parallel
with the processing of the n−1-th iteration.

for y=0..W
BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(A_x)
for x

A_x[]

becomes:

BT_ISSUE(A_x[0])
for y=0..W
BT_SYNC(A_x[y%2])
if (y<W)
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BT_ISSUE(A_x[(y+1)%2])
for x
A_x[]

Except for the first block transfer, the block transfer will be in parallel with
processing of the x-loop. Note that this overlaps the lifetimes of the data of the
block transfers of two successive iterations and MHLA must check whether
that size is available.

When scheduling the block transfers earlier, the freedom can be limited by
several type of dependencies. The block transfer “inherits” the dependencies
from the access it is for: e.g. if an access depends on a value written in an earlier
statement, the block transfer will also depend on this statement and cannot be
scheduled before it.

Note that memory dependencies4 with writes will not exist within the loop
body because the logic behind the additional CCs by selection of accesses will
not allow an overlapping write not to be included (see Section 3). This ensures
that the write is also going to the copy.

When scheduling block transfers over an iteration boundary, we do have to
take into account the memory dependencies. Using scalar-level analysis will
find dependencies between all references to an array, even if the data elements
they actually access are not dependent, because they do not overlap. Scalar-
level dependency analysis is not good enough for the memory dependencies,
because the freedom will be too limited. Array-level dependency analysis tak-
ing into account the accessed part of the array is needed to find more freedom.
Note that this extra freedom might exactly be the goal of loop and data flow
transformations in earlier steps of the DTSE methodology, so it is not accept-
able that MHLA would not be able to analyze and exploit this freedom.

Array-level dependency analysis is a matter of looking at the overlap in the
accesses’ extents in the previous and next iteration, which can easily be done in
the geometrical view of the data reuse analysis. Additional dependency infor-
mation on each CC expresses which accesses are dependent, and the sub-loops
which contain these accesses are the limits of the block transfer scheduling
freedom.

Other dependencies than the memory dependencies, reference (data depen-
dent array index) and control (conditions), can be traced by the scalar factored
use-def (FUD) analysis kernels of the ATOMIUM tool (also used in the ATOM-
IUM/MEMORY ARCHITECT tool). Scalar-level analysis is sufficient for this
type of dependencies because data dependent array indices and control expres-
sion will mostly be based on scalar values and no freedom is lost.

4We are using the term memory dependencies here to refer to the types of dependencies that can exist
between read and write access couples, they group flow (read after write), output (write after write) and
anti- (write after read) dependencies. These terms come from compiler research terminology.
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5. Exploration Methodology for MHLA Search Space
An efficient mapping of arrays and CCs to partitions must be found within
reasonable time. The exploration is performed in two phases. The first phase
assigns all the arrays to the partitions. Indeed, all arrays have to be assigned
to guarantee functionality. In the second phase, a selection of CCs is mapped
to the remaining partition space for each valid array assignment. In principle
we can fully search all possible mappings of arrays and CCs. This may take
several hours though. Therefore we have implemented a steering heuristic and
have optimized the implementation by the so-called incremental assignment.

5.1 Steering Heuristic
The arrays having the highest access over size ratio are assigned to the cheap-
est possible partition first. Intuitively this makes sense, as then the cheapest
partitions will get most accesses. A similar heuristic is used for the CCs. How-
ever, for CCs we do not know the number of accesses before all possible CCs
are mapped. For example, in Figure 7.2 the number of reads to A′ is 1,000 or
10,000 depending on whether A′′ is mapped or not. Therefore we use the high-
est ratio of reduction in misses over the additional CC size based on the current
situation. Instead of only adding copies it is possible that a copy replaces its
assigned children. In this case the additional size will the smaller than the CC
size which can be more beneficial. So it can be that first A′′ is selected because
it has a higher ratio, but in a later iteration of the algorithm it is replaced by A′

because there is still space available.

5.2 Incremental Assignment
The MHLA exploration works in an incremental way for exploration effi-
ciency. From a given, current assignment a new one is constructed; see
Figure 7.17. The left hand side shows an example of the current assignment
where the array A is assigned to L3, A′′ to L0 and the copy candidate A′ unas-
signed. First a new CC is selected. In the example, A′ is the only CC remaining
and is selected. This CC is assigned iteratively to those memory partitions that
are in between the layers to which the higher and lower CC are assigned. In
Figure 7.17, A′ can only be assigned to partitions in L1 and L2. Other parti-
tions do not have to be searched for. Independent of the partition assignment of
A′, the misses 1000 of A′′ do not take place anymore on L3 but are replaced by
the 100 misses of A′. If A′ is assigned to L1, the 100 misses of A′ and the 1000
misses of the next lower assigned CC (A′′) are added to L1. Furthermore the
size impact of the assignment to L1 must be evaluated. The most simple size
estimation adds the CC size to its assigned partition. This will lead however
to a very poor layer usage. An improved estimation based on limited lifetime
is explained in Section 4. The changes in size, accesses and the effects on the
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Fig. 7.17 The next assignment is incrementally calculated

total energy consumption can be calculated without knowing all details of the
already assigned CCs.

6. Case Studies
Two realistic demonstrators having different characteristics are selected to
present the impact of MHLA. The first demonstrator from the video com-
pression fields works mainly on two dimensional arrays and has a lot of data
reuse. The second demonstrator is a wireless receiver with limited reuse and
only single dimensional arrays. It is worth noting that both algorithms span
several pages of complex C code.

Initially we assume the architecture to have two layers. The used partition
energy model is based on a real memory model and is displayed by the solid
line in Figure 7.19. Relative energy figures are sufficient for the tool explore on.
All the memory model numbers are relative to the fixed size off-chip memory
of 1MB. The largest on-chip memory of 16KB is a factor 3 less energy con-
suming than off-chip memory. This conservative factor is realistic and surely
not in favor of the method. The energy model is slightly super logarithmic so
a memory which is 256× larger consumes 8.6×more energy per access. This
same energy model is used for L0 and L1 in both drivers. The energy consump-
tion is computed by multiplying by the memory activity. The memory activity
is obtained by executing an instrumentation version of the source code.

6.1 QSDPCM
The Quadtree Structured Difference Pulse Code Modulation (QSDPCM)
algorithm is an inter-frame compression technique for video images. It involves
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a hierarchical motion estimation step, and a quadtree based encoding of the
motion compensated frame-to-frame difference signal (Strobach, 1988).

A global vie w of the QSDPCM main signals and their reuse is given in
Figure 7.18. Many data reuse opportunities exists for the QSDPCM application
as can be seen from the many data reuse chains. Different runs of the MHLA
tool explore the L1 size. Figure 7.19 shows the energy contribution of the L1
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(bottom bar) and main memory (top bar). When increasing the layer size, the
energy goes down because fewer accesses occur on the more energy consum-
ing main memory. The L1 miss rate reduction does not decrease much further
for a L1 size larger than 640. Therefore the L1 energy per access increase
penalty is not compensated by the lower amount of misses. Hence the overall
energy consumption increases. The optimal assignment corresponding to this
optimum is given in Figure 7.18. The circled arrays and CCs are stored in the
L1. The other arrays are stored in the main memory. The not circled CCs are
not selected. Inserting an extra smaller third layer did not significantly reduce
the energy, as the L1 in the two-layer optimum architecture is already small.
When we compare the presented technique to an array assignment technique
(crosses) we gain a factor 2 in energy. When switching of the inplace estima-
tion (triangles) we require a L1 of 1K instead of 640 elements to reach the
minimum energy. Moreover, it consumes 3.2% more energy.

6.2 DAB Wireless Receiver
Digital Radio is a typical application for portable usage. Therefore low energy
issues are very important to extend the battery lifetime. The DAB channel
coding standard involves several complex data-dominant algorithms.

Similar to the previous driver, a L1 size exploration is performed and shown
in the top curve of Figure 7.20. The minimum energy is consumed for a L1
size of 8K elements. The relatively large decrease in energy while increasing
the L1 size from 0 to 64 reveals that it might be interesting to insert an L0
of size 64. Therefore we repeat the experiments with an additional layer of
size 64 and 128. The additional energy reduction is 15% for both layer sizes
at the optimal point. Deeper investigation showed that the additional gain was
obtained in the FFT function. Up to 25% of the L1 accesses were removed due
to this additional layer.
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Table 7.3 DAB results on TriMedia simulator

#reg #ld/st pred Data cache Cycles
#ld/st misses

Standard register usage 6 – 23,532 – –
Mild register usage 22 18,408 17,152 2,895 91,552
Aggressive register usage 70 11,837 11,232 763 47,341

The most energy-efficient assignment has been used to map the DAB
application to the TriMedia processor. This processor is selected because it has
a data memory hierarchy that matches the optimal architecture. The processor
has an L0 layer of 128 registers, 16KB cache and 8Mb of SDRAM. Impor-
tantly, the exploitation of the L0 register file has to be carefully evaluated.
On one hand, the number of data load stores will reduce because more data
remains in the L1. On the other hand, the higher register pressure might coun-
teract this gain as register spilling is required to schedule all instructions. Also
the required unrolling, in order to keep the data in the register file, needs more
instruction cache space. The trade-off between the load stores, spilling and in-
struction cache is given in Table 7.3. The native TriMedia simulator is used for
the evaluation of three differently transformed implementations having a more
or less aggressive L0 register usage (second column). The large reduction of
34% in memory accesses has of course a large impact on data memory con-
sumption and performance. Also very important to note, the prediction of the
MHLA is very close to the actual number of accesses made by the compiled
code. The small difference between the MHLA predicted activity and simula-
tion results are largely explained by the few register spillings and some low
level compiler details.

6.3 Execution Time Measurements
The tool exploration time is an important factor next to the quality of the
results. Table 7.4 shows the number of explored assignments before finding
the optimal solution in comparison to the total number in the huge exploration
space. The last column clearly shows that the chosen heuristic allows to find
the best solutions within reasonable time. Interesting to note is that the current
implementation makes about 20,000 evaluations per second on a Pentium-IV.

7. Related Work
Optimizing the memory hierarchy for performance is a well-explored topic
(Anderson et al., 1995; Ancourt, 1997; Kampe and Dahlgren, 2000; Lim and
Yew, 2000). Also some relatively early data memory hierarchy related papers
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Table 7.4 Tool performance on QSDPCM

Size L1 nr. explored nr. valid Optimum in
assignments assignments # iterations

64 46,951 4767 3,333
128 351,819 45,976 34,027
256 256,3636 540,651 1,514
512 934,606 6,175,295 9,279
1,024 20,711,631 12,356,321 1,077
2,048 25,552,456 23,460,160 786
4,096 28,311,552 28,311,552 12

address the energy related issues Benini et al. (2000) but they are follow ups
of our early work Catthoor et al. (1998) and they do not yet implement all the
steps and techniques that have been addressed in this chapter.

The characterization of Grun et al. (2001) clusters the data sets into differ-
ent types. These different clusters have certain memory type preferences and
are assigned accordingly. The mapping is suboptimal (especially for the reg-
ular accesses) because it is based on some average characteristics and does
not allow and accurate prediction. Afterward, the performance is measured by
simulation. Also Panda et al. (1998) have made a distinction between caches
and scratchpad memories. However, no real layer assignment was made. The
technique presented in Steinke et al. (2002) assign data (and instructions) to
the scratchpad. However, no consideration is made to benefit from reuse and
inplace opportunities.

The closest work to ours is presented in Kandemir and Choudhary (2002).
It analyses and exploits the temporal locality by inserting local copies. Their
layer assignment builds a separate hierarchy per loop nests and then combines
them into a single hierarchy. However, a global view of the assignment and
lifetime of the arrays and copies is required for real life applications having
imperfect nested loops. In the end, no accurate estimation for size, time and
energy is made. For instance, no overhead estimation is made which makes it
impossible to trade-off copies versus arrays in a certain layer. Similarly, the
work published in Masselos (2001) lacks of a global application view.

Access trace based analysis techniques like presented Benini et al. (2002)
have limited optimization capabilities. The quality of the analysis depends on
the preceding compilation step. For instance, from access trace point of view
all elements of an array are accessed equally while a small data reuse copy
could be present. Also, two data objects that are at the location cannot be dis-
tiguished. As a result, the exploration space cannot be searched properly.

To our knowledge no one has combined the opportunities for data reuse
and inplace in an automatable technique for real life application that is not
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based on simulation. Most related work does rely fully on an access trace.
This does not allow to explore properly and generate correct code in general.
Our approach finds all the Pareto optimal by adding the relevant estimations
(power, area and time).

8. Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter has presented the first automated technique to perform layer
assignment taking data reuse and inplace into account. A fast exploration tech-
nique and heuristic is proposed. This technique is implemented in a prototype
tool that has allowed us to do exploration on real life demonstrators of indus-
trial relevance. The energy is more than halved by exploiting limited lifetime
and reuse in arrays.

The intention is to extend the technique such that it can handle more memory
types. The currently supported types are both software and hardware controlled
memories. Currently we are adding cycle budget estimation such that it trades
energy for performance. Limited data dependent conditions and data dependent
addressing is supported. Further research is required to remove more dynamic
and data dependent limitations.
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Chapter 8

Memory Bank Locality and Its Usage in Reducing
Energy Consumption

Mahmut Kandemir
Pennsylvania State University

Abstract Bank locality can be defined, in the context of a multi-bank memory system, as
localizing the number of load/store accesses to a small set of memory banks at
a given time. An optimizing compiler can modify a given input code to imp-
rove its bank locality. There are several practical advantages of enhancing bank
locality, the most important of which is reduced memory energy consumption.
Recent trends indicate that energy consumption is fast becoming a first-order
design parameter as processor-based systems continue to become more complex
and multi-functional. Off-chip memory energy consumption in particular can
be a limiting factor in many embedded system designs. This paper presents a
novel compiler-based strategy for maximizing the benefits of low-power operat-
ing modes available in some recent DRAM-based multi-bank memory systems.
In this strategy, the compiler uses linear algebra to represent and optimize bank
locality in a mathematical framework. We discuss that exploiting bank locality
can be cast as loop (iteration space) and array layout (data space) transforma-
tions. We also present experimental data showing the effectiveness of our opti-
mization strategy. Our results show that exploiting bank locality can result in
large energy savings.

Keywords: memory banking; energy optimization; DRAM

1. Introduction and Motivation
Compared with application-specific custom circuitry, many processor-based
systems can exhibit a factor of 100–1000 worse energy-delay product. Conse-
quently, many research groups are trying to reduce this gap by re-examining
the hardware–software interface, and designing hardware and software level
solutions for reducing energy consumption. The role of power and energy
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consumption in real-time and embedded systems is well recognized and
becoming an increasingly important area of research.

In many system designs, large off-chip main memories can be a major
energy consumer (Catthoor et al., 1998; Farkas et al., 2000). There are two
main reasons for high dynamic energy consumption of off-chip data memo-
ries. First, off-chip data memories present a large capacitive load to the rest of
the system. Second, most data-intensive embedded applications exhibit poor
data reuse (cache locality), resulting in frequent visits to the main memory.
Consequently, hardware and software techniques that target at reducing mem-
ory energy are critical in many embedded designs.

One approach to attack this problem from the hardware perspective is to
design a banked memory architecture, where the main memory is partitioned
into multiple banks (Ram, 1999). Since this effectively reduces the size of the
memory accessed during a reference, it also helps to reduce per access dynamic
energy consumption. In addition, many new banked memory architectures pro-
vide multiple low-power operating modes. Typically, an idle bank (i.e., a bank
not used by the current computation) can be placed into a low-power operating
mode, increasing energy savings further. An effective use of such low-power
modes is critical for obtaining the best energy behavior, and has received some
attention recently (Lebeck et al., 2000; Delaluz et al., 2001; Kandemir et al.,
2001; Fan et al., 2002).

In this paper, we attack this important problem using a mathematical
framework embedded into an optimizing compiler. Specifically, we present
a compiler-based strategy for maximizing the benefits of low-power operat-
ing modes available in DRAM architectures. In this strategy, an optimizing
compiler employs loop and data transformations to increase bank inter-access
times, thereby allowing a memory bank to remain in the idle state for longer
periods of time. This is achieved by clustering accesses with temporal affinity
in a small set of banks. In most cases, this has a great impact on memory ene-
rgy consumption as a longer bank inter-access time means a more aggressive
(i.e., more energy saving) low-power mode. In other words, unlike most exis-
ting compiler frameworks that use loop/data transformations for either cache
locality and/or loop-level parallelism (Wolf and Lam, 1991; Li 1993; Wolfe,
1996), we use these transformations for enhancing bank locality to improve
energy behavior of banked memory architectures.

To test the effectiveness of the proposed compiler-based energy optimiza-
tion strategy, we implemented it in a source-to-source translator (Amarasinghe
et al., 1996) and evaluated its performance using five array-intensive embed-
ded applications. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed strat-
egy is very successful in practice and improves bank locality significantly.
As a result, it reduces off-chip memory energy consumption substantially over
a strategy that uses low-power operating modes without our optimization.
Our results also demonstrate that these energy improvements are consistent
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across different systems/software parameters (e.g., the number of banks, array
layouts). In addition, the impact of our approach on execution cycles was
found to be negligible. Based on these results, we strongly encourage com-
piler writers for embedded systems that employ banked memories to focus
their loop/data optimizations on memory energy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes low-
power operating modes and makes an informal introduction to memory bank
locality. Section 3 gives formal definition of array mappings to virtual banks.
Section 4 presents intra-reference and inter-reference constraints for bank
locality. Section 5 demonstrates how loop (iteration space) transformations can
be used for improving bank locality. Section 6 discusses how data (memory
layout) transformations can be used for implementing array decompositions
across banks. Section 7 describes global optimizations, and virtual-to-physical
bank mappings are discussed in Section 8. Section 9 presents our experimental
results, and Section 10 concludes the paper by summarizing our major contri-
butions and gives a brief introduction to our future work.

2. Banked Memory Architecture and Low-Power
Operating Modes

We focus on an RDRAM-like off-chip memory architecture (Ram, 1999),
where off-chip memory is partitioned into several (equally-sized) banks.
We also assume that each bank can be placed into a low-power operating
mode (independently) when it is not in active use. In a low-power operating
mode, a bank typically consumes much less energy than it would consume
when it is in active (i.e., fully-operational) mode. However, when a bank in
low-power mode is accessed, it takes some amount of time until it is available
to service the request. This time delay is called re-synchronization penalty
(or re-synchronization cost), and is the major factor that prevents us from
using the most aggressive (i.e., the most energy-saving) low-power mode as
soon as the bank becomes idle. Typically, given a set of low-power operat-
ing modes, there is a trade-off between energy saving and re-synchronization
latency. In other words, the most energy-saving low-power mode has also
the highest re-synchronization penalty of all. Therefore, one should be care-
ful in selecting the suitable low-power mode when a memory bank becomes
idle. Figure 8.1 lists energy consumptions and re-synchronization costs for the
operating modes used in this study. The energy values shown in this figure
have been obtained from the measured current values associated with mem-
ory banks documented in memory data sheets (for 3.3V, 2.5 nsec cycle time,
8MB memory) (Ram, 1999). The re-synchronization latencies have also been
obtained from the same data sheets. Based on the trends gleaned from data
sheets, the energy values are increased by 30% when bank size is doubled.
Note, however, that our approach is general enough in that it can accommodate
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Energy Consumption (nJ) Re-synchronization Cost (cycles)
active 3.570 0

napping 0.320 30
power-down 0.005 9,000

Fig. 8.1 Bank operating modes used in this work

any number of low-power operating modes with different energy consumptions
and re-synchronization costs.

Prior research shows that compiler-based (Delaluz et al., 2001; Kandemir
et al., 2001), OS-based (Lebeck et al., 2000), and pure hardware-based
schemes (Delaluz et al., 2001) can be adopted to decide the most suitable low-
power mode to use when a memory bank is detected to be idle. Since in this
work we focus on array-intensive embedded applications, we opted to use a
compiler-based approach, where an optimizing compiler (taking into account
loop access patterns and array-to-bank mappings – that is, the layout of data in
banked memory) decides which operating mode to use. Note that (where app-
licable) compiler-based strategy has an important advantage over OS-based
and hardware-based techniques. The compiler-based strategy (unlike OS or
pure hardware-based strategies) does not rely on history information; that is,
the compiler can predict (quite accurately for array-based embedded codes)
the future access patterns (and also, the future idle times), and select the most
appropriate operating mode to use when idleness is predicted. In addition, the
compiler can also predict when an idle bank will be requested, and can pre-
activate the bank in question in an attempt to eliminate re-synchronization
latency. The details of the compiler-based low-power mode detection strat-
egy are beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in Delaluz et al.
(2001) and Kandemir et al. (2001). Kandemir et al. (2002) evaluates the impact
of classical loop optimizations on energy consumption of banked memories.
Delaluz and Kandemir (2004) study the impact of array regrouping, a data
optimization, on energy-efficiency of banked memory systems. In contrast,
the work presented in this paper is oriented toward increasing the benefits of
low-power modes by loop transformations and data distributions across mem-
ory banks. Farrahi et al. (1998) show how a sleep mode can be exploited for
memory partitions. Sudarsanam and Malik (2000) and Saghir et al. (1996)
discuss techniques for exploiting dual banks for ASIPs and DSPs, respectively.
Panda (1999) addresses the problem of incorporating the application-specific
customization of memory bank configuration into behavioral synthesis.
In comparison, we study how compiler-directed data decomposition and loop
optimizations can improve energy behavior of a multi-banked system.

While a compiler-based low-power mode management strategy can lead to
large energy savings in memory, it is possible to increase these savings even
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further by increasing the bank inter-access times (i.e., the duration between
two successive accesses to a given memory bank). One way of achieving this
is to modify the program access pattern such that when a bank is accessed, it is
used as much as possible before moving to another bank. Programs that exhibit
such bank access patterns are said to have bank locality. We demonstrate in this
paper that, for array-intensive embedded applications, loop (iteration space)
transformations can be used for improving bank locality.

It should be stressed that all the results presented in this paper (whether
optimized for bank locality or not) have been obtained using the same
compiler-based low-power mode detection/activation strategy. That is, the ben-
efits associated with the optimized codes come solely from our optimizations,
not from a specific low-power mode selection policy. We also need to mention
that in this work we assume that no virtual memory support exists in the sys-
tem under consideration. Consequently, the compiler can directly work with
physical addresses; that is, it can layout data in physical memory and place
banks into low-power modes based on the information it collected during pro-
gram analysis. Note that there exist many embedded systems that work with-
out a virtual memory support (Hwu, 1997). Work is in progress to extend the
techniques discussed in this paper to environments with virtual memory (by
enlisting help from OS).

3. Affine Mappings of Arrays to Banks
We assume an affine program, where both array references and loop bounds are
affine functions of enclosing loop indices and loop-invariant unknowns. Many
embedded image/video-processing codes fit into this description (Catthoor
et al., 1998). We represent each iteration of a given n-dimensional loop nest
(i.e., a nest that contains n loops) using an n-entry vector (called iteration vec-
tor), where the ith element from top refers to the value of the ith loop index.
Then, an iteration space, which is a collection of loop iterations, defines a poly-
tope in an n-dimensional space. In a similar way, we can view data space (i.e.,
the set of all possible array indices) of an m-dimensional array as a rectilin-
ear polytope, where each point (called index vector) corresponds to an array
element. An affine mapping from an iteration space to an array space corre-
sponds to an array reference, and can be represented by the affine function
φ(I) = θ(I) + δ = where I is the iteration vector (n-entry), θ is an m-by-n
linear access matrix and δ is an offset (displacement) vector. For example, a
given array reference U [i+ 1][j − 2] in a two-dimensional nest (with loops i
and j) has an identity access matrix and a displacement vector of [1 −2]T. It
is to be noted that the iteration vector here is [i j]T.

Based on these definitions, we can define an affine mapping of array ele-
ments to memory banks using an affine function Ω(d) = Πd + π, where d
is an array index vector, Π is a b-by-m linear mapping matrix (called bank
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decomposition matrix or array decomposition matrix), and π is a b-entry offset
(displacement) vector. In this paper, we refer to Ω as the bank decomposition
function. Based on this, the array-to-bank assignment problem can be cast as
one of determining an affine mapping Ω for each array involved so as the bank
locality is improved as much as possible.

An important issue here is to understand what an affine bank decomposi-
tion function represents. A bank decomposition function Ω indicates how each
array element is mapped to a virtual bank architecture. A virtual bank archi-
tecture is a very fine-granular banked memory architecture. Each bank in this
architecture is represented using a b-entry vector (in other words, the bank
space is b-dimensional). A bank decomposition function maps an array ele-
ment into a virtual bank from the virtual bank architecture (also called virtual
bank space). Two array elements are stored in the same virtual bank if and
only if the corresponding index vectors result in the same output (i.e., the same
virtual bank) when given to the bank decomposition function. In mathematical
terms, let d1 and d2 refer to (the index vectors of) two array elements. They
map to the same virtual bank (i.e., they are co-located) if and only if:

Ω(d1) = Ω(d2).

Assuming, Ω(d) = Πd+π, the above condition implies that Πd1 +π = Πd2 +
π, which in turn indicates that Π(d1 − d2) = 0; that is (d1 − d2) ∈ Ker{Π}.
In other words, these two array elements will be mapped to the same virtual
bank if and only if the difference between them is in the kernel set (null set) of
the bank decomposition matrix.1 As an example, if Π = [1 0], then d1 = [3 5]T

and d2 = [3 7]T will be mapped onto the same virtual bank. However, d1 =
[3 5]T and d2 = [4 5]T will not be mapped to the same bank under the same
Π. A trivial bank decomposition matrix is a zero matrix that maps all elements
to the same bank. However, such a decomposition matrix does not exploit any
bank structure, and, consequently, is hardly useful for our objective (which is
optimizing memory energy consumption).

Before going into more technical discussion about bank decompositions and
loop and data transformations, let us briefly mention three important issues.
First, if two array elements of an array are accessed at similar times (during
loop execution) – e.g., during the same or successive loop iterations – it is imp-
ortant that they map on the same bank. This is because (as discussed earlier)
such a mapping allows us to take advantage of low-power operating modes bet-
ter. As we will show in this paper (Section 5), this can be achieved, to a large
extent, by employing loop transformations. Second, co-locating some array
elements means (in some cases) that we need to separate some array elements
(in physical memory) that are consecutive in logical memory (i.e., from the

1A vector is said to be in the kernel set of a matrix if its dot product with every row of that matrix is 0.
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viewpoint of programmer/compiler). This can create problems in addressing
such array elements. We show in Section 6 that data (array layout) transfor-
mations can be used to ensure proper addressing of array elements. Third, we
intentionally keep our bank decomposition matrices very general. That is, we
can represent any matrix, meaning that we can perform mappings to multi-
dimensional bank spaces (if desired). This flexibility allows us to explore the
impact of compiler-level loop and data transformations on a wide variety of
banked memory architectures. It also promotes modularity within the compiler
in the following sense. When we determine loop and data transformations and
bank decomposition functions, we can work with a multi-dimensional decom-
position matrix (if we want to). Later, when we are to map our array data to a
given banked architecture, we can use a folding function that eliminates some
virtual banks (i.e., fold them into physical banks) in a systematic way. In other
words, a folding function maps a virtual bank architecture (space) to a phys-
ical bank architecture (space). In doing so, some array elements that are not
co-located in the virtual space can be co-located in the physical space. Section
8 discusses our folding functions in more detail.

4. Constraints for Bank Locality
Given a pair of references (ϕ1(I) = θ1I +δ1 and ϕ2(I) = θ2I +δ2) to the same
array, in order to ensure accesses with spatial locality to the memory banks
(i.e., bank locality), we need two types of constraints: intra-reference con-
strains and inter-reference constraints. An intra-reference constraint originates
from a single reference and indicates the condition that the reference in ques-
tion should access the same memory bank in two consecutive loop iterations.
For example, assuming zero displacement vectors (π), in order for ϕ1 to exhibit
bank locality,

Π(θ1I + δ1) = Π(θ1I
+ + δ1)

should be satisfied. In this expression, I+ denotes the loop iteration that imm-
ediately follows I. For simplicity, we assume that when we move from I to
I+, no loop boundary (upper bound) is crossed. From this constraint, we can
obtain Πθ1(I+− I) = 0, which means that

Πρ1 = 0 ⇒ Π ∈ Ker{ρ1},

where ρ1 is the last column of θ1. Note that a similar condition must be satis-
fied for the second reference as well (i.e., Π ∈ Ker{ρ2}). An inter-reference
constraint, on the other hand, implies that the data elements accessed by a given
iteration through two references should be on the same bank. In mathematical
terms, one should have

Π(θ1I + δ1) = Π(θ2I + δ2).
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From this constraint, we can derive that Π(θ1−θ2)I = Π(δ1−δ2). In this case,
if θ1 = θ2 then we have

Π(δ1 − δ2) = 0 ⇒ Π ∈ Ker{δ1 − δ2}.

On the other hand, if θ1 = θ2 does not hold true, it is not possible to simplify
the expression above further.

It should be noted that even if we assume that θ1 = θ2, requiring that Π ∈
Ker{ρ1} and Π ∈ Ker{ρ2} Π ∈ Ker{δ1 − δ2} are satisfied at the same time
implies that ρ1, ρ2, and δ1 − δ2 should be linearly dependent to each other,
which may or may not be true. Of course, since in general θ1 = θ2 may not be
hold at all, finding a suitable Π that satisfies both intra-reference constraint and
inter-reference constraint becomes much harder. In the next section, we show
how loop transformations can help in finding a suitable bank assignment matrix
such that both intra-reference and inter-reference bank locality constraints are
satisfied.

5. Loop Transformations for Bank Locality
Previous research used many loop transformations for improving cache locality
and parallelism (e.g., see Wolfe, 1996 and the references therein). In this sec-
tion, we demonstrate how loop transformations can also be used for enhancing
bank locality (and thus for increasing bank inter-access times). The idea behind
this approach is to select a loop transformation matrix such that the chances for
satisfying both intra-reference and inter-reference constraints (after the trans-
formation) are increased.

A linear loop transformation, also called iteration space mapping, for a given
n-dimensional nest (i.e., a nest that contains n loops) can be represented using
an n-by-n linear matrix Λ. This linear matrix maps each iteration vector in
the original nest to a new vector in the transformed nest (Wolfe, 1996). For
example, if I = [i j]T is the original iteration vector, the loop transformation
matrix

Λ =
[

0 1
1 1

]

results in the new (transformed) iteration vector I ′ = [i′ j′]T = Λ[i j]T = [j i]T.
In other words, such a loop transformation maps an original loop iteration
[i j]T to a new loop iteration [j i]T. The issues related to code generation
after a loop transformation (i.e., re-writing loop body as well as re-computing
loop bounds) have been studied extensively by prior research and can be found
elsewhere (Li 1993; Wolfe, 1996).

Let us first focus on a single nest (which might contain multiple loops) and
a single array. In Section 7, we generalize our approach to multiple arrays and
multiple nests. Suppose that we apply a loop transformation represented by Λ
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to a nest that contains two references ϕ1 and ϕ2 to the same array. Let us use I ′

to denote a loop iteration after the transformation (i.e., I ′ = ΛI and I = Λ−1I ′).
We can now write the intra-reference constraint as

Π(θ1Λ−1I ′ + δ1) = Π(θ1Λ−1I ′+ + δ1).

Consequently, after the transformation, we obtain Π(θ1Λ−1(I ′+ − I ′) = 0,
which means that Πθ1q = 0 ⇒ Π ∈ Ker{θ1q}, where q is the last column
of the inverse of the loop transformation matrix (i.e., the last column of Λ−1).
What this expression means is that by changing q (i.e., by selecting different q
columns), we can obtain different bank decomposition matrices.

We can also re-write the inter-reference constraints after the loop transfor-
mation. Specifically, assuming I ′ = ΛI , we have

Π(θ1Λ−1I ′ + δ1) = Π(θ2Λ−1I ′+ + δ2).

From this last constraint, we can derive that Π(θ1 − θ2)Λ−1I ′ = Π(δ2 − δ1).
So, if θ1 = θ2 then we have Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0 ⇒ Π ∈ Ker{δ2 − δ1}. However,
now even if θ1 = θ2 does not hold, if we can select a Λ−1 from the kernel
set of (θ1 − θ2), we make sure that we can satisfy the inter-reference con-
straint by ensuring Π ∈ Ker{δ2 − δ1}. In other words, by selecting a suitable
loop transformation matrix, we can increase the chances that our selection of
bank decomposition matrix is constrained only by δ1 and δ2. Consequently,
our approach to determining a loop transformation matrix (Λ) and a bank
decomposition matrix (Π) for satisfying both intra-reference and inter-
reference constraints for a given loop nest performs the following two tasks:

• Select a loop transformation matrix Λ from the kernel set of (θ1 −θ2).

• Select a bank transformation matrix Π that satisfies Π ∈Ker{θ1q}, Π ∈
Ker{θ2q}, and Π ∈ Ker{δ2 − δ1}.

The most important point to note here is that the chances of satisfying the
second constraint here are higher than the case without loop transformations.
This is because, in this case, we might be able to select a suitable q such that
{θ1q}, {θ2q}, and {δ2 − δ1} become linear-dependent on each other. In the
following discussion, we study this issue in more detail.

We first consider a special case where θ1 = θ2. This case frequently occurs
in many array-intensive applications from embedded image/video processing
(especially in those that perform stencil-types of computations) (Catthoor et al.,
1998). In this case, we are left with two constraints that need to be satis-
fied: Πθ1q = 0 and Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0. Therefore, one can first determine Π
from the second equation and then use it in solving the first equation for q.
After determining q, it can be completed to a full Λ using, for example, the
dependence-aware matrix completion strategy by Li (1993). This discussion
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clearly indicates that when θ1 = θ2 holds, the loop transformation enables us
satisfy both intra-reference and inter-reference constraints.

If θ1 = θ2 does not hold true, this means that we need to satisfy these three
constraints: Πθ1q = 0, Πθ2q = 0, and Π(θ1 − θ2)Λ−1I ′ = Π(δ2 − δ1). In this
case, we first try to find a Λ−1 such that (θ1 − θ2)Λ−1 = 0. If such a Λ−1 can
be found, then we try to select a bank decomposition matrix Π such that, these
three constraints are satisfied: Πθ1q = 0, Πθ2q = 0, and Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0. If,
on the other hand, we cannot find a Λ−1 that satisfies (θ1 − θ2)Λ−1 = 0, then
there is no point in trying to satisfy Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0, and, so, we try to select
a Π such that only Πθ1q = 0 and Πθ2q = 0 are satisfied. This means that if
we cannot find a Λ−1 that satisfies (θ1 − θ2)Λ−1 = 0, we sacrifice the inter-
reference locality (i.e., we do not try to satisfy the inter-reference constraint).

Example: Consider the following loop nest that contains two loops and two
references to the same two-dimensional array (U ):

for i = 1, N
for j = 1, N −1

. . .U [i][j] . . .U [i−1][j +1] . . .

Let us first assume that we will not use any loop transformation, and check
whether it is possible to come up with a data distribution (decomposition)
strategy that satisfies both intra-reference and inter-reference bank locality con-
straints. In this example, we have θ1 = θ2 and ρ1 = ρ2 = [0 1]T. In addition,
δ1 = [0 0]T and δ2 = [−1 1]T. Since we need to come up with a Π to satisfy
both Πρ1 = 0 and Π(δ1 − δ2) = 0, we should have both

Π
[

0
1

]
= 0 and Π

[
−1
1

]
= 0

at the same time. Since it is not possible to select a non-zero Π to satisfy both
of these equations (since δ1 and δ2 are linearly independent), we can conclude
that it is not possible to exploit intra-reference and inter-reference bank locality
at the same time.

On the other hand, if we use a loop transformation Π, we need to satisfy
Πθ1q = 0 and Π(δ1 − δ2) = 0. From the second constraint, we can determine
Π = [1 1]. By substituting this in the first constraint, we have

[1 1]
[

1 0
0 1

]
q = 0,

which means q = [1 −1]T. By completing this to a full matrix, we obtain

Λ−1 =
[

1 1
0 −1

]
.
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Consequently, assuming that there are no data dependences in the loop nest, the
transformed array references are U [i′+j′][−j′] and U [i′+j′ −1][1−j′]. Now,
let us check the intra-reference and inter-reference bank locality constraints.
Since

[1 1]
[

i′ + j′

−j′

]
= [1 1]

[
i′ + j′ −1

1− j′

]
= i′,

the inter-reference constraint is satisfied. Similarly, since

[1 1]
[

i′ +(j′ +1)
−(j′ +1)

]
[1 1]

[
i′ + j′

−j′

]
= i′

and

[1 1]
[

i′ +(j′ +1)−1
1− j′

]
= [1 1]

[
i′ +(j′ +1)−1

1− (j′ +1)

]
= i′,

the intra-reference constraints (one per array reference) are also satisfied.
Therefore, we can conclude that using loop transformation (Λ) can enable the
compiler to exploit memory bank locality fully (which was not possible with-
out loop transformation).

The results presented above can be extended to cases where we have more
than two references to the same array in a given loop nest. Specifically, let us
assume that we have υ references to the same array, namely, ϕ1,ϕ2, ....,ϕυ.
In this case, if θ1 = θ2 = · · · = θυ holds, we need to satisfy the following
constraints: Πθ1q = 0 and Π(δj − δi) = 0, where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ υ. This second
expression represents a group of constraints (in fact, each pair of references
contributes one constraint to the system of constraints). In this case, we first
try to find a bank decomposition matrix from Π(δj − δi) = 0, and then, we
determine a suitable q from Πθ1q = 0. If, however, the said equality does not
hold, we first try to find a Λ−1 such that the equality (θi − θj)Λ−1 = 0 will be
true. If such a Λ−1 can be found, then we try to select a Π such that, the follow-
ing constraints are satisfied: Πθkq = 0 and Π(δj − δi) = 0, where 1 ≤ k ≤ υ
and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ υ. If, on the other hand, we cannot find a Λ−1 that satisfies
(θi − θj)Λ−1 = 0, then it is not meaningful to satisfy Π(δj − δi) = 0, and we
simply try to select a Π such that only the constraints Πθkq = 0 are satisfied.

It should be noted that during this solution process we might not be able to
satisfy all constraints. That is, we may not be able to select Π and Λ−1 such that
all our constraints are satisfied (especially when we have too many references
to the array). In such cases, to find a solution, we need to drop some constraints
from consideration. It should be observed that our constraints come from either
a single reference (e.g., Πθ1q = 0 or from two references (e.g., Π(δj −δi) = 0).
Therefore, we can select the constraint(s) to be dropped by deciding relative
importance for array references with respect to each other. For example, a ref-
erence that is accessed conditionally (i.e., due to an enclosing if-statement)
would be less important than a reference that will definitely be accessed
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(unconditionally) once the loop is entered. In this case, it makes sense to drop
the former reference from the consideration (instead of the latter) if required.
More specifically, we can associate weights with references, and in deciding
which constraint(s) to drop, we can use these weights. Our current implemen-
tation uses the number of compiler-estimated accesses to a reference as its
weight. In other words, a more frequently accessed reference will have a larger
weight than a less frequently accessed reference. Based on this, the weight of
an intra-reference constraint is set to the weight of the reference it contains;
and the weight of an inter-reference constraint is set to sum of the weights of
the references involved. As an example, suppose that within a nested loop we
have three references: U [i][j], U [i−1][j +1], and U [i−2][j +2]. Assume fur-
ther that the first reference occurs three times, the second one two times, and
third one only once. In this case, if the compiler cannot satisfy all the bank loc-
ality constraints, it drops those belonging to the reference U [i−2][j +2], and
tries to satisfy the remaining ones. If it is still not successful, it drops the ones
belonging to U [i−1][j +1], and tries to satisfy the remaining ones and so on.
This process continues until the compiler satisfies the remaining constraints,
or it cannot satisfy any of them (in which case we do not optimize the array in
question).

6. Implementing Array Decompositions
The discussion so far helps us determine suitable loop transformations and
bank decompositions for enhancing bank locality. However, it does not tell us
anything about how such bank decompositions can actually be implemented. In
this section, we demonstrate how data transformations can be used for imple-
menting such decompositions. In particular, we study answers to the questions
of the type “what does it mean to distribute a row-major array across memory
banks in a column-by-column fashion?”

We recall from data transformation theory (O’Boyle and Knijnenburg, 1998)
that applying a data transformation represented by a linear matrix M to an
array transforms a reference θI + δ (to that array) to M(θI + δ). In fact,
using such linear transformation matrices has been the most convenient way
for implementing memory layout transformations in several high-level langu-
ages such as C and Fortran (Leung and Zahorjan, 1995). For example, using
an inverse identity matrix as M converts the memory layout of a multi-
dimensional array from column-major to row-major, or vice versa. We refer
the reader to O’Boyle and Knijnenburg (1998) and Leung and Zahorjan (1995)
for a comprehensive discussion of data transformation theory and low-level
code generation issues after a data transformation. While the main goal of prior
work on data transformations has been enhancing data locality in cache mem-
ory based architectures, the main objective in our work is to implement array
decompositions across banks of a multi-bank architecture.
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In our context, however, we use data transformations for a different purpose.
Suppose, for example, that our approach discussed above resulted in a bank
decomposition matrix Π = [1 − 1]T. What this means is that two array ele-
ments such as d1 and d2 are to be mapped into the same memory bank if and
only if

Ω(d1) = Ω(d2) ⇒ [1 −1]d1 = [1 −1]d2.

In other words, two array elements such as [5 3]T and [6 4]T need to be co-
located. But, we know that C language stores arrays using a row-major layout;
that is, [5 3]T and [6 4]T are not consecutive in memory (as far as the com-
piler’s view of layout is concerned). In order to reconcile our array decomposi-
tion with row-major storage, we need to reshuffle array elements (in memory)
such that these two elements are consecutive in memory. This can be done by
selecting a suitable data transformation matrix and applying it to the array in
question. Our data transformation matrix should be such that after the trans-
formation array elements such as [5 3]T and [6 4]T should be stored one after
another.

In mathematical terms, let us assume that Π is the desired decomposition,
and d1 and d2 are the array elements that need to be brought together, the
selected data transformation matrix M should satisfy the following equality
(focusing on a one-dimensional bank layout and a two-dimensional array):
ΠM = [1 0]. This is because, under the mentioned assumptions [1 0] rep-
resents the distribution of array elements across virtual banks in a row-by-row
fashion. By post-multiplying Π by M , we make sure that the elements that are
required to be co-located by the decomposition matrix should be treated as if
they are consecutive in memory.

7. Global Optimizations
So far, we have discussed how loop transformations can be used for improving
memory bank locality, and how data transformations can be used for imple-
menting the desired decomposition of arrays across memory banks. However,
our discussion focused on a single nest (which might contain multiple loops)
and a single array. In reality, most large-scale embedded applications have mul-
tiple nests, each manipulating a subset of the arrays declared in the code. In this
section, we extend our approach to multiple arrays and multiple nests.

7.1 Single Nest, Multiple Arrays
Let us first focus on a case where we have a single nest (which may contain
multiple loops) that manipulates multiple arrays. For clarity of presentation,
we will focus on a special case with two arrays only; however, the results we
obtain can easily be generalized to larger number of arrays as well.
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Let Πu and Πυ be the bank decomposition matrices for arrays U and V ,
respectively. Also, let θ1I + δ1 and θ2I + δ2 (resp. θ3I + δ3 and θ4I + δ4) be
two references to array U (resp. V ) in the nest. Then, assuming a loop trans-
formation matrix Λ, for the best bank locality, the following constraints should
be satisfied:

• Πuθ1q = 0

• Πuθ2q = 0

• Πu(θ1 −θ2)Λ−1I ′ = Πu(δ2 − δ1)

• Πvθ3q = 0

• Πυθ4q = 0

• Πυ(θ3 −θ4)Λ−1I ′ = Πυ(δ4 − δ3)

As before, in these expressions, q denotes the last column of the inverse of loop
transformation matrix, and I ′ is the transformed iteration vector.

Let us first focus on the case where θ1 = θ2 and θ3 = θ4. In this case, we find
a Πu from Πu(δ2−δ1) = 0, and a Πυ from Πυ(δ4−δ3) = 0. Then, using these
Πu and Πυ, we determine a suitable q by simultaneously solving Πuθ1q = 0
and Πυθ3q = 0. Of course, when such a q is not feasible, we need to drop of
one or more equations. The concept of reference weights discussed earlier (in
Section 5) can be used for choosing the victim.

If θ1 = θ2 and θ3 = θ4 do not hold, then, we proceed as follows. First, we
check whether it is possible to find a Λ−1 such that both (θ1 − θ2)Λ−1 = 0
and (θ3 − θ4)Λ−1 = 0 will be satisfied. If it is, then, we can solve Πuθ1q = 0,
Πuθ1q = 0, and Πu(δ2−δ1)= 0 for Πu; and similarly, we can solve Πvθ3q = 0,
Πυθ4q = 0, and Πυ(δ4 − δ3) = 0 for Πυ. As before, a conflict resolution strat-
egy is used when necessary. If, on the other hand, it is not possible to find a
Λ−1 such that both (θ1 − θ2)Λ−1 = 0 and (θ3 − θ4)Λ−1 = 0 are satisfied, then
the third and sixth constraints given above can be dropped from consideration
(i.e., inter-reference locality is sacrificed). Consequently, we first select a q, and
then using Πuθ1q = 0, Πuθ1q = 0, Πυθ3q = 0, and Πυθ4q = 0, we determine
Πu and Πυ. Note that the case where θ1 = θ2 holds but θ3 = θ4 does not (or
vice versa) can be handled by modifying the strategy explained above slightly.
Details are omitted due to lack of space.

7.2 Multiple Nest, Single Array
We now concentrate our attention on another interesting case, where we have
multiple nests manipulating one array. Again, for ease of presentation, we
focus on a special case where we have only two nests. It should be straightfor-
ward to extend these results to multiple nests case. Assuming that Λ1 and Λ2
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are the loop transformation matrices (to be determined) for the first and second
nest, and that q1 and q2 are the last columns of Λ−1

1 and Λ−1
2 , respectively, we

need to satisfy the following constraints:

• Πθ1q = 0

• Πθ2q = 0

• Π(θ1 −θ2)Λ−1I ′ = Π(δ2 − δ1)

• Πθ3q = 0

• Πθ4q = 0

• Π(θ3 −θ4)Λ−1J ′ = Π(δ4 − δ3)

In these expressions, I ′ (which is Λ1I) and J ′ (which is Λ2J) are the iteration
vectors for the first and second nests, respectively, after the loop transforma-
tions. Also, θ1I+δ1 and θ2I+δ2 (resp. θ3J +δ3 and θ4J +δ4 are the references
to the array in the first (resp. second) nest.

As before, let us first consider the case where θ1 = θ2 and θ3 = θ4. In this
case, we can find a Π by solving Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0 and Π(δ4 − δ3) = 0 together.
Then, using this Π, one can determine a q1 by solving Πθ1q1 = 0, and a q2 by
solving Πθ3q2 = 0.

If the above equalities do not hold true, however, we can proceed as follows.
First, we check whether it is possible to find a Λ−1

1 such that (θ1 −θ2)Λ−1
1 = 0

and a Λ−1
2 such that (θ3 − θ4)Λ−1

2 = 0 will be satisfied. If such Λ1 and Λ2 are
possible, then, we can solve Πθ1q1 = 0, Πθ2q1 = 0, Πθ3q2 = 0, Πθ4q2 = 0
Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0, and Π(δ4 − δ3) = 0 for Π. If necessary, a conflict resolu-
tion strategy can be used to drop some constraint(s). If, however, it is not
possible to find such Λ−1

1 and Λ−1
2 such that both (θ1 − θ2)Λ−1

1 = 0 and
(θ3 − θ4)Λ−1

2 = 0 are satisfied, then the third and sixth constraints above can
be dropped from consideration. In this case, we can select an arbitrary Π, and
then using Πθ1q1 = 0, Πθ2q1 = 0, Πθ3q3 = 0, and Πθ4q3 = 0, determine q1
and q2.

Example: As an example, let us assume that a program has two separate
nests that access a two-dimensional array U . Assume further that the references
in the first nest are U [i][j] and U [i+1][j−1], and those in the second nest are
U [j][3i] and U [j + 2][3i− 2]. First, from Π(δ2 − δ1) = 0 and Π(δ4 − δ3) = 0,
we need to determine a Π. In this case, we find that Π = [1 1]. Then, using
this decomposition matrix, we need to determine a q1 (for the first nest) from
Πθ1q1 = 0, and a q2 (for the second nest) from Πθ3q3 = 0. In this example, we
find that q1 = [1 − 1]T and q2 = [1 − 3]T. After that, using Li’s method (Li
1993), these vectors (last columns) can be completed to Λ−1

1 and Λ−1
2 .
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7.3 Multiple Nests, Multiple Arrays
This is the most general case where multiple nests operate on multiple arrays.
A solution to this case can be developed by combining the solutions presented
in the last two sections (single nest, multiple arrays) and (multiple nests, single
array). Therefore, instead of giving the details (of the solution procedure) here,
we just present the overall solution in an algorithmic form in Figure 8.2.

In this figure, θi,j,k represents the access matrix to the kth reference to array
j in nest i. δi,j,k is the corresponding offset vector. Πj , Λi, and qi denote, res-
pectively, the bank decomposition matrix for array j, the loop transformation
matrix for nest i, and the last column of Λi−1. Also, F , G, and H(i, j) denote,
respectively, the number of nests, the number of arrays, and the number of ref-
erences to array j in nest i. In lines 2 and 3, we build intra-reference and inter-
reference constraints (for all arrays, references, and nests in the code). The
variable trace indicates whether inter-reference constraints should be taken into
account. If the loop in line 4 determines that for some arrays, inter-reference
constraints can be solved, it determines the bank decomposition matrices tak-
ing into account those constraints as well (in addition to intra-reference con-
straints). For the arrays that it is not possible, only intra-reference constraints
are accounted for. In lines 4, 6, and 7, we use the weight concept defined earlier
for resolving conflicts (i.e., for dropping constraints). Finally, some remarks on
line 7 follow. In order to solve such a system, we use an incremental approach.
For example, we can first fix a Πj and determine (using this Πj ) a qi. This qi

in turn can be used to find a Πj′ (where j′ �= j), which can be used, in turn, for
determining a qi′ (where i′ �= i), and so on.

1. track ← false
2. Build Πjθi,j,kqi = 0

for 1 ≤ i ≤ F , 1 ≤ j ≤ G, and 1 ≤ k ≤ H(i,j)
3. Build Pij(θi,j,k −θi,j,k′Λ−1I ′ = Πj(δi,j,k − δi,j,k′)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ F , 1 ≤ j ≤ G, 1 ≤ k,k′ ≤ H(i,j), and k �= k′

4. For each i and j:
If (θi,j,k = θi,j,k′ ) for any k �= k′ then

track ← true
Solve (Πj from Πj(δi,j,k − δi,j,k′) = 0 trying to satisfy
as many such k and k’ as possible

5. If track = true for all j such that θi,j,k = θi,j,k′ does not hold for any i, k, k′

select arbitrary Πj

6. If track = true true, then
determine qi from Πjθi,j,kqi = 0

7. If track is not true, determine Πj and qi from Πjθi,j,kqi = 0
8. Complete qi columns to Λ−1

i matrices taking care of data dependences

Fig. 8.2 Compiler algorithm for bank locality
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7.4 Discussion
It should be stressed that so far our presentation has centered on intra-reference
and inter-reference constraints. Both of these constraints are in fact what we
can call intra-array constraints. That is, they are defined with respect to a given
array. One can also define inter-array constraints. The idea would be clustering
array elements (that belong to different arrays) that are accessed by the same
loop iteration ( (Delaluz et al., 2001) tries to achieve this by employing clus-
tering heuristics). The displacement vectors (that we have not exploit so far) in
bank decomposition function can be used for this purpose (along with bank de-
composition matrices). Handling inter-array constraints can enable aggressive
bank locality optimizations such as array interleaving and might result in a very
complex set of equations (to be satisfied). Due to lack of space, we postpone
the detailed discussion of inter-array constraints to a future study. However, it
should be mentioned that intra-array constraints and inter-array constraints are
complementary; that is, an optimizing compiler should try to satisfy both of
them to the extent possible.

8. Folding Functions
A folding function specifies a mapping of virtual banks to physical banks (i.e.,
the banks that actually exist in the system). In doing so, it can reduce the dimen-
sionality and/or extents (dimension sizes) of the virtual bank space. A folding
function ∆ is specified by giving a decomposition style for each dimension of
the virtual bank space along with the physical bank size in each dimension (of
the physical bank space). For example, a folding function such as

∆ : (b1, b2, b3) → (b1/N,∗,∗)

indicates that a three-dimensional virtual bank space is mapped to a one-
dimensional physical bank space. The ∗ notation here indicates that the cor-
responding virtual bank dimension is not distributed across physical banks.
This indicates, for the example above, that the second and the third dimensions
are not distributed; instead, they are folded. The notation b1/N (where/denotes
integer division) in the first dimension, on the other hand, reveals that this
dimension (of the virtual bank space) is distributed across N physical banks.
So, assuming N is 8, under such a folding function, the virtual bank (16, i, j) is
mapped to physical bank 2 for all values i and j can take. This folding function
definition is quite general and encompasses very different types of virtual-to-
physical bank mappings. For example, it can accommodate functions such as

∆ : (b1, b2, b3) → (b1/N,b2/M,∗),

which indicates that a three-dimensional virtual bank space is mapped to a two-
dimensional physical bank space that contains N ×M banks (this might be
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Virtual
Bank
Space

Physical
Bank
Space

Fig. 8.3 An example folding function

useful, for example, for some SDRAMs, where memory banks actually form a
two-dimensional grid). It should also be noted that when multiple virtual banks
are mapped to the same physical bank, the loop iterations that access those
virtual banks are localized (i.e., they exhibit bank locality as they now – after
folding – access the same physical bank). Therefore, selection of a suitable
folding function can be very important. In this paper, we set the dimensionality
of the virtual bank space (for a given application) to the number of dimensions
of the array (in that application) with the largest number of dimensions. Also,
we restrict ourselves to one-dimensional physical bank spaces. Consequently,
we use folding functions of the following type:

∆ : (b1, b2, ..., br) → (b1/N,∗, ...,∗).

Such a folding function tries to take advantage of spatial locality between
neighboring banks. In the future, we will study the impact of other types of
folding functions on memory energy behavior. Figure 8.3 shows an example
folding, where a three-dimensional virtual bank space is mapped to a one-
dimensional physical bank space. We see that each two-dimensional slice of
the virtual bank space is mapped to a single node of the physical bank space.

9. Experiments
Our objective in this section is to demonstrate how successful our approach
is in practice. In Section 9.1, we introduce our benchmarks and experimental
setup. In Section 9.2, we give detailed experimental results.

9.1 Benchmark Codes and Experimental Framework
Figure 8.4 lists the benchmark codes used in this study and their important
characteristics. Our applications are array-intensive codes that are typical in
many embedded environments that target image and video processing. Bss is
a blind signal separation and deconvolution application. Flt is a particle filter
algorithm for wireless communication. Spe is combined spectral envelope nor-
malization and subtraction algorithm. Seg is an image segregation code based
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Benchmark Name Number of Lines Input Size Base Energy Base Time
Bss 486 44MB 274.3 mJ 8.11 nsec
Flt 324 62MB 188.1 mJ 5.20 nsec
Spe 156 61MB 108.1 mJ 2.14 nsec
Seg 144 58MB 106.4 mJ 2.08 nsec
Vid 1618 62MB 342.7 mJ 9.65 nsec

Fig. 8.4 Benchmark codes used in our experiments and baseline values

on pitch tracking and amplitude modulation. Finally, Vid is a video-enhancing
algorithm that modifies transient locations. The reason that we selected these
applications for our study is that they represent real-life embedded codes and
are available to us. The third column in Figure 8.4 gives the total size of the
data manipulated by each application. The last two columns, on the other hand,
give the memory energy consumptions and execution times of our applications
when a 8× 8MB (total 64MB without any data cache) memory configuration
is employed and when our low-power operating modes are used (whenever the
banks are idle). In other words, even our base configuration takes advantage of
low-power operating modes to the extent possible, and the benefits reported in
Section 9.2 come solely from our optimization. The energy numbers reported
in the next subsection are the values normalized with respect to the values given
in the fourth column of Figure 8.4. Unless stated otherwise, 8× 8MB (i.e., 8
memory banks, each has a capacity of 8MB) is our default bank configuration.
Note that if a bank is not accessed during the entire execution of an application,
the said bank is never activated for both the original and the optimized code
versions.

Our loop and data transformations are implemented using SUIF from
Stanford University (Amarasinghe et al., 1996). SUIF has independently devel-
oped compilation passes that work together by using a common intermediate
format (IF) to represent programs. A typical compilation framework based on
SUIF includes the following components: front end, data dependence analysis,
and several optimization modules. Our framework is implemented as a sepa-
rate optimization module within SUIF. We also use a powerful back-end com-
piler (when converting the C code to the executable) that performs instruction
scheduling and graph coloring based global register allocation.

All energy numbers presented in this paper have been obtained using a cus-
tom memory energy simulator. This simulator takes as input a C program and
a banked memory description (i.e., the number and sizes of memory banks as
well as available low-power operating modes with their energy-saving factors
and re-synchronization penalties). As output, it gives the energy consumption
in memory banks along with a detailed bank inter-access time profiles. By giv-
ing the original and the optimized programs to this simulator as input, one can
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measure the impact of loop and data optimizations on memory system energy
of a banked architecture.

9.2 Results
We start by presenting the percentage energy improvements when our opti-
mization strategy is applied to the codes in our experimental suite. The results
illustrated in Figure 8.5 (the first bar for each application) indicate that our
strategy improves the energy consumption of all benchmark codes in our exp-
erimental suite. The average percentage memory energy improvement (across
all benchmarks) is 19.1%. Note that our approach (in addition to determining
a loop transformation for each nest in the code) also determines a suitable data
transformation for each array (to implement array decompositions as explained
in Section 6). These data transformations are dependent on the initial layout
of data (row-major in our case); however, the resulting memory layouts are
independent of the initial (default) memory layout. That is, independent of the
initial layout of the arrays, our strategy determines the most suitable memory
layouts for them (depending on the loop transformations selected for the nests)
from the viewpoint of bank locality. However, the base energy numbers given
in Figure 8.4 are dependent on the initial layout. Therefore, it is important to
see whether our optimizations are still effective (in improving memory energy
behavior) when the original data layout is highly optimized. To analyze this
issue, we also measured the percentage energy savings over an energy opti-
mization strategy that does not apply any loop transformations but selects the
most suitable bank layouts for each array in the code being optimized (this ver-
sion is from Delaluz et al. (2001)). The results given in Figure 8.5 (the second
bar for each application) clearly show that our approach is still able to improve
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memory energy consumption for all benchmarks in our suite, achieving an ave-
rage memory energy improvement of 13.8%. It should also be observed that
the energy benefits due to our optimizations vary depending on the application
under consideration. Specifically, we obtain the best results with Flt. This is
due to two main reasons. First, there are not many data dependences in this app-
lication; consequently, the compiler finds a legal (semantic-preserving) loop
transformation most of the time. Second, there are not many array references
per loop, and so, the compiler does not need to drop some (bank locality) con-
straints from consideration frequently. In fact, in compiling this application,
the compiler dropped only five constraints (the average value across all bench-
marks was thirteen). In comparison, our savings with Spe are relatively low
due to large number of data dependences in the code (i.e., although most of the
time the compiler was able to find a loop transformation matrix Λ, the resulting
transformation was found to be illegal – not semantic-preserving).

In order to evaluate the impact of our approach with different bank configu-
rations, we performed another set of experiments. More specifically, keeping
the total memory size fixed at 64MB, we conducted experiments with 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, and 64 banks. The energy results are given in Figure 8.6 (again as per-
centage improvements). One can observe from these results that working with
larger number of banks (i.e., with smaller bank sizes) in general increases the
benefits due to our optimization strategy. This is because smaller bank sizes
give our strategy more opportunities for energy-managing even smaller por-
tions of main memory. Such a finer-grain management, in turn, increases the
energy benefits. However, one can also see from the same graph that, in two
applications (Bss and Flt), increasing the number of memory banks beyond 16
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does not bring further energy benefits. This is because in these two applications
increasing the number of banks beyond 16, say to 32, increases the average
number of banks accessed per loop iteration. This in turn offsets the potential
benefits of working with a larger number of banks. We faced the same problem
with the remaining three applications only when we went beyond 64 banks (the
results of which are not shown here).

So far, our experiments involved no cache memory. Including a data cache
in the architecture can impact memory system energy consumption in at least
two ways. First, the cache filters out some memory references that would
otherwise go to off-chip memory. Consequently, we can expect an increase
in bank inter-access times. Second, the cache reduces the overall energy con-
sumption due to memory system as typically cache accesses consume much
less energy than off-chip memory accesses. To calculate the data cache ene-
rgy consumption, our simulator employs the cache energy model proposed in
Kamble and Ghose (1997). Figure 8.7 gives the percentage memory system
energy improvements with different on-chip data cache configurations over
both original layouts and optimized layouts. Note that memory system energy
with the cache versions includes the energy consumption in the cache as well
as that in the off-chip memory. All cache configurations used are two-way set-
associative with a block size of 32 bytes. One can clearly see from Figure 8.7
that, while increasing the cache size reduces the benefits of our optimization
strategy, we still achieve reasonable energy savings. Therefore, even in a cache-
based environment, applying bank-aware loop and data transformations can be
useful. One should observe, however, that if the compiler can have an accurate
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hit/miss prediction strategy, it could potentially do a much better job in mana-
ging memory banks. Implementing such a strategy is in our future agenda.

The energy benefits shown in this have been obtained by trying to satisfy
both intra-reference and inter-reference constraints. We also wanted to see how
these constraints contribute to these energy savings. In Figure 8.8, we illustrate
how energy benefits are broken down between those coming from satisfying
inter-reference constraints and those coming from satisfying intra-reference
constraints (for both a cacheless memory system and for a memory system
with 4KB data cache – both with our default bank configuration). These results
reveal that most of the energy savings are coming from satisfying intra-
reference constraints. There are two main reasons for this. First, the algo-
rithm given Figure 8.2 does not try to satisfy inter-reference constraints if
θi,j,k = θi,j,k′ checks fail. Second, in many cases, satisfying intra-reference
constraints brings more benefits as such constraints capture access behavior
across loop iterations. This is in contrast to inter-reference constraints whose
existence is limited by the number of references to the same array in the loop
body. Nevertheless, we still observe that the contribution of satisfying inter-
reference constraints to overall memory energy savings is around 25% on the
average, which indicates that it is important to take care of them as well.

Finally, we studied the performance impact of power-mode control with/
without our loop and data transformations on performance. Since in this work
we focus on array-intensive embedded applications (with compile-time ana-
lyzable data access patterns) and adopted a compiler-based operating mode
control strategy, the compiler can also predict future bank re-activations and
perform ahead-of-time bank re-activation (called pre-activation). We refer the
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reader to (Delaluz et al., 2001) for a discussion of memory bank pre-activation
and its implementation details. Consequently, the performance penalty of
power mode control itself was negligible (less than 2% on the average). When
our optimizations are applied, we did not observe any significant performance
variation in the cacheless memory architecture. In a cache-based memory
architecture, on the other hand, we observed nearly 11% performance improve-
ment on the average (mainly coming from the improved cache access patterns).

10. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Energy consumption is becoming increasingly important for both embed-
ded and high-performance computing systems. The dynamic energy spent in
off-chip DRAMs can be a significant portion of the overall energy budget.
In this paper, we have presented a compiler-based optimization framework for
array-intensive embedded applications to increase energy savings that can be
obtained from low-power operating modes. Our experiments with a prototype
implementation and five array-intensive embedded applications show signifi-
cant savings in memory system energy.

Our future work consists of two different directions:

• First, we would like to study the impact of data optimizations on the
effectiveness of our optimization strategy. While in this work we emp-
loyed data transformations for implementing array decompositions, they
can also be used for improving bank locality. This can be particularly
useful in applications such as Vid, where we have lots of data depen-
dences preventing loop transformations from modifying the access pat-
tern to enhance bank locality. It is also possible that combining loop and
data transformations under an integrated framework can further increase
energy savings.

• Second, we would like to apply our optimization to an on-chip multi-
processor architecture. In particular, we believe that studying how bank
localities of individual processors interact with each other can reveal
important data, which can be used to reduce memory energy consump-
tion in such architectures.
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Abstract Power-aware scheduling plays a key role in curtailing the energy consumption
in real-time embedded systems. Since there is a vast variance in the compo-
sition and functionality of real-time embedded systems, different power-aware
scheduling techniques are naturally needed. However, certain fundamental prin-
ciples are applicable to all such systems. This chapter provides an overview of
the basics in power and performance tradeoff and in real-time system scheduling.
It also discusses the benefit of power-aware scheduling via a simple example. A
categorization of different power-aware scheduling techniques are presented at
the end.

Keywords: Power-aware, real-time scheduling, RTOS, dynamic voltage/frequency scaling,
dynamic power management

1. Introduction
Advances in both hardware and software technology have enabled system
designers to develop large, complex embedded systems. As more powerful
and sophisticated components being incorporated into embedded systems,
many such systems consume a large amount of power. Though advances in
low-power design techniques for embedded processors provide a variety of
alternatives to mitigate power increase, it has been widely recognized that
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decisions made in the early design phases, particularly at the system level,
are of critical importance in keeping power/energy demands in check.

Power-manageable hardware resources (such as processors and memory
components) are finding their way into an ever increasing number of embedded
systems. Runtime power reduction mechanisms employed by such power-
manageable hardware resources can be categorized into two main types:
(i) shutting down the processing unit when it is idle, commonly known as
dynamic power management (DPM), and (ii) scaling the processor’s sup-
ply voltages and working frequencies, usually referred as dynamic voltage/
frequency scaling (DVFS). Using either of the power-saving techniques
inevitably degrades system computing performance. As most embedded sys-
tems must satisfy certain timing requirements, the decreased computing capa-
bility threatens to cause these timing requirements to be violated and to make
the systems unacceptable.

Embedded systems are usually designed to provide high peak performance
when needed. Opportunities arise naturally to reduce power consumption
by dynamically modulating performance according to workload variation.
A power-aware system is one capable of providing the right power at the
right place and at the right time. Power-aware scheduling thus aims at max-
imally exploiting the benefit of power-manageable resources through judi-
ciously switching among different power-saving modes.

This and the following three chapters focus on embedded systems having
real-time requirements. Real-time embedded systems (RTES) are prevalent in
many real-world applications such as communication devices, transportation
machines, entertainment appliances, and medical instruments. A distinctive
feature of these systems is that they must produce results not only correctly
but also timely. In the rest of the chapter, we first review pertinent proper-
ties of a CMOS circuit, the basic building block in today’s microprocessors.
Then, the fundamentals of real-time scheduling are summarized. We end the
chapter by a motivational example to illustrate the impact of power-aware
scheduling.

2. Power and Performance Tradeoff in CMOS Circuits
In a CMOS circuit, power consumption includes two components [36]:
dynamic and static power. Dynamic power consumption consists of switch-
ing power for charging and discharging the load capacitance, and short-circuit
power due to the non-zero rising and falling time of the input and output sig-
nals. In general, dynamic power (Pdyn) can be represented as

Pdyn = αCLV 2f, (9.1)

where α is the switching activity, CL is the load capacitance, V is the sup-
ply voltage, and f is the system clock frequency. Typically, switching power
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dominates the dynamic component of the total power consumption. The static
power consumption is primarily due to leakage currents, and the leakage power
(Pleak) can be expressed as

Pleak = IleakV, (9.2)

where Ileak is the leakage current which consists of both the subthreshold cur-
rent and the reverse bias junction current in the CMOS circuit. Leakage current
increases rapidly with the scaling of the devices. It becomes particularly sig-
nificant with the reduction of the threshold voltage.

When the processor is in the active mode, lowering supply voltage is one
of the most effective ways to reduce switching power/energy consumption.
According to Equations 9.1 and 9.2, reducing the supply voltage helps to
reduce both the dynamic and leakage power consumption [27]. However,
reducing the supply voltage increases the circuit delay (τ ), which is given by

τ ∝
V

(V −Vth)2 , (9.3)

where Vth is the threshold voltage. Since a processor’s maximal working fre-
quency is inversely proportional to the circuit delay, reducing the supply volt-
age will increase the execution time of a software task, which may potentially
violate the timing requirement of some tasks.

When the processor is idle, a major portion of the power consumption comes
from the leakage. One simple technique to reduce the leakage power consump-
tion is to switch a processor into a low-leakage mode when it is idle and switch
it back to the normal execution mode when execution is required. Shutting
down the processor can be considered as such a low-leakage mode. It has been
reported that the power dissipation when the processor is idle can be on the
order of 103 of that when the processor is shut down [9]. However, energy and
timing overhead is unavoidable when shutting down and later waking up the
processor. Other low-leakage modes may also be available on different proces-
sors. Depending on the actual techniques used for switching between different
leakage modes, the timing overhead can be anywhere from tens of µs to tens
of ms [35]. Again, such timing overhead may introduce unacceptable perfor-
mance degradation.

The underlying principle of power-aware scheduling techniques is simply
to exploit the slack times during software execution to accommodate the neg-
ative impacts on performance when applying DVFS and DPM. The challenge
is to make appropriate decisions on processor speeds to guarantee the timing
requirements while also considering the timing requirements of all the tasks in
a system.
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3. Basics in Real-Time Scheduling
RTES are often modeled by a set of tasks, either dependent or independent,
to be executed on one or more processors. The tasks, {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn}, can be
periodic or aperiodic, and associated with the following parameters:

1. Period Ti: the time between the initiations of two consecutive requests
(or jobs) of τi (and Ti is not a constant for aperiodic tasks)

2. Deadline Di: the maximum time allowed from the initiation of a request
of τi to the completion of the same request

3. Release time Ri: the initiation time of the first request of τi

4. Execution cycles Ci: the worst case clock cycles required to complete
τi without any interruption. Note that the actual execution time of a task
depends on the processor used and the processor speed selected

Scheduling determines when each request of a task is to be executed by the
processor. One common strategy is to assign priorities to either jobs (requests
of tasks) or tasks such that the job with the highest priority among all released
jobs will be selected for execution. Depending on whether the arrival of a
higher priority job can or cannot preempt the execution of the current job,
schedulers are divided into preemptive ones and non-preemptive ones. The pri-
ority assignment can be either dynamic (i.e., the priority of a task can change
from one request to another) or static (i.e., the priority of a task is fixed). The
best known dynamic priority assignment is the earliest deadline first (EDF)
algorithm and the best known static priority assignment is the rate-monotonic
scheduling (RMS) [13]. Other scheduling policies may also be adopted by cer-
tain types of real-time systems, e.g., the cyclic approach and (weighted) round-
robin approach [14]. In the cyclic approach, a complete schedule is derived
off-line and tasks are dispatched online by following the schedule in a repeated
manner. The (weighted) round-robin approach is often used for scheduling
time-shared applications, where each ready task is executed for a fixed amount
of time (called time slice). If more than one task is ready at a given time,
they are selected based on the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) order. The selection
of time slice size is a delicate balance between schedulability and scheduling
overhead. The round-robin approach is not favored for systems with stringent
timing requirements.

When an RTES employs multiple processors, tasks need to be first mapped
to different processors and then scheduled on each processor. Though mapping
can be done either dynamically (online) or statically (off-line), static mapping
is often used for RTES in order to ensure a predictable system behavior. In
general, multiprocessor mapping and scheduling are NP-hard problems [4].
Including power consumption adds more difficulty to the problem.
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4. Impacts of Power-Aware Scheduling
To see how power-aware scheduling techniques can save energy, we study the
example illustrated in Figure 9.1. Figure 9.1a shows a periodic task set con-
sisting of two tasks (τ1 and τ2) scheduled according to the RMS, i.e., τ1 has
a higher fixed priority than τ2. One strategy to save the energy consumption
is to apply DPM, that is, to run the tasks with the highest processor speed,
i.e., S = 1, and shut down the processor when idle as shown in Figure 9.1b.
Assuming that power P = V 3 and processor speed S = 1

V , the energy con-
sumption within one least common multiple (LCM) of the periods, i.e., [0,120],
is 70. Since the power consumption is a convex function of the supply voltage,
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Fig. 9.1 (a) A real-time system with two periodic tasks. (b) τ1 and τ2 are executed at the
maximal processor speed. (c) When there is only one task instance in the ready queue,
reduce the processor speed and execute till its deadline or the release time of next task
instance. (d) Vary the processor speed more aggressively to achieve higher energy
saving. The default processor speed is 1.
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reducing the supply voltage can be more effective in conserving the energy
consumption. To reduce the supply voltage (and thus the processor speed) and
satisfy the tasks’ deadlines in the meantime, one simple strategy (as shown
in Figure 9.1c) is to reduce the processor speed when there is only one task
instance in the ready queue, and extend the execution of this task instance to
its deadline or the release time of next task instance. In this case, the energy
consumption within interval [0,120] becomes 38.6, or around 55% of that by
shutting down the processor when it is idle. To achieve even more energy sav-
ing, we can be more aggressive in reducing the processor speed. For example,
by carefully adjusting the processor speed as shown in Figure 9.1d, the energy
consumption is reduced to as low as 25.3, while all the task deadlines are
guaranteed. This example demonstrates that exploiting the characteristics of
power-manageable resources and judiciously making decisions in real-time
scheduling can substantially reduce energy consumption.

In the rest of the three chapters, three example DVFS techniques are intro-
duced. The first two chapters consider priority-based (EDF and RMS), preemp-
tive task systems executed on a single processor. Such systems can be found in
a wide range of applications. Chapter 2 focuses on off-line DVFS techniques
while Chapter 3 examines online DVFS techniques. The last chapter presents
an off-line DVFS technique for tasks executed on a multiple processor system
scheduled by a cyclic, non-preemptive policy.

5. Further Reading
Extensive power-aware scheduling techniques have been proposed to satisfy
a variety of timing constraints and minimize the power/energy consumption.
Rooted in traditional real-time scheduling [33], the power-aware schedul-
ing techniques can be classified along different dimensions. In what fol-
lows, we briefly survey these techniques from three perspectives, i.e., the
real-time application characteristics, the scheduling approach, and the system
architecture.

5.1 Application Characteristics
Power-aware scheduling techniques can be grouped by the nature of real-time
applications. Real-time systems in general can be categorized as the hard or
soft [8]. Power-aware scheduling techniques for hard real-time systems, such
as those in [3, 5, 32, 38], strive to optimize the power/energy consumption
under the assumption that all tasks must meet their deadlines. These tech-
niques can further differ from each other by other characteristics such as the
priority assignment, arrival periodicity, and granularity. For example, power-
aware scheduling techniques are proposed to deal with fixed-priority sys-
tems [5, 25, 34] or EDF-based systems [10, 38, 44]. Some techniques target
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real-time application with periodic tasks, non-periodic tasks [22], or a mixture
of two [31]. And some approaches also take the task granularity into consid-
erations. For example, instead of assigning processor speed at the task level
(so called the inter-task scheduling), Shin et al. proposed to assign different
processor speeds based on different execution path inside a task (so called the
intra-task scheduling [32]).

Not all real-time system are hard real-time systems. Other real-time sys-
tems, i.e., the soft real-time systems, can tolerate occasional deadline misses,
which are dictated by different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. The
power-aware scheduling techniques for soft real-time system can be classified
into two categories: the best-effort and the guarantee techniques. The best-
effort techniques intend to maximize the QoS and minimize power/energy con-
sumption, but with no assurance of achieving either of them. Examples of such
approaches can be found in [2, 7, 17, 21, 26, 28]. The guarantee approaches, on
the other hand, optimize energy usage while guaranteeing the specified QoS.
A majority of the current guarantee approaches in power-aware scheduling are
concerned with statistical guarantee (e.g., [8, 23, 39, 40]). However, using the
statistical guarantee model such as the overall deadline miss rate may be prob-
lematic for some real-time systems (e.g., those in multimedia applications)
that require the interval between subsequent deadline misses be kept small in
order to restore the missing information satisfactorily. Niu et al. proposed a
technique [20] that can provide a more deterministic guarantee for such appli-
cations.

5.2 Scheduling Decisions
Depending on how the scheduling decisions are made, power-aware scheduling
techniques can be classified as either off-line and online. Off-line techniques
(e.g., [18, 24, 25, 38]) are usually applied during design time, such as in the
compilation and synthesis process, while online techniques (e.g., [3, 10, 11])
make scheduling decisions during runtime. The off-line scheduling techniques
take advantage of the timing specifications known a priori and therefore can be
highly predictable and also incur low scheduling overhead during runtime. One
common practice in developing off-line schedules is to assume the worst case
scenario, e.g., assuming that each task will take the worst case execution time.
The problem, however, is that the worst case execution time can be much larger
than the average case execution time, which could lead to rather pessimistic
scheduling decisions and reduce severely power/energy savings. To tackle this
problem, some approaches [5, 43] incorporate other known specifications, such
as the probabilistic distribution of the execution time, into the scheduling mak-
ing process. To further improve the energy efficiency, the off-line scheduling
techniques can be combined with the appropriate online scheduling techniques
resulting in some hybrid approaches, e.g., [12].
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The online scheduling techniques are more flexible and adaptive to the run-
time environment by using the runtime information to guide the scheduling
decisions. As most embedded systems are highly dynamic in nature, the online
approaches can lead to significant energy savings if used appropriately. For
example, Kim et al. [10, 11] and Aydin et al. [3] proposed to dynamically
reclaim the system resources if a task finishes earlier than that in the worst
case scenarios. Zhu et al. [44] presented a technique to dynamically adjust
processor speeds via feedback control. Since these scheduling techniques are
applied online, the computation complexity must be kept very low. Otherwise,
the techniques may be infeasible or severely compromise their power/energy
efficiency.

5.3 Architectures
From embedded system architecture perspective, power-aware scheduling
techniques can be categorized as uniprocessor or multiprocessor scheduling.
A large body of power-aware scheduling techniques have targeted at uniproces-
sor systems. As IC technology and real-time application complexity continue
to grow, we have seen increasing research interests in developing power-aware
techniques for multiprocessor platform. Different from uniprocessor schedul-
ing techniques, multiprocessor scheduling techniques need to decide not only
when but also where a task needs to be executed. Therefore it becomes more
difficult to find the optimal solution. The majority of the multiprocessor power-
aware scheduling techniques have been focused on distributed systems with
precedence relationships among tasks (e.g., [6, 15, 16, 30, 42]). There are
also some techniques introduced for distributed system with independent tasks
(e.g., [1]).

Besides the number of processing elements, other architectural issues are
also dealt with in the current power-aware scheduling research. For example,
Yan et al. [37] proposed to exploit the DVS capability and the adaptive body
biasing (ABB) control—enabled by recent IC technology advances to address
the increasing concerns of the leakage power consumption in the IC circuit—
to reduce the overall power consumption. Other implementation issues such
as discrete levels of supply voltage and the transition overhead existing in the
practical commercial processors are also studied [19, 29, 41].
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Abstract DVFS processors, if used properly, can dramatically reduce the energy con-
sumption of real-time systems employing such processors. In this chapter, two
static or off-line, voltage/frequency selection techniques are presented to maxi-
mally exploit the energy-saving benefit provided by DVFS processors. The first
technique targets a popular dynamic-priority task scheduling algorithm, i.e., the
Earliest Deadline First algorithm, while the second is applicable to any fixed-
priority task scheduling algorithm. Other related work is reviewed at the end of
the chapter.

Keywords: Real-time scheduling, dynamic voltage/frequency scaling, earliest deadline first
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1. Introduction
It has been observed that for many real-time applications, the computation
requirements can be confined to a sequence of periodic or non-periodic tasks
with timing specifications known in advance. A static scheduler takes advan-
tage of this fact and determines a suitable schedule off-line. A static schedule
can greatly reduce the extra demands on computing resources; more impor-
tantly, it is easier to guarantee in advance that the timing requirements can
be met.
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Consider a real-time system consists of consists of N independent jobs,
J = {J1,J2, . . . ,JN}. These jobs can be regarded as sporadic jobs or instances
of periodic tasks. Each job Jn is specified with the following parameters:

• rn: the time at which job Jn is ready to be executed, referred to as release
time.

• dn: the time by which Jn must be completed, referred to as deadline.

• cn: the maximum number of CPU cycles needed to complete job Jn

without any interruption, referred to as workload.

Given a set of real-time jobs and a processor with DVFS capability, different
processor speeds can be set at different times. A fundamental question is how
to determine processing speeds during the entire job set execution interval, i.e.,
the voltage schedule, with which the lowest amount of energy is consumed
and the jobs are all completed at or before their deadlines. For simplicity, we
make the assumptions that the supply voltage of the processor can be updated
continuously and instantaneously, and the leakage power consumption are
ignored in this chapter. Under such assumptions, the following theorem helps
constrain the search space for the optimal voltage schedule.

Theorem 10.1. An optimal voltage schedule for a job set J must be defined
on a set of time intervals in which the processor maintains a constant speed,
and each of these intervals must start and end at either the release times or
deadlines of the jobs.

From Theorem 10.1, the processor speed needs to be updated only at the
release time or the deadline of a job. We call such a point as the scheduling
point. For the rest of this chapter, when we refer to a time t, we always mean a
scheduling point.

The priority-driven preemptive scheduler is one of the most commonly used
schedulers for many RTES [8]. In the priority-driven preemptive scheduling,
different priority assignment schemes can exhibit drastically different char-
acteristics and scheduling behaviors. In what follows, we study the static
DVFS scheduling under two well-known priority assignment schemes: the
EDF scheme and the fixed-priority (FP) scheme.

2. EDF Scheduling
The EDF algorithm assigns priorities to individual jobs according to their
absolute deadlines. It is optimal in the sense that the processor can be
potentially fully utilized. In this section, we present a DVFS technique that
can minimize energy when scheduling a set of jobs based on EDF [13]. Before
we present the algorithm in detail, we first introduce several concepts.
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Definition 10.1. The intensity over the time interval [ta, tb], denoted by
I(ta, tb), is defined as

I(ta, tb) = ∑i ci

tb− ta
, (10.1)

where ci is the execution cycle for Ji such that [ri,di]⊆ [ta, tb]. The time inter-
val [ts, tf ] with the largest intensity is called the critical interval.

From Definition 10.1, it is not difficult to see that I(ta, tb) sets the lower bound
on the constant speed within interval [ta, tb]. Further, the following theorem
shows that a critical interval and its intensity will determine a segment of the
optimal schedule.

Theorem 10.2. [13] Let [ts, tf ] be the critical interval for the job set J .
Then, an optimal voltage scheduler for J must have processor run at speed
I(ts, tf ) for the entire interval of [ts, tf ], and I(ts, tf ) is the maximal speed in
the schedule.

Theorem 10.2 immediately lead to the following optimal DVFS algorithm that
computes a sequence of critical interval iteratively.

We use an example to explain this algorithm. Consider the five jobs shown
in Figure 10.1. (An up (down) arrow represents the release time (deadline) of
a job, respectively.) Among all the intervals with different pairs of scheduling
points, we can easily identify the first critical interval as [6,14] with intensity
of 5/8. Then Algorithm 10.1 removes the interval together with the jobs in
it, i.e., J2 and J5. At the same time, the release times and deadlines for the
rest of the jobs are adjusted correspondingly and the resultant job set is shown
in Figure 10.1b. The critical interval [4,14] with intensity of 1/2 is identified
again from the job set in Figure 10.1b. This iterative procedure continues until
all the jobs are removed from the original job sets. The final voltage schedule
is shown in Figure 10.1c, which is constructed from the sequence of identified
critical intervals and their corresponding intensities.

The complexity of Algorithm 10.1 is O(N 3). With more sophistic data
structure and implementation, the complexity can be reduced to as low as
O(Nlog2N) [13].

3. Fixed-Priority Scheduling
The fixed-priority (FP) scheduling policy is another popular scheduling scheme
used in many real-time systems. The FP policy has the advantages of low over-
head, ease of implementation, and high predictability [8]. Without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that for any two jobs, i.e., Ji and Jk in J , Ji has a higher
priority than Jk if i < k. While the optimal voltage schedule that consumes
the least dynamic energy for a job set scheduled with EDF can be obtained in
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Fig. 10.1 (a) A real-time system with five jobs to be scheduled by EDF. (b) The job set after
removing the first critical interval. (c) The final voltage schedule.

polynomial time, the problem becomes NP-hard when the jobs are scheduled
according to the FP scheme [14].

In what follows, we introduce a heuristic technique that can find a voltage
schedule with close to optimal energy saving in polynomial time. Furthermore,
the technique can be readily extended to take into account practical factors such
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Algorithm 10.1 Optimal voltage schedule for job set scheduled by EDF [13]
1: LPEDF(J ,Sopt)
2: Input: A real-time job set J = {J1, ...,JN}
3: Output: The optimal voltage schedule Sopt.
4: while J is not empty do
5: Identify the critical interval I∗ = [ts, tf ], such that S(ts, tf ) = ∑Ji

Ci

tf−ts
is

the maximum, for any Ji, [ri,di] ⊆ [ts, tf ].
6: Add I∗ in Sopt;
7: for any job Ji ∈ J do
8: if [ri,di] ⊆ I∗ then
9: Remove Ji from J ;

10: end if
11: if ri ∈ I∗ then
12: ri = ts
13: else if ri > tf then
14: ri = ri−|I∗|;
15: end if
16: if di ∈ I∗ then
17: di = ts
18: else if di > tf then
19: di = di−|I∗|;
20: end if
21: end for
22: end while

as transition overhead and leakage power. The technique consists of two steps:
the first step computes the minimum constant speed that each job requires to
complete by its deadline; the second step, based on the outcomes of the first
one, constructs the energy-efficient voltage schedule. For the complete proofs
and other technical details of this technique, reader can refer to [11].

3.1 Determining the Minimum Constant Speed for Each
Job

The minimum constant speed for a job is the lowest processor speed that if it
is applied during the whole execution interval, the job can meet its deadline.
When deriving the minimum speed of Jn, only the higher priority jobs whose
execution may interfere with Jn’s execution need to be taken into considera-
tions. The following definitions limit the number of jobs to be considered.

Definition 10.2. A scheduling point t is called a Jn-scheduling point if t =
ri,1≤ i≤ n or t = dn. A Jn-scheduling point t is called the earliest scheduling
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Fig. 10.2 (a) A real-time system with five jobs to be scheduled with FP scheme. TE(5) and
TL(5) are the earliest and latest scheduling point of J5, respectively. (b) The final
voltage schedule.

point of Jn and denoted by TE(n) if it is the largest Jn-scheduling point in
[0, rn] that satisfies

t ≥ di if t > ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

The latest time of Jn by which Jn must be completed is called the latest
scheduling point of Jn and is denoted by TL(n).

For the system shown in Figure 10.2a, TE(5) = 5 and TL(5) = 19. It is not dif-
ficult to see that any higher priority jobs released prior to TE(n) or after TL(n)
do not have any impact on the speed needed to complete Jn provided that
these jobs are finished by their deadlines. Thus, when computing the minimum
constant speed, we need only focus on jobs released within [TE(n),TL(n)].

The computation of minimum constant speed depends on the length of
interval under consideration as well as the workload demand within this
interval. We introduce the definition of Jn-intensity to capture the concept of
necessary constant speed for job Jn.

Definition 10.3. Let ta, tb be two Jn-scheduling points, Jn-intensity in the
interval [ta, tb], denoted by In(ta, tb), is defined to be

In(ta, tb) = ∑n
i=1 δ(Ji)∗ ci

tb− ta
, (10.2)
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where

δ(Ji) =
{

1 ta ≤ ri < tb
0 otherwise (10.3)

In Figure 10.2a, for instance, we have J5(5,19) = 1/2. When a constant speed
is applied during an interval, it is expected there is no idle time left. Otherwise,
the constant speed may not be minimal. The following definition captures the
idle time related concepts.

Definition 10.4. (Job Busy Interval) Interval [ta, tb] is a Jn-busy interval, if
the following conditions are satisfied:

• ta, tb are Jn scheduling points.

• TE(n) ≤ ta ≤ rn < tb ≤ TL(n).

• If speed In(ta, tb) is applied within [ta, tb], the processor is kept busy in
[ta, tb] by executing jobs with priorities higher or equal to that of Jn.

Note that, in Figure 10.2a, intervals such as [11,17] and [10,19] are J5-busy
intervals, but interval [5,19] is not a J5-busy interval since the processor will
be idle from 7 to 10 if the speed I5[5,19] = 7/14 is applied within this interval.
To determine if an interval is a busy interval, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 10.1. An interval [ta, tb] is a Jn-busy interval if and only if

In(ta, t) ≥ In(ta, tb) (10.4)

for every Jn-scheduling point t ∈ (ta, tb].

For job Jn, it is not difficult to see that there may exist a number of Jn-busy
intervals. The largest one among them, called the essential interval, has some
very interesting properties for the computation of the minimal constant speed.
Specifically,

Definition 10.5. A Jn-busy interval [ts, tf ] is called the Jn-essential interval if
for any Jn-busy interval [ta, tb], we have

ts ≤ ta and tb ≤ tf . (10.5)

The Jn-essential interval possesses the following important properties.

Theorem 10.3. The Jn-essential interval, [ts, tf ], and the corresponding Jn-
intensity, In(ts, tf ), satisfy

In(ts, tf ) = min
[ta,tb]

In(ta, tb), (10.6)
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where [ta, tb] is any Jn-busy interval within [TE(n),TL(n)]. Furthermore, if
In(ts, tf ) is adopted as the processor speed during [ts, tf ], Jn is completed by
its deadline.

According to Theorem 10.3, In(ts, tf ) is the valid minimum constant speed.
Thus, determining the minimum constant speed for each job now becomes
determining the essential interval and corresponding intensity associated with
each job. Such an algorithm can be simply implemented based on Defini-
tion 10.5. In the following, we present another algorithm, Algorithm 10.2,
which also follows the basic principle laid down in Definition 10.5 but employs
a little different search mechanism, and on average takes less time than a
straightforward implementation of Definition 10.5.

For ease of understanding, we use the example in Figure 10.2a and compute
the essential interval for J5 with Algorithm 10.2. An interval is initiated to
be [r5, r5] and will grow increasingly in length with the iteration of the while
loop in the algorithm. Algorithms 10.1 first searches for the scheduling point t1
such that for any other scheduling point t located on the right hand side of the
interval we have I5(r5, t1) ≤ I5(r5, t) (If a tie occurs, take the right most one.)
In this example, t1 = 19. Then the algorithm searches for scheduling point t2
from those scheduling points on the left hand side of the interval such that
I5(t2, t1) ≥ I5(t, t1) (If a tie occurs, take the left most one.) We have t2 = 10
in this example. The algorithm continues in this fashion until the interval stops

Algorithm 10.2 Algorithm for constructing the essential interval for a single
job

1: Input: Job set J = {J1, ...,JN}, and TE(n) and TL(n) for job Jn

2: Output: Jn-essential interval [ts, tf ] and Sn

3: t′a = t′b = rn;
4: ta = TE(n);
5: tb = TL(n);
6: while ta �= t′a or t′b �= tb do
7: ta = t′a;
8: tb = t′b;
9: for every Jn-scheduling point in [tb,TL(n)] do

10: Find t′b such that I(ta, t′b) is the minimum;
11: end for
12: for every Jn-scheduling point in [TE(n), ta] do
13: Find t′a such that I(t′a, t

′
b) is the maximum;

14: end for
15: end while
16: ts = ta, tf = tb,Sn = I(ta, tb);
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growing any longer, and the resultant interval, i.e., [10,19], is the essential
interval for J5.

3.2 Determining the Global Voltage Schedule
Algorithm 10.2 helps to identify the minimum constant speed of each job,
but our goal is to find the voltage schedule within the whole job execution
interval. To find the global voltage schedule, we borrow the concept of the
critical interval from the DVFS EDF scheduling as discussed in the previous
section.

Definition 10.6. For job set J scheduled according to the FP scheme, the
essential interval [ts, tf ] with the largest Jn-intensity is called the critical
interval.

We will then iteratively find the critical intervals and construct the global volt-
age schedule as that in Algorithm 10.1. The following theorem (Theorem 10.4)
ensures that the result voltage schedule is a feasible, low-energy voltage sched-
ule.

Theorem 10.4. Given a job set J scheduled with FP scheme, let [tks , t
k
f ] and

S(tks , t
k
f ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ K be the critical intervals and corresponding speeds.

Then

• Every job in J is guaranteed to be completed by its deadline if S(tks , t
k
f )

is used in the corresponding interval [tks , t
k
f ].

• S(t1
s, t

1
f ) ≥ S(t2

s, t
2
f ) ≥ ·· · ≥ S(tKs , tKf ).

From Theorem 10.4, the set of critical intervals and their associated speeds
form a valid voltage schedule. Also, the speed for each critical interval is the
lowest constant speed possible for that interval. Furthermore, the speed for the
first critical interval can be used as the overall minimum constant speed for the
entire job set J . This is an important parameter when designing systems with
no sophisticated power management hardware but only simple on/off modes
or where large voltage transition overhead is a concern

For the example shown in Figure 10.2a, the first critical interval can be read-
ily identified as [10,19] with intensity as 5/9. Along with the removal of this
interval, (i) job J3 and J5 are removed, (ii) the deadline of J4 is changed to 10,
and (iii) J2 is “shifted” left correspondingly, i.e., with its updated release time
and deadline as 11 and 16, respectively. This procedure continues until all the
jobs are removed and we obtain a feasible and low-power schedule as shown
in Figure 10.2b.
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4. Related Work
This chapter discusses several off-line uniprocessor scheduling techniques that
exploit the DVS capability of modern processors in real-time scheduling for
saving energy. These techniques take the worst case scenarios under consid-
erations, which could be pessimistic for some real-time embedded systems.
The online techniques, which are more flexible and adaptive, will be discussed
in the next chapter. While an online approach can efficiently exploit runtime
variations, the energy efficient scheduling approach usually need to incorpo-
rate more sophisticated off-line analysis results since many real-time embed-
ded systems have highly deterministic timing specifications, and the energy
consumption for such systems can be greatly reduced by aggressively taking
advantage of these information when applying the DVS techniques. Further-
more, off-line approaches can afford to employ more advanced optimization
algorithms without being constrained much by the time and energy consump-
tion due to carrying out the approaches themselves.

Besides the techniques introduced in this chapter, other off-line techniques
are also reported in the literature, e.g., [1, 3, 4, 5]. In [4], the lower power
scheduling problem is formulated as an integer linear programming problem,
and the system consists of a set of tasks with same arrive times and dead-
lines but different context switching activities. Aydin et al. proposed an opti-
mal voltage schedule for periodic task sets with different power consumption
characteristics in [2]. An off-line scheduling heuristic for non-preemptive hard
real-time tasks is discussed in [3]. The techniques presented in [2, 3] target
jobs scheduled according to the EDF priority assignment.

A number of papers have been published on off-line FP DVS scheduling
techniques. In [14], Yun and Kim formally proved that the problem of find-
ing the optimal voltage schedule for an FP real-time job set is NP-hard. Shin
et al. [12] proposed to determine the lowest maximum processor speed based
on the worst case response time analysis [6]. This approach is suitable for the
periodic tasks having the same starting time or they can still be very pessimistic
otherwise. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the processor speeds can be
further reduced for the jobs not having the worst case response time. In [9],
Manzak and Chakrabarti proposed to use the Lagrange multiplier method to
determine the processor speed for a periodic task set scheduled with RMS. The
energy consumption is minimized under the constraint that the total utilization
is a constant no bigger than the well-known utilization bound [7]. In [10], Quan
and Hu proposed an approach to find the optimal voltage schedule for this prob-
lem. Unfortunately, this approach suffers prohibitively high computation cost,
i.e., the computation complexity may increase exponentially with the number
of jobs in the worst case, and therefore can only be applied to real-time systems
with a small number of real-time jobs.
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Abstract As discussed in the previous chapter, offline analysis can be used to generate
a schedule of DVFS state changes to minimize energy consumption, while en-
suring sufficient processing cycles are available for all tasks to meet their dead-
lines, even under worst-case computation requirements. However, invocations
of real-time tasks typically use less than their specified worst-case computation
requirements, presenting an opportunity for further energy conservation. This
chapter outlines three online, dynamic techniques to more aggressively scale
back processing frequency and voltage to conserve energy when task compu-
tation cycles vary, yet continue to provide timeliness guarantees for worst-case
execution time scenarios.

Keywords: EDF; RM; dynamic DVFS; online algorithm; schedulability

1. Introduction
Techniques in the previous chapter show how DVFS can be used in conjunc-
tion with real-time scheduling: using offline analysis, DVFS settings can be
determined to ensure that the task set remains schedulable. These offline, or
static, DVFS techniques can indeed reduce power dissipation of real-time sys-
tems. However, even greater energy savings can be realized. In particular,
tasks typically require fewer processing cycles than indicated by their specified
worst-case execution times (WCETs). As the actual execution times cannot be
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predicted in advance, the static techniques must always use the worst-case val-
ues. Online, or dynamic, techniques of selecting DVFS settings can take into
account actual execution-time information that is only available at runtime to
further reduce voltage, frequency, and energy consumption, while maintain-
ing deadline guarantees. This chapter presents three techniques to dynamically
select DVFS settings in real-time systems.

The techniques outlined in this chapter assume the classic model of a real-
time system, in which a set of n tasks are executed periodically. Each task, Ti,
has an associated period, Pi, and a worst-case computation time, Ci. The task is
released (put in a runnable state) periodically once every Pi time units (actual
units can be seconds, or processor cycles, or any other meaningful quanta). The
task must complete its execution by its deadline. As in classical treatments of
the real-time scheduling problem [11], the relative deadline is assumed to be
equal to period, i.e., a task must complete execution before the next release of
the task. Although not explicit in the model, aperiodic and sporadic tasks can
be handled by a periodic or deferred server [9].

A real-time scheduler allocates processor time to tasks such that all tasks
can complete their jobs/invocations before their deadlines, given that no task
uses more than its specified WCET, and that the task set as a whole fits
the schedulability conditions of the scheduling algorithm, which are often
expressed in the form of schedulability tests. The two most-studied real-
time schedulers, Rate Monotonic (RM) and Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF)
schedulers [6, 7, 10, 11, 14], have been shown to be optimal in terms of
task schedulability under the canonical real-time task model outlined above,
assuming negligible preemption overheads. RM is a fixed-priority, preemptive
scheduler that gives highest priority to tasks with the shortest periods, while
EDF is a dynamic-priority, preemptive scheduler that gives the highest priority
to the task with the most imminent deadline. The mechanisms presented in this
chapter extend RM and EDF scheduling to make use of DVFS, while keeping
the schedulability conditions unchanged, i.e., any task set that is schedulable
under RM or EDF will remain so under the DVFS extensions presented here.
In this treatment, the overheads of changing DVFS settings are assumed to be
negligible.

The following section examines schedulability tests for EDF and RM
scheduling. Following this, the bulk of this chapter describes and compares
three dynamic DVFS selection algorithms. Finally, some related work and sug-
gested reading on dynamic selection mechanisms for DVFS are presented.

2. Schedulability Constraints for EDF and RM
This section introduces the task set schedulability tests for EDF and RM
scheduling, and presents a very simple mechanism for statically selecting a
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voltage and frequency scaling based on these. The dynamic techniques pre-
sented later will build upon this concept. The naive static mechanism essen-
tially selects the lowest frequency for which the task set can continue to pass
the schedulability test. Although not as effective or aggressive as the tech-
niques presented in the previous chapter, this static technique can serve as the
simplest energy-conserving baseline against which the dynamic techniques can
be compared.

In applying a DVFS setting, observe that scaling the operating frequency
by a factor α (0 < α ≤ 1) effectively results in the worst-case computation
time needed by a task being scaled by a factor 1/α, while the desired period
(and deadline) remains unaffected. Taking the well-known schedulability tests
for EDF and RM schedulers from real-time systems literature, and by using
the scaled values for worst-case computation needs of the tasks, one can
test a task set for schedulability at a particular frequency. The necessary and
sufficient schedulability test for a task set under ideal EDF scheduling requires
that the sum of the worst-case utilizations (computation time divided by pe-
riod) be less than one, i.e., C1/P1 + · · ·+ Cn/Pn ≤ 1 [11]. Using the scaled
computation time values, one can obtain the EDF schedulability test with fre-
quency scaling factor α:

C1/P1 + · · ·+Cn/Pn ≤ α

Similarly, starting with the sufficient (but not necessary) condition for schedu-
lability under RM scheduling [6] and using the scaled WCETs results in the
test for a scaled frequency (see Figure 11.1). The operating frequency selected
is the lowest one for which the modified schedulability test succeeds. The volt-
age, of course, is changed to match the operating frequency. Figure 11.1 sum-
marizes the static voltage scaling for EDF and RM scheduling, where there are
m operating frequencies f1, . . . ,fm such that f1 < f2 < · · · < fm.

Figure 11.2 illustrates these mechanisms, showing sample worst-case execu-
tion traces under statically-scaled EDF and RM scheduling. The example uses
the task set in Table 11.1, which indicates each task’s period and worst-case
computation time, and assumes that three normalized, discrete frequencies are
available (0.5, 0.75, and 1.0). The figure also illustrates the difference between
EDF and RM (i.e., deadline vs. rate for priority), and shows that statically-
scaled RM cannot reduce frequency (and therefore reduce voltage and con-
serve energy) as aggressively as the EDF version.

3. Cycle-Conserving, Real-time DVFS
Although real-time task sets are specified with worst-case computation
requirements, real-time tasks typically use much less than the worst case
on most invocations. This presents an opportunity to further reduce energy
consumption by reducing operating frequency and voltage when an invoca-
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EDF test (α):
if (C1/P1 + · · ·+Cn/Pn ≤ α) return true;
else return false;

RM test (α):
if (∀Ti ∈ {T1, . . . ,Tn|P1 ≤ ·· · ≤ Pn}

�Pi/P1�∗C1 + · · ·+ �Pi/Pi�∗Ci ≤ α∗Pi )
return true;
else return false;

select frequency:
use lowest frequency fi ∈ {f1, . . . ,fm|f1 < · · · < fm}
such that RM test(fi/fm) or EDF test(fi/fm) is true.

Fig. 11.1 Schedulability tests for EDF and RM scheduling, assuming a specified frequency
scaling factor, and a simple static DVFS mechanism based on these
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Fig. 11.2 Example of static frequency scaling based on schedulability tests

tion uses less than its WCET, and increasing frequency as needed to meet
worst-case needs. In particular, when a task is released for execution, the actual
computation that will be performed in the particular invocation is unknown,
and DVFS settings can be set conservatively to account for WCET. When
the task completes, the actual processor cycles used can be compared to the
worst-case specification. Any unused cycles that were allotted to the task
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Table 11.1 Example task set, where computing times are specified at the maximum processor
frequency

Task Computing time Period
1 3 ms 8 ms
2 3 ms 10 ms
3 1 ms 14 ms

would be wasted, idling the processor. Instead of idling for extra processor
cycles, dynamic DVFS selection algorithms can avoid wasting cycles (hence
“cycle-conserving”) by reducing the operating frequency. This is akin to slack-
time stealing scheduling [8], except surplus time is used to run other remaining
tasks at a lower CPU frequency rather than accomplish more work. These
algorithms are tightly-coupled with the operating system’s task management
services, since the dynamic selection of DVFS settings must be coupled to
task release and completion times. The main challenge in designing such algo-
rithms is to ensure that deadline guarantees are not violated when the operating
frequencies are reduced.

3.1 Cycle-Conserving EDF
As discussed above, EDF scheduling has a very simple task set schedulability
test: as long as the sum of the worst-case task utilizations is less than α, the
task set is schedulable when the operating frequency is set to the maximum
frequency scaled by factor α. If the actual execution time of a task, Ti, during
a particular invocation were known a priori, then one could treat this as the
WCET for the task during its current invocation. Using this value to compute a
reduced utilization and set frequency will result in a task set that is schedulable,
at least until Ti’s deadline. The intuition behind this is the number of processing
cycles available to other tasks between Ti’s release and deadline is unchanged
from the case where WCET is assumed and is actually needed. Furthermore,
if the system is operated at frequencies greater than what is required by the
actual execution time, then this simply provides additional computation cycles
and schedulability of the task set is not affected.

Based on these observations, a simple dynamic DVFS algorithm can set
frequency using task utilization based on WCET at task release time, and
then reduce frequency when the task completes, recomputing utilization using
actual cycles of computation. This reduced value is used until the task is
released again for its next invocation. Figure 11.3 illustrates this technique,
using the same task set and available frequencies used with the earlier exam-
ple, but using actual execution times from Table 11.2. At each scheduling point
(task release or completion), the utilization is recomputed using the actual time
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Table 11.2 Actual computation requirements of the example task set (assuming execution at
max. frequency)

Task Invocation 1 Invocation 2
1 2 ms 1 ms
2 1 ms 1 ms
3 1 ms 1 ms

select frequency():
use lowest freq. fi ∈ {f1, . . . ,fm|f1 < · · · < fm}
such that U1 + · · ·+Un ≤ fi/fm

upon task release(Ti):
set Ui to Ci/Pi;
select frequency();

upon task completion(Ti):
set Ui to cci/Pi;

/* cci is the actual cycles used this invocation */
select frequency();

Fig. 11.4 Cycle-conserving DVFS for EDF schedulers

for completed tasks and the specified worst case for the others, and the fre-
quency is set accordingly. The numerical values in the figure show the total
task utilizations computed using the information available at each point.

A direct implementation of this algorithm is given in Figure 11.4. Suppose a
task Ti completes its current invocation after using cci cycles, a value typically
much less than its worst-case computation time Ci. Reducing the task’s uti-
lization from Ui to cci/Pi reduces the computed total task set utilization, and
may potentially allow a reduced frequency setting. Similarly, at a subsequent
task release, Ui is restored to the worst-case Ci/Pi value, potentially requir-
ing an increase in operating frequency. At first glance, this transient reduction
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in frequency does not appear to significantly reduce energy expenditure. How-
ever, due to arbitrary overlap of task execution and having multiple tasks simul-
taneously in the reduced-utilization state, the total savings can be significant.

3.2 Cycle-Conserving RM
The schedulability-test-based approach can also be applied to a cycle-
conserving DVFS algorithm for RM scheduling. However, since the RM
schedulability test is significantly more complex (O(n2), where n is the num-
ber of tasks to be scheduled), a different approach is warranted. First, observe
that even assuming tasks always require their worst-case computation times,
the statically-scaled RM mechanism discussed earlier can meet all real-time
deadline guarantees. Any DVFS mechanism that uses RM scheduling while
ensuring that all tasks make equal or better progress than in the worst case
under the statically-scaled RM algorithm will ensure that all deadlines are met.
Furthermore, by avoiding getting ahead of the worst-case execution pattern, the
DVFS mechanisms can apply any surplus cycles gained by tasks completing
early to safely reduce operating voltage and frequency.

Using the same example task set and execution times as before, Figure 11.5
illustrates how this can be accomplished. Initially, the algorithm starts with the
worst-case schedule based on static-scaling (a), which, for this example, uses
the maximum CPU frequency. To keep things simple, the algorithm does not
look beyond the next deadline in the system. It then tries to spread out the
work that should be accomplished before this deadline over the entire interval
from the current time to the deadline (b). This provides a minimum operating
frequency value, but since the frequency settings are discrete, this must be
rounded up to the closest available setting, frequency = 1.0. After executing
T1, it repeats this computation of spreading out the remaining work over the
remaining time until the next deadline (c). This results in a lower operating
frequency since T1 completed earlier than its worst-case specified comput-
ing time. Repeating this at each scheduling point results in the final execution
trace (f).

Although conceptually simple, the actual algorithm (Figure 11.6) for this is
somewhat complex due to the number of counters that must be maintained.
This algorithm needs to keep track of the worst-case remaining cycles of
computation, c lefti, for each task, Ti. When task Ti is released, c lefti is set
to Ci. The algorithm then determines the progress that the statically-scaled
RM mechanism would make, assuming WCETs, by the closest deadline for
any task in the system. It computes sj and sm, the number of cycles to
this next deadline, assuming operation at the statically-scaled and the max-
imum frequencies, respectively. The sj cycles are allocated to the tasks
according to RM priority order, with each task Ti receiving an allocation
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Fig. 11.5 Example of cycle-conserving RM: (a) initially use statically-scaled, worst-case RM
schedule as target; (b) determine minimum frequency so as to complete the same
work by D1; rounding up to the closest discrete setting requires frequency 1.0;
(c) after T1 completes (early), recompute the required frequency as 0.75; (d) once
T2 completes, a very low frequency (0.5) suffices to complete the remaining work
by D1; (e) T1 is re-released, and now, try to match the work that should be done by
D2; (f) execution trace through time 16 ms.
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assume fj is frequency set by static-scaling algorithm

select frequency():
set sm = max cycles until next deadline();
use lowest freq. fi ∈ {f1, . . . ,fm|f1 < · · · < fm}
such that (d1 + · · ·+dn)/sm ≤ fi/fm

upon task release(Ti):
set c lefti = Ci;
set sm = max cycles until next deadline();
set sj = sm ∗fj/fm;
allocate cycles (sj);
select frequency();

upon task completion(Ti):
set c lefti = 0;
set di = 0;
select frequency();

during task execution(Ti):
decrement c lefti and di;

allocate cycles(k):
for i = 1 to n, Ti ∈ {T1, . . . ,Tn|P1 ≤ ·· · ≤ Pn}

/* tasks sorted by period */
if ( c lefti < k )

set di = c lefti;
set k = k - c lefti;

else
set di = k;
set k = 0;

Fig. 11.6 Cycle-conserving DVFS for RM schedulers

di ≤ c lefti corresponding to the number of cycles that it would execute under
the statically-scaled RM scenario over this interval. As long as for each task,
Ti, the system runs Ti for at least di cycles, or Ti completes, by the next task
deadline, execution for all tasks is keeping pace with the worst-case statically-
scaled scenario. To ensure sufficient number of cycles are available, the ratio
of the sum of di values to sm is used to select the operating frequency and volt-
age. As tasks execute, their c left and d values are decremented. When a task Ti
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completes, c lefti and di are both set to 0, and the frequency may be reduced.
This algorithm ensures that all task invocations that would have completed by
any given task deadline in the worst-case statically-scaled RM schedule would
also be completed before the same deadline under dynamic DVFS settings,
hence ensuring all deadlines are equally met.

These algorithms dynamically adjust frequency and voltage, reacting to the
actual computational requirements of the real-time tasks. They illustrate two
very different techniques for ensuring correctness, one through schedulability
tests, and the other by controlling execution timing to keep pace with a dif-
ferent algorithm known to meet all deadlines. A great variety of such reactive,
dynamic DVFS algorithms are possible. Instead of focusing on additional reac-
tive techniques, the next section introduces a proactive DVFS mechanism that
is qualitatively different from the algorithms presented thus far.

4. Look-ahead DVFS
The final (and most aggressive) DVFS algorithm in this chapter attempts to
achieve even better energy savings using a look-ahead technique to deter-
mine future computation need and defer task execution. The cycle-conserving
approaches discussed above assume the worst case initially, execute at a high
frequency until some tasks complete, and only then reduce operating frequency
and voltage. In contrast, the look-ahead scheme tries to defer as much work as
possible, and sets the operating frequency to meet the minimum work that must
be done now to ensure all future deadlines are met. Of course, this may require
high operating frequencies later in order to complete all of the deferred work
in time. On the other hand, if tasks tend to use much less than their worst-case
computing time allocations, the peak execution rates for deferred work may
never be needed, and this heuristic will allow the system to continue operating
at a low frequency and voltage while completing all tasks by their deadlines.

Continuing with the same example used earlier, Figure 11.7 illustrates the
operation of the look-ahead RT-DVS EDF algorithm. The goal is to defer work
beyond the earliest deadline in the system (D1) so that a low frequency can be
selected for immediate operation. The algorithm allocates time in the schedule
for the worst-case execution of each task, in reverse EDF order, starting with
the task with the latest deadline, T3. T3’s work is spread out evenly (for sim-
plicity) between D1 and its own deadline, D3, subject to a constraint reserving
capacity for future invocations of the other tasks (a). This step is repeated for
T2, which cannot entirely fit between D1 and D2 after allocating T3 and re-
serving capacity for future invocations of T1. Additional work for T2 and all
of T1 are allotted before D1 (b). Note that more of T2 could be deferred be-
yond D1, some of T3’s allocation is deferred until after D2, but, for simplicity,
this is not considered. The total work allocated before D1 is used to determine
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Fig. 11.7 Example of look-ahead EDF: (a) at time 0, plan to defer T3’s execution until after
D1 (but by its deadline D3, and likewise, try to fit T2 between D1 and D2; (b) T1
and the portion of T2 that did not fit must execute before D1, requiring use of fre-
quency 0.75; (c) after T1 completes, repeat calculations to find the new frequency
setting, 0.5; (d) repeating the calculation after T2 completes indicates that we do not
need to execute anything by D1, but EDF is work-conserving, so T3 executes at the
minimum frequency; (e) this occurs again when T1’s next invocation is released;
(f) execution trace through time 16 ms.
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the operating frequency. Once T1 has completed, using less than its specified
worst-case execution cycles, this process is repeated and finds a lower oper-
ating frequency (c). Repeating this method of greedily deferring work beyond
the next deadline in the system ultimately results in the execution trace shown
in (f).

The actual algorithm for look-ahead RT-DVS with EDF scheduling is shown
in Figure 11.8. As with the cycle-conserving algorithm for RM, this algorithm
keeps track of the worst-case remaining computation c lefti for the current
invocation of each task, Ti. This is set to Ci on task release, decremented as
the task executes, and set to 0 on completion. The major step in this algorithm
is the deferral function. This function computes s, the minimum number of
cycles that must be executed before the next deadline in the system, Dn, in
order to meet all future deadlines, assuming greedy deferral of work until after

select frequency(x):
use lowest freq. fi ∈ {f1, . . . ,fm|f1 < · · · < fm}
such that x ≤ fi/fm

upon task release(Ti):
set c lefti = Ci;
defer();

upon task completion(Ti):
set c lefti = 0;
defer();

during task execution(Ti):
decrement c lefti;

defer():
set U = C1/P1 + · · ·+Cn/Pn;
set s = 0;
for i = 1 to n, Ti ∈ {T1, . . . ,Tn|D1 ≥ ·· · ≥ Dn}

/* Note: reverse EDF order of tasks */
set U = U −Ci/Pi;
set x = max(0, c lefti− (1−U)(Di−Dn));
set U = U + (c lefti−x)/(Di−Dn);
set s = s + x;

select frequency (s/(Dn− current time));

Fig. 11.8 Look-ahead DVFS for EDF schedulers
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Dn. The operating frequency is set just fast enough to execute s cycles over
this interval until D1. To calculate s, the running tasks are considered in reverse
EDF order (i.e., latest deadline first). Assuming worst-case utilization by tasks
with earlier deadlines (effectively reserving time for their future invocations),
the deferral function calculates the minimum number of cycles, x, that the task
must execute before the closest deadline, Dn, in order for it to complete by
its own deadline. The cumulative utilization U is adjusted to reflect the actual
utilization of the task for the time after Dn. This calculation is repeated for all
of the tasks, using assumed worst-case utilization values for earlier-deadline
tasks and the computed values for the later-deadline ones. s is simply the sum
of the x values calculated for all of the tasks, and therefore reflects an estimate
of the total number of cycles that must execute by Dn in order for all tasks to
meet their deadlines.

Although this algorithm very aggressively reduces processor frequency and
voltage, it is still conservative, and generally overestimates the cycles of com-
putation needed before the next deadline in order to ensure all tasks meet their
deadlines. In fact, this heuristic may occasionally request a frequency greater
than the maximum operating speed. In such cases, it is safe to simply run at
the maximum speed, since the heuristic always reserves capacity for all future
task invocations, and the task set is schedulable under EDF.

5. Evaluating Energy Performance of DVFS Algorithms
All of the DVFS algorithms presented in this chapter should be fairly easy to
incorporate into a real-time operating system, and do not require significant
processing costs. The dynamic schemes all require O(n) computation (assum-
ing the scheduler provides an EDF sorted task list), and should not require
significant processing over the basic scheduler. The most significant overheads
may come from the hardware voltage switching times. However, all of these
algorithms require no more than two switches per task per invocation, so these
overheads can easily be accounted for, and added to, the worst-case task com-
putation times.

The processor energy consumption when employing these algorithms will
vary significantly based on workload. One can analytically compute the
energy dissipation given an accurate execution trace, e.g., from simulation
or dumped from an emulator, and a model of the energy-per-cycle cost
for different operating voltages. Based on the series of examples presented
above, Table 11.3 shows the normalized energy dissipated in the example task
set (Table 11.1) for the first 16 ms, using the actual execution times from
Table 11.2. This assumes that a simple E ∝ V 2 model suffices, the 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0 frequency settings need 3, 4, and 5 volts, respectively, and that idle cy-
cles consume no energy. For this simple example, significant energy can be
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Table 11.3 Normalized energy consumption for the example traces

DVFS method Energy used
none (plain EDF) 1.0
statically-scaled RM 1.0
statically-scaled EDF 0.64
cycle-conserving EDF 0.52
cycle-conserving RM 0.71
look-ahead EDF 0.44

Digital Oscilloscope

Current Probe

DC Adapter

(battery removed)

Laptop

Fig. 11.9 Power measurement on laptop implementation

saved, and great differences do exist between the various algorithms. Such
analysis can be readily incorporated into a simulation framework to report
processor energy consumption for various DVFS techniques.

Given a platform that supports DVFS, one can also implement the algo-
rithms and directly measure their energy performance. Figure 11.9 illustrates
an experimental setup for measuring energy dissipation. A DVFS-capable lap-
top computer operates with the battery removed on external power. A digital
oscilloscope records high resolution, high frequency measurements of current
and voltage over long intervals. The product of these measures integrated over
time gives the energy consumption of the computer. Most modern digital oscil-
loscopes are capable of performing long interval capture and the computa-
tion steps directly, without external data recording or post-processing. Due
to the high sampling rate of the captured trace, this technique can resolve
short duration phenomena, often down to tens of microseconds, limited by
the frequency response of the current probe and the voltage regulator inside
the laptop. One limitation is that this measured value is of the total system en-
ergy consumption, and not just the processor consumption. So care must be
taken when comparing numbers or evaluating energy models to consider the
high power consumption of display back lighting and hard disks that are not
affected by DVFS techniques. Several papers, including [4, 13] present further
evaluation of the DVFS algorithms presented in this chapter through simulation
and measurements.
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6. Related Readings
The dynamic DVFS techniques described in this chapter are primarily derived
from [13]. This, and [3, 5, 15] are the earliest works to consider online tech-
niques to improve energy performance when real-time tasks use less than their
specified WCETs. Reference [5] uses an online scheduler to further improve
an offline WCET-based schedule when tasks terminate early. Reference [15]
uses a computationally intensive mechanisms to determine the best feasible
schedule for DVFS. Reference [3] combines offline analysis with an online,
stochastic mechanism that uses the probability distribution of task computa-
tion times.

In more recent works, reference [1] presents aggressive techniques to
dynamically reclaim unused processing time to further reduce frequency.
Several works [2, 12, 16] develop feedback-based mechanisms and control-
theoretic formulations to predict task execution time and adjust DVFS aggres-
siveness accordingly. Reference [4] presents a comparison of several DVFS
techniques.
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Abstract Dynamic voltage selection and adaptive body biasing have been shown to reduce
dynamic and leakage power consumption effectively. In this chapter we present
an energy optimization approach for time constrained applications implemented
on multiprocessor systems. We start by introducing a genetic algorithm that
performs the mapping and scheduling of the application on the target hardware
architecture. Then, we discuss in detail several voltage selection algorithms,
explicitly taking into account the transition overheads implied by changing volt-
age levels.

We investigate the continuous voltage selection as well as its discrete counter-
part, and we prove strong NP-hardness in the discrete case. The energy savings
achievable by the approach proposed in this chapter applied on a real-life appli-
cation (GSM voice codec), are used for illustrating its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction
This chapter presents voltage selection algorithms for a set of tasks, possibly
with dependencies, which are executed on multiprocessor systems under real-
time constraints. While dynamic voltage selection (DVS) aims to reduce the
dynamic power consumption by scaling down operational frequency and cir-
cuit supply voltage Vdd, adaptive body-biasing (ABB) is effective in reducing
the leakage power by scaling down frequency and increasing the threshold volt-
age Vth through body-biasing. The trend in deep-submicron CMOS technology
to statically reduce the supply voltage levels and consequently the threshold
voltages (in order to maintain peak performance) is resulting in the fact that
a substantial portion of the overall power dissipation will be due to leakage
currents (Borkar, 1999; Kim and Roy, 2002). This makes the adaptive body-
biasing approach and its combination with dynamic supply voltage selection
important for energy-efficient designs in the foreseeable future.

In summary, this chapter presents the following issues:

(a) An algorithm for mapping and scheduling tasks with dependencies on a
multiprocessor system.

(b) Supply voltage and body-bias voltage selection at the system-level,
where several tasks with dependencies execute a time-constrained
application on a multiprocessor system.

(c) Four different voltage selection schemes are formulated as nonlinear
programming (NLP) and mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
problems which can be solved optimally. The formulations are equally
applicable to single and multiprocessor systems.

(d) A proof that discrete voltage selection with and without the consider-
ation of transition overheads in terms of energy and time is strongly
NP-hard, while the continuous voltage selection cases can be solved in
polynomial time (with an arbitrary given approximation ε > 0).

(e) Since voltage selection for components that operate with discrete volt-
ages is proofed to be NP-hard, this chapter introduces a simple yet effec-
tive heuristic based on the NLP formulation for the continuous voltage
selection problem.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: preliminaries regard-
ing the system specification, the processor power and delay models are given in
Sections 2 and 3. A short overview on an algorithm for mapping and schedul-
ing tasks with dependencies on a multiprocessor system is given in Section 4.
This is followed by a motivational example in Section 5. The four investigated
processor voltage selection problems are formulated in Section 6. Continu-
ous and discrete voltage selection problems are discussed in Sections 7 and
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8, respectively. Some experimental results are presented in Section 9, related
work is presented in Section 10 followed by a short summary in Section 11.

2. System and Application Model
In this chapter we consider embedded systems which are realized as hetero-
geneous distributed architectures. Such architectures consist of several differ-
ent processing elements (PEs), such as programmable microprocessors, ASIPs,
FPGAs, and ASICs, some of which feature DVS and ABB capability. These
computational components communicate via an infrastructure of communica-
tion links (CLs), like buses and point-to-point connections. We define P and L
to be the sets of all processing elements and all links, respectively. An example
architecture is shown in Figure 12.1a. The functionality of applications is cap-
tured by task graphs G(Π,Γ ). Nodes τ ∈ Π in these directed acyclic graphs
represent computational tasks, while edges γ ∈ Γ indicate data dependencies
between these tasks (communications). Tasks τi require in the worst case NCi

clock cycles to be executed, depending on the PE to which they are mapped.
Further, tasks are annotated with deadlines dl that have to be met at run-time.

If two dependent tasks are assigned to different PEs, px and py with x �= y,
then the communication takes place over a CL, involving a certain amount of
time and power.

After task mapping and scheduling has been performed, it is known
where and in which order tasks and communications take place. Figure 12.1a
shows an example task graph that has been mapped onto an architecture and
Figure 12.1b depicts a possible execution order.

To tie the execution order into the application model, we perform the follow-
ing transformation on the original task graph. First, all communications that
take place over communication links are captured by communication tasks,
as indicated by squares in Figure 12.1c. For instance, communication γ1−2 is
replaced by task τ6 and the edges connecting τ6 to τ1 and τ2 are introduced.
K defines the set of all such communication tasks. Furthermore, we denote
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with T = Π ∪K the set of all computations and communications. Second, on
top of the precedence relations given by data dependencies between tasks, we
introduce additional precedence relations r ∈R , generated as result of schedul-
ing tasks mapped to the same PE and communications mapped on the same CL.
In Figure 12.1c the dependencies R are represented as dotted edges. We define
the set of all edges as E = C ∪R . We construct the mapped and scheduled task
graph G(T ,E). Further, we define the set E• ⊆ E of edges, as follows: an edge
(i, j) ∈ E• if it connects task τi with its immediate successor τj (according to
the schedule), where τi and τj are mapped on the same PE or CL.

3. Processor Power and Delay Models
Digital CMOS circuitry has two major sources of power dissipation: (a)
dynamic power Pdyn, which is dissipated whenever active computations are
carried out (switching of logic states) and (b) leakage power Pleak which is
consumed whenever the circuit is powered, even if no computations are per-
formed. The dynamic power is expressed by Chandrakasan and Brodersen
(1995) and Martin et al. (2002),

Pdyn = Ceff ·f ·V 2
dd (12.1)

where Ceff , f , and Vdd denote the effective charged capacitance, operational
frequency, and circuit supply voltage, respectively. A similar equation for the
dynamic power has been introduced in Equation 9.1 from Chapter 9. Although,
until recently, the dynamic power dissipation had been dominating, the trend
to reduce the overall circuit supply voltage and consequently threshold volt-
age is raising concerns about the leakage currents. For near future technology
(<65nm) it is expected that leakage will account for more than 50% of the
total power. The leakage power is given by Martin et al. (2002),

Pleak = Lg ·Vdd ·K3 ·eK4·Vdd ·eK5·Vbs + |Vbs| · IJu (12.2)

where Vbs is the body-bias voltage and IJu represents the body junction leak-
age current (constant for a given technology). The fitting parameters K3, K4,
and K5 denote circuit technology dependent constants and Lg reflects the num-
ber of gates. For clarity reasons we maintain the same indices as used in Martin
et al. (2002), where also actual values for these constants are given. Please note
that the leakage power is stronger influenced by Vbs than by Vdd, due to the fact
that the constant K5 is larger than the constant K4 (e.g., for the Crusoe proces-
sor described in Martin et al. (2002), K5 = 4.19 while K4 = 1.83).

Nevertheless, scaling the supply and the body-bias voltage, in order to
reduce the power consumption, has a side-effect on the circuit delay d
and hence the operational frequency (Chandrakasan and Brodersen, 1995;
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Martin et al., 2002):

f =
1
d

=
((1+K1) ·Vdd +K2 ·Vbs−Vth1)α

K6 ·Ld ·Vdd
(12.3)

where α reflects the velocity saturation imposed by the used technology
(common values 1.4 ≤ α ≤ 2), Ld is the logic depth, and K1, K2, K6 and
Vth1 are circuit dependent constants.

Another important issue, which often is overlooked in voltage scaling
approaches, is the consideration of transition overheads, i.e., each time the
processor’s supply voltage and body-bias voltage are altered, the change
requires a certain amount of extra energy and time. These energy εk,j and delay
δk,j overheads, when switching from Vddk

to Vddj and from Vbsk
to Vbsj , are

given by Martin et al. (2002),

εk,j = Cr · |Vddk
−Vddj |2 +Cs · |Vbsk

−Vbsj |2 (12.4)

δk,j = max(pV dd · |Vddk
−Vddj |,pV bs · |Vbsk

−Vbsj |) (12.5)

where Cr denotes power rail capacitance, and Cs the total substrate and well
capacitance. Since transition times for Vdd and Vbs are different, the two con-
stants pV dd and pV bs are used to calculate both time overheads independently.
Considering that supply and body-bias voltage can be scaled in parallel, the
transition overhead δk,j depends on the maximum time required to reach the
new voltage levels.

Voltage scaling is only rewarding if the energy saved through optimized
voltages is not outdone by the transition overheads. Furthermore, it is obvious
that disregarding transition time overhead can seriously affect the schedulablity
of real-time systems.

In the following, we assume that the processors can operate in several exe-
cution modes. An execution mode mz is characterized by a pair of supply and
body-bias voltages: mz = (Vddz ,Vbsz). As a result, an execution mode has an
associated frequency and power consumption (dynamic and leakage) that can
be calculated using Equation 12.3 and respectively Equations 12.1 and 12.2.
Upon a mode change, the corresponding delay and energy penalties are
computed using Equations 12.5 and 12.4.

Tasks that are mapped on different processors communicate over one or
more shared buses. In this chapter, we assume that the buses are not voltage
scalable and thus working at a given frequency. Each communication task has
a fixed execution time and energy consumption depending proportionally on
the amount of communication. For simplicity of the explanations, we will not
differentiate between computation and communication tasks.
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4. Optimization of Mapping and Schedule for Voltage
Selection

The voltage selection techniques presented in this chapter are applied to
applications that have been statically mapped and scheduled beforehand.
Nevertheless, the efficiency of the voltage selection depends significantly on
the available slack times within the system schedule. For this reason a global
optimization flow that incorporates mapping and scheduling should be tightly
integrated with voltage selection.

This section briefly introduces an algorithm for the mapping and schedul-
ing of a given application on a target system composed of voltage scalable
processors. The overall flow is outlined in Figure 12.2. As input, we consider a
set of tasks with precedence constraints T = {τi} and a hardware architecture
consisting of a set P = {pk} of processors. For each task τi, the deadline dli is
given. For each processor p ∈ P , the worst case number of clock cycles to be
executed NCp

i and the switched capacitance Cp
effi

are also given. Each proces-
sor can vary its supply voltage Vdd and body-bias voltage Vbs. The power dis-
sipation (leakage and dynamic) and the cycle time (processor speed) depend
on the selected voltage pair (mode). Tasks are executed cycle by cycle, and
each cycle can potentially execute at a different voltage pair, i.e., at a different
speed. The goal is to find a mapping, schedule, and voltage pair assignment for
each task such that the individual task deadlines are met and the total energy
consumption is minimal. As indicated in Figure 12.2, the optimization flow is
split in two parts:
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Fig. 12.2 Optimization flow for energy efficiency
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• Task mapping optimization

• Schedule optimization

4.1 Genetic Task Mapping Algorithm
The task mapping step determines the allocation of each task on a particu-
lar processor. In the case of a heterogeneous architecture, mapping determines
the execution time and power dissipation of the tasks running with nominal
voltages. The goal of the mapping optimization step is to distribute the tasks
among the processors, such that the energy dissipation is minimized and feasi-
ble designs in terms of timing constraints are achieved. Task mapping has been
intensively researched over the last decade. It belongs to the class of NP-hard
problems (Garey and Johnson, 1979). One effective way to address this prob-
lem is the usage of genetic algorithms, as in Dick and Jha (1998), Dick and Jha
(1999), and Schmitz et al. (2004).

In a genetic algorithm-based task mapping approach solution candi-
dates (potential mappings) are encoded into mapping strings, as shown in
Figure 12.3. Each gene in these strings describes a mapping of a task to a
processing element. For instance, task τ4 in Figure 12.3 is mapped to CPU0.
As typical in all genetic algorithms, ranking, selection, crossover, mutation,
and offspring insertion are applied in order to evolve an initial solution pool.
The key feature of this algorithm is the invocation of a genetic list scheduling
algorithm for each mapping candidate in order to calculate the fitness func-
tion that guides the optimization. The genetic scheduling algorithm will try to
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find for a given mapping, the schedule that respects all the task deadlines and,
furthermore, has the minimum energy.

4.2 Genetic Scheduling Algorithm
The problem of statically scheduling tasks with dependencies on multiproces-
sor systems has been intensively studied (Adam et al., 1974; Wu and Gajski,
1990; Oh and Ha, 1996; Prakash and Parker, 1992; Sih and Lee, 1993; Bjørn-
Jørgensen and Madsen, 1997; Kwok and Ahmad, 1999). Due to the compu-
tational complexity (this problem belongs to the class of NP-hard problems
[Garey and Johnson 1979]), most scheduling techniques rely on various heuris-
tic methods. In particular, one of the most widely used heuristics is list schedul-
ing (LS). List scheduling algorithms take scheduling decisions based on task
priorities. They maintain, for each processor, a ready list that contains the tasks
that are ready to be scheduled. A task is considered to be ready, if all its pre-
decessors (given by the task graph) have finished their execution. The static
schedule is constructed by scheduling the ready task with the highest priority
as soon as the eligible processor becomes available. Thereby, the assignment
of priorities defines the task execution order.

The basic idea behind list scheduling is shown in Figure 12.4, which out-
lines the construction of a schedule for a single processor system. Consider the
task graph with annotated priorities from Figure 12.4a. In the initial schedul-
ing step all tasks with no ingoing edges are placed into a ready list,1 as shown
in Figure 12.4b, Step 1. For this particular example, in the first step task τ0 is
added to the ready list. Being the only task in the ready list, task τ0 is sched-
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duced for each component. Furthermore, priorities are additionally assigned to communications.
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uled. After its execution has finished, the tasks τ1, τ2, and τ3 become eligible
for scheduling (due to their data dependency on τ0); hence, they are placed into
the ready list in decreasing order of their priorities (Scheduling Step 2). At this
point τ3 represents the ready task with the highest priority (9), so it is sched-
uled in Step 2. Having scheduled task τ3, task τ5 becomes ready and thus it is
placed into the ready list, according to its priority. These scheduling procedure
is repeated until no tasks are left in the ready list. Since each scheduling step
schedules one task, seven iterations are necessary. The final schedule is shown
in Figure 12.4c.

Clearly, different assignments of priorities result in different schedules.
This is where the genetic algorithm comes into the play. Genetic list schedul-
ing approaches combine fast constructive list scheduling techniques with the
optimization power of genetic algorithms. By encoding the task priorities into a
priority string, as shown in Figure 12.5, it becomes possible to apply a genetic
algorithm-based optimization. The genetic algorithm aims to find an assign-
ment of priorities that leads to a schedule of high quality in terms of timing
behavior and exploitable slack time. The main principles behind the genetic
list scheduling algorithm are illustrated in Figure 12.6. These principles are
based on two strategies: crossover and mutation.

Crossover Example: Out of an initial population pool that contains six prior-
ity candidate strings, the strings 1 and 3 are selected. Offsprings are pro-
duced by replacing parts of the first parent string with parts of the second
parent string. Hence, crossover results in two new offsprings (child 1 and
child 2). These new priorities are used to schedule the tasks, in order to
determine their quality. According to the quality, the produced strings
are inserted into the solution pool. By selecting high quality strings for
crossover, the chances to evolve priority strings of even higher quality
are increased. The mating of two strings is carried out with respect to an
arbitrarily selected crossover point.
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Mutation Example: In order to enter into unexplored regions of the schedul-
ing space, the genetic algorithm mutates individuals of the solution pool
occasionally (with a low probability). The mutation is carried out by
randomly changing genes of a randomly selected string. For instance, in
Figure 12.6 string 2 is selected and its third gene is manipulated. The
modified string is then reinserted into the solution pool.

Both crossover and mutation are applied during the iterative execution of the
genetic algorithm. The algorithm terminates after a stop criterion is fulfilled
(e.g., a bound of the number of consecutive generations that did not improve
significantly the solution).

A fitness function is used for evaluating the quality of a schedule. The fitness
function captures the energy of a certain schedule. After the list scheduling has
constructed a schedule for a given set of priorities, the algorithm proceeds by
passing this schedule to a voltage selection algorithm that identifies the task
voltages that minimize the energy dissipation. After performing the voltage
selection, the fitness FS of each schedule candidate is calculated using the
following equation:

FS =

(

∑
τk∈T

E(k)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy dissipation

(12.6)

As we have seen in this section, voltage selection is the core of the global
energy optimization. In the rest of the chapter we will concentrate on several
voltage selection algorithms.
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5. Motivational Example
5.1 Optimizing the Dynamic and Leakage Energy
The approaches presented in this chapter achieve energy efficiency by perform-
ing the simultaneous scaling of the supply voltage Vdd and body-bias voltage
Vbs. To illustrate the advantage of this simultaneous scaling over supply voltage
scaling only, consider the following example. Figure 12.7 shows two optimal
voltage schedules for a set of three tasks (τ1, τ2, and τ3), executing in two
possible voltage modes. While the first schedule relies on Vdd scaling only
(i.e., Vbs is kept constant), the second schedule corresponds to the simultane-
ous scaling of Vdd and Vbs. Please note that the figures depict the dynamic and
the leakage power dissipation as a function of time. For simplicity we neglect
transition overheads in this example. Further, we consider processor parame-
ters that correspond to CMOS technology (<70 nm) which leads to a leakage
power consumption close to 40% of the total power consumed (at the mode
with the highest performance).

Let us consider the first schedule in which the tasks are executed either at
Vdd1 = 1.8 V, or Vdd2 = 1.5 V, while Vbs1 and Vbs2 are kept at 0 V. In accor-
dance, the system dissipates Pdyn1 = 100 mW and Pleak1 = 75 mW in mode
1 running at 700 MHz, while Pdyn2 = 49 mW and Pleak2 = 45 mW in mode 2
running at 525 MHz, as observable from the figure. We have also indicated the
individual energy consumed in each of the active modes, separating between
dynamic and leakage energy. The total leakage and dynamic energies of the
schedule in Figure 12.7a are 13.56µJ and 16.17µJ, respectively. This results
in a total energy consumption of 29.73µJ.

Consider now the schedule given in Figure 12.7b, where tasks are exe-
cuted at two different voltage settings for Vdd and Vbs (m1 = (1.8V,0V)
and m2 = (1.5V,−0.4V)). Since the voltage settings for mode m1 did not
change, the system runs at 700 MHz and dissipates Pdyn1 = 100 mW and
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Pleak1 = 75 mW. In mode m2 the system performs at 480 MHz and dissipates
Pdyn2 = 49 mW and Pleak2 = 5 mW. There are two main differences to ob-
serve compared to the schedule in Figure 12.7a. Firstly, the leakage power
consumption during mode m2 is considerably smaller than in Figure 12.7a;
this is due to the fact that in mode m2 the leakage is reduced through a body-
bias voltage of −0.4 V (see Equation 12.2). Secondly, the high voltage mode
m1 is active for a longer time; this can be explained by the fact that scaling
Vbs during mode m2 requires the reduction of the operational frequency (see
Equation 12.3). Hence, in order to meet the system deadline, high performance
mode m1 has to compensate for this delay. Nevertheless, the total leakage and
dynamic energies result in 8.02µJ and 18.00µJ, respectively. Although here
the dynamic energy was increased from 16.17µJ to 18.0µJ, compared to the
first schedule, the leakage was reduced from 13.56µJ to 8.02µJ. The overall
energy dissipation becomes then 26.02µJ, a reduction by 12.5%. This example
illustrates the advantage of simultaneous Vdd and Vbs scaling compared to Vdd

scaling only.

5.2 Considering the Transition Overheads
To demonstrate the influence of the transition overheads in terms of energy
and delay, consider the following example. For clarity reasons we restrict
ourselves here to a single processor system that offers three voltage modes,
m1 = (1.8V,−0.3V), m2 = (1.5V,−0.45V), and m3 = (1.2V,−0.8V),
where mz = (Vddz ,Vbsz). The rail and substrate capacitance are given as
Cr = 10µF and Cs = 40µF. The processor needs to execute two consecu-
tive tasks (τ1 and τ2) with a deadline of 0.225 ms. Figure 12.8a shows a pos-
sible voltage schedule. Each of the two tasks is executed in two different
modes: task τ1 executes first in mode m2 and then in mode m1, while task
τ2 is initially executed in mode m3 and then in mode m2. The total energy
consumption of this schedule is the sum of the energy dissipation in each
mode E = 9 + 15 + 4.5 + 7.5 = 36µJ. However, if this voltage schedule is
applied to a real voltage-scalable processor, the resulting schedule will be aff-
ected by transition overheads, as shown in Figure 12.8b. Here the processor
requires a given time to adapt to the new execution mode. During this adap-
tion no computations can be performed (Intel, 2000; AMD, 2000), i.e., the task
execution is delayed, which, in turn, increases the schedule length such that the
imposed deadline is violated. Moreover, transitions do not only require time,
they also cause an additional energy dissipation. For instance, in the given
schedule, the first transition overhead O1 from mode m2 and m1 requires an
energy of 10µF · (1.8V− 1.5V)2 + 40µF · (0.3V− 0.45V)2 = 1.8µJ, based
on Equation 12.4. Similarly, the energy overheads for transitions O2 and
O3 can be calculated as 13.6µJ and 5.8µJ, respectively. The overall energy
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dissipation of the realistic schedule shown in Figure 12.8b accumulates to
36+1.8+13.6+5.8 = 57.2µJ.

Let us consider the possibility of ordering the modes, as given in
Figure 12.8c. Compared to the schedule in Figure 12.8a, the mode activation
order in Figure 12.8c has been swapped for both tasks. As long as the tran-
sition overheads are neglected, the energy consumption of the two schedules
is identical. However, applying the second activation order to a real processor
would result in the schedule shown in Figure 12.8d. It can be observed that
this schedule exhibits only two mode transitions (O1 and O3) within the tasks
(intraswitches), while the switch between the two tasks (interswitch) has been
eliminated. The overall energy consumption has been reduced to E = 43.6µJ,
a reduction by 23.8% compared to the schedule given in Figure 12.8b. Further,
the elimination of transition O2 reduces the overall schedule length, such that
the imposed deadline is satisfied. With this example we have illustrated the
effects that transition overheads can have on the energy consumption and the
timing behavior and the impact of taking them into consideration when elabo-
rating the voltage schedule.
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6. Problem Formulation
The voltage selection step of the global optimization from Figure 12.2 gets as
input a mapped and scheduled task graph. Such a task graph is illustrated in
Figure 12.1c. In this section, we define the actual problem solved during the
voltage selection step.

Consider a set of tasks with precedence constraints T = {τi} which have
been mapped and scheduled on a set of variable voltage processors. For each
task τi its deadline dli, its worst case number of clock cycles to be executed
NCi, and the switched capacitance Ceffi are given. Each processor can vary
its supply voltage Vdd and body-bias voltage Vbs within certain continuous
ranges (for the continuous problem), or, within a set of discrete voltages pairs
mz = {(Vddz ,Vbsz)} (for the discrete problem). The power dissipation (leakage
and dynamic) and the cycle time (processor speed) depend on the selected
voltage pair (mode). Tasks are executed cycle by cycle, and each cycle can
potentially execute at a different voltage pair, i.e., at a different speed. Our goal
is to find voltage pair assignments for each task such that the individual task
deadlines are met and the total energy consumption is minimal. Furthermore,
whenever the processor has to alter the settings for Vdd and/or Vbs, a transition
overhead in terms of energy and time is required (see Equations 12.4 and 12.5).

For reasons of clarity we introduce the following four distinctive problems
which will be considered in this chapter: (a) continuous voltage scaling with no
consideration of transition overheads (CNOH), (b) continuous voltage scaling
with consideration of transition overheads (COH), (c) discrete voltage scaling
with no consideration of transition overheads (DNOH), and (d) discrete voltage
scaling with consideration of transition overheads (DOH).

7. Optimal Continuous Voltage Selection
In this section we consider that supply and body-bias voltage of the processors
in the system can be selected within a certain continuous range. We first for-
mulate the problem neglecting the transition overheads (Section 7.1, CNOH)
and then extend this formulation to include the energy and delay overheads
(Section 7.2, COH).

7.1 Continuous Voltage Selection without Overheads
(CNOH)

The continuous voltage selection problem, excluding the consideration of tran-
sition overheads (the CNOH problem), is solved using the following nonlinear
problem formulation:
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Minimize

|T |

∑
k=1

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝NCk ·Ceffk

·V 2
ddk︸ ︷︷ ︸

Edynk

+Lg(K3 ·Vddk
·eK4·Vddk ·eK5·Vbsk + IJu · |Vbsk

|) · tk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Eleakk

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

(12.7)

subject to

tk = NCk ·
(K6 ·Ld ·Vddk

)
((1+K1) ·Vddk

+K2 ·Vbsk
−Vth1)α

(12.8)

Dk + tk ≤ Dl ∀(k, l) ∈ E (12.9)
Dk + tk ≤ dlk ∀ τk that have a deadline (12.10)

Dk ≥ 0 (12.11)

Vddmin ≤ Vddk
≤ Vddmax and Vbsmin ≤ Vbsk

≤ Vbsmax (12.12)

The variables that need to be determined are the task execution times tk, the
task start times Dk as well as the voltages Vddk

and Vbsk
. The total energy

consumption, which is the sum of dynamic and leakage energy, has to be
minimized, as in Equation 12.7.2 The minimization has to comply with the
following relations and constraints. The task execution time has to be equiva-
lent to the number of clock cycles of the task multiplied by the circuit delay
for a particular Vddk

and Vbsk
setting, as expressed by Equation 12.8. Given

the execution time of the tasks, it becomes possible to express the prece-
dence constraints between tasks (Equation 12.9), i.e., a task τl can only start
its execution after all its predecessor tasks τk have finished their execution
(Dk + tk). Predecessors of task τl are all tasks τk for which there exists an
edge (k, l) ∈ E in the mapped and scheduled task graph. Similarly, tasks with
deadlines have to be completed (Dk + tk) before their deadlines dlk are ex-
ceeded (Equation 12.10). Task start times have to be positive (Equation 12.11)
and the imposed voltage ranges should be respected (Equation 12.12). It should
be noted that the objective (Equation 12.7) as well as the task execution time
(Equation 12.8) are convex functions. Hence, the problem falls into the class
of general convex nonlinear optimization problems. Such problems can be effi-
ciently solved in polynomial time (given an arbitrary precision ε > 0) (Nesterov
and Nemirovskii, 1994).

2Please note that abs and max operations cannot be used directly in mathematical programming, yet
there exist standard techniques to overcome this limitation by equivalent formulations (Andrei et al. 2003;
Williams, 1999).
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7.2 Continuous Voltage Selection with Overheads (COH)
In this section we modify the previous formulation in order to take transition
overheads into account (COH problem). The following formulation highlights
the modifications:
Minimize

|T |

∑
k=1

(Edynk
+Eleakk

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Task energy dissipation

+ ∑
(k,j)∈E•

εk,j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transition energy overhead

(12.13)

subject to
Dk + tk + δk,j ≤ Dj ∀(k,j) ∈ E• (12.14)

δk,j = max(pV dd · |Vddk
−Vddj |,pV bs · |Vbsk

−Vbsj |) (12.15)

The objective function Equation 12.13 now additionally accounts for the tran-
sition overheads in terms of energy. The energy overheads can be calculated
according to Equation 12.4 for all consecutive tasks τk and τj on the same
processor (E• is defined in Section 11.2). However, scaling voltages does not
only require energy but it introduces delay overheads as well. Therefore, we
introduce an additional constraint similar to Equation 12.9, which states that
a task τj can only start after the execution of its predecessor τk (Dk + tk) on
the same processor and after the new voltage mode is reached (δk,j). This con-
straint is given in Equation 12.14. The delay penalties δk,j are introduced as a
set of new variables and are constrained subject to Equation 12.15. Similar to
the CNOH formulation, the COH model is a convex nonlinear problem, i.e., it
can be solved in polynomial time.

8. Optimal Discrete Voltage Selection
The approaches presented in the previous section provide a theoretical upper
bound on the possible energy savings. In reality, however, processors are re-
stricted to a discrete set of Vdd and Vbs voltage pairs. In this section we investi-
gate the discrete voltage selection problem without and with the consideration
of overheads. The complexity of the discrete voltage selection problem will be
also analyzed.

8.1 Problem Complexity
Theorem 1. The discrete voltage selection problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We proof by restriction. The discrete time-cost trade-off (DTCT)
problem is known to be NP-hard (De et al., 1997). By restricting the discrete
voltage selection problem (DNOH) to contain only tasks that require an exe-
cution of one clock cycle, it becomes identical to the DTCT problem. Hence,
DTCT ∈ DNOH which leads to the conclusion DNOH ∈ NP.
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The exact details of the proof are given in (Andrei et al., 2003). Note that
the problem remains NP-hard, even if we restrict it to supply voltage selection
(without adaptive body-biasing) and even if transition overheads are neglected.
It should be noted that this finding renders the conclusion of Kwon and Kim
(2005)3 impossible, which states that the discrete voltage selection problem
(considered in Kwon and Kim (2005) without body-biasing and overheads)
can be solved optimally in polynomial time.

8.2 Discrete Voltage Selection without Overheads
(DNOH)

In the following we will give a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
formulation for the discrete voltage selection problem without overheads
(DNOH). We consider that processors can run in different modes m∈ M . Each
mode m is characterized by a voltage pair (Vddm ,Vbsm), which determines
the operational frequency fm, the normalized dynamic power Pdnomm , and
the leakage power dissipation Pleakm . The frequency and the leakage power
are given by Equations 12.3 and 12.2, respectively. The normalized dynamic
power is given by Pdnomm = fm ·V 2

ddm
. Accordingly, the dynamic power of a

task τk operating in mode m is computed as Ceffk
·Pdnomm . Based on these

definitions, the problem is formulated as follows:
Minimize

|T |

∑
k=1

∑
m∈M

(
Ceffk

·Pdnomm · tk,m +Pleakm · tk,m

)
(12.16)

subject to

Dk + ∑
m∈M

tk,m ≤ dlk (12.17)

Dk + ∑
m∈M

tk,m ≤ Dl ∀(k, l) ∈ E (12.18)

ck,m = tk,m ·fm and ∑
m∈M

ck,m = NCk ck,m ∈ N (12.19)

Dk ≥ 0 and tk,m ≥ 0 (12.20)

The total energy consumption, expressed by Equation 12.16, is given by two
sums. The inner sum indicates the energy dissipated by an individual task τk,
depending on the time tk,m spent in each mode m. The outer sum adds up
the energy of all tasks. Unlike the continuous voltage selection case, we do
not obtain the voltage Vdd and Vbs directly, but rather we find out how much

3The flaw in Kwon and Kim (2005) lies in the fact that the number of clock cycles spent in a mode is not
restricted to be integer.
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time to spend in each of the modes. Therefore, task execution time tk,m and
the number of clock cycles ck,m spent within a mode become the variables
in the MILP formulation. The number of clock cycles has to be an integer
and hence ck,m is restricted to the integer domain. We exemplify this model
graphically in Figure 12.9a and b. The first figure shows the schedule of two
tasks executing each at two different voltage settings (two modes out of three
possible modes). Task τ1 executes for 20 clock cycles in mode m2 and for
10 clock cycles in m1, while task τ2 runs for 5 clock cycles in m3 and 15
clock cycles in m2. The same is captured in Figure 12.9b in what we call a
mode model. The modes that are not active during a task’s run-time have the
corresponding time and number of clock cycles 0 (mode m3 for τ1 and m1
for τ2). The overall execution time of task τk is given as the sum of the times
spent in each mode (∑m∈M tk,m). Equation 12.17 ensures that all the deadlines
are met and Equation 12.18 maintains the correct execution order given by
the precedence relations. The relation between execution time and number of
clock cycles as well as the requirement to execute all clock cycles of a task
are expressed in Equation 12.19. Additionally, task start times Dk and task
execution times have to be equal or larger than zero, as given in Equation 12.20.

8.3 Discrete Voltage Selection with Overheads (DOH)
Let us proceed now with the incorporation of transition overheads into the
MILP formulation given in Section 8.2. The order in which the modes are
activated has an influence on the transition overheads, as we have illustrated
in Section 5.2. Nevertheless, the formulation in Section 8.2 omits information
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regarding the activation order of modes. The model in Figure 12.9b does not
capture the order in which modes are activated, it solely expresses how many
clock cycles are spent in each mode. We introduce the following extensions
needed in order to take both delay and energy overheads into account. Given m
operational modes, the execution of a single task τk can be subdivided into m
subtasks τ s

k ,s = 1, . . . ,m. Each subtask is executed in one and only one of the
m modes. Subtasks are further subdivided into m slices, each corresponding
to a mode. This results in m ·m slices for each task. Figure 12.9c depicts this
model, showing that task τ1 runs first in mode m2, then in mode m1, and that
τ2 runs first in mode m3, then in m2. This ordering is captured by the subtasks:
the first subtask of τ1 executes 20 clock cycles in mode m2, the second subtask
executes one clock cycle in m1, and the remaining 9 cycles are executed by
the last subtask in mode m1; τ2 executes in its first subtask 4 clock cycles in
mode m3, 1 clock cycle is executed during the second subtask in mode m3,
and the last subtask executes 15 clock cycles in the mode m2. Note that there
is no overhead between subsequent subtasks that run in the same mode. The
following gives the modified MILP formulation:
Minimize

|T |

∑
k=1

∑
s∈M

∑
m∈M

(
Ceffk

·Pdnomm · tk,s,m +Pleakm · tk,s,m

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Task energy dissipation

+
|T |

∑
k=1

∑
s∈M

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M

(
bk,s,i,j ·EPi,j

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transition energy overhead

(12.21)

subject to
δk = ∑

s∈M ∗
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M

bk,s,i,j ·DPi,j (12.22)

δk,l = ∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M

bk,m,i,j ·DPi,j where (k, l) ∈ E• (12.23)

Dk + ∑
s∈M

∑
m∈M

tk,s,m + δk ≤ dlk (12.24)

Dk + ∑
s∈M

∑
m∈M

tk,s,m + δk + δpl,l ≤ Dl ∀(k, l) ∈ E ,(pl, l) ∈ E• (12.25)

ck,s,i = tk,s,i ·fi s ∈ M , i ∈ M , ck,s,i ∈ N (12.26)

∑
s∈M

∑
i∈M

ck,s,i = NCk (12.27)
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In order to capture the energy overheads in the objective function (Equa-
tion 12.21), we introduce the boolean variables bk,s,i,j . In addition, we intro-
duce an energy penalty matrix EP, which contains the energy overheads for all
possible mode transitions, i.e., EPi,j denotes the energy overhead necessary
to change from mode i to j. These energy overheads are precomputed based
on the available modes (voltage pairs) and Equation 12.4. The overall energy
overhead is given by all intratask and intertask transitions. The intratask and
intertask delay overheads, given in Equations 12.22 and 12.23, are calculated
based on a delay penalty matrix DPi,j , which, similar to the energy penalty
matrix, can be precomputed based on the available modes and Equation 12.5.
For a task τk and for each of its subtasks τ s

k , except the last one, the variable
bk,s,i,j = 1 if mode i of subtask τ s

k and mode j of τ s+1
k are both active (s in

1, . . . , |M |−1, i, j in 1, . . . ,m). These are used in order to capture the intratask
overheads, as in Equation 12.22. For intertask overheads, we are interested in
the last mode of task τk and the first mode of the subsequent task τl (running
on the same processor). Therefore, bk,m,i,j = 1 if the mode i of the last subtask
τm
k and the mode j of first subtask τ 1

l are both active. For the example given
in Figure 12.9c, b1,1,2,1, b1,2,1,1, b1,3,1,3, b2,1,3,3, b2,2,3,2 are all 1 and the rest
are 0. The computation of the b variables is performed using the auxiliary a
variables. The details regarding this computation are omitted from the model
and are available in Andrei et al. (2003). Deadlines and precedence relations,
taking the delay overheads into account, have to be respected according to
Equations 12.24 and 12.25. Here ∑s∈M ∑m∈M tk,s,m represents the total exe-
cution time of a task τk, based on the number of cycles in each of the subtasks
and modes. Equations 12.26 and 12.27 are a reformulation of Equation 12.19,
which expresses the relation between the execution time and the number of
clock cycles and the requirement to execute all clock cycles of a task. To ease
the explanation, the above given MILP formulation has been simplified to a
certain degree. In particular, we have omitted here details on the computation
of the b variables as well as the constraints that make sure that one and only
one mode must be used by a subtask. The complete MILP model can be found
in Andrei et al. (2003).

8.4 Discrete Voltage Selection Heuristic
As shown earlier, discrete voltage selection is NP-hard. Thus, solving it using
the presented MILP formulation for large instances is time consuming. In
the following, a heuristic to effectively solve the discrete voltage selection
problem is proposed. The main idea behind this heuristic is to perform a
continuous voltage selection (as outlined in Section 7). As a result of this
calculation, for each task, a continuous voltage pair (Vddcon ,Vbscon) as well
as the corresponding frequency fcon will be determined. Using the approach
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introduced in Ishihara and Yasuura (1998), for each task the two surrounding
discrete performance modes are chosen such that fd1 < fcon < fd2. That is,
the execution of a task is split into two regions with td1 and td2 being the exe-
cution times in the mode with fd1 and fd2, respectively. Figure 12.10a and b
indicate this transformation for an application with three tasks. In the contin-
uous scaling case, Figure 12.10a, each of the tasks executes at a single volt-
age setting, i.e., the voltages are changed only between tasks. In the discrete
case, the voltage setting is changed during the task execution. Of course, the
required time overhead δi for the mode change has to be considered as well,
i.e., ti = tid1 + tid2 + δi, where ti is the execution time with continuous volt-
age setting of the task τi. In general, executing activities in two performance
modes, determined as above, leads to close to optimal discrete voltage selec-
tion. Having determined the discrete performance mode settings, the intertask
transition overheads are reduced by reordering the mode sequence of each task.
We reorder the modes in a greedy manner, such that the intertask overhead
between consecutive tasks is minimized. This is outlined in Figure 12.10c.
While this reordering technique is optimal for processors that offer two per-
formance modes, this is not true for components with three or more modes.
Nevertheless, as demonstrated by our experiments, this heuristic is fast and
efficient. Of course, the additional slack produced as a result of the reduced
transition times is exploited as well.

9. Experimental Results
In order to validate the real-world applicability of the techniques presented
in this chapter, a set of experiments have been perfomed, using a GSM voice
codec. Details regarding this application can be found in Schmitz et al. (2004).
The GSM voice codec consists of 87 tasks and 137 dependencies and is con-
sidered to run on an architecture composed of three processing elements with
two voltage modes ((1.8V,−0.1V) and (1.0V,−0.6)). At the highest volt-
age mode, the application reveals a deadline slack close to 10%. Switching
overheads are characterized by Cr = 1µF, Cs = 4µF, pV dd = 10µs/V, and
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Table 12.1 Optimization results for the GSM codec

Edyn Eleak ε Etotal Reduction
Approach (mJ) (mJ) (mJ) (mJ) (%)

Nominal 1.34 0.620 non 1.962 –
DVDDNOH 1.232 0.560 0.047 1.793 8.7
DVDDOH 1.193 0.560 0.0031 1.753 10.7
DNOH 1.300 0.230 0.048 1.531 22
DOH 1.257 0.230 0.0049 1.487 24.3
Heuristic 1.291 0.260 0.009 1.56 22.2

pV bs = 10µs/V. Table 12.1 shows the resulting energy consumptions in terms
of dynamic Edyn, leakage Eleak, overhead ε, and total energy Etotal (Columns
2–5). Each line represents a different voltage selection approach. Line 2
(nominal) is used as a baseline and corresponds to an execution at the nom-
inal voltages. The lines 3 and 4 give the results for the classical Vdd selection,
without (DVDDNOH) and with (DVDDOH) the consideration of overheads.
As can be seen in the table, the consideration of overheads achieves higher
energy saving (10.7%) than the overhead neglecting optimization (8.7%). The
results given in lines 5 and 6 correspond to the combined Vdd and Vbs selec-
tion schemes. Please note again the distinction between overheads neglecting
(DNOH) and overhead considering (DOH) approaches. If the overheads are
neglected, the energy consumption can be reduced by 22%, yet taking the over-
heads into account results in an reduction of 24.3%, solely achieved by dec-
reasing the transition overheads. Compared to the classical voltage selection
scheme, the combined selection achieved a further reduction of 14%. The last
line shows the results of the proposed heuristic approach. Although the result
does not match the optimal one given in line 6, it should be noted that such
heuristic techniques are needed when dealing with problems of larger com-
plexity (increased number of voltage modes and tasks). In the GSM applica-
tion, although the number of tasks is relatively large, only two voltage modes
have been considered. Therefore the optimal solutions could be obtained for
the DOH problem.

10. Related Work
There has been a considerable amount of work on dynamic voltage selec-
tion. Yao et al. (1995) proposed the first DVS approach for single processor
systems which can dynamically change the supply voltage over a continu-
ous range. Ishihara and Yasuura (1998) modeled the discrete voltage selec-
tion problem using an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation. Kwon
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and Kim (2005) proposed a linear programming (LP) solution for the dis-
crete voltage selection problem with uniform and non-uniform switched capac-
itance. Although this work gives the impression that the problem can be solved
optimally in polynomial time, it was shown in this chapter that the discrete
voltage selection problem is in fact strongly NP-hard and, hence, no optimal
solution can be found in polynomial time, for example using LP. Dynamic volt-
age selection has also been successfully applied to heterogeneous distributed
systems, in which numerous processing elements interact via a communica-
tion infrastructure (Gruian and Kuchcinski, 2001; Luo and Jha, 2003; Schmitz
and Al-Hashimi, 2001; Andrei et al., 2004a; Andrei et al., 2004a). Zhang et al.
(2002) approached continuous supply voltage selection in distributed systems
using an ILP formulation. They solved the discrete version of the problem
through an approximation.

As opposed to approaches that scale only the supply voltage Vdd and ne-
glect leakage power consumption, Kim and Roy (2002) proposed an adaptive
body-biasing approach (in their work referred to as dynamic Vth scaling) for
active leakage power reduction. They demonstrate that the efficiency of ABB
will become, with advancing CMOS technology, comparable to DVS. Duarte
et al. (2002) analyze the effectiveness of supply and threshold voltage selec-
tion, and show that simultaneously adjusting both voltages provides the high-
est savings. Martin et al. (2002) presented an approach for combined dynamic
voltage selection and adaptive body-biasing.

The importance of the voltage transition overheads has been highlighted in
Hong et al. (1998), Mochocki et al. (2002), Zhang et al. (2003), and Andrei
et al. (2004a).

A similar problem for continuous voltage selection has been recently formu-
lated in Yan et al. (2005). However, it is solved using a suboptimal heuristic.

11. Summary
Energy reduction techniques, such as dynamic supply voltage scaling and
adaptive body-biasing, can be effectively exploited for multiprocessor systems.
In this chapter, we have presented the task mapping and scheduling problem,
together with different notions of combined dynamic supply voltage scaling
and adaptive body-biasing. These include the consideration of transition over-
heads as well as the discretization of the supply and threshold voltage levels.
It was demonstrated that nonlinear programming and mixed integer linear pro-
gramming formulations can be used to solve these problems. Furthermore, the
NP-hardness of the discrete voltage selection case was shown, and a heuristic
to efficiently solve the problem has been proposed.
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Abstract In addition to hardware and operating system directed techniques, compiler-
directed power, energy, and thermal management has gained increasing impor-
tance. This chapter discusses the potential benefits of compiler-based approaches
to solve the power/energy/thermal management problem. The ability of the com-
piler to reshape program behavior through aggressive, whole program optimiza-
tions, and to predict future program behaviors can give it an advantage over
hardware and operating systems techniques. This chapter introduces several op-
timization metrics, together with state-of-the-art optimizations that target these
metrics.

Keywords: compiler technology, power optimization, energy optimization, thermal opti-
mization

1. Optimizing Compilers
Optimizing compilers may either be static, trace-based, or dynamic. A static
compiler takes the program text as input and generates a low-level program
representation that can be executed on a particular target machine. A trace-
based scheme uses information from representative executions of a program,
typically through program instrumentation, to perform program optimizations.
Finally, a fully dynamic compiler is invoked during program execution to
improve the quality of parts of the program under execution. In this introduc-
tory chapter, we will mainly focus on static compilation strategies, i.e., what-
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ever a compiler knowns about a program has to be encoded in the program text
itself. Recently, researchers have started looking at fully dynamic compilation
techniques (e.g., [7, 31]).

The compiler knows about the semantics of all language features and
typically tries to improve the quality of the overall program by applying com-
piler optimizations. Such optimizations are typically data or program trans-
formations that result in better code without changing the semantics of the
program. In other words, any program transformation has to be correct, and
the correctness of the transformation has to verifiable at compile time. This is
not an easy task, and depending on the transformation may require different
program analyses with substantial computational requirements. These analy-
ses are only able to approximate all possible program executions, resulting in
the conservative, but safe application of transformations. This means that many
opportunities for optimizations may be missed if the correctness of a transfor-
mation depends on conditions that can only be determined at runtime, such as
a particular value of a variable.

However, even given all the limitations discussed above, optimizing
compilers have been the key to making high-level languages viable, i.e.,
providing a high-level abstraction together with efficient, compiler-generated
code. In principle, hardware and OS based program improvement strategies
face the same challenges as compiler optimizations. However, the tradeoff
decisions are different based on the acceptable cost of an optimization and
the availability of information about dynamic program behavior. Hardware
and OS techniques are performed at runtime where more accurate knowledge
about control flow and program values may be available. Here, correctness and
profitability checks result in execution time overheads, and therefore need to
be rather inexpensive. Profitability analyses typically use a limited window of
past program behavior to predict future behavior. In contrast, in a static com-
piler, most of the correctness and profitability checks are done at compiler time,
i.e., not at program execution time, allowing more aggressive program trans-
formations in terms of affected scope and required analyses. Since the entire
program is available to the compiler, future program behavior may be predicted
more accurately in the cases where static analysis techniques are effective. As
mentioned above, purely static compilers do not perform well in cases where
program behavior depends on dynamic values that cannot be determined or
approximated at compile time. However, in many cases, the necessary dy-
namic information can be derived at compile time or code optimization alter-
natives are limited, allowing the appropriate alternative to be selected at run-
time based on compiler generated tests. The ability of the compiler to reshape
program behavior through aggressive whole program analyses and transfor-
mations that is a key advantage over hardware and OS techniques, exposing
optimization opportunities that were not available before. In addition, aggres-
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sive whole program analyses allow optimizations with high-runtime overheads
which typically require a larger scope in order to assess their profitability.

The goal of this chapter is to illustrate the potential of compiler
optimizations for power, energy, and thermal management. We are not
implying that the discussed optimizations have to be always performed at the
compiler level. As we mentioned above, there are tradeoffs in terms of runtime
and compile time overheads, as well as precision issues due to the conserva-
tive assumptions on which compiler optimizations are based. In the following
sections, we will discuss several optimization goals, i.e., optimization metrics,
together with state-of-the-art optimizations that target these metrics.

2. Optimization Metrics
Optimizing compilers need underlying performance models and metrics to
be able to transform the program code to achieve a specific optimiza-
tion goal. These models and metrics guide the compiler to make selections
among program transformation alternatives. If one optimization goal subsumes
another, there is no need to develop separate models and metrics for the sub-
sumed models. In this section we address the question whether power, energy,
performance, and temperature should be considered separate compiler opti-
mization goals or not.

2.1 Power vs. Energy
A common metric for power dissipation is that of activity level at any given
point during program execution. Peak power is the maximum activity level,
and step power the difference in activity levels of successive program points.
The total amount of activities within a program region is the consumed over-
all energy. In this metric, the energy of a program execution is the same as its
average power times the program’s execution time. Reducing the peak power
and step power (dI/dt problem) is desirable since it can increase the reliability
and lifetime of high-performance architectures, or allows a program to execute
under a preset power supply limit. In the following discussion, we concentrate
on CPU activities, i.e., the goal of the compiler is to reduce the CPU power dis-
sipation and CPU energy consumption. Other system components not covered
here are memory, controllers, and I/O devices (e.g., disk or wireless network
cards).

Instruction Level Power/Energy Model. An optimizing compiler may
define the CPU activity level as the number of instructions executed at a
given point in time. This model assumes that (1) a fixed amount of power
is associated with each executed instruction, (2) the power dissipation of an
instruction is largely independent of its particular operand values or other
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Fig. 13.1 Optimizing for power vs. energy: two possible power profiles of an example program
region. The overall energy consumption remains the same, but the peak power and
step power (dI/dt problem) are different

for (i = 1; i < N; i++) {
a[i] = a[i-1] * 2.9; /* S1 */
b[i] = b[i-1] * 7.3; /* S2 */
c[i] = a[i-1] + b[i-1]; /* S3 */
d{i] = d[i-1] + c[i]; /* S4 */
}

Fig. 13.2 An example loop with four instructions/operations

executing instructions, and (3) not executing an instruction, i.e., keeping a
functional unit idle, saves power and energy. The latter assumption holds for
architectures that implement gated switching (e.g., clock gating [6]). By re-
ordering or rescheduling instructions, for instance in a VLIW or superscalar
architecture, the initial power profile of a program region as shown on the left
of Figure 13.1 may ideally be transformed into the one shown on the right.
While peak power and step power are different for both profiles, the energy
usage is the same.

The example loop in Figure 13.2 illustrates a peak power and step power
reduction optimization similar to the one discussed in [33]. First, let us assume
that the compiler target is a VLIW architecture that allows two floating point
additions and two floating point multiplications to be specified in the same
VLIW instruction, i.e., to be executed at the same time. All operations are
assumed to take a single cycle and the same amount of power. The goal of
the instruction scheduler is to pack the four operations (S1,S2,S3,S4) of
the loop body into as few VLIW instructions as possible while respecting the
data dependences between the operations. There are no loop independent de-
pendences between operations S1,S2, and S3, allowing them to be executed
in any order within the loop body, or to be executed in parallel. There is a
loop independent dependence between S3 and S4, requiring that S3 needs to
be executed before S4. A straightforward scheduler that is not power aware
may pack S1, S2, and S3 into one VLIW instruction, followed by S4 in the
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second instruction. The power profile of this schedule is 3 power units for the
first instruction, and 1 power unit for the second, resulting in a peak power of
3, and a step power of 2. In contrast, a power aware scheduler takes the power
characteristics of each instruction into consideration while grouping operations
into VLIW instructions. Existing list scheduling and modulo scheduling tech-
niques can be augmented to include a power model [26, 28, 33]. The result
is a schedule that maps S3 and S4 into separate VLIW instructions, and then
distribute S1 and S2 across the two instructions. For example, S1 and S3 may
be packed into the first VLIW instruction, followed by S2 and S4 in the sec-
ond instruction. The power dissipation of both instructions is 2 power units,
resulting in a power profile with peak power of 2 and a step power of 0. The
energy consumption of the two discussed power profiles is the same according
to our power and energy metrics. A compiler transformation that in particular
addresses the dI/dt problem is discussed in [7]. The technique inserts redun-
dant operations to smoothen the overall power profile, thereby increasing the
energy consumption.

In a superscalar architecture, the scheduling of instructions is partially
performed at runtime. The hardware selects appropriate operations from an
instruction window over the sequential stream of instructions to be executed
next. Data dependences between the instructions in the window are consid-
ered when scheduling instructions within the window. A compiler may induce
a particular grouping of instructions by making sure that two instructions that
should not be executed at the same time will be considered in different instruc-
tion windows. In the example shown in Figure 13.2, a source-level transforma-
tion can move S2 to the end of the instruction sequence. Assuming that our
target superscalar architecture only considers three instructions at a time, the
initial instruction window will contain S1,S3, and S4, resulting in the issuing
of instructions S1 and S3. S4 cannot be issued due to its dependence on S3.
Then, the window will be moved and S2 will become available for scheduling,
and S4 and S2 will be issued together. The reader should note that the pre-
sented description of a superscalar architecture is rather simplistic. However, it
shows how a compiler can indirectly achieve the desired optimization goal by
appropriately reshaping the structure of a program based on the knowledge of
the behavior of the underlying target architecture.

Bit-Level Power/Energy Model. For power models based on bit-level
switching activities as its activity notion, rescheduling instructions may also
target overall energy usage by grouping instructions based on their particular
bit patterns. Minimizing bit-level switching activities in every cycle reduces
the power dissipation for the executed instruction, and therefore the average
power, which corresponds to the consumed energy. In addition to instruction
scheduling, a careful selection of register names in the code generation phase of
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a compiler can result in code sequences that have bit patterns with less switch-
ing activities, for instance due to the reuse of “similar” register names [16, 20].
The same idea of reducing switching activities, this time for fetching similar
VLIW instructions, has been discussed in [24].

Given the code example shown in Figure 13.2, the power aware instruc-
tion scheduler discussed in the previous section grouped the operation S1 and
S3 into the first VLIW instruction, and S2 and S4 into the second. However,
the scheduler did not specify which particular functional unit should execute
the operations. In the example, we assumed that the VLIW architecture has
two floating point addition and two floating point multiplication units. The
mapping of an operation to a particular unit can be specified by selecting the
appropriate slot in the VLIW instruction. This selection can be formulated as
a minimization problem of the Hamming distances between successive VLIW
instructions [24].

Finally, due to the particular chemical characteristics of some batteries,
highly varying discharge rates, i.e., varying power dissipations, may reduce the
lifetime of a battery significantly. By “smoothing” the power dissipation pro-
file of an application through instruction scheduling and reordering, the usable
energy of a battery can be significantly increased [19].

2.2 Power/Energy vs. Performance
Typically, the performance of a program refers to its overall execution time.
The faster a given program can be executed, the higher is its performance. Early
work on optimizing compilers for power and energy management suggested
that optimization transformations for performance subsume those for power
and energy management [27]. Traditional optimizations such as common
subexpression elimination, partial redundancy elimination, strength reduction,
or dead code elimination increase the performance of a program by reducing
the work to be done during program execution [2, 21]. Clearly, reducing the
workload will result in energy savings. Applying the forementioned classical
compiler optimizations may also have impact on the power dissipation, i.e., the
program activity levels. However, the optimizations may decrease or increase
the instantaneous power dissipation. For instance, eliminating “useless” work
can result in more compact programs with higher activity levels, or in less
dense regions of activity. The observed impact will depend on the character-
istics of the program and the compiler’s ability to rearrange or reschedule the
remaining “useful” work.

Memory hierarchy optimizations such as loop fusion, loop tiling, and reg-
ister allocation try to keep data closer to the processor since such data can be
faster accessed. Keeping a value in an on-chip cache instead of an off-chip
memory, or in a register instead of the cache also saves power/energy due to
reduced switching activities and switching capacitance. For example, driving
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an I/O pin to access an off-chip data item takes much more power and energy
than accessing the same data item on chip where it only may require to drive
the on-chip memory bus. Keeping values closer to the processor allows for a
higher CPU utilization, for instance by avoiding pipeline stalls due to memory
accesses. In addition, modern architecture rely heavily on parallelism which
allows the overlapping or parallel execution of multiple instructions. Auto-
matic parallelization and software pipeline expose this parallelism, resulting in
more activities that can be performed at the same time. This in turn increases
the CPU activity level, i.e., its power dissipation. The impact of different per-
formance oriented compiler optimizations on system power and energy have
been discussed in several papers [5, 15, 29, 32].

There is fundamental difference in the models and metrics used for perfor-
mance and those for power/energy optimizations. Many performance models
have the notion of a critical path, i.e., a sequence of instructions or activi-
ties that are performed sequentially and whose execution time corresponds to
the execution time of the entire application. The goal of a performance opti-
mization is to reduce the execution time of the critical path. This is typically
accomplished by taking advantage of underutilized system resources such as
the cache or memory, or open slots in a VLIW instruction. If an optimization
introduces activities on the non-critical path using the available system capac-
ity, performance is not affected. Therefore, as long as these non-critical activi-
ties lead to an overall decrease of the length of the critical path (at least in most
cases), the optimization is beneficial. The example code shown in Figure 13.3
illustrates the difference between a performance and power/energy optimiza-
tion objective. As in our previous example, we assume that our compiler target
is a VLIW architecture with slots for two floating point additions and two float-
ing point multiplications.

A straightforward code generator may map S1,S2,S3, and S4 to separate
VLIW instructions, where the instructions containing S2 and S3 are under the
loop control, i.e., will be executed N times. In other words, S1,S2,S3, and
S4 are on the critical path. By moving S1 down into the VLIW instruction
that contains S2, and S4 up into the VLIW instruction that contains S3, this

x = y + k; /* S1 */
for (i = 1; i < N; i++) {
a{i] = a[i-1] * b[i]; /* S2 */
c{i] = c[i] * a[i]; /* S3 */
}
z = x + 10.0; /* S4 */

Fig. 13.3 An example loop with code motion opportunities
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critical path can be shortened. While the critical path has been shortened, the
activity level within the loop has be significantly increased, doubling the num-
ber of floating point operations executed during each loop iteration. For a per-
formance oriented optimization, redundant operations are not an issue as long
as they do not impact the critical path. This is not true for power/energy aware
optimizations. Every operation that is performed dissipates power and there-
fore needs to be considered. In our example, a small to moderate performance
improvement (depending on the actual value of N) by moving S1 and S4 into
the loop may nearly double the power dissipation and energy consumption of
the loop, assuming that floating point additions and multiplications dissipate
similar power. As a rule of thumb, every operation counts for a power/energy
optimization, while only the length of the critical path is important for a perfor-
mance optimization. Potentially redundant operations occur also in the context
of speculative execution.

Speculation performs activities “ahead of time” based on some assumptions
about the future behavior of the program. If these assumptions turn out to be
false, the speculatively performed work is lost, and additional work may be
necessary to undo the impact of the speculative performed activities. Software
prefetching is an example of such a transformation. The compiler may insert
prefetch instructions for memory accesses across control branches. Assuming
that the target machine allows multiple outstanding loads, this optimization
can be very effective. Another example of a compiler-directed speculation is
that of speculative parallelization of loops (e.g., [23]). Again, as long as the
speculative activity can be hidden on the non-critical execution path, no neg-
ative impact on performance will occur. In the context of power/energy opti-
mizations every additional, speculative activity has to be compensated for by
the overall power/energy benefit of the optimization in order to make things
not worse. In other words, the window of profitability has to be larger for
power/energy optimizations than performance optimizations. This does not
mean that speculation cannot be applied for power/energy optimizations, but
suggests a less aggressive application of such a transformation by restricting it
to the cases where the benefit is likely. Figure 13.4 shows one possible outcome
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Fig. 13.4 Optimizing for power/energy vs. performance: two possible power profiles of an
example program region. The performance increase leads to an increase in power,
and a slight decrease in overall energy
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Fig. 13.5 Optimizing for power/energy vs. performance: Two possible power profiles of an
example program region. The DFVS strategy increases the execution time by 25%,
but substantially reduces power and energy requirements

of speculative execution. Clearly, the program performance has been improved,
but at the cost of increased power demands.

An optimization that particularly targets the possible tradeoffs between
power dissipation and performance is dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DFVS). It exploits the fact that a major portion of power of CMOS circuitry
scales quadratically with the supply voltage [3]. As a result, lowering the sup-
ply voltage can significantly reduce power dissipation. However, lowering the
supply voltage requires a slowing down of the clock frequency in order to allow
enough time for the CMOS gates to stabilize. Figure 13.5 depicts a possible
tradeoff between power/energy and performance. With only a slight degrada-
tion of performance, significant power and energy savings may be achieved.
Again, the actual amount of savings will depend on the particular program
characteristics and characteristics of the underlying DFVS enabled architec-
ture. Examples for relevant machine characteristics are the voltage and fre-
quency switching overhead, and the number of supported outstanding memory
references. One approach to compiler-directed frequency and voltage scaling
will be discussed in more detail in this chapter. Other work on compiler sup-
port for DFVS includes an approach that aggressively fuses loops in order to
achieve a more equal balance of memory operations and computation [35].
Such a balance can be beneficial since it allows larger code regions to be
slowed down and take advantage of the power/energy savings induced by the
corresponding voltage reduction. As a rule of thumb, is it more beneficial
to slow down a large code region by a little, than several short code regions
by a lot.

2.3 Power/Energy vs. Temperature
Shrinking feature sizes and increasing clock speeds has been one of the main
strategies to sustain Moore’s law, i.e., lead to an exponential increase in proces-
sor performance. The challenges of cooling future chips and systems have
become a significant threat to this exponential growth. The cooling problem
has a spatial aspect to it since the granularity of the heat source and its loca-
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Fig. 13.6 Power density vs. temperature. The relative locations of the “hot spots” are important

tion is important for the appropriate thermal management techniques. Possible
granularities include on-chip components, entire chips, boards, racks, groups
of cabinets, or entire machine rooms. Depending on this granularity, different
metrics may be used to describe thermal issues, for instance energy for coarser
grain optimizations, and power density and physical layout for finer grain opti-
mizations. Power density can be viewed as the activity levels within a physical
space. Figure 13.6 depicts the power densities of three distinct regions on a
chip. The main difference between the two subfigures is the location of the
heat critical chip regions. While the power density metric seems to be suffi-
cient to describe thermal behavior for heat critical regions that are sufficiently
apart (left subfigure), it may be inappropriate for closer heat regions (right
subfigure). Skadron et al. showed that thermo-dynamic models are needed to
describe the heat build-up in such situations [14, 25].

Possible compiler techniques for thermal management include resource
hibernation and spatial scheduling. In order to avoid hot spots, activities are
spatially distributed, thereby avoiding excessive heat build-up. In addition, a
compiler could help to alert the cooling subsystem of potential future cooling
requirements, which may allow the system to concentrate its cooling resources
on such developing hot spots. An example thermal optimization for VLIW
architectures has been presented in [22]. If not all functional units are fully
utilized in every instructions, a load balancing scheme distributes and rotates
the activities among multiple functional units, avoiding thermal hot spots at
individual units.

2.4 Summary
All the discussed metrics are related, but neither subsumes the other. It will
depend on the particular compiler optimization what aspects of the overall
system characteristics need to be considered, i.e., need to be modeled, and at
which level of granularity. As a rule of thumb, what overall activities are per-
formed relates to energy, when activities are performed relates to power, and
where activities are performed relates to temperature. Performance optimiza-
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tions typically impact the what and when of activities. However, parallelization
as a performance optimization may also impact the where, for instance in a
VLIW architecture or a multi-core system.

An efficient compilation strategy needs to consider the interactions of dif-
ferent system components in order to achieve overall system power and energy
improvements. For example, a 10% performance penalty in return for 50%
CPU power/energy savings may sound like a good idea. However, in a sys-
tem where the CPU accounts for 20% of the overall power/energy budget,
and another component, for instance the display, accounts for 50%, the 10%
CPU performance penalty will require the display to be on 10% longer. This
will translate into an overall 2% CPU power/energy savings and 5% display
power/energy penalty, resulting in an overall 3% power/energy increase, which
is not a good idea.

3. Future Compiler Research Directions
Compiler research for power and energy management is evolving. Such
research requires platforms that expose power, energy, and thermal manage-
ment features to higher software levels such as the compiler through standard-
ized interfaces (APIs). While efforts have been made in some areas (e.g., ACPI
[4]), more work needs to be done.

In addition, the lack of a reliable and effective evaluation infrastructures for
power, energy, and thermal optimizations has significantly hampered compiler
research. The compiler community relies mostly on physical measurements
on existing target systems for a set of representative benchmarks to evaluate
the benefits of a given optimization or set of optimizations. Simulation results
are accepted as an indication of a potential benefit of an optimization, but are
typically not considered sufficient proof that the optimization is worthwhile in
practice. What is needed is an evaluation infrastructure for power, energy, and
thermal optimizations that consists of a combination of physical measurements
and performance modeling. Physical measurements need to include current and
voltage measurements [12, 13], as well as temperature measurements. Per-
formance models are needed for the CPU, memory subsystems, controllers,
communication modules, and I/O devices such as the disk and screen. This
technology is crucial to be able to understand and assess the benefits of a pro-
posed optimization for the entire target system, subsets of system components,
or single system components.

Power, energy, and thermal management may also benefit from new pro-
gramming language designs that include resource requirement specifications
and possible quality-of-result tradeoffs. These specifications will allow the
underlying run-time system and operating system to make better tradeoff deci-
sions during resource allocation and scheduling.
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4. Techniques Covered in Subsequent Chapters
In the following, three compiler supported optimizations are introduced in
more detail. These optimizations are just examples, and are presented to ill-
ustrate the potential benefits of compile time power/energy management. This
list is by no means complete. In particular, we do not discuss thermal manage-
ment in detail here.

After this introduction, there are three in-depth discussions of the presented
power/energy optimization strategies. Compiler-directed DVFS is covered
by Chung-Hsing Hsu (Los Alamos National Laboratory) and Ulrich Kremer
(Rutgers University). An example of a transformation to enable resource
hibernation is presented by Feihui Li, Guangyu Chen, Mahmut Kandemir
(Pennsylvania Sate University), and Mustafa Karakoy (Imperial College, UK).
Finally, compile-time and run-time support for computation offloading is
discussed in a contribution by Chen Wang (Purdue University) and Zhiyuan
Li (Purdue University).

4.1 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is recognized as one of the
most effective power reduction techniques. As mentioned before, it exploits
the fact that a major portion of power of CMOS circuitry scales quadratically
with the supply voltage [3]. Therefore, lowering the supply voltage can sig-
nificantly reduce power dissipation caused by the switching activities in the
CMOS gates, which is referred to as dynamic power. Static power is a tech-
nology dependent power dissipation due to leakage currents within the CMOS
transistors. DVFS can only address dynamic power. The optimization strategy
of hibernation can target static power and will be discussed in Section 4.2. The
basic idea of hibernation is to “shut-down” an unused component rather than
to “slow-down” an active component as is done by DVFS.

For non-interactive applications such as movie playing, decompression, and
encryption, fast processors reduce device idle times, which in turn reduce
the opportunities for power savings through hibernation strategies. In con-
trast, DFVS techniques are still beneficial in such cases, i.e., DFVS reduces
power even when these devices are active. However, DFVS comes at the cost
of performance degradation. An effective DFVS algorithm is one that intelli-
gently determines when to adjust the current frequency–voltage setting (scaling
points) and to which frequency–voltage setting (scaling factors), so that con-
siderable savings in energy can be achieved while the required performance is
still delivered.

One possible compiler-directed algorithm identifies program regions where
the CPU can be slowed down with negligible performance loss [11]. It is
implemented as a source-to-source level transformation using the SUIF2 [1]
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compiler infrastructure. The chapter by Hsu and Kremer discuss this work in
more detail.

4.2 Resource Hibernation
A common approach to increase energy efficiency puts idle resources or entire
devices in low-power (hibernation) states until they have to be accessed again.
The transition to a lower power state usually occurs after a period of inactivity
(an inactivity threshold), and the transition back to active state usually occurs
on demand. Unfortunately, the transitions to and from the low-power state can
consume significant time and energy. Nevertheless, this strategy works well
when there is enough idle time to justify incurring such costs. Resource hiber-
nation is an effective compilation technique for I/O devices (e.g., disk, network
card [10]) as well as cache lines [34] and memory banks [15]. The latter opti-
mizations target the leakage (static power) problem.

Source-level transformations can be used to reshape the program behavior
such that inactivity thresholds of a device or component are extended, allow
hibernation to be more effective. By allowing the compiler to give hints to the
operating system about expected idle times of these components and devices,
the operating system is able to issue deactivation directives earlier and acti-
vation directives just in time before the device or component is used again.
In addition, the operating system can use these hints to implement the most
efficient policy for the set of active processes. The results reported in [8, 9]
show that on a set of streamed and non-streamed application, the reshaped
programs can achieve disk energy reductions ranging from 55% to 89% (70%
on average) under a sophisticated energy management policy with only a small
performance degradation.

The chapter by Feihui Li et al. discusses compiler-directed hibernation
of communication links for array-based applications. The discussed strategy
determines the last use of a communication link at each loop nest, and gen-
erates explicit instructions that turn off these links. Links are reactivated on
demand, i.e., the next time they are accessed.

4.3 Remote Task Mapping
Mobile devices come in many flavors, including laptop computers, Web-
phones, pocket computers, Personal Digital Assistance (PDA), and intelligent
sensors. Many such devices already have wireless communication capabilities,
and we expect most future systems to have such capabilities. There are two
main differences between mobile and desk-top computing systems, namely
the source of the power supply and the amount of available resources. Mobile
systems operate entirely on battery power most or all the time. The resources
available on a mobile system can be expected to be at least one order of magni-
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tude less than those of a “wall-powered” desk-top system with similar technol-
ogy. This fact is mostly due to space, weight, and power limitations placed
on mobile platforms. Such resources include the amount and speed of the
processor, memory, secondary storage, and I/O. With the development of new
and even more power-hungry technology, we expect this gap to widen even
more. Remote task mapping is a technique that tries to off-load computation
to a remote server, thereby saving power and energy on the mobile devices
[17, 18, 30].

A possible compilation strategy that generates two versions of the initial
application, one to be executed on the mobile device (client), and the other
on a machine connected to the mobile device via a wireless network (server)
[17]. The client and server codes have to be able to deal with disconnection
events. The proposed compilation strategy uses checkpointing techniques to
allow the client to monitor program progress on the server, and to request
checkpoint data in order to reduce the performance penalty in case of a possi-
ble server and/or network failure. The reported results have been obtained by
actual power measurements of an image processing application (face detection
and face recognition) on three client systems, (1) the StrongARM based low-
power SKIFF system developed at Compaq’s Cambridge Research Laboratory,
(2) Compaq’s commercially available StrongARM based iPAQ H3600, and (3)
a PentiumII based laptop. Initial experiments show that energy consumption
can be reduced significantly, in some cases up to one order of magnitude, de-
pending on the selected characteristics of the mobile device, remote host, and
wireless network.

The following chapter by Zhiyuan Li et al. introduces a similar compilation
scheme for remote mapping based on a client/server model. Their framework
represents a program as a task graph and maps tasks dynamically to the server
if profitable. Their technique is able to adapt to changes in server workloads
and to changes of the quality of the communication link.
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Abstract This paper presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of a compiler
algorithm that effectively optimizes programs for energy usage using dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). The algorithm identifies program regions
where the CPU can be slowed down with negligible performance loss, and has
been implemented as a source-to-source level compiler transformation using the
SUIF2 compiler infrastructure. Physical measurements on a notebook computer
show that total system energy savings of up to 28% can be achieved with per-
formance degradation of less than 5% for the SPEC CPU95 benchmarks. On
average, the system energy and energy-delay product are reduced by 11% and
9%, respectively, with a performance slowdown of 2%.

Keywords: dynamic voltage scaling, power reduction, energy efficiency, compiler

1. DVFS
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is one of the most effective
energy reduction mechanisms for CMOS circuitry. The mechanism allows
system software to increase or decrease the supply voltage and the operat-
ing frequency of a CMOS circuit at run time. Since a major portion of energy
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consumed by a CMOS circuit scales quadratically with the supply voltage [2]
and decreasing the frequency allows us to decrease the supply voltage, we
effectively reduce energy consumption.

Current generations of processor are made of CMOS circuitry. As a result,
DVFS has been enabled on many mobile and desktop processors. For example,
AMD has enabled the DVFS support on their Athlon 64 processor, referring
to as PowerNow. Similarly, Intel has enabled the DVFS support on their Pen-
tium M processor, referring to as SpeedStep. Each such DVFS-enabled proces-
sor provides a discrete set of voltage and frequency that system software can
select from. From system software perspective, the selection is performed after
writing the desired voltage and frequency values into specific registers.

DVFS is different from the traditional resource-hibernation mechanism in
that DVFS can reduce energy when the system is actively running tasks. In
contrast, resource hibernation reduces energy only when the system is idle.
More often than not, energy management based on resource hibernation, such
as running a task at the fastest processor speed followed by putting the proces-
sor into hibernation, ends up consuming more energy than energy manage-
ment based on DVFS that runs the task at a slower speed. Therefore, the use
of DVFS seems to be a more appropriate choice to achieve low power than
resource hibernation, especially for non-interactive applications.

2. DVFS Scheduling is Challenging
However, the use of DVFS needs to be judicious because DVFS reduces energy
at the cost of performance degradation. Two types of source cause perfor-
mance degradation. First, each change of voltage and frequency incurs time
and energy overheads. Currently, the time overhead is on the order of hundreds
of microseconds. Given that memory latency is on the order of hundreds of
nanoseconds, applying DVFS at every cache miss will severely degrade sys-
tem performance. Second, DVFS reudces energy by lowering frequency and
thus increases the total execution time. In fact, increasing the execution time
results in some devices staying active longer and consuming more energy that
may mask out the savings from the DVFS-enabled devices.

In this paper, we study how we can judiciously use DVFS on a DVFS-
enabled processor. We design a scheduling algorithm that can automatically
and intelligently determine when to apply DVFS (scaling points) and to
which frequency–voltage setting (scaling factors) so as to achieve consider-
able energy savings while delivering the required performance.

A judicious use of DVFS on a DVFS-enabled processor is when proces-
sor performance is not critial for system performance. In these occasions, the
time overhead and increased execution time induced by DVFS will not per-
turb system performance. For exmaple, if a laptop user is reading a document
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for an extended period of time while running on battery power, the laptop
can automatically scale down the frequency and voltage of the processor to
reduce energy consumption without disturbing the user’s reading pace. This is
because human’s reading pace is generally much slower than CPU’s process-
ing pace, and thus the processor is not a performance bottleneck in this kind of
scenario.

To identify when to apply DVFS in the above scenario, CPU utilization is
often used to assist the detection. CPU utilization refers to the fraction of time
that the CPU spends non-idle. One can periodically poll current CPU utiliza-
tion, and scale down CPU frequency and voltage when CPU utilization is low;
if CPU utilization becomes high, one can scale up CPU frequency and volt-
age. This type of DVFS scheduling strategy is called demand-based switching
(DBS) by Intel, which advocates the use of DBS-DVFS in data centers as CPU
utilization on nights and weekends in a data center is usually low.

Unfortunately, the DBS strategy has two potential drawbacks. First, the
strategy has a minimal effect on the execution of non-interactive applications.
A non-interactive application tends to have a high CPU utilization throughout
its entire execution. Second, the strategy sometimes leads to severe perfor-
mance degradation for interactive applications. Grunwald et al. [4] recently
performed a measurement study on several DBS implementations and found
out noticeable performance degradation in these implementations.

3. Our DVFS Algorithm in a Nutshell
In this paper, we present a compiler-directed DVFS scheduling algorithm that
addresses the two deficiencies in the DBS strategy. First, we observe that the
execution of a non-interactive application oftentimes enters a phase that has
a high cache miss ratio. In these phases, performance is limited by mem-
ory latency and bandwidth rather than CPU frequency. Since memory per-
formance is not affected by changes in CPU frequency, we can reduce CPU
frequency and voltage in these phases to save energy without affecting overall
performance.

Second, our scheduling algorithm constructs a model that accurately cap-
tures the performance impact due to CPU frequency changes. The primary
reason that DBS cannot regulate DVFS-induced performance degradation well
is due to the fact that CPU utilization by itself does not provide enough in-
formation about the performance impact induced by CPU frequency changes
[5]. Therefore, any DVFS scheduling algorithm based solely on CPU utiliza-
tion can only provide loose control over performance degradation. Having an
accurate performance-prediction model will solve the problem.

The algorithm we present in this paper identifies scaling points and deter-
mines scaling factors off-line, with the help of profile data. The scaling points
are the entry and exit points of program regions that generate execution phases
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Fig. 14.1 The flow diagram of the compiler implementation

with a high cache miss ratio. Here we differentiate program regions from
execution phases. A region refers to a program structure in the source code
whereas a phase refers to a period of time during which a region is executed.
Examples of a region include a loop nest, a call site, a called procedure, a
sequence of statements, or even the entire program. Regions can be nested.

Each region in our algorithm has an associated performance model that pre-
dicts the total execution time of the region at any given CPU frequency. The
region-based performance models are constructed via the use of profile data.
Once the performance model for each region is constrcuted, our scheduling
algorithm enumerates all possible regions and tries to determine the scaling
factor for each region by answering the following question: if I execute this
region at this particular CPU frequency, can I acquire considerable energy sav-
ings while still ensuring that the required performance is met. In other words,
our scheduling algorithm solves a minimization problem.

Figure 14.1 shows the flow of our DVFS scheduling algorithm. The algo-
rithm starts by instrumenting the input program at selected program regions.
The instrumented code is then executed to collect performance data of these
program regions. Once the profiling is done, the algorithm begins to enumer-
ate all profiled regions and their potential combinations at each available CPU
frequency and voltage. After identifying program regions and their associated
scaling factors, our scheduling algorithm inserts appropriate DVFS system
calls at the boundaries of the regions.

In sum, our scheduling algorithm is a profile-driven source-to-source com-
piler transformation.

4. An Illustrating Example
To better understand the algorithm, let us consider how it works on an example
program shown on the left in Figure 14.2. The example code is presented in
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ENTRY

EXIT

C1

C2

C3

L4 L5

if

R fmax fmin

C1 1 0 0
C2 10 10 12
C3 10 0 0
L4 8 8 12
L5 2 2 4

N(R)
T (R; f )

Fig. 14.2 The example program is shown on the left in terms of control flow between regions.
The table on the right represents the profiled data for the instrumented regions

terms of control flow between what we call basic regions, where each L (or C)
stands for a loop nest (or a call site). Basic regions are the regions that our
algorithm needs to instrument and profile. So, the first step of our algorithm is
to instrument and profile basic regions of an input program.

There are two types of information that need to be collected for a basic
region R: the number of times the region is executed (denoted as N(R) in
Figure 14.2) and the total execution time of the region running at each avail-
able CPU frequency (denoted as T (R,f) for CPU frequency f ). So for basic
region C2, it is executed 10 times and the total execution times at two different
frequencies fmax and fmin are 10 and 12, respectively.

After the algorithm completes the profiling of basic regions, it starts to con-
sider other non-basic regions. For example, if(L4,L5) is a non-basic region
that encloses basic regions L4 and L5 using an if–then–else operator. To derive
the informaton of N(R) and T (R,f) for this non-basic region, our algorithm
performs a simple calculus as follows:

N(if(L4,L5)) = N(L4)+N(L5) = 8+2 = 10

T (if(L4,L5),fmax) = T (L4,fmax)+T (L5,fmax) = 8+2 = 10

T (if(L4,L5),fmin) = T (L4,fmin)+T (L5,fmin) = 12+4 = 16

For completeness, we list the entire calculus in Figure 14.3.
Once the algorithm has the information of N(R) and T (R,f) for all regions,

it begins to enumerate each every region, compute its DVFS-induced energy
usage and execution time, and compare the two values against the currently
best solution. For example, our algorithm will compute the energy usage E
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if statement:
R: if () then R1 else R2

T (R,f) = T (R1,f)+T (R2,f)
N(R) = N(R1)+N(R2)

explicit loop structure:
R: loop () R1

T (R,f) = T (R1,f)
N(R) is profiled

call site:
R: call F()

T (R,f) = T (F,f) ·N(R)/N(F )
N(R) is profiled

sequence of regions:
R: sequence(R1,. . . ,Rn)

T (R,f) = ∑{T (Ri,f) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
N(R) = N(R1) = . . . = N(Rn)

procedure:
F : procedure F() R

T (F,f) = T (R,f)
N(F ) = ∑{N(Ri) : Ri is a call site to F ()}

Fig. 14.3 The rules of deriving the table entries T (R,f) in our DVFS algorithm

and the execution time T of running region L4 at fmin and the rest of the
program at fmax as follows:

Efmax = Pfmax ·Tfmax

Tfmax = 0+10+0+8+2 = 20
E = Efmax − (Pfmax −Pfmin) ·T (L4,fmin)+Edvfs ·2 ·N(L4)
T = Tfmax +[T (L4,fmin)−T (L4,fmax)]+Tdvfs ·2 ·N(L4)

where Efmax and Tfmax represent the energy usage and the execution time of
running the entire program at fmax, respectively; Edvfs and Tdvfs represent the
energy and time overheads of performing DVFS, respectively; finally, Pfmax

and Pfmin represent power consumption at fmax and fmin, respectively.
In our algorithm, a solution is considered better if it is valid and consumes

less energy (a smaller E value). A solution is considered valid if T ≤(1+r) ·
Tfmax for a user-tunable parameter r. The default r value in our implementation
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is 5%. That is, a user is willing to sacrifice at most 5% performance for lower
energy consumption. Apparently, the larger the r value, the more the energy
savings.

After all the regions are enumerated, the best solution is identified. The
final step of the algorithm is to insert corresponding DVFS system calls at
the boundaries of the selected region(s).

5. Design and Implementation Issues
In the previous sections we intentionally omitted the details of the design and
implementation of our DVFS scheduling algorithm. There are in fact several
decisions that we need to make in order to ensure our algorithm implementable
and cost-effective. Since each decision has some effect on the effectiveness of
the algorithm, we record here our decision process for the design and imple-
mentation of the algorithm.

5.1 What is a Region
A program region in our implementation is chosen to be a single-entry-single-
exit (SESE) program structure. While this definition may seem too restrictive, it
enables us to have a simple computation of the DVFS overheads. Specifically,
the algorithm is able to count the number of DVFS system calls to a region R
as 2 ·N(R) if the DVFS calls are only placed at the entry and the exit of the
region. Experiments have shown that this definition works well in practice.

Our implementation categorizes a region as either basic or non-basic. A
basic region is the minimal program structure that our implementation needs
to identify. Our implementation identifies two kinds of basic regions: call sites
and explicit loop structures. Explicit loop structures include for and while
loops. In contrast, loops based on goto’s are considered as implicit loop struc-
tures and are not identified in our current implementation because to identify
this type of loop structure, an additional expensive analysis on the control flow
graph is required.

Our current implementation only accepts several types of non-basic region.
For example, if(L4,L5) in Figure 14.2 is considered as a region, so
are seq(C2,C3) and seq(C2,C3,if(L4,L5)). On the other hand,
seq(C1,C2) is not considered as a region since it has two entry points, one
at the entry of C1 and the other at the entry of C2. Similarly, seq(C3,L4) is
not a region because of the two exit points.

Our current implementation does not consider seq(if(L4,L5),L2) as
a region either. While it satisfies the SESE property, it does not satisfy our
forward sequencing restriction, i.e., for program construct

loop() sequence(R1, . . . ,Rn)
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the regions composed of Ri → Ri+1 → ·· · → Rj for j ≥ i are considered, but
not the “wrap-around” regions, Ri → ·· · → Rn → R1 → ·· · → Rj for j < i.
The reason for us to impose this restriction is to reduce the number of regions
that need to be examined in the algorithm.

5.2 How Many Regions to Slow Down
Our implementation chooses only one region to slow down. This restriction
can certainly be relaxed to allow multiple regions to be slowed down (at differ-
ent factors). However, in doing so the algorithm is required to solve a zero–one
integer linear programming problem (ZILP) where each zero–one variable rep-
resents whether the region R is executed at frequency f or not. Moreover, the
estimation of the DVFS overheads becomes more complicated. A transition
graph between regions needs to be constructed to estimate the DVFS over-
heads, and the construction is not trivial.

Furthermore, solving ZILP problems is time-consuming. ZILP problems are
in general considered hard problems due to the combinatorial aspect of integer
programming. Experiences tell us that when the number of edges in a transition
graph exceeds over 50, the solver has a hard time to solve it within a few hours.
This happens to 8 out of the 10 SPEC CFP95 benchmarks. There, the medium
on the number of edges is over 100. More information on the multi-region
DVFS scheduling algorithm and its comparison with the single-region version
can be found in [7].

5.3 What Region to Pick
Our implementation imposes an additional restriction on the region that can be
slowed down. We enforce the region size to be sufficiently large as determined
by the following equation:

T (R,fmax)/T (P,fmax) ≥ ρ

where parameter ρ is a design parameter for the compiler specifying how
large the region should be to be considered “sufficiently large”. In our default
setting, ρ is set to 20%.

We impose this restriction for two reasons. First, the resitrction makes sure
that the region takes longer time to execute than a single DVFS system call.
Second, our experience has suggested that executing a larger region (in time)
at a higher frequency often has less performance impact than executing a
smaller region at a lower frequency. For example, without the size restriction,
our implementation will select a small region in the SPEC CFP95 benchmark
turb3d to slow down, resulting in 5% more performance degradation than
the user’s perference. With the size restriction, such dissatisfaction does not
happen.
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5.4 Why Compiler-Directed
The determination of scaling points and scaling factors does not need to be
done off-line. They can be determined on-line as well. We chose to determine
scaling points and scaling factors off-line through compiler analysis for two
reasons. First, in many cases, a compiler is able to not only predict but also
shape the execution behavior of a program, giving compilers an advantage
over runtime-based techniques. In other words, a compiler can reshape the
execution behavior of a program in such a way that the opportunities for DVFS
are created or magnified.

Second, determine scaling points and scaling factors manually is challeng-
ing. The medium on the number of candidate regions for SPEC CFP95 bench-
marks is over 10,000. It will be difficult to manually identify which region
to slow down for the maximum benefit. In contrast, our implementation can
identify the best scheduling policy in less than 1 min. Within this 1 min, our
implementation has performed, among other passes, an interprocedural analy-
sis pass that extracts the strongly connected components in the call graph,
visits them in a bottom-up fashion, and computes the values of T (R,f) and
N(R).

5.5 Is Profile-Driven Necessary
The proposed DVFS scheduling algorithm is profile-driven. Profile-driven
compiler optimization has its advantages and disadvantages. On the negative
side, a program optimized with respect to one data input or machine config-
uration may not work well on another data input or machine configuration.
Profile-driven optimization also increases the compilation time caused by pro-
filing. On the positive side, profiling captures more system effects which a
compiler model may have difficulty to model and is more generally applicable.
Without a good (i.e., simple and accurate) compiler model, the quality of the
optimized code will be compromised. Yet, the complex interaction between all
components in a computer system makes it difficult to derive a good compiler
model.

We chose profile-driven approach primarily due to the difficulty in deriving
a good compiler model to estimate T (R,f). Our early work [9] proposed a
semi-compiler model that allows us to profile T (R,fmax) and estimate the rest
of T (R,f) analytically. This compile model involves the computation of the
memory stall time and requires the help from performance counters. Unfortu-
nately, for the target system we experimented on (described later), we had a
hard time relating the counted events to the actual performance. This is in par-
ticular due to the lack of documentation and desired event types. Hence, our
current implementation measures the wall-clock times directly for T (R,f).
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6. Evaluation Strategy
To evaluate the effectiveness of our profiled-based, compiler-directed DVFS
scheduling algorithm, we implemented the algorithm using the SUIF2 com-
piler infrastructure [13] and performed physical measurements on a notebook
computer with a DVFS-enabled high-performance processor. The following is
the detailed description about the hardware and software platforms we used
to perform evaluation, as well as the benchmark choice and the measurement
setup.

6.1 Hardware Platform
The hardware platform is a Compaq Presario 715US notebook computer. We
chose a notebook computer as our hardware platform because at the time of
evaluation, only notebook computers are equipped with DVFS-enabled proces-
sors. We chose this particular notebook computer due to the fact that the
computer is equipped with a high-performance processor, AMD’s Athlon 4.
AMD’s Athlon 4 is a high-performance processor since it provides on-chip
floating-point units and memory level parallelsim (i.e., allow multiple out-
standing cache misses at the same time), two salient features found in many
high-performance processors. In contrast, Intel’s Xscale processors do not have
floating-point units. Transmeta’s Crusoe processors have floating-point units
but do not provide memory level parallelism. Recently, Intel provides another
line of processor, Pentium M, that has the two features.

AMD’s Athlon 4 processor is a 3-way superscalar out-of-order decode and
execution decoupled computing engine with dynamic branch prediction and
speculative execution. It contains a 64-KB instruction cache, a 64-KB data
cache, a full-speed on-die 256-KB level-two exclusive cache, and a hardware
data prefetching unit. In terms of DVFS support, the processor exports seven
different frequency–voltage combinations, all under the control of software.
Table 14.1 lists the main configuration of the Presario 715US notebook com-
puter.

6.2 Software Platform
The Linux 2.4.18 kernel was installed on the Presario 715US notebook com-
puter. All the benchmarks were compiled by the GNU compilers using op-
timization level -O2. DVFS support is done through user-level system calls.
The input of a DVFS call is the desired frequency. The call will find the corre-
sponding voltage from Table 14.1, and write both frequency and voltage values
into machine-specific registers. The processor adjusts the CPU clock frequency
and supply voltage accordingly. The time required for each such transition is
less than 100 µs [1].
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Table 14.1 The configuration of the Compaq Presario 715US notebook computer

Spec Compaq
Presario 715US

AMD
CPU mobile Athlon 4
f 600–1200 MHz
V 1.15–1.45 V
Front side bus DDR 100 MHz
memory 256 MB PC-133
graphics VIA 16 MB
LCD display 14.1-in 1024x768
disk 20 GB

f (MHz) V (V)
600 1.15
700 1.20
800 1.25
900 1.30
1000 1.35
1100 1.40
1200 1.45

To profile the values of T (R,f) and N(R) as required by our DVFS algo-
rithm, we also implemented another user-level system call. The input of such
a call is the region number. For T (R,f), a high-resolution timer is needed
to measure the elapsed time between two such system calls. We did this by
reading out the current cycle counter value on a per-process basis. For N(R),
the system call implementation maintains a table indexed by the region num-
ber and increments the appropriate table entry. The cost of each system call is
approximately 50 ns.

6.3 Benchmark Choices
The SPEC CFP95 benchmark suite was used for experiments because of
its variety of CPU boundedness. We found that a less CPU-bound applica-
tion has potentially more energy reduction than a more CPU-bound applica-
tion for the same performance requirement in the form of relative slowdown.
In order to investigate the impact of CPU boundedness to the effectiveness of
our DVFS algorithm, we chose SPEC CFP95 benchmarks as our benchmark
choices.

To justify our decision in the choice of benchmarks, we computed the CPU
boundedness of the entire SPEC CPU95 benchmark suite using a metric pro-
posed in [8]. The metric βcpu is defined as a ratio between zero and one, with
one being extremely CPU-bound. Table 14.2 shows the CPU boundedness for
each benchmark in the CPU95 suite. We can see from the table that the CFP95
benchmark suite has a wider range of CPU boundedness than the CINT95
benchmark suite. Recent studies [11, 12] have shown that multimedia bench-
marks are typically more CPU-bound than SPEC CINT95 benchmarks. This
is partially due to the fact that many multimedia benchmarks have excellent
cache locality, despite of their generally larger memory footprints.
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Table 14.2 The potential DVFS energy savings and performance slopes of the SPEC95 bench-
marks

SPEC CFP95
Benchmark βcpu

swim 0.04
tomcatv 0.06
hydro2d 0.13
su2cor 0.17
applu 0.30
apsi 0.37
mgrid 0.45
wave5 0.57
turb3d 0.75
fpppp 1.00

SPECint95
Benchmark βcpu

compress 0.47
vortex 0.70
gcc 0.83
ijpeg 0.95
li 1.00
perl 0.98
go 1.00
m88ksim 1.00

Profiling 
Computer

Laptop
(battery removed)

Digital
Power Meter

Wall 
Power Outlet

AC Adapter

Fig. 14.4 The experimental setup

Measurement Setup. We performed several experiments with our DVFS
algorithm and measured the actual energy consumption of the system through
a digital power meter. The power meter, a Yokogawa WT110 [10], sent power
measurement data every 250 ms to another computer, which stores them in
a log for later use. The power meter samples current and voltage at a rate
of 26 µs. During the measurements, the battery was removed to eliminate any
noise from battery recharging process. The power dissipation of the AC adapter
was excluded. Figure 14.4 shows the measurement setup.

In terms of experiments, all the benchmarks were run to completion. The
comparisons were done by executing the benchmark with the reference data
set. The training data set was used for the profiling phase of the DVFS algo-
rithm. In addition, we set the time (Tdvfs) and the energy (Edvfs) overheads
of performing DVFS to be 20 µs and 0 joules. Note that this setting does not
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Table 14.3 The input parameters for our algorithm

Parameter Value
T (R,f) Profiled
N(R) Profiled
Pf V 2

f ·f
Ttrans 20 µs
Ptrans 0 W
r 5%
ρ 20%

faithfully reflect the real machine characteristics. However, we did this on pur-
pose to demonstrate that as long as Tdvfs is sufficiently large to prevent the
DVFS-induced time overhead from becoming a major factor in determining
system performance, the accuracy of Tdvfs and Edvfs is not critical. Table 14.3
lists the parameter settings of our DVFS algorithm used in the experiments.

7. Experimental Results
In this section we present the experimental results in three aspects: the com-
pilation time, the effectiveness of our DVFS algorithm in the form of DVFS-
induced energy savings and performance slowdown, and finally the impact of
different training inputs. For SPEC CFP95 benchmarks, our algorithm takes
minutes to run and results in the total system energy savings of up to 28%
with less than a 5%n performance slowdown. On average, the system energy
is reduced by 11% with a 2% performance slowdown.

7.1 The Compilation Time
The compilation time of our algorithm is in the order of minutes. Table 14.4
lists the timing spent in each phase. The instrumentation phase takes 7–157 s
which includes the times of converting to and from the SUIF2 intermediate
representation plus the time of selecting program locations to instrument. The
sub-phase of selecting program locations to instrument contributes 6–13% of
the total compilation time for the instrumentation phase, with 9% on average.
In other words, the conversion between the input C program and the SUIF2
representation is very expensive. On the other hand, in the selection phase, the
dominating sub-phase is the process of evaluating all candidate regions for the
best region. It accounts for 74–98% of the total compilation time for the phase,
with the average 83%.

Benchmarks apsi, turb3d and fpppp took the longest compilation
times among all benchmarks. The long compilation times can be attributed to
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Table 14.4 The compilation time (in seconds) of our algorithm in various phases

Total Instru- Profiling Selection
compilation mentation phase phase

time phase
swim 34 7 8 19
tomcatv 173 4 158 11
hydro2d 340 44 173 123
su2cor 403 37 257 109
applu 284 83 13 188
apsi 1264 157 40 1067
mgrid 190 10 152 28
wave5 544 151 48 345
turb3d 1839 39 268 1532
fpppp 1628 82 11 1535

the large number of candidate regions and the cost of finding these candidate
regions. The current implementation enumerates all possible sequences of a
statement list for finding candidate regions. As a result, the cost can be charac-
terized by the number of statement sequences tried. For benchmarks apsi and
fpppp, the selection phase evaluated 77,335 and 51,025 candidate regions,
respectively. In contrast, only 2,044–27,535 candidate regions were evaluated
for other benchmarks. The selection phase looked 290,299–340,448 statement
sequences for the three benchmarks. It only looked 3,955–118,775 combina-
tions for other benchmarks. Clearly, there is room for improvement in our com-
piler algorithm.

7.2 Effectiveness
The effectiveness of our DVFS algorithm in the form of relative execution
time (Tr) and system energy consumption (Er) to the same program running
on a DVFS-disabled system (i.e., running at the peak frequency and voltage) is
shown in Table 14.5. From the table we can see that the system energy savings
of up to 28% can be achieved. On average, the system energy savings is about
11% with a 2.15% performance slowdown. This 11% system energy savings
can be translated into the 22% processor energy savings. Moreover, our DVFS
algorithm tightly regulates DVFS-induced performance slowdown for every
benchmark in the CFP95 suite to be within 5% as directed by the user. (We
set the maximum performance slowdown r to be 5% in the experiments.) This
tight regulation of performance slowdown distinguishes our DVFS algorithm
from many other DVFS algorithms such as DBS that cannot tightly control
DVFS-induced performance penalties.
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Table 14.5 The relative execution time and system energy usage for the SPEC CFP95 bench-
marks using training input train.in.

Benchmark βcpu Tr (%) Er (%)
swim R/600 102.93 76.88
tomcatv R/800 101.18 72.05
hydro2d R/900 102.21 78.70
su2cor R/700 100.43 86.37
applu R/900 104.72 87.52
apsi R/1100 100.94 97.67
mgrid R/1100 101.13 98.67
wave5 R/1100 104.32 94.83
turb3d R/1100 103.65 97.19
fpppp P/1200 100.0 100.0
Average 102.15 88.99

As we justified earlier that the reason why we chose to use the SPEC CFP95
benchmark suite is to investigate the impact of CPU boundedness to the effec-
tiveness of our DVFS algorithm. Here we present our investigation results. We
found that the DVFS-induced energy savings of a benchmark using our com-
piler algorithm correlates negatively with its CPU boundedness. For example,
our algorithm was able to identify that benchmark fpppp is extremely CPU-
bound (i.e., its βcpu = 1 is equal to one) and therefore cannot be slowed down
without significant performance penalties.

More interestingly. there is a big gap in terms of energy consumption at
βcpu = 0.3. What this gap indicates is that if an application is CPU-bound, our
algorithm becomes less effective due to its characteristics in findings a program
region to slow down. As a result, other types of DVFS algorithm are required
to better exploit DVFS opportunities in CPU-bound a[[;ocatopms/ Pme cam-
dodate os DVFS scheduling algorithm base on phase detection at run time,
e.g.,[5]. (Recall that a region refers to a period of time during which a region
is executed.) DVFS algorithms based on phase detection can create different
schedules for different schedules for differnt phases even thought these are the
results of executing the same program region [14].

7.3 Different Training Inputs
A common question for profile-based algorithms is how much the quality of the
results is affected by the different training inputs. In this section, we evaluate
such an impact using another training data set std.in developed by Burger
[3]. For SPEC CFP95 benchmarks, since they all have a common structure of
an initialization phase followed by repetitions of a computation phase, in most
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Table 14.6 The relative execution time and system energy usage for SPEC CFP95 benchmarks
using training input std.in

Benchmark std.in Selection Tr

swim ref,900→45 P/700 101.10
tomcatv ref,750→62 Same 101.18
hydro2d ref,200→6 Same 102.21
su2cor ref,40→5 R/800 107.31
applu ref,300→5 R/900 103.61
apsi ref,960→6 R/900 105.00
mgrid test,40→4 R/1000 102.91
wave5 ref,40→10 R/800 102.33
turb3d ref,111→2 R/1100 106.16
fpppp Train Same 100.00

cases data set std.in uses the same reference data set but reduces the number
of repetitions. Table 14.6 column “std.in” gives the definition of data set
std.in for SPEC CFP95 benchmarks. For example, data set std.in for
benchmark swim uses the same reference data set but reduces the repetitions
from 900 down to 45. Note that benchmarks mgrid and fpppp do not use
the reference data set as input.

The column “selection” in Table 14.6 lists the slow-down strategy our com-
piler finds if data set std.in is used as the training input. Except those bench-
mark rows marked “same”, our compiler algorithm found different regions
to slow down at different speed if using std.in. However, as shown in
Figure 14.5, the quality of slow-down strategies using different training inputs
is quite similar in terms of energy usage.

For benchmarks swim and su2cor, using data set std.in as training
input seems to produce better results. This is due to the different CPU bound-
ness values provided by the two different data sets. For the reference data set
of swim, the CPU boundness βcpu is 0.04. In contrast, data set std.in pro-
vides βcpu = 0.07 and data set train.in provides βcpu = 0.19. Since data set
std.in more closely models the CPU boundness of the reference data set,
our algorithm was able to find a better slow-down strategy. Similarly, the ref-
erence data set of su2cor provides βcpu = 0.17, while the data sets std.in
and train.in provides βcpu = 0.25 and 0.47, respectively. As a result, our
algorithm was able to exploit more memory boundness of the benchmark and
produced a more energy-efficient DVFS schedule.
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Fig. 14.5 The relative energy usage of our compiler approach using training inputs
train.in and std.in and the potential energy savings

8. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have discussed a novel compiler algorithm that effectively
utilizes dynamic voltage scaling to save energy. The algorithm picks a sin-
gle region to be executed at a lower performance level without introducing
serious performance degradation. A prototype implementation based on the
SUIF2 compiler infrastructure was used to evaluate the algorithm on the SPEC
CFP95 benchmarks. Physical measurements showed that significant system
energy savings in the range of 0% to 28% can be achieved with performance
penalties less than 5% for the SPEC CFP95 benchmarks. On average, the en-
ergy consumption is reduced by 11% with 2.15% performance slowdown.

As we said earlier that a compiler-directed DVFS scheduling algorithm has
the advantage over runtime-based techniques by being able to shape the exe-
cution behavior of a program in such a way that the opportunities for DVFS
are created or magnified. This part of research is still in its infancy stage. For
example, we are not yet sure about the impact of performance-oriented locality
optimizations on the DVFS opportunities. On one hand, locality optimizations
try to reduce the memory stalls to improve performance whereas our DVFS
algorithm exploits memory stalls for energy reduction. On the other hand, im-
proving performance may improve energy efficiency as energy consumption
is proportional to the execution time. An early work [6] has shown that there
are still plenty of opportunities to apply our DVFS algorithm to the highly
optimized codes. It is also observed that in some cases the less successful op-
timization lead to higher energy savings.
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Abstract Network power optimization is becoming increasingly important as the
sizes of the data manipulated by parallel applications and the complexity
of interprocessor data communications are continuously increasing. Several
hardware-based schemes have been proposed in the past for reducing network
power consumption, either by turning off unused communication links or by
lowering voltage/frequency in links with low usage. While the prior research
shows that these schemes can be effective in certain cases, they share the
common drawback of not being able to predict the link active and idle times
very accurately. This paper, instead, proposes a compiler-based scheme that
determines the last use of communication links at each loop nest and inserts
explicit link turn-off calls in the application source. Specifically, for each loop
nest, the compiler inserts a turn-off call per communication link. Each turned-
off link is reactivated upon the next access to it. We automated this approach
within a parallelizing compiler and applied it to eight array-intensive embed-
ded applications. Our experimental analysis reveals that the proposed approach
is very promising from both performance and power perspectives. In particular,
it saves more energy than a pure hardware-based scheme while incurring much
less performance penalty than the latter.
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1. Introduction
Increasing energy consumption of parallel architectures makes network power
consumption an important target for optimization. While network performance
has received a lot of attention in the past from both hardware and software
communities, network power optimization is a relatively new topic (Agarwal,
1991; Patel, 1997; Benini and Micheli, 2001; Duato et al., 2002; Kim et al.,
2003; Eisley and Peh, 2004). To date, several hardware-based schemes have
been proposed for reducing network power consumption, by either turning
off unused communication links or lowering voltage/frequency in links with
low usage (Kim et al., 2003; Soteriou and Peh, 2004; Gupta et al., 2003; Kim
and Horowitz, 2002). While the prior research shows that the hardware-based
network power optimization schemes can be very effective in certain cases
(Raghunathan et al., 2003), they share a common drawback that they cannot
extract the high level network usage patterns (e.g., the order and timing of link
usages). As a result, they may be inefficient in certain cases by reacting too late
to the variations in network usage patterns.

The main goal of this paper is to explore whether a software-directed
approach to network power management is possible. For this purpose, we first
collected data on network energy consumption of several array-intensive
embedded applications. These data show that an overwhelming portion of the
link energy consumption in a mesh architecture is spent during idle periods,
as opposed to the active periods where the link is used for communication. In
other words, the link utilization is low, due to effective parallelization of these
applications, which reduces both the number and volume of interprocessor data
messages. Our experimental analysis also shows that a significant portion of
this idle time energy occurs for each loop nest after the last use of the links,
i.e., the period between the last use of the link and the end of the loop nest
execution. Based on this observation, we propose a compiler-directed com-
munication link shut-down (turn-off) strategy for reducing network energy.
The proposed strategy takes as input a parallelized application code (using ex-
plicit message-passing directives such as those supported by MPI [Gropp et al.,
1994]). It first analyzes the interprocessor communication pattern of the input
code and identifies the link access pattern, i.e., the order and timing of commu-
nication link usage. It then inserts explicit link turn-off calls in the application
source. Specifically, for each loop nest in the application code, the compiler
inserts a call that shuts down the links after their last uses. Each turned-off link
is reactivated upon the next access to it. Our approach targets at small networks
that are used by a single application at a time.

We automated this approach within a parallelizing compiler (Banerjee et al.,
1995) and applied it to eight array-intensive embedded applications. Our exper-
imental analysis reveals that the proposed approach (i) saves significant amount
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of link energy when averaged over all the eight codes tested (the average link
energy savings with our default simulation parameters is around 44.6%), (ii)
performs competitively as compared to a hypothetical (ideal) scheme that can
eliminate all last idle time energies of the communication links, and (iii) per-
forms better than a pure hardware-based power optimization scheme, based on
link shut-down, from both energy and performance angles. Note that, since our
work is compiler-directed, it is different from all published work on network
power optimization.

The next section describes our experimental setup and simulation method-
ology. Section 3 quantifies the energy consumption in last idle periods and
show that this energy constitutes a significant fraction of the total link energy
spent in idle periods. Section 4 explains the network abstraction used by our
approach. It also discusses the architectural support needed by our compiler-
based scheme. Section 5 presents our compiler-based approach for exploiting
this information by turning off the communication links that completed their
last uses (communications) in a given loop nest. Section 6 gives experimental
data showing that the compiler approach is very effective in practice. Finally,
Section 7 summarizes our major observations and gives pointers for future
research directions.

2. Experimental Setup
While we focus on a mesh architecture in this paper (see Figure 15.4), the
proposed approach is very general and is applicable to other types of networks
as well. The only requirement we have for using our compiler-based approach
is that the routing algorithm used should be static, as we need to extract the
link usage information at compile-time.

We implemented our approach within the Paradigm compiler (Banerjee
et al., 1995), using a customized front-end. This compiler takes a sequential
code, and produces an optimized message-passing parallel program with calls
to the selected communication library and the Paradigm run-time system. It ap-
plies several optimizations for reducing the number and volume of interproces-
sor communication. Consequently, the resulting code is highly optimized. We
applied our approach (detailed in Section 5), after well-known communication
optimizations such as message vectorization, message coalescing, and message
aggregation (Hiranandani et al., 1992). The additional increase in compilation
time as a result of our optimizations was about 65% when averaged over all
the applications tested.

To compute the network energy consumption, we use a modified version of
the model proposed in Eisley and Peh (2004). The default values of the impor-
tant experimental parameters used are listed in Table 15.1. Most of the values in
this table are based on Eisley and Peh (2004), Shang et al. (2003) and Kim et al.
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Table 15.1 Default values of our simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Mesh size 4×4
Active link energy consumption 10.2 pJ/bit
Idle link energy consumption 8.5 pJ/bit
Link power-up delay 100µsec
Hardware link shut-down threshold 150µsec
Processor frequency 1 GHz
Packet header size 3 flits
Flit size 39 bits

Table 15.2 Benchmarks used in the experiments

Benchmark Benchmark Input Execution Energy
name description size (KB) cycles (M) consmp. (mJ)
Newton Newton iteration 266.4 367.5 128.8
Smooth 3D image smoothening 427.3 752.4 406.8
Courant 2D shallow water equations 387.0 487.5 287.2
Mgrid Multigrid solver 96.6 163.0 90.5
27point 3D isotropic stencil algorithm 521.1 905.8 456.1
SOR Successive overrelaxation 187.4 238.8 88.9
ID Image dithering 411.4 597.2 310.1
Bounce Game program 495.1 704.7 338.7

(2003). We embedded this model within a simulation environment. This envi-
ronment takes as input a network description and the application executable
and generates as output the energy and performance numbers. Since the prior
research Kim et al. (2003) shows that communication link power constitutes a
significant fraction of the overall network power, our focus in this paper is on
link power optimization.

The important characteristic of the benchmarks used in this paper are pre-
sented in Table 15.2. The second column gives a description of each bench-
mark code and the next one shows the amount of input data used for executing
the benchmark. The fourth column gives the number of execution cycles for
each benchmark when no link power optimization is applied. Finally, the last
column of the table gives the total link energy consumption, again when no
optimization is applied.
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3. Quantification of Last Idle Times
Figure 15.1 shows the communication link energy distribution between active
periods and idle periods. An active period corresponds to the case where the
link is active in communicating a message, whereas the idle period represents
the case where the link is not used for communication. One can observe from
this graph that the most of link energy consumption is spent during idle periods
(78.4% on an average). This interesting result can be explained as follows.
In message-passing architectures, the application code is generally parallelized
in such a fashion that the inter-processor communication is minimized as much
as possible. To achieve this, communication optimizations such as message
vectorization, message aggregation, and message coalescing (Hiranandani et
al., 1992) are used. As a consequence of this, most of the communication links
are idle at a given time, and are responsible from a significant portion of the
link energy consumption.

Figure 15.2 depicts the access pattern for a given communication link in a
sample program fragment with three separate loop nests. In this figure, the time
is assumed to progress from left to right, and each active period of the link is
specified using a pulse (rectangle) whose width represents the length of the
active period. The remaining periods are idle periods. One active and one idle
periods are marked for the first loop nest. Our focus is on idle periods T1,T2,
and T3. A common characteristic of these three idle periods is that they are the
last idle periods (times) in each nest, and represent the time frame between the
last use of the link and the end of the loop nest. We collected statistics on these
last idle periods and present in Figure 15.3 the energy contribution of these last
idle periods to the total energy consumption of all idle periods. In Figure 15.2,

Fig. 15.1 Distribution of link active and idle energies
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Loop Nest 1 Loop Nest 2 Loop Nest 3

Active

Idle T T2 T31

Fig. 15.2 An example link access pattern for a program with three loop nests

Fig. 15.3 Energy contribution of the last idle periods (times), when accumulated over all the
loop nests in the application

for example, this contribution amounts to {(E1 +E2 +E3)/Etotal−idle}×100,
where E1,E2, and E3 correspond to the energy consumptions in idle periods
T1,T2, and T3, respectively. Etotal−idle, on the other hand, captures the total
idle time energy when considering all three nests in the program (including the
energies consumed in the last idle times as well). An interesting observation
from Figure 15.3 is that a very significant portion of the energy spent in idle
times are spent in the last idle times, specifically, 60.2% when averaged over
the eight benchmarks. This indicates that a scheme that can exploit these last
idle periods can be very useful in practice. The next section presents such a
scheme embedded within a parallelizing compiler.

4. Network Abstraction and Hardware Support
In this section, we discuss the network abstraction our compiler-directed ap-
proach uses and the architectural support needed. We focus on an M ×N
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Fig. 15.4 A 3×3 mesh network architecture

Fig. 15.5 The structure of a switch

(M rows, N columns) mesh architecture1 as depicted in Figure 15.4. Each
node in the mesh consists of a processor, a memory module, and a switch.2

The node at the ith(i = 0,1, . . . ,M − 1) row and jth(j = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1) col-
umn is labeled with an integer ID: i×N + j.

Figure 15.5 gives the structure of a switch. Each switch has five incoming
ports (In-0 through In-4) and five out-going ports (Out-0 through Out-4). The
ports In-0 and Out-0 are connected to the local processor (the processor in the
same node as the switch). The remaining four incoming ports and four out-
going ports are connected to the switches in the neighboring nodes by a set

1Our approach can also be used with other types of architectures. We will elaborate on this issue later in the
paper.
2Unless a confusion occurs, we use the terms “node” and “processor” interchangeably in our discussion.
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Link State
Monitor

Link State
Monitor

Fig. 15.6 The structure of a link. PSR: power state register. The out-going buffer contains a
power control message with power control bit vector (b1b2 . . . bn). The first bit, b1,
is shifted out of the buffer and stored in PSR. The rest of this vector, (b2 . . . bn), is
transferred to the in-coming port of this link, and is subsequently forwarded to the
next link

of wires. A switch also provides a power control API that allows the local
processor to turn on/off each out-going port of this switch. As will be discussed
later, when an out-port is turned on/off, its corresponding in-port (in the switch
of a neighbor node) is also turned on/off.

In this paper, we define link(i, j) as the directed physical connection from
a node (Ni) to one of its neighbors (Nj). We refer to nodes Ni and Nj as the
sender and receiver of link(i, j), respectively. In a mesh, each pair of adjacent
nodes, Ni and Nj , are connected by a pair of links, namely, link(i, j) and
link(j, i). Each link consists of a pair of ports (an out-going port of the sender
switch and an in-coming port of the receiver switch) and the wires that connect
these two ports.

Figure 15.6 shows the structure of a communication link from node Ni and
Nj . A message to be transferred by a link is first stored in the buffer of the out-
going port of this link. The power control logic in the out-going port checks
the one-bit “CTRL” in the header of this message. CTRL = 0 indicates that the
message in the buffer is a data message that carries data that will be used by
an application process. This message is forwarded without any modification
(i.e., as it is) from one link to another until it arrives at its destination, and the
contents of this message does not affect the power state of any communication
link on its path. CTRL = 1, on the other hand, indicates that the message in
the buffer is a power control message. The body of this message contains a
vector, each bit of which controls the power state of a link in the path from the
source node to the destination node. This message is discarded by the switch on
the destination node, and thus it is never received by any application process.
When the power control logic detects that the message in the buffer is a power
control message, it signals the buffer to shift the entire message body (not
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including the header) by one bit. The first bit of the message body, which is
shifted out of the buffer, is stored in the one-bit power state register of the
power control logic. The shifted message is then forwarded to the in-coming
port, which is on the other end of this link. After that, the power control logic
sets the power state of the Tx unit based on the value of the power state register.
Specifically, if the value of the power state register is one, the power control
logic turns off the Tx unit immediately; otherwise, the Tx unit remains in the
active state. The link state monitor of the in-coming port monitors the state of
the Tx unit. It turns on/off the Rx unit when it detects that the corresponding Tx
unit has been turned on/off. In addition to controlling the power state of a link
using power control messages, a switch also provides a programming interface
for the local processor to turn on/off each out-going port of this switch without
sending any message.

A parallel program consists a set of parallel processes running on different
nodes of the mesh. A process sends messages to another process through a
logical connection (or connection for short). A logical connection consists of
multiple links if the sender and receiver processes are running on two nodes
that are not adjacent to each other. We use C(i, j) to denote the set of links
in the connection from the source node Ni to the destination node Nj . Since
a connection can be unambiguously identified by the set of links used in this
connection, we also use C(i, j) to denote the connection from Ni to Nj . Note
that, using the power control messages, we can control the power state of each
link in any connection.

5. Compiler Support
In this section, we discuss the details of our compiler algorithm that exploits the
last idle periods of communication links. We focus on the array-based, loop-
intensive embedded programs parallelized over a mesh architecture. Such a
program consists of a set of parallel processes running on different nodes in a
mesh. Each process consists a set of loop nests. These processes communicate
with each other through inter-node connections. We assume that all the com-
munication links in the mesh are initially turned off. A link used by a process
is turned on automatically upon its first use. Our compiler inserts explicit link
turn-off instructions (calls) in each loop nest to turn off the communication
links whose last usage has taken place.

Before inserting the link turn-off instructions, we first break large loop nests
in the given program into a set of smaller loop nests (referred to as “sub-nests”)
such that the sets of links used by each pair of consecutive sub-nests are dif-
ferent. For a loop nest that uses different communication links during differ-
ent sets of iterations, splitting it into sub-nests such that each pair of succes-
sive sub-nests use different sets of links increases the opportunities for link
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(d) Original loop nest. (e) Sub-nests with link turnoff calls.

� �(a) Links used in[L, I1]. � �(b) Links used in[I1, I2]. � �(c) Links used in[I2, U].

Fig. 15.7 Splitting a loop nest with iteration space [�L, �U ] into three sub-nests with iteration
spaces: [�U, �I1], (�I1, �I2], and (�I2, �U ], respectively

turn-off. Further, splitting large loop nests into smaller sub-nests allows us to
turn off links earlier since we can now turn off links at the end of each sub-
nests, instead of waiting for the entire loop nest to terminate.

Therefore, our compiler-based link energy optimization is performed in two
steps. In the first step, we split loop nests into smaller loop nests (sub-nests).
In the second step, we insert code at the end of each sub-nest to turn off the
communication links that are not used in the sub-nests that follow the current
sub-nest. Figure 15.7 shows an example scenario. In this scenario, we show
how three different parts (sub-nests) of a loop iteration space (�L: lower bound,
and �U : upper bound) exercise the different set of communication links. We
also show the link turn-off instructions that are inserted by our compiler. It is
important to note that after each sub-nest, we turn off the links that will not be
needed by the following sub-nests.

5.1 Splitting Loop Nests
We now present our compiler algorithm for splitting a loop nest L into a
set of sub-nests {L1,L2, . . . ,Ln}. These sub-nests are executed in the order
of L1,L2, . . . ,Ln so that the order in which the iterations of L are executed
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(which are now distributed into sub-nests) is not changed.3 Assuming that the
sets of links used in the loop nests Li and Li+1 are LK(Li) and LK(Li+1),
respectively, we can turn off the links in the set LK(Li)−LK(Li+1) to con-
serve energy without significantly degrading the performance of the applica-
tion since the links we turn off are not used in the following loop nests. Our
goal is to split a given loop nest L such that we can keep more links in the
power-off mode for longer period. In addition, since increasing the number of
loop nests increases the size of the application (which may have an adverse im-
pact on code memory management), we split a loop nest only at certain points
such that each pair of successive sub-nests use different sets of links. Note that,
if two successive sub-nests use the same set of links, we cannot turn off any
link at the end of the first sub-nest. Our approach handles each loop nest in the
application code one by one, and in the following discussion, we explain our
approach for nest L .

We focus on a loop nest L , which can be expressed in an abstract form as
follows:

L : for �I ∈ [�L, �U ] {Body}.

In this loop nest, �L and �U are the lower and upper bound vectors, and �I is
the iteration vector.4 In this paper, we use [�L, �U ],(�L, �U ], [�L, �U), and (�L, �U) to
denote the sets {�I|�L � �I � �U},{�I|�L ≺ �I � �U},{�I|�L � �I ≺ �U}, and {�I|�L ≺
�I ≺ �U}, respectively, where � and ≺ denote lexicographic ordering on vectors.

Let us assume that S(L) = {s1,s2, . . . ,sn} is the set of message-sending
instructions in the body of loop nest L . Each message-sending instruction, si,
has the form “send (di(p), m)”, where m is the message to be sent, p is the
id of the node that executes this loop nest, and function di(p) gives the id of
the destination node for message m. si uses connection C(p,di(p)). Note that
di(p) is an invariant since p cannot be changed after we assign the loop nest to
a node. It is possible that, in the application code we optimize, there might exist
loop nests that the destination node for a send instruction is not an invariant. In
this case, we do not optimize the loop nest under consideration.

The set of nodes to which node p sends message during the execution of
loop nest L can be expressed as:

D(p,L) = {di(p)|si ∈ S(L)}.

We use Xi to denote the set of iterations at which si is executed. If the execu-
tion of si does not depend on any conditional branch instruction, we have Xi

3That is, loop splitting does not affect any data dependence in the loop nest, i.e., it is always legal.
4Vector �I keeps the loop indices from the outermost position to the innermost position. �L and �U are also
defined as vectors and each contains an entry for each loop index, again from the outer most position to the
inner most position.
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equal to the set containing all iterations of loop nest L . In this paper, we only
consider Xi sets that can be expressed using Presburger expressions (Pugh,
1994).5 The set of iterations at which connection C(p,d) (where d ∈ D(p,L))
is used can be computed as:

U(p,d) =
�

di(p)=d

Xi.

Since Xi can be expressed using Presburger expressions, U(p,d) can also
be expressed in terms of Presburger expressions. We define �Imin(p,d) and
�Imax(p,d) as the first and last iteration vectors for connection C(p,d); i.e.,
they can be computed as:

�Imin(p,d) = max
�I∈U(p,d)

�I,

�Imax(p,d) = max
�I∈U(p,d)

�I.

Now, we can define the splitting set for loop L as:

SP (p,L) = {�Imin(p,d)|d ∈ D(p,L)}
∪{�Imax(p,d)|d ∈ D(p,L)}∪{�L, �U}.

We further assume that:

SP (p,L) = {�I1, �I2, . . . , �In},

where n = |SP (p,L)| and �I1 ≺ �I2 ≺ . . .≺ �In. Since �L, �U ∈ SP (p,L), we have
�I1 = �L and �In = �U . Using the vectors in splitting set SP (p,L), we can now
split loop nest L into n−1 smaller loop nests (sub-nests) as follows:

L1 : for �I ∈ [�I1, �I2] {Body}
L2 : for �I ∈ (�I2, �I3] {Body}

. . . . . .

Ln : for �I ∈ (�In−1, �In] {Body}.
We handle the conditional statements that may occur within L conserva-

tively. Specifically, if a message statement can access a communication link
depending on the run-time value of some condition, we conservatively assume
at compile-time that the said statement will access that link. This assumption
helps us reduce the potential performance penalty associated with link turn-
offs.

5Presburger formula is a class of logical formulas which can be built from affine constraints over integer
variables, the logical connectives (∨,∧, and ¬), and the existential and universal quantifiers (∃ and ∀). The
Omega Library is an example tool that manipulates integer tuple relations and sets, which are described
using Presburger formulas.
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5.2 Inserting Link Turn-off Instructions
Our compiler inserts calls (instructions) between each pair of successive loop
nests, Li and Li+1, to turn off the communication links that have been used in
Li and will not be used in Li+1. The set of links that are used in a given loop
nest Li running on node p can be determined as follows:

LK(p,Li) =
�

d∈D(p,Li)

C(p,d),

where D(p,Li) is the set of nodes to which node p sends message within loop
nest Li. For a pair of consecutive loop nests, Li and Li+1, the set of commu-
nication links that can be turned off after Li is: LK(p,Li)−LK(p,Li+1). If
LK(p,Li)−LK(p,Li+1) = φ, no link can be turned off after Li. In this case,
we merge loop nests Li and Li+1 if they were extracted from the same loop
nest in the previous step.6

Figure 15.8 gives the pseudo code for our algorithm. This algorithm has
two phases. In the first phase, we insert code between each pair of successive
loop nests if there are links that can be turned off at that point. In the second
phase, we merge successive loop nests if no link turn-off instruction is inserted
between them.

Input: A program consisting of loop nests L1, L2, ..., Lm;
Output: A program augmented with explicit link turnoff calls;
// Phase-1
for each pair of consecutive loop nests Li and Li+1 {

if (LK(p, Li) − LK(p, Li+1) �= φ ) {
assume D(p, Li)  − D(p, Li+1) = {d1, d2, ..., dn};
Sn = LK(p, Li+1);
for i = n −1 to 1 step − 1 { Si = Si+1 ∪ C(p, di+1); }
for i = 1 to n

if(C(p, di)  − S i �= φ ) {
m.type = “CTRL”;
m.body = power control vector(p, di, Si);
insert “send(di, m)” to the end of Li

}
}

}
// Phase-2
for each pair of consecutive loop nests Li and Li+1 {

if(LK(p, Li) − LK(p, Li+1) �= φ ) { merge Li and Li+1 }
}

power control vector(p, di, Si) {
assume that a message from node p to di is transfered along links l1, l2, ..., lk
for i = 1 to k { if(li ∈ Si) bi = 0; else bi = 1; }
return vector (b1, b2, ..., bk);

}

Fig. 15.8 Algorithm for inserting link turn-off instructions

6This is because in this case loop splitting would only increase code size without any energy benefits.
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In our algorithm, we generate link turn-off calls between loop nest Li and
Li+1 if LK(p,Li)−LK(p,Li+1) �= φ. The link turn-off instructions turn off
the communication links by sending power control messages. Let us assume:

D(p,Li) = {d1,d2, . . . ,dn}.

We send power control messages m1,m2, . . . ,mn to nodes d1,d2, . . . ,dn,
respectively; to turn off the links in the set LK(p,Li)−LK(p,Li+1). Each
message mi carries a link control vector that specifies the power state for each
link in the connection from node p to di. To each node di ∈D(p,Li), the power
control message mi turns off the links in the following set:

F (p,di) = C(p,di)− (LK(p,Li+1)∪
n�

j=i+1

C(p,dj)).

Since we have:

LK(p,Li)−LK(p,Li+1) =
n�

i=1

F (p,di),

control messages m1,m2, . . . ,mn together turn off all the links in LK(p,Li)−
LK(p,Li+1). Message mi does not turn off links in C(p,di)∩LK(p,Li+1)
because these links will be used in Li+1. Message mi does not turn off links
in C(p,di)∩C(p,dj) where i < j ≤ n either because these links are used by
another power control message mj that will be sent after mi. Therefore, in the
link control vector for message mi, only those bits corresponding to the links
in F (p,di) are set to 1.

5.3 Example
We now give an example to show how our approach works. Figure 15.9a shows
the code of a loop nest L scheduled to be run on node p of an M ×M mesh
network. In this loop nest, node p sends messages to nodes p−M −1, p−M ,
and p−M +1. Figure 15.9b shows node p and its neighbors. The links marked
using bold lines are the links used by p to send messages. The first column
of the table in Figure 15.9c lists the connections that will be used by node p
during the execution of L ; the second column of this table shows the links in
each connection and the last two columns give the first and last use vectors for
each connection. Using the technique presented in Section 5.1, we split loop
nest L into three sub-nests, L1,L2, and L3, as shown in Figure 15.9d. Since
link(p,p−M−1) in the connection C(p,p−M−1) is used in sub-nest L1 but
not used in sub-nest L2, we insert instructions to send a power control message
to turn it off after L1. Loop nest L2 uses only one link, link(p,p−M), and this
link is also used in the loop nest L3 that immediately follows L2. As a result,
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L: for j = 1 to 1 {
for k = 0 to 999 {

send(p  − M+ j, m);
... ...

}
}

(a) Loop nest L. (b) Node p and its neighbors.
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(c)Connectionsusedby node p duringL.

L1: j = − 1;
for k = 1 to 1000 {

send(p − M + j, m);
... ...

}
L2: j = 0;

for k = 1 to 1000 {
send(p − M + j, m);
... ...

}
L3: j = 1;

for k = 1 to 1000 {
send(p − M + j, m);
... ...

}

L′
1: j = − 1;

for k = 1 to 1000 {
send(p + 1, m);
... ...

}
m.type = “CTRL”;
m.body = (0, 1);
send(p − M − 1, m);

L′
2: for j = 0 to 1 {

for k = 1 to 1000 {
send(p − M + j, m);
... ...

}
}
m.type = “CTRL”;
m.body = (1, 1);
send(p − M + 1, m);

(d) Code after splitting L
into three sub-nests.

(e) The optimized code with
explicit link turnoff instruc-
tions inserted.

Fig. 15.9 Example

we cannot turn off any communication links after sub-nest L2. Therefore, we
merge loop nests L2 and L3 into one loop L ′

2. Finally, by using the approach
discussed in Section 5.2 to the loop nests shown in Figure 15.9d, we obtain the
optimized code shown in Figure 15.9e.
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5.4 Discussion
It should be noted that our optimization approach is also applicable to network
topologies other than meshes without significant modification. However, our
approach requires the following two conditions to be satisfied. First, the
message routing in the network must be static. That is, the set of links used to
transfer a message from one node to another must be determined at compile-
time. In practice, static routing algorithms are widely used in commercial sys-
tems due to their ease of implementation. Also, many NoC-based systems
use static routing due to its energy benefits over dynamic (adaptive) routing.
Second, the message-passing behavior of the application must be predictable
at compilation time. Fortunately, most parallel embedded applications with
regular array access patterns satisfy this requirement, as they are array/loop-
intensive codes with rare conditional flow of execution.

Another issue is that link energy optimizer performs link turn-off analysis
on the code of each process of a given program individually. Since we do not
use any interprocess information during our analysis, a process may turn off
some links that are still needed by other processes. Since a link that has been
turned off can be automatically turned on when it is next used, turning off
links mistakenly does not cause any error in the program. The performance
and energy penalties, however, are captured in our experimental results.

6. Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results from our experiments showing how
our approach performs in practice. We also compare our approach to a pure
hardware-based link shut-down scheme. This hardware schemes turns off a
communication link after 150µsec from the point at which the link has become
idle (see Table 15.1). It predicts the length of a link idleness using a history-
based mechanism. Specifically, for each link, it assumes that the length of the
current idle period would be the same as that of the previous idle period.

Figure 15.10 gives the normalized energy consumption with different
schemes. All the values are normalized with respect to the last column of
Table 15.2. The first bar represents the normalized link energy when all last
idle time energies are eliminated. This in a sense represents the best case sce-
nario (i.e., the ideal case) for any optimization that targets energy consump-
tion in last idle periods.7 The second bar for each benchmark, on the other
hand, shows the normalized energy consumption achieved by our compiler-
driven approach, explained in Section 5. We see from these results that the

7Note, however, that one can potentially do even better in theory by considering and exploiting other idle
periods as well. In practice, however, this is difficult as the remaining idle periods are really very short to
take any advantage of.
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Fig. 15.10 Normalized link energy consumptions with different schemes

average energy savings with the ideal scheme and our approach are 47.1% and
44.6%, respectively. These results clearly indicate that the compiler approach
is very effective in practice and achieves most of what it tries to optimize. In
particular, we see from Figure 15.10 that our approach generates very similar
results with the ideal scheme in benchmarks such as SOR and Bounce. The
difference between our approach and the ideal scheme in the remaining bench-
marks is due to the conservative nature of the compiler algorithm. Recall from
our discussion in Section 5 that when there is an IF-statement within the loop
body, the compiler inserts the turn-off calls conservatively based on the longest
branch (predicted at compile-time). When, during execution, the shorter branch
is taken, this compiler inserted turn-off instruction is invoked a bit later than
the optimum time, and this leads to a slight loss in potential power savings.

Let us now compare our compiler-based approach to the hardware-based
approach described above. The third bar, for each benchmark, in Figure 15.10
gives the normalized energy consumption when the hardware-based approach
is employed. We see that it reduces the link energy consumption of our bench-
marks by 34.4% on the average. We also see that the compiler approach
generates better energy savings than the hardware scheme in all the bench-
mark codes except one (Courant). The main reason is that the hardware scheme
cannot accurately predict the time when a link becomes idle, and this in most
cases causes a loss in potential energy savings. The reason that the hardware-
based scheme outperforms our approach in Courant is the fact that it exploits
numerous small idle periods that are not targeted by our approach.
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Fig. 15.11 Percentage performance degradations with different schemes

We next evaluate the performance behavior of our approach and compare it
against the hardware-based scheme from the performance angle. The results
are presented in Figure 15.11. Each bar in this figure gives the percentage
increase in original execution cycles over the case when no power manage-
ment is employed (see fourth column of Table 15.2). We see that the aver-
age degradation in performance is 0.36% and 7.51% with our approach and
the hardware-based scheme, respectively. The main reason for this behavior
is the fact that the hardware-based scheme cannot accurately predict the next
time a given turned-off communication link will be used again, and this in turn
translates to degradation in performance.

It is also important to evaluate the influence of network size. Figure 15.12
gives the results with different mesh sizes. Recall that the default mesh size
used so far in our experimental evaluation was 4 × 4. These results show
that our approach saves more energy as we increase the network size. This
is because increasing network size generally increases the number of idle links
and the duration of idleness for a given link in the network. Since our approach
is oriented towards exploiting idle times, this results in larger energy savings.
To sum up, we can conclude that our approach generates better results than the
hardware-based scheme in terms of both energy and performance. In addition,
our power savings increase with the increased number of processors (i.e., our
approach scales very well).
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Fig. 15.12 Impact of network size on energy consumption

7. Concluding Remarks
Reducing power consumption of networks is an important optimization goal in
many application domains, ranging from large-scale simulation codes to em-
bedded multi-media applications. Most of the prior efforts on network power
optimization are hardware-based schemes. These schemes are predictive by
definition as they control communication link status based on observations
made in the past. Since prediction may not be very accurate most of the time,
these hardware approaches can result in significant overheads in terms of both
performance and power. This paper proposes a compiler-driven approach to
link voltage management. In this approach, an optimizing compiler analyzes
the application code and identifies the last use of a link at each loop nest. It
exploits this information by inserting explicit link turn-off instructions after the
last use of the link. We implemented this approach within an optimizing com-
piler and conducted experiments with eight array-intensive applications. Our
experiments reveal that the proposed approach (i) saves significant amount of
link energy when averaged over all the eight codes tested (the average savings
with our default simulation parameters is around 44.6%), (ii) performs com-
petitively as compared to a hypothetical scheme that can eliminate all last idle
time energies, and (iii) performs better than a pure hardware-based power opti-
mization scheme from both energy and performance angles. Our next goal is to
extend this scheme so that it can focus on multiple loop nests at a time. Work
is also underway in developing new code restructuring techniques to lengthen
the duration of link idle periods.
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Remote Task Mapping
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Abstract Widespread deployment of wireless LANs offer opportunities for users of hand-
held devices to access not only public information over the internet but also
resources on their own desktop computers or trusted servers. Such resources
include data, storage, and CPU, among others. The discussion in this chapter
focuses on the issue of remote task mapping for the purpose of offloading com-
putational tasks from the resource-constrained handheld devices to the resource-
rich desktop computers and servers. The main objective is to reduce both the
time and energy required to accomplish the tasks. Compiler techniques used to
analyze an ordinary program before transforming it into an efficient client-server
distributed program are presented, along with a set of experimental results.

Keywords: Computation offloading, client-server environments, task partitioning

1. Computation Offloading on Handheld Devices
The idea of computation offloading is to move computational tasks from one
machine to another in order to reduce either the resource consumption or the
execution time on the former [5, 10, 12]. This can be a practical approach to
saving both execution time and energy on networked embedded systems. For
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Wireless Network

Computation and Data

Fig. 16.1 Offloading through a wireless network

example (Figure 16.1), computation tasks can be offloaded through a wireless
network from a handheld PDA to a desktop machine or a server to save energy
on the PDA [5, 12].

The input data needed by an offloaded task must be transferred to the
machine which computes it. In return, the output produced by the task must be
transferred back to the device where the application was originally launched.
These data transfer activities consume energy. To make offloading worthwhile,
one must make a careful tradeoff between the saving in computation and the
overhead in communication. The problem of task assignment is to determine
which tasks (if any) should be offloaded such that the total energy cost for the
given application is minimized.

In order to effectively take advantage of computation offloading, several
issues must be addressed.

The dynamic nature of the environment. The communication environ-
ment of the PDAs and the program workload may change from time to time.
The network bandwidth may change when the handheld device moves around
or when network contention increases. The program workload and communi-
cation requirements may both vary when running under different inputs and
options. Often such variations are difficult to predict prior to the time when the
application is launched on the device. Therefore, it is more practical to make
decisions on task assignment at run time when sufficient information about the
workload and communication requirements becomes available.

Correctness of message passing. If the given application was originally
written to run on a single device, then the program must be transformed into
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a form of distributed program in order to offload the tasks. The most essential
part of the transformation is to insert message passing between the client device
and the server. Considering the complex data dependence and control flows
in a large application, it is highly desirable to have a software tool that can
automatically partition the program into tasks and insert the necessary message
passing according to the optimal task assignment.

The insertion of message passing may be complicated by the lack of precise
information about the data dependences among different tasks. Under such
circumstances, a run-time supporting mechanism is needed to make sure the
necessary data transfer take place correctly.

In the following discussions, we first give an overview of the work involved
when partitioning an ordinary program into a client–server execution form.
We then present a run-time data registeration mechanism to ensure correct data
transfer. The cost of such conservative data transfer is taken into account when
formulating the task assignment problem. We present an optimal assignment
scheme which adapts to the workload and communication environment.

1.1 An Overview
Figure 16.2 shows a possible framework of the automatic transformation tool
mentioned above for computation offloading. The framework contains two
parts, namely static analysis and run-time scheduling. The static analysis
performs offline program analysis and transformation. The transformed distri-
buted program performs self-scheduling at run time. As a result, the computa-
tion is partitioned between the handheld device and the server.

The static analysis consists of three steps: the cost modeling, task-
assignment analysis and program transformation. The cost-modeling step ana-
lyzes the given program (written in an ordinary imperative language such as C).
It first generates a task control flow graph (TCFG), where the entire program
is divided into tasks which are represented as nodes in the TCFG. The edges
in TCFG represent how the program execution transits from one task to an-
other. In this step, we also extract cost parameters which are associated with
the nodes and edges. We then build a mathematical system of constraints over
the TCFG. In the step of task-assignment analysis, we analyze the cost of
different task schedules expressed as functions of input parameters. We then
solve a parametric task scheduling problem to derive a task-assignment solu-
tion. This solution prescribes the optimal task scheduling decision according to
different run-time parameters. The step of the program transformation finally
generates the distribute program which self-schedules its execution according
to program run-time parameters.

At run-time, the distributed program checks the current run-time parameters
in order to determine the optimal task scheduling. The distributed program
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Run–time SchedulingStatic Analysis

Program Transformation

Task Control Flow Graph

Partitioning Modeling

Distributed Program

Distributed Program

Run–time Checking

Run–time Parameters

Optimal Task Scheduling

Distributed Program Execution

Self SchedulingTask Scheduling Analysis

Parametric Task Scheduling

Fig. 16.2 Workflow of the proposed framework

then self-schedules its distributed program execution between the client and
the server according to the optimal task scheduling decision.

To transform an ordinary program into a distributed version for computation
offloading, we must guarantee the correct control and data flow relations in the
original program for all possible program execution contexts. Difficulties arise
when programs contain run-time control and data flow information which is
undecidable at compile time.

We take an approach which makes use of both the static information and
the run-time information. Statically, we produce an abstraction of the given
program in which all memory references are mapped to references to abstract
memory locations. The program abstraction contains only statically available
information. We then perform partition analysis on the program abstraction to
statically determine the task allocations and data transfers of abstract memory
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locations subject to the control and data flow defined over the program abstrac-
tion. Our program transformation will insert efficient run-time bookkeeping
codes for the correct mapping between abstract memory locations and run-
time physical memory. The resulting distributed program guarantees the cor-
rect control and data flow at run time.

1.2 The Execution Model
The given program is decomposed into tasks. The tasks can be defined at vari-
ous levels. A task can be a basic block, a loop, a function or a group of closely
related functions. Tasks assigned to the server are called server tasks and the
remaining tasks are called client tasks which run on the handheld device. The
program transformation must guarantee correct execution in the distributed
environment under all possible execution contexts.

Conceptually, a client task and a server task are allowed to run simultane-
ously on different machines as long as all data dependence relations between
these two tasks are maintained to satisfy the original program semantics.
In practice, due to the significant computation speed gap between the PDA
and the server, the application does not lose any tangible speed advantage if
we require that only one task from the same application runs at any given time.
This requirement makes both data transfers and task assignment much easier
to handle. In the absence of simultaneous tasks, program execution simply
follows the original sequential control flow.

During the program execution, the control and data transfer are implemented
by message passing. As explained earlier, at any moment, only one host (active
host) performs the computation. The other host (passive host) waits in a mes-
sage processing function which acts in accordance to the incoming messages.
The active host sends a message to start a task on the opposite host. Upon
receiving the message, the receiver becomes active by starting the execution
of corresponding task. Meanwhile, the sender becomes passive by blocking
its current task execution and entering the message processing function. The
active host becomes passive by sending a message to the opposite host indi-
cating the termination of its tasks. Upon receiving such a message, the passive
host becomes active by exiting the message processing function and resuming
the blocked task execution.

Two mechanisms (shown in Figure 16.3b) are used to perform run-time
bookkeeping to ensure the correct mapping between the abstract memory loca-
tions and their physical memory. The registration mechanism keeps track of
the local mapping between abstract memory locations and their corresponding
physical memory with registration table. Entries in the registration table are
indexed by the abstract memory location ID for lookup. Each entry in the table
contains a list of memory addresses for that abstract memory location. The
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Fig. 16.3 A computation offloading scheme

translation mechanism keeps track of the mapping of the same data between
different hosts. Only the server has the translation mechanism which translates
the data representation back and forth for the server and the handheld device.
For translation of data addresses, we maintain a mapping table on the server.
Entries in the mapping table contains the mapping of memory addresses for
the same data on the server and the handheld device. To reduce the run-time
overhead, the registration and translation mechanism only apply to memory
locations that are accessed on both hosts. Both the registration table and the
translation table are updated at run time only when new (stack or heap) mem-
ory is allocated or released.

With the registration and translation mechanisms discussed above, we can
now transfer data safely between the server and handheld device. We use two
methods for data transfer, namely the push method and the pull method. The
push method sends abstract memory locations to the opposite host. The pull
method lets the intended receiver make a request for modified abstract memory
locations from the opposite host.

1.3 Message Passing
The program execution control and data transfer between the server and the
client are implemented by message passing. At any moment, only one host
(active host) performs the computation. Meanwhile, the other host (passive
host) blocks its task execution and enters the wait for message func-
tion which waits and acts in accordance to the incoming messages. The
wait for message function takes the form shown in Figure 16.4, where
MESSAGEn is a message identifier and PROCESS MESSAGEn is
the message processing primitive for MESSAGEn. The active host sends
messages to the passive host indicating the termination of tasks, which will
cause the passive host to exit the wait for message function and resume the
blocked task execution.
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wait_for_message() {

while(1) {
wait for message;
switch(message) {

case MESSAGE1:
PROCESS_MESSAGE1;

case MESSAGE2:
PROCESS_MESSAGE2;

...

case MESSAGEn:
PROCESS_MESSAGEn;

}
}

}

Fig. 16.4 The wait for message function

1.4 A Number of Primitives
All the messages passed between the server and the client can be divided
into three classes: information messages, data messages and scheduling mes-
sages. Information messages are used to exchange data allocation information
between the server and the client. Data messages are used to transfer data for
data consistency. Scheduling messages are used to schedule task execution.

Next, we present the primitives used in the transformed program. In all the
definitions of primitives, we use the following conventions:

– d is an abstract memory location ID.

– dv and ds are data value and data size, respectively.

– p and p′ are data (or function) addresses on this and opposite hosts
respectively.

– ps and pc are data (or function) addresses on server and client
respectively.

– in and out are function parameter and return value.

The Information Messages. Two mechanisms dynamically maintain the
correct mapping between the abstract memory locations and the real memory
locations. The registration mechanism uses the registration table to keep track
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Fig. 16.5 Distributed program execution

of the local mapping between the abstract memory locations and their corre-
sponding real memory locations. The translation mechanism uses the mapp-
ing table to keep track of the mapping of the real memory locations between
different hosts.

Under our scheme, the execution of the distributed program can be illus-
trated by the diagram in Figure 16.5. Both hosts perform the registration. How-
ever, only the server performs the translation. The data on the server are first
translated and then sent to the client, and the data on the client are first sent to
the server and then translated on the server. In this way, we can greatly reduce
the run-time cost on the handheld device for data representation translation
because the server has much more computation power than the client. We also
restrict registration and translation mechanism to memory locations that may
be accessed on both hosts to reduce run-time cost. Other memory locations do
not need registration and transformation.

For functions and global variables, the local mapping between their abstract
memory locations and their real memory locations is trivial. Data registration
is needed only for the memory locations which are allocated at run time on the
stack or the heap. Entries in the registration table are indexed by the abstract
memory location ID for fast lookup. Each entry in this table contains a list
of data addresses and data sizes for the specific abstract memory location.
Figure 16.6 shows an example of registration tables, where p m n is the address
and s m n is the size of the nth real memory location corresponding to the
abstract memory location m.

The translation mechanism translates the internal representations of data
which are transfered between two machines. This includes the conversion
between data endians, as well as the memory addresses contained in pointer
variables. For memory address translation, we maintain a mapping table on the
server. Figure 16.7 illustrates such a mapping table. Each entry in the table is
a tuple (d n,p s n,p c n) where p s n is a real memory location on the server
and p c n is its corresponding real memory location on the client. The element
d n is the abstract memory location ID which serves as a link between the
mapping table and the registration table. Such a link is needed when the data
is released.
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p_1_1, s_1_1
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Fig. 16.6 A registration table
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Fig. 16.7 A mapping table

At program startup, the registration table is empty and the mapping table
contains only functions and global variables which are referenced on both
the client and the server. Both the registration table and the translation table
are updated at run time when new memory locations are allocated or released.
Two types of information messages are used to maintain the registration table
and the mapping table. The ALLOC DATA message is sent when a new real
memory location is allocated, and the RELEASE DATA message is sent when
a real memory location is released.

Figure 16.8 shows the primitives for data allocation. For each shared data
item, the server need to know the memory address on the client in order to
insert the entry in the mapping table. Hence, after the ALLOC DATA mes-
sage is sent by the server, the client must send a reply. Figure 16.9 shows the
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#define ALLOC(d, p, ds)
insert registration table with (d, p, ds);
send a ALLOC_DATA message with (d, p, ds);
#ifdef SERVER /* server version */

receive a reply with p’;
insert mapping table with (d, p, p’);

#endif

#define PROCESS_ALLOC_DATA(d, p’, ds)
allocate memory of size ds and get address p;
insert registration table with (d, p, ds);
#ifdef SERVER /* server version */

insert mapping table with (d, p, p’);
#else /* client version */

send a reply with p;
#endif

Fig. 16.8 Primitives for data allocation

#define RELEASE(p)
#ifdef SERVER /* server */

lookup mapping table to get (d, p, p’);
send a RELEASE_DATA message with (d, p’);
delete registration table with (d, p, *);
delete mapping table with (d, p, p’);

#else
send a RELEASE_DATA message with (*, p);
receive a reply with d;
delete registration table with (d, p, *);

#endif

#define PROCESS_RELEASE_DATA(d, pc)
#ifdef SERVER /* server */

lookup mapping table to get (d, ps, pc);
send a reply with d;
free memory at address ps;
delete registration table with (d, ps, *);
delete mapping table with (d, ps, pc);

#else
free memory at address pc;
delete registration table with (d, pc, *);

#endif

Fig. 16.9 Primitives for data release
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primitives for data release. The RELEASE DATA message sent by the client
requires a reply from the server in order for the client to determine which entry
in the registration table should be deleted.

The Data Messages. We use two methods for data transfer, namely the push
method and the pull method. The push method sends a piece of modified data
to the opposite host. The pull method lets the intended receiver make a request
for the modified data from the opposite host. Which method to use depends on
the task mapping and the data transfer point. Recall that at any moment, only
one host computes. At a data transfer point, if the data sender is computing,
then the push method is used. If the data receiver is computing, then the pull
method must be used.

Two kinds of data messages are used for data transfer. The PUSH DATA
messages are used for sending data with the push method and the PULL DATA
messages are used for receiving data with the pull method. Figure 16.10 shows
the primitives to send data with the push method and Figure 16.11 shows the
primitives to receive data with the pull method. The server version and the
client version are different because data representation is translated on the
server only.

For a piece of data which is represented by d, there are two ways to get
the data address p and the data size s. If d is a function or a global variable,
the (p,s) can be determined at compile time. Otherwise, we find (p,s) in the
registration table at run time using d as the index. We should note that we may
get a list of (p,s) corresponding to d. All items in the list must be transfered.

The Scheduling Messages. The scheduling messages allow computational
tasks to be dynamically scheduled at run time. Two kinds of scheduling mes-
sages are used for task scheduling. The START TASK message starts a task on
the opposite host. Upon receiving this message, the receiver starts the execution
of the named task. Meanwhile, the sender blocks its current task and invokes
the wait for message function. The END TASK message terminates a task.
Upon its reception, the receiver exits the wait for message function and
resumes the previously blocked execution.

Figure 16.12 shows the primitives for task scheduling. Here we use the func-
tion address p instead of the abstract memory location ID d because we want
to handle the function calls by pointers.

1.5 Code Generation
Using the program transformation primitives defined above, the program trans-
formation takes the following steps.
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#define PUSH(d)
get (p, ds) of d;
#ifdef SERVER

lookup mapping table to get (d, p, p’);
translate data at address p to the client version dv;
send a PUSH_DATA message with (p’, ds, dv);

#else
get dv at address p;
send a PUSH_DATA message with (p, ds, dv);

#endif

#define PROCESS_PUSH_DATA(pc, ds, dv)
#ifdef SERVER

lookup mapping table to get (d, ps, pc);
translate dv to the server version and

write the result to address ps;
#else

write dv to address pc;
#endif

Fig. 16.10 Primitives for the push method

#define PULL(d)
get (p, ds) of d;
#ifdef SERVER

lookup mapping table to get (d, p, p’);
send PULL_DATA with (p’, ds);
receive a reply with dv;
translate dv to the server version and and

write the result to address p;
#else

send PULL_DATA with (p, ds);
receive a reply with dv;
write dv to address p;

#endif

#define PROCESS_PULL_DATA(pc, ds)
#ifdef SERVER

lookup mapping table to get (d, ps, pc);
translate data at address ps to the client version dv;

#else
get dv at address pc;

#endif
send a reply with dv;

Fig. 16.11 Primitives for the pull method
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#define SCHEDULE(p, in)
#ifdef SERVER

lookup mapping table to get (d, p, p’);
translate in;
send START_TASK with (d, *, in);

#else
send START_TASK with (*, p, in);

#endif
return wait_for_message ();

#define PROCESS_START_TASK(d, pc, in)
#ifdef SERVER

lookup mapping table to get (d, ps, pc);
translate in;
call function d with in and get result out;
translate out;

#else
call function d with in and get result out;

#endif
send END_TASK with (d, out);

#define PROCESS_END_TASK(d, out)
#ifdef SERVER

translate out;
return with out;

else
return with out;

#endif

Fig. 16.12 Primitives for task scheduling

1. We let the start-up function of the server program issue a call to the
function wait for message.

2. We let the start-up function of the client program make the run-time task
scheduling decision and select a server to offload tasks based on current
system status. The client then send a remote program execution call to
launch the server program with an schedule ID. This ID will be used
by both the server and the client to follow that specific task schedule.
Before the client program terminates, it sends a END TASK message to
terminate the server program.

3. In both the server program and the client program, at each call site of a
procedure mapped to the opposite host, we replace the function call by
applying the SCHEDULE primitive to that function.
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4. In both the server program and the client program, after each run-time
(heap or stack) allocation (or release) of data on the heap or the stack
that are accessed by both hosts, we insert an ALLOC (or a RELEASE)
primitive.

5. In both the server program and the client program, at each data trans-
fer point, we insert a PUSH or a PULL primitive according to the data
transfer direction.

We assume that the client program and the server program are compiled sep-
arately and pre-installed on the client and the server. If we wish to be able to use
a server which does not have the pre-installed server program, we can let the
client carry server versions of the pre-compiled server program. At run time,
we may transmit the program to a dynamically acquired server after proper
authentication. Standard mobile codes, such as Java bytecode, make such run-
time binding much easier. The techniques presented in this chapter can be ex-
tended for Java bytecode execution.

We use the program shown in Figure 16.13 as an example. For simplicity,
we do not show the code that makes run-time scheduling decisions. We as-
sume that the task schedule is already fixed such that the function main and
print are mapped to the client, and the function foo is mapped to the server.
Furthermore, the abstract memory location A6 is shared by both hosts and it
is transfered from the server to the client before function print is called. The
resulting distributed program is as shown in Figure 16.13.

Figure 16.14 illustrates the event trace of the distributed program execution.
The dashed lines between the client and the server represent message passing.
The dotted lines indicate certain repeated patterns which are omitted.

1.6 Task-Assignment Analysis
We now discuss the mathematical framework for making the task-assignment
decisions. In such a framework, we construct a constraint system in which
mapping decisions of individual tasks, data accesses and data validity states
are represented simultaneously in the system formulation. Besides the compu-
tation cost and data communication cost, the cost analysis also considers the
cost for the run-time bookkeeping which is necessary for correct distributed
execution.

Under such a constraint system, a polynomial time algorithm is available to
find the optimal program partition for the given program input data [12].

Program Abstraction. We build a directed control-flow graph CFG =
(V,E) for the program such that each vertex v ∈ V is a basic block and each
edge e = (vi,vj) ∈ E represents the fact that vj may be executed immediately
after vi.
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1: int main() {
2: #ifdef SERVER
3: wait_for_message();
4: #else
5: launch server program;
6: SCHEDULE(foo, NULL);
7: send END_TASK message;
8: #endif
9: }
10: void print(struct node *p) {
11: struct node next*;
12:
13: while(p) {
14: next = p->next;
15: printf("%d\n", p->data);
16: free(p);
17: RELEASE(p);
18: p = next;
19: }
20: }

Fig. 16.13 An example program

21: void foo() {
22: struct node *head, *pnode;
23: int i;
24:
25: head = NULL;
26: for( i = 0; i < 3; i++ ) {
27: pnode = ( struct node * )
28: malloc( sizeof
29: ( struct node ) );
30: ALLOC(A6, pnode, 8);
31: pnode->next = head;
32: pnode->data = i;
33: head = pnode;
34: }
35:
36: PUSH(A6);
37: SCHEDULE(print, head);
38: }

Fig. 16.14 The framework of the generated distributed program
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We abstract all the memory accessed (including code and data) by program
at run time by a finite set of typed abstract memory locations. The abstraction
of run-time memory is a common approach used by pointer analysis techniques
[1, 6] to get conservative but safe point-to relations. The type information is
needed to maintain the correct data endians and data addresses during data
transfer between the server and the handheld device. Each memory address is
represented by a unique abstract memory location, although an abstract mem-
ory location may represent multiple memory addresses because a single refer-
ence in the program may cause multiple memory references at run time. We
use D to denote the set of all abstract memory locations d.

With point-to analysis, we conservatively identify the references to abstract
memory locations at each program point. For example, to get the value of ∗x,
the program reads x as well as the abstract memory locations which x points
to. To write into ∗x, the program reads x and writes all the abstract memory
locations which x points to.

The Constraint System. Dynamically, each basic block v and each flow
edge e can have many execution instances. We define f(vi,vj) as the execu-
tion count for the flow edge e = (vi,vj) and g(v) as the execution count for
basic block v. The values of f and g may vary in different runs of the same
program when using different input data. However, the following constraint
always holds.

Constraint 1: For any basic block vi ∈ V ,

g(vi) = ∑
e=(vi,vj)∈E

f(vi,vj) = ∑
e=(vj ,vi)∈E

f(vj ,vi)

Since each task will be mapped either to the server or to the client, but not
both, the task mapping can be represented by a boolean function M such that
M(v) indicates whether basic block v is mapped to server. We define the M
function for basic blocks because the computation of a basic block has little
variance. All the instructions in a basic block always execute together.

By program semantics, the mapping of certain basic blocks may be fixed.
For example, in interactive applications, basic blocks containing certain I/O
functions are required to execute on the handheld device. Moreover, to partition
the computation at a level higher than a basic block, certain basic blocks are
required to be mapped together. For example, for function-level partitioning,
all the basic blocks in one function are required to be mapped together. The
following constraint reflects these requirements.

Constraint 2: If basic block v is required to execute on the handheld, then
M(v) = 0. If basic block v is required to execute on the server, then M(v) = 1.
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If basic block v1 and basic block v2 are required to be mapped together, then
M(v1) ⇐⇒ M(v2).

We use two boolean variables to represent data access information for ab-
stract memory locations d such that Ns(d) indicate whether d is accessed on
server and Nc(d) indicate whether d is not accessed on handheld. By definition,
we have:

Constraint 3: If d is accessed within basic block v then M(v) ⇒ Ns(d) and
Nc(d) ⇒ M(v).

Distributed share memory (DSM) systems [11] keep track of the run-time
data validity states to determine the data transfers at run-time. We analyze
data validity states statically for the abstract memory locations to determine
the data transfers statically. Due to constraint 1, it is obvious that inserting
data transfers on control flow edges is always no worse, sometimes better, than
inserting them in basic blocks. We consider the validity states of abstract mem-
ory location d before the entry and after the exit of each basic block v such
that: Vsi(v,d) indicates whether the copy of d on server is valid before the
entry of v. Vso(v,d) indicates whether the copy of d on server is valid after
the exit of v. Vci(v,d) indicates whether the copy of d on client is not valid
before the entry of v. Vco(v,d) indicates whether the copy of d on client is not
valid after the exit of v.

For data consistency, the local copy of d must be valid before any read op-
eration on d. After a write operation on d, the copy of d on the current host
becomes valid and the copy of d on the opposite host becomes invalid. If there
is no write operation on d within a basic block v, then the local copy of d is
valid after the exit of basic block v only if it is valid before the entry of v. In
cases where d is possibly or partially written in a basic block, we conserva-
tively require d to be valid before the write. Otherwise, d may be inconsistent
after the write. The following constraint is introduced for data consistency.

Constraint 4: If basic block v has a (possibly or definitely) upward ex-
posed read of d, then M(v) ⇒ Vsi(v,d) and Vci(v,d) ⇒ M(v). If d is (pos-
sibly or definitely) written in basic block v, then Vso(v,d) ⇐⇒ M(v) and
M(v) ⇐⇒ Vco(v,d). If d is definitely not written in basic block v, then
Vso(v,d) ⇒ Vsi(v,d) and Vci(v,d) ⇒ Vco(v,d). If d is possibly or partially
written in basic block v, then M(v) ⇒ Vsi(v,d) and Vci(v,d) ⇒ M(v).

Cost Analysis. There are four kinds of costs in our computation offloading
scheme: computation cost for task execution, scheduling cost for task schedul-
ing, bookkeeping cost for run-time bookkeeping, and communication cost for
data transfer.
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If we associate a computation cost cc(v) with each execution instance of
basic block v running on the client, and a computation cost cs(v) with each
execution instance of basic block v running on server, we get the total compu-
tation cost:

∑
v∈V

M(v)cs(v)g(v)+¬M(v)cc(v)g(v) (16.1)

If we associate scheduling cost cr with each instance of task scheduling
from the client to the server, and a scheduling cost cl with each instance of task
scheduling from the server to the client, we get the total scheduling cost:

∑
(vi,vj)∈E

¬M(vi)M(vj)crf(vi,vj)+¬M(vj)M(vi)clf(vi,vj) (16.2)

Our program transformation discussed later performs run-time bookkeeping
for allocations and releases of data accessed by both hosts. We assume each
data release corresponds to a previous data allocation, so we include the release
cost in the allocation cost. If we associate a bookkeeping cost ca with each
instance of data allocation, and let A(v) denote the set of abstract memory
locations d that are allocated in basic block v, we get the total bookkeeping
cost:

∑
d∈D,d∈A(v)

¬Nc(d)Ns(d)cag(v) (16.3)

We can derive the data transfer information from data validity states. On
each edge (vi,vj), if Vso(vi,d) = 0 and Vsi(vj ,d) = 1, then the copy of d on
the server is invalid after the exit of vi but becomes valid before the entry of
vj . So there is a data transfer of d from the client to the server on edge (vi,vj).
Similarly, if Vco(vi,d) = 1 and Vci(vj ,d) = 0, then there is a data transfer of d
from the server to the client on edge (vi,vj). If we associate a communication
cost cd(d) with each instance of data transfer of d from the server to the client,
and a communication cost cu(d) with each instance of data transfer of d from
the client to the server, then the total communication cost is:

∑
(vi,vj)∈E

¬Vso(vi,d)Vsi(vj ,d)cu(d)f(vi,vj)

+ ¬Vci(vj ,d)Vco(vi,d)cd(d)f(vi,vj) (16.4)
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Partition Algorithm. For the given program input data, edge profiling tech-
niques [2] can easily get f and g in formulas (1) – (4). The optimal program
partitioning problem can then be expressed as:

Problem 1: Finding boolean values for M , Ns, Nc, Vsi, Vso, Vci and Vco sub-
ject to constraints 2 – 4 and minimize the sum of total cost (1) – (4).

Problem 1 can be reduced to a single-source single-sink min-cut network
flow problem [3] which can be solved in polynomial time. It is possible that
the optimal program partitions vary with different program inputs. Problem 1
can be treated as a parametric problem with parameters f and g that satisfy
constraint 1. However, the parametric problem 1 can be reduced from a 2-path
problem [3] and is hence NP-hard. We omit the proofs of these claims due to
the space limit.

We use an option-clustering heuristic for the parametric problem 1. Our
heuristic groups a training set of options into a relatively small number of
clusters and prepares one partition for each cluster such that, for any option
in the training set, the cost difference between the prepared partition and its
optimal partition is within a given error-tolerance ratio. For a program with r
independent options, all the possible program options form an r-dimensional
option space. We divide the whole option space into subspaces according to
the clustering of the training set. At run time, we check to see which subspace
the option belongs to, and the program will run based on the corresponding
partition. We omit the details in the paper due to the space limit.

1.7 Experiments
In order to show the benefit of the computation offloading scheme presented
above, experimental data is given below. The handheld device used to collect
the experimental data is an HP IPAQ 3970 Pocket PC which has a 400 MHZ
Intel XScale processor. The Server is a P4 2GHz Dell Precision 340 machine.
We run Linux on both machines. The wireless connection is through a Lucent
Orinoco (WaveLan) Golden 11Mbps PCMCIA card inserted into a PCMCIA
expansion pack for the IPAQ. Besides the program execution time, we also
measure the program energy consumption. We connect an HP 3459A high pre-
cision digital multimeter to measure the current drawn by the handheld device
during program execution. In order to get a reliable and accurate reading, we
disconnect the batteries from both IPAQ and the extension pack and we use an
external 5V DC power supply instead.

We implement our computation offloading scheme in GCC. A pointer analy-
sis similar to [1] is used to get the point-to information. Such information is
then used to identify references to the abstract memory locations. We partition
the program at function level and restrict all the I/O functions to execute on the
handheld during the computation offloading.
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The Cost Parameters. In our experiments, we model the cost as the pro-
gram execution time during task partitioning. We estimate the execution time
of each instruction by averaging over repeated execution of that instruction.
We then get the cost cs and cc for each basic block by adding the execution
time of the instructions in the same basic block. For small data size, cd and
cu are simply the measured network latency time. For large data transfer, we
also consider the network transfer time which can be calculated with the data
size and network bandwidth. We obtain other cost ca, cd and cu by physical
measurement. Each cost item is averaged over a large number of synthesized
workloads. In our experiments, with our cost model, the difference of the whole
program execution time between the measured result and estimated cost is in
range of 10%–30%. We will consider more accurate cost models [4, 7] in our
future work.

Computation Offloading Result. Figure 16.15 shows the performance for
several programs. We compare the results between two versions for each pro-
gram. One version is the original program running completely on the handheld
device. The other version is partitioned between the handheld device and the
server which is obtained by applying our partition algorithm for that particular
execution. To generate the machine code (for both the server and the hand-
held), all the programs, including the transformed ones, are compiled using
the GCC compiler with the -O2 optimization level. Figure 16.16 shows the
measured results of energy consumption which we can see, are proportional to
the performance.

We should note that not all the options for these programs can get benefits
from computation offloading. Here we only show the results for a subset of op-
tions that can benefit from computation offloading. In each figure, we append
the program names by the execution option and by the number of repeated ex-
ecution. The program SUSAN performs photo processing. We run this program
using the option -s (smoothing) -e (recognizing edges). The program RASTA
performs speech recognition. It can generate results in two formats: binary data
(default) and ASCII data (option -A). The program EPIC compresses graph-
ics. Program gnuplot runs interactively with a command interface, and the
options are specified for various commands. We generate three-dimensional
figures with the splot command, and x*x−y*y is the plotted function. The op-
tion eps means generating an eps file, and X11 means generating X11 events
for display. For figures with the same options, we use different input files.

It is difficult to measure the time spent on bookkeeping. We count the oper-
ations instead. Figure 16.17 shows the estimated bookkeeping overhead ratio
for the test programs. This figure only shows the results for execution time. The
results for energy consumption are similar. The average run-time bookkeeping
overhead is about 13%.
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repeat for addr2 and addr 3

send END_TASK

exit wait_for_message

client program end

enter print

send END_TASK print

exit print

client program start

launch server

send RELEASE_DATA addr1

send PUSH_DATA addr1

send START_TASK print

enter wait_for_message

server program start

enter foo

send START_TASK foo

enter wait_for_message

send reply

send ALLOC_DATA addr1

enter wait_for_message

exit wait_for_message

exit foo

send  reply

send END_TASK foo

exit wait_for_message

server program end

repeat for addr2 and addr 3

repeat for addr2 and addr 3

client server

Fig. 16.15 An event trace of distributed program execution
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We should note that optimal program partitions vary with different program
inputs. The optimal partition for one option may slow down the program exe-
cution for other inputs. Figure 16.18a shows the program speedup for different
inputs of SUSAN using the program partition got by the option -s. With our
option-clustering heuristic, we can group the program options into two clus-
ters and prepare one partition for each cluster. The resulting program speedup
is shown in Figure 16.18b.
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Fig. 16.19 Experimental result for option clustering

1.8 Related Work
Li, Wang and Xu [8, 9] propose a partition scheme for computation offloading
which results in significant energy saving for half of the multimeter benchmark
programs. The scheme is based on profiling information about computation
time of procedures and inter-procedural data communications and it minimizes
the cost and guarantees correct communication within a specific execution con-
text only. Their work does not study the important issue of how to guarantee
the correct distributed execution under all possible execution contexts. Neither
does it consider the different partitions for different program inputs.

Kremer, Hicks and Rehg [5] introduce a compilation framework for power
management on handheld computing devices through remote task execution.
Their paper does not address details about the data consistency issue. They
only consider the procedure calls in the main routine as the candidates for re-
mote execution and they evaluate the profitability of remote execution for each
individual task separately. For tasks that share common data, evaluating the
profitability of remote execution of each individual task separately may result
in the overcount of data communication cost. Using their approach, due to the
overcount of data communication cost, only 7 out of the 12 testing programs
in the previous section can get benefits from computation offloading.
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A Power and Energy Perspective on MultiProcessors
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Abstract In the past few years, we have seen the rise of multiprocessor and multicore
approaches to system-on-chip and processor design, driven by performance,
power dissipation, and energy consumption motivations. In fact, there is
considerable confusion over the various architectural choices for multiprocessor
systems, and the primary design methods that are appropriate to each choice.
The techniques for processor design and power and energy reduction that have
been discussed in previous chapters of this book are often orthogonal to the
basic architectural choices in multiprocessor systems, so that these techniques
can be combined together in designing multiprocessor or multicore SoCs. In this
chapter, we will review the main approaches to multiprocessor architecture and
their impact on power and energy. We will examine the leading approaches for
low-power design and their relationship to multiprocessor based design. In par-
ticular, we will review the approach to heterogeneous, asymmetric multiproces-
sor systems based on networks of configurable and extensible processors and
the profound impact on power and energy reduction offered by this approach.
Finally, we will point to two key methods discussed in more detail in subse-
quent chapters: design space exploration based on abstract power-performance
modeling and network-on-chip communications architectures.

Keywords: multiprocessor systems; multicore; symmetric multiprocessing; asymmetric
multiprocessing; homogenous multiprocessors; heterogeneous multiprocessors;
interconnect architecture; buses, memory hierarchy, network-on-chip.

1. Introduction
Recently there has been a tremendous flurry of interest in the embedded
systems and electronic product design worlds in what has been variously called
“multicore” and “multiprocessor” design (Gibbs, 2004). One can rarely go a
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week without reading in the electronics press a report on multicore design
or multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) (Merritt, 2005, Maxfield, 2006).
The active talk in the industry is all about programming models for multicore
systems, energy and power reductions with multicore and multiple processors
(Tremblay, 2005), and effective design and integration methods given the com-
plexity of such products (Jerraya and Wolf, 2005). However, there has not yet
emerged a clear consensus on the differences between different types of multi-
core and multiprocessor design, one that would make it easier for designers to
choose the most appropriate multiprocessing approach for a particular design
problem. Acronyms abound: SMP (symmetric multiprocessing), SMT (simul-
taneous multithreading), AMP (asymmetric multiprocessing), CMP (chip mul-
tiprocessing), CMT (chip multithreading), MPSoC, and multi-clustering, for
just a few. The distinctions between many of these remain unclear. First, let us
outline the variety of multiprocessing approaches and set them in the context
of their impact on various design goals, including, but not limited to, reducing
peak power and overall energy consumption.

1.1 Multicore and Multiprocessor Definitions
The following definitions are based on those in Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org)
as of 27 December, 2005. They have been modified and extended by the author
to reflect the current practices in embedded SoCs.

Multicore Processor. Processor combining two or more independent
processors into a single package, usually a single integrated circuit. Hence
“dual core” contains two independent processors, “quad-core” four proces-
sors, and so on. Multicore processors often support thread-level parallelism
(TLP) without including multiple microprocessors in separate physical pack-
ages. Wikipedia calls this form of TLP, “chip-level multiprocessing” or CMP,
although the focus on TLP makes this definition unnecessarily restrictive.

Examples of dual core processors include offerings from IBM based on the
Power processor, AMD and Intel. SUN’s “Niagara” multicore processor may
include up to eight cores and may be packaged up in two, four, and eight core
offerings. Each core may have up to four threads for a total of 32 threads in a
maximal Niagara.

Symmetric Multiprocessing or SMP. Multiprocessor computer architec-
ture where two or more identical processors are connected to a single shared
main memory. Many common multiprocessor systems today use an SMP archi-
tecture. SMP systems also often share second and third level cache, and inter-
connect. Having a large coherent memory space is important to allow flexible
task or thread assignment and re-assignment to processors.
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SMP systems allow any processor to work on any task no matter where the
data for that task is located in memory; with proper operating system support,
SMP systems can easily move tasks between processors to balance the work
load efficiently. On the downside, if memory is much slower than the proces-
sors accessing them, then processors tend to spend a considerable amount of
time waiting for data to arrive from memory. Thus a unified coherent mem-
ory hierarchy including caches is essential to performance to avoid multiple
processors being starved. In addition, fast hardware-based context switching
may be extremely important to allow threads to be run if their data is available
as soon as another thread stalls.

The multicore systems discussed previously often are SMP systems. In
addition, large scientific computing with hundreds, thousands, or tens of
thousands of processors, such as the IBM “BlueXXX” machines, which are
intended for large scale weather, earth, or nuclear explosion simulations, are
usually large SMP machines with extremely fast IO subsystems and large
coherent memory subsystems. On these systems, the applications change faster
than the machines, and the applications often exhibit a large amount of data-
wise or thread-wise concurrency which can be exposed in a general way to take
advantage of an SMP architecture.

One example of an embedded SMP system is the ARM-NEC 4xARM
MPCore system announced in 2005.

Simultaneous Multithreading or SMT. A technique for improving the
overall efficiency of the CPU. SMT permits multiple independent threads
of execution to better utilize the resources provided by modern processor
architectures. SMT is often best mapped into an SMP system which allows
threads to be mapped to any processor and rely on the large coherent memory
space to be flexibly mapped and run. HW support for thread context switching
often allows threads stalled on memory access to be replaced in one or at most a
few cycles by a thread ready to run, and thus improve overall system efficiency.
The key issue in SMT design is finding an appropriate and human-tractable
programming model. Twenty to forty years of research into parallelism in pro-
gramming have failed to turn up any good general purpose automatic meth-
ods to find concurrency in arbitrary applications. The best general methods
are to provide Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to allow program-
mers to expose thread-level concurrency manually. APIs such as OpenMP and
Message Passing Interface (MPI) are examples.

Asymmetric Multiprocessing or AMP. In Asymmetric multiprocessing,
multiple processors with different characteristics are combined into a chip mul-
tiprocessing system. There are several types of AMP architecture possible.
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A good reference for one type of AMP is Kumar et al. (2005). In this model,
the cores have a single instruction set architecture (ISA), but are still hetero-
geneous in terms of resources, performance, and power consumption. This
allows the right application to be mapped into the right core to meet real-
time latency and throughput requirements while minimizing power consump-
tion. This is contrasted with multi-ISA multicore architectures, such as the
IBM/Toshiba/Sony Cell processor which combines control processing using a
POWER core with data-intensive processing for video and other streaming
data applications via multiple processing elements. Here the different ISA
processors are used for different parts of the application.

Perhaps the most interesting type of AMP architecture is one composed
of multiple processors with different ISAs in which the ISAs have been
extended for particular applications or portions of applications via instruction
set extension, and the cores configured for the coarse-grained characteristics
of the application set (such as including DSP features, SIMD instructions,
MAC and/or multiplier units, and a variety of local and system memories).
The Tensilica Xtensa LX processor (Rowen and Leibson, 2004) is a good
example of a configurable and extensible processor core that can be tailored
to applications and portions of applications using this strategy.

AMP is an especially good architectural strategy for many embedded
applications that have intensive dataflow-style processing, and whose
characteristics and indeed source code are known or well-characterized in
advance. This includes many signal and image processing applications, for
example in the audio and video domain.

1.2 Power/Energy Drivers for Multiprocessor
and Multicore Architectures

So what are the key driving factors behind the move to multiprocessor or mul-
ticore architectures in SoC or integrated processors? How do they relate to
power consumption, heat dissipation, and overall energy consumption? We can
identify three key trends in applications:

1. Performance drives the first group of applications. While performance
is the driver, avoiding unnecessary, or indeed, infeasible heat (localized
power dissipation) on the device has become a critical design issue.
This is especially important for high end servers and very high end
applications. Both getting rid of excessive heat (or avoiding it) and
the overall energy consumption impose a severe cost constraint –
the first in the form of expensive packaging and cooling costs; the
second in the power requirements of large server farms or very large
multiprocessing configurations.
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2. The second group is driven primarily by energy cost – power con-
sumption integrated over time. This is especially important for portable
battery-operated devices with increasing applications load, significant
media processing, and the very slow rate of improvement in battery
energy storage over the last decade or more. At the same time, it
is necessary to ensure adequate performance for the applications,
which is helped by media applications requiring distinctive plateaus of
performance for specific resolutions and compression factors. This is a
secondary criterion.

3. The third group is driven by a desire to increase performance of desktop
or consumer applications by recognizing some level of inherent appli-
cation concurrency, while keeping maximum performance requirements
bounded and while being powered through the mains. Lower energy
consumption is useful but a secondary criterion, and may come as a
byproduct of optimizing application performance.

How do multicore or multiprocessor architectures reduce peak power and
overall energy consumption? First and foremost, they exploit the nonlinear-
ities involved in power and energy consumption vs. frequency and voltage.
Since active power has a linear relationship with frequency, at first glance, the
idea of replacing a single processor running at frequency F with two proces-
sors running at F /2 seems to get us nowhere, especially if the two cores require
access to the same data and complex cache coherency and memory hierarchy
structures, consuming additional power, are required to let both processors run
efficiently. However, running at a higher frequency in general requires higher
operating voltages (or lowering the frequency may allow the voltage to be low-
ered), and since active power has a nonlinear relationship with voltage (voltage
is squared), then two processors running at frequency F /2, operating at a volt-
age less than is required to power the single processor, may represent substan-
tial reductions in peak power and overall energy consumption indeed. Voltage
may be reduced statically at design time, or through runtime based dynamic
techniques, as described later.

Merely reducing frequency and voltage is only one dimension of reducing
power and energy through multicores. The second dimension is that of mak-
ing more efficient use of the computing resources in a world where memory
access times have been reduced at a rate far less than the increase in proces-
sor speeds. This has resulted in a huge imbalance between the number of
cycles required to access main memory in a device and the amount of data and
instructions required to keep the processor busy. Complex memory hierarchies
starting with caches have helped in this regard. Multithreading, especially with
hardware support that allows fast context switching between stalled threads
and those ready to run, also help. But given relative application or thread
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independence, or data-wise parallelism, it is often much easier to keep two,
four, or more cores busy on their local applications or portions thereof, and
thus maximize the use of the processing resources and the amount of work
done per each portion of energy consumed, than to do so with a single proces-
sor architecture. This is especially so in applications where AMP is the natural
computational model.

A final dimension lies in further exploiting AMP for those applications
best suited to it. Experience with configurable, extensible processors (Wei and
Rowen, 2005) have shown that instruction extension, which maximizes appli-
cation work done per instruction executed, is highly correlated with reducing
the amount of energy consumed per useful application computation. By tai-
loring instruction function, data size, and concurrent operations to the applica-
tion, the number of instructions executed per application computation is greatly
reduced – sometimes for the tight loop kernels in the application, by one to
two orders of magnitude. Since fewer instructions are executed, the amount of
instruction fetching is greatly reduced. Since each instruction is highly tuned
to the application, the amount of wasted computation is greatly reduced (e.g. if
the data items have 17 bits of precision, multiplying two 32-bit numbers when
only a 17×17 bit multiplication is needed consumes a lot of extra energy). By
executing multiple operations in parallel, more is done per unit of energy. This
has a profound impact on energy and power. Indeed, the potential energy sav-
ings are sufficient justification to exploit a very high degree of AMP in many
wireless, portable, battery-powered embedded consumer applications.

1.3 Classifying Multiprocessor Architectures
Table 17.1 illustrates a number of multiprocessor architectures and relates them
to the different applications discussed above, and the driving power and energy
factors.

Table 17.1 Multiprocessor approaches and impact on power and energy

Applications Approach Architecture Performance Heat Energy

Server, SMP Multicore Maximize First Second
general
Embedded SMP–SMT Multicore Improve Second Important
control
Embedded AMP Multiprocessor Maximize Second Highest
dataflow
Desktop AMP Multiprocessor Maximize Second Second
and graphics
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As discussed, examples of the first class in the table include IBM Power PC
dual core, AMD dual core, Intel dual core, and SUN Niagara. Examples of the
second class include the ARM-NEC 4X ARM SMT MPCore. Examples of the
third class include the classical wireless baseband processor – RISC plus DSP;
now complemented by media processors. Examples of the fourth class include
the Cell processor for graphics.

As well as the focus on multiprocessors themselves, the heterogeneous AMP
approaches also include what are called SoC “platforms” dedicated to spe-
cific application spaces. These include devices such as TI’s OMAP family
of chips for wireless and mobile applications, including baseband processors,
media processors, and application chips; ST’s Nomadik chipsets for the same
domains; and Philips Nexperia platforms for both wireless and digital multi-
media applications (e.g. set-top boxes, high end TVs).

2. A Survey of Multiprocessor Approaches
for Low-Power, Low-Energy Design

2.1 Basic Techniques
As discussed by Irwin et al. (2005), there are four basic categories of tech-
niques for designing low-power, low-energy MPSoCs. The following is a
precis of the techniques as discussed in Irwin et al. (2005), along with some
additional techniques. Mudge (2000) gives a good overview as well.

Energy-Aware Processor Design. The main techniques used here include

1. Reducing active energy: This is first achieved by the reduction of supply
voltage to meet the requirements of the application space (Mudge, 2000).
In addition, different voltages can be used for different processors,
depending on their role in the design (this makes more sense in an AMP
approach, although the single-ISA, multicore approach of Kumar et al.
(2005) uses the same underlying ISA but with different implementations
that could run at different operating frequencies and use multiple volt-
ages). At runtime, the use of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) (Choi et al., 2004) gives more flexibility and a chance to tune
the dynamic operations of the various processors to the immediate appli-
cation needs for computation. Some have proposed continuous DVFS
schemes, others a fine-grained or stepped DVFS approach. Indeed, it
has been suggested that only two choices of voltage/frequency for each
processor are sufficient to allow most of the gain from this technique to
be realized: a “fast” and “slow” mode. Of course, coupled with all of this
is the possibility of putting the processors to sleep – a powered-down or
powered-off mode – for periods when the processing is not needed at
all – thus reducing standby energy.
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2. Reducing standby energy: Or leakage power, which gets worse as we
continue IC process scaling to 90 nm, 65 nm, and beyond. Here there
are several ideas extrapolated from general and single-processor design
(Blaauw et al., 2002). This includes increasing threshold voltage, which
reduces threshold leakage current by a large amount. This also increases
gate delay. The idea of doing this dynamically at runtime has also been
mooted, as well as having several multiple threshold voltages, similar
to the multiple supply voltage idea. Finally, sending processors to sleep
will reduce standby energy consumption tremendously – or they can be
powered off as need be.

3. Configuring and extending instruction set: This will be discussed in fur-
ther detail later.

Energy-Aware Memory System Design. Memory subsystems are a large
consumer of energy, especially in processor subsystems, and MPSoC both
increases the problem and gives a number of possible architectural solu-
tions to it.

1. Reducing active energy: Here there are many ideas from single processor
design that can be applied to multiprocessors, centered around reducing
cache energy consumption: partitioning, hierarchy, prediction, filtering,
and compression (Kim et al., 2003). Of course software optimizations
which reduce memory accesses, as discussed earlier, are also important.

2. Reducing standby energy: Leakage is of course a big problem in memory
design (Kim et al., 2003). Shutting down all or portions of caches and
memories when not needed is possible, although since this loses state,
re-awakening will have energy and performance costs in resetting state.
Some have suggested retaining state while in a reduced energy mode
by using a small state-preserving supply voltage (Flautner et al., 2002).
Optimizing cache and memory usage both statically at design time and
dynamically at run time by monitoring usage patterns, is an important
area for optimization.

3. Cache and memory architecture: Architectural choices – from single
multi-ported, high energy consuming shared cache for all processors to
a variety of private to semi-private (locally shared) caches and memories
– can have a big impact on memory consumption. Here use of AMP
techniques as opposed to SMP techniques can allow specific processor
local memories and caches to be optimized to the very specific needs of
the applications they are meant for. An important adjunct to deciding on
optimal MP architectures in this context is the ability to do design space
exploration and measure the cost, power, and area impact of a variety of
such architectural choices (Rowen and Leibson, 2004).
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4. Reducing snoop energy: In SMP architectures, snooping by cache
controllers is used to ensure cache data coherence. There are a number
of detailed microarchitectural techniques used to optimize snoop energy
consumption (Ekman et al., 2002), including using dedicated tag arrays,
and serialization of tag and data array accesses, as well as special struc-
tures and different schemes to order the snooping activities.

Energy-Aware Communication System Design. The classical on-chip
communications architecture is an on-chip bus, such as ARM AMBA
AHB/APB, IBM CoreConnect, or SONICS OCP-based bus, or a hierarchy
of buses bridged by special logic blocks. Buses are used to access global
resources, such as shared memories, to access peripheral blocks and HW
accelerators. As large shared resources, buses consume more energy than ded-
icated communications resources (point to point) for a given communication
need, but offer cost, design time, and flexibility advantages. Advanced com-
munications structures such as network-on-chip, exploiting packet-switching
concepts, hold some promise to either replace or supplement classical buses.
Asynchronous design techniques may help reduce energy consumption in
general, including that ascribed to on-chip buses. There are also other ideas:

1. Bus encoding: Rather than a full set of bus wiring, special encoding
schemes have been devised that minimize switching activity and thus dy-
namic power consumption. The amount of power saving depends heavily
on the characteristics of the data stream (its entropy rate) or address
stream. Schemes for both more random data, and highly correlated data
have been devised. (Certain communication patterns, such as sampling
external sensor data, or the address stream of a processor, may be highly
correlated from one data item to the next.) (Cheng and Pedram, 2002).

2. Low Swing Signaling: This scheme, that has been used off-chip as well,
has been investigated on chip for potential savings in the face of noise
and reliability concerns (Ferretti and Beerel (2001)).

3. Advanced interconnect architectures: Here network-on-chip (NoC)
packet-switch architectures are being explored in order to determine an
efficient, scalable architecture that will not run out of communications
bandwidth as the complexity and number of IP blocks rises. Bus-based
architectures, if flat, become seriously congested as complexity rises;
avoiding this leads to complex hierarchical bus schemes. The NoC the-
ory is that packet-switching approaches will scale much more gradually
with complexity and utilize global wiring resources more efficiently.
Different packetizing architectures and schemes will have an effect on
overall energy consumption. In addition, reliability concerns for over-
all communication will also affect energy consumption if there are
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many detection/correction/recovery/retransmission problems. Probably
the most important thing to provide designers exploring such approaches
are models and tools to allow the performance, power, and cost tradeoffs
of different schemes and architectures to be explored (Vitkovski et al.,
2004).

The other kind of communications architecture to explore is a greater
use of private point to point communications structures, such as
dedicated HW FIFOs between processors, in place of always using
shared resources whether buses or networks. For high bandwidth data
passing between well-known tasks on dedicated processors, using pri-
vate HW queues may save considerable energy as compared to using
shared buses, for example, making the increase in design area worth-
while. For this to be effective, the processor microarchitecture must
provide advanced non-blocking access between the queues and the
processor datapath, as for example is discussed in (Rowen and Leibson,
2004; Leibson and Kim, 2005).

Energy-Aware Software. Energy-awareness has an important role in
designing software tasks and the networks of tasks that make up applica-
tions. To the greatest extent possible, the software subsystem should be able
to actively control the hardware resources so that resources not required can
be put to sleep, powered down, or if needed at a lower performance level, con-
trolled in execution speed and rate. An adaptive software-based energy control
scheme, supported by HW controls over resources, can significantly reduce
both standby and active energy consumption.

The other aspect is more subtle: determining the right computational model
for the software and the right interplay with architecture. Again, the more
that is known about the applications a priori, the more appropriate an AMP
architecture is, as opposed to the general purpose SMP approach.

2.2 Formal Control of DVFS for CMP
In the research reported by Juang et al. (2005), ad-hoc control over mul-
tiprocessor SoC using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is
replaced by a more formalized energy management scheme that takes a full-
chip perspective on the energy management problem. A first analysis of inde-
pendent DVFS in CMP, using local information, reveals that local-only control
leads to significant oscillations in processor activity and speed. The limitations
of local DVFS control lead to the development of a coordinated DVFS con-
trol algorithm that is based on knowledge of the activity and workload over
the whole set of CMP “tiles”. This “gestalt” approach results in important
improvements in the energy-delay products of parallelized applications.
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2.3 Use of Transactional Memory in Multiprocessor
Systems

In the research reported by Moreshet et al. (2005), the use of access to shared
memory in multiprocessor systems is examined in light of energy consumption.
Traditional mechanisms for such access are via locks, which provide mutual
exclusion and atomic access. As the paper shows, locking mechanisms may
result in many memory accesses to gain access to a shared variable, wasting
considerable energy and performance in the process. Transactional memory
systems, introduced by previous researchers, are speculative mechanisms that
assume successful access to shared variables without conflict, proceed on that
basis, and abort if conflict is detected before the transaction finishes. Such an
approach can be implemented in hardware, software, or a mixture of both.
The research develops a transactional memory solution that can be targeted for
general multiprocessors, and using an appropriate simulation model, studies
the energy consumption tradeoffs of locking vs. transaction memories, where
the savings can be considerable (on the order of 80% for the specific mech-
anisms studied). This is a useful example of the kind of techniques that are
appropriate for consideration in architecting MP systems for power.

3. Asymmetric Multiprocessing
We next consider the energy and power advantages of AMP – asymmetric mul-
tiprocessing – in more detail, motivated by the key idea of using configurable
and extensible processors as the basis for an AMP system.

3.1 Multiprocessor Systems of Configurable, Extensible
Processors

Traditionally, designers have thought of hardware as being a lower power
solution for many design functions than software running on a processor.
This is due to thinking about processors as general purpose execution engines
for general purpose software, implementing a fixed and static instruction set
architecture (ISA) that is targeted by compilers typically used for non-real-time
software. Focused, dedicated hardware is clearly more efficient than compiled
general purpose software, and consumes less energy as well as offering higher
performance, in this thinking.

However, this kind of thinking has been motivated by the thought that ISAs
in general are fixed and immutable. Of course, in the past, it has not been easy
to tailor processors for specific tasks, by either configuring them in coarse-
grained ways (structurally), or in fine-grained ways (by adding specific new
instructions to the datapath). This has led to the approach that to acceler-
ate computation on a processor, the best way is to crank up the frequency
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of operation. As we have seen with uni-processors, increasing frequency as
process technologies have scaled has led to ever-increasing problems with
power density and energy consumption, and is not a reasonable approach for
many embedded applications, especially those that are battery-powered. Fur-
thermore, many embedded applications, such as media processing (audio and
video), tend to require fixed rates of processing and move in steps from one
plateau of processor requirements to the next as codec standards change and
new codecs are introduced. This implies that if a processor could be customized
to a specific codec’s computational requirements, it may not be necessary to in-
crease processing rate.

Other kinds of “traditional” thinking about processors include the fact that
it is often extremely difficult to partition applications onto multiple processors,
particularly in a general way. As discussed previously, decades of research
that attempts to find ways to expose parallelism or concurrency in applica-
tions have in general failed to deliver reliable ways of doing this automatically
or programmatically. Most successful parallelized applications have relied on
manual methods – software or algorithm designers have had to expose the con-
currency explicitly in the code through use of pragmas or API calls.

Interestingly, however, many media processing applications have a natural
“pipeline” parallelism in which frames or packets can be processed in stages
in a more streaming style. This kind of parallelism lends itself to dedicated
processors to handle portions of the media processing task, and a dataflow
style of application and algorithm development in which frames are processed
in discrete pipeline stages. If these can be mapped to specific optimized proces-
sors, then we have an algorithm that can take maximum use of asymmetric mul-
tiprocessing and of configurable, extensible processing. The final comment on
this is that such concurrency requires the ability to acquire and use sufficient
multi-processors for the task. If restrictions are placed on the natural concur-
rency that can be exploited, because you do not have enough processors to
handle all the tasks, or because they are forced to be more general-purpose
than required, then it becomes much harder to multi-task the processors that
you do have for real-time embedded applications.

We have briefly discussed the advantages of using configurable, extensible
processors such as those discussed in Rowen and Leibson (2004) as the basis
for building AMP subsystems oriented to specific tasks. When you have special
instructions available for specific application code, the necessary computations
can be carried out using fewer instructions, reducing instruction fetches and
allowing you to finish earlier, and go to sleep, or run slower to meet a fixed rate,
and thus lower frequency, or voltage, or both. With multi-operation instructions
based on the application code, using data sized appropriately, less wasteful
work is carried out to meet the application computational needs. Of course,
processors dedicated to specific applications can go to sleep when not required.
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And by tailoring structural or coarse-grained parameters to the tasks, such as
amounts and kind of instruction and data memory, communications resources,
and the presence or absence of special processing units, further improvements
in peak power consumption and energy are possible.

In an AMP system, when the workload is changing or unpredictable, one
can utilize strategies such as DVFS to match the processing capabilities to the
required workload while minimizing energy consumption. When tasks runs
with known throughput requirements, one is better off by picking the lowest
frequency, and lowest concomitant voltage that is suitable, to get the job done
just in time.

Experiments with the Artisan Metro 0.13 µm library and a configurable,
extensible processor cores (Wei and Rowen, 2005) indicate that while fre-
quency scaling from 240 MHz down to 40 MHz (suitable, due to processor
instruction extension, for many applications) resulted in a 6X reduction in
energy consumption, by also scaling the voltage down to a level adequate to
support the frequency reduction, further huge gains are possible. In fact, by
scaling voltage from the nominal 1.08 V at 240 MHz to an adequate 0.6 V at
40 MHz, a total 19X energy reduction, to accomplish the needed computations,
is possible – an energy savings of 95%.

So this kind of AMP strategy is definitely not a multicore strategy as with
the SMP approaches. It is definitely an “MP-SoC” approach, with multiple
processors, tasks mapped to processors that have been optimized, exploiting
natural application parallelism. These processors are run as slowly as possi-
bly, as fast as necessary, without wasting work on general instructions where
a highly optimized one is possible. Communications can utilize a variety of
schemes including direct FIFO communications where that results in overall
energy savings. And higher level controls over processors, including sleep and
power-off modes and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling are all possible,
to further reduce energy consumption to a very low level.

4. Techniques Covered in Subsequent Chapters
The following chapters cover some specific MP and multicore related tech-
niques and the impact on architectures and design methodologies by bring-
ing in considerations of power and energy to complement the more traditional
focus on performance and cost.

4.1 Power-Performance Modeling and Design
for Heterogeneous Multiprocessors

In this follow-on chapter, JoAnn Paul and Brett Meyer discuss the issues
of modeling heterogeneous multiprocessor systems to facilitate design space
exploration in order to optimize the performance and power consumption of
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such systems for a variety of applications. However, performance itself is a
multiply measured concept – single numbers for latency, throughput, or av-
erage execution time are insufficent to evaluate the suitability of a particular
solution in the design space for a given set of applications.

Paul and Meyer then describe their modeling environment known as MESH
that enables performance simulation of single-chip heterogeneous multiproces-
sor systems at a more abstract thread level, rather than at the instruction level
that is more typical of microarchitectural simulators. MESH provides a set
of modeling elements: processing elements, application threads, and schedul-
ing and arbitration capabilities to define the co-ordination and co-operation
between processing elements. Using this basic framework, extensions for mod-
eling energy and power have been added to MESH, including both energy
based on execution of thread fragments and the memory subsystem.

This then leads to an ability to carry out power-performance design
evaluation in the MESH framework, thus permitting designers to undertake
systematic design space exploration of architectural and application alter-
natives. The chapter describes experiments with a number of application ker-
nels exhibiting characteristics across a wide range of data patterns (streaming,
sporadic, timed, and periodic), on microarchitectures containing a variety of
processing cores. Three different core types – ARM7, ARM11, and Infineon
TriCore1 – were used to build families of heterogeneous platforms, with many
processing elements – ranging from 18 to 36 processors. Both performance
and energy consumption were analyzed using this framework. The value of
design space exploration is demonstrated in that the optimal system for the
applications was a non-obvious combination of processor types and numbers.

Readers are encouraged to read the chapter in detail for further information.

4.2 System-Level Design of Network-on-Chip
Architectures

In this follow-on chapter, Karam Chatha and Krishnan Srinivasan start with
the assumption of an advanced interconnect structure for MPSoC design: a
network-on-chip (NOC). The key challenge is then to design the right NOC
architecture to meet the communications needs of potentially hundreds of
cores, satisfying performance constraints and physical design challenges, while
at the same time minimizing energy consumption.

Both regular and custom NOC topologies are possible, and the choice of
which topology is best rests on many assumptions. For example, general pur-
pose processor platforms may best utilize a regular topology since the applica-
tion needs are not known a priori. Highly application-specific approaches may
favor a custom interconnect approach, since deeper knowledge of the applica-
tions and use domains is possible, and processing elements, storage elements
(memories), and the communications infrastructure can all be highly tuned to
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deliver the maximum application performance for a given amount of energy
consumption. NoC architectures which have been customized may be a bet-
ter communications infrastructure than traditional bus-based ones for custom
topologies.

Designing an efficient NoC, whether regular or custom, requires efficient
NoC routers, and the chapter describes in some detail a router architecture that
has been designed in detail and characterized for use. An NOC design method-
ology is presented, involving systematic study of power and energy used in
a variety of NoC microarchitectures, the study of application traffic traces to
determine latency and bandwidth requirements, and tools for generating either
regular or custom floorplans and mapping of cores to routers in the network
to best meet application requirements, whether in general or highly specific.
The analysis and optimization methods used in these tools are discussed in
detail. These are then illustrated on a number of benchmarks, drawn from
media encoding and decoding, and both custom and mesh topologies are stud-
ied to determine optimal configurations from a power basis (since the approach
meets the performance requirements inherently). Customized topologies show
clear superiority when compared to mesh topologies in terms of power con-
sumption and router area requirements, reinforcing the desirability of design-
ing highly application-specific MPSoC, and the interconnect architecture to
support it.

Readers are encouraged to read the chapter in detail for further information.

5. Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed the variety of architectural approaches for
multiprocessor and multicore design, and classified them according to their
ability to satisfy various segments of the overall design space. We have dis-
cussed a number of concepts and design techniques for reducing peak power
and overall energy consumption, many derived from single-processor and
single-core based design, and reviewed how they might be applied to MPSoC.

In particular, we have focused on the advantages for power and energy that
asymmetric multiprocessing (AMP) approaches offer for designing an MPSoC
system highly tuned to particular applications, while offering maximum perfor-
mance for each unit of energy expended. The advantages of AMP approaches
couple with the concept of configurable and extensible processor design, lead-
ing to large networks of highly tuned heterogeneous processors on which the
various applications and their tasks have been mapped.

The following two chapters show in more detail two significant areas
important to the design of energy and power-effective MPSoC: design
space exploration of the performance and power tradeoffs of the various
multiprocessor architectural choices; and analysis and exploration of inter-
connect structures using in this case an advanced network-on-chip approach.
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These chapters underline the importance of approaching MPSoC design for
low power in a systematic fashion, using appropriate models, simulations, and
analysis techniques.
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Abstract Multi-processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) architectures in future will be imple-
mented in less than 50 nm technology and include tens to hundreds of process-
ing element blocks operating in the multi-GHz range. The on-chip interconnec-
tion network will be a key factor in determining the performance and power
consumption of these multi-core devices. Packet switched interconnection net-
works or Network-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as an attractive alternative to tra-
ditional bus-based architectures for satisfying the communication requirements
of these MPSoC architectures. The key challenge in NoC design is to produce
a complex, high performance and low energy architecture under tight time to
market requirements. The NoC architectures would support the communication
demands of hundreds of cores under stringent performance constraints. In addi-
tion to the complexity, the NoC designers would also have to contend with the
physical challenges of design in nanoscale technologies. The NoC design prob-
lem would entail a joint optimization of the system-level floorplan and power
consumption of the network. All these factors coupled with the requirement for
short turn around times raises the need for an intellectual property (IP) re-use
methodology that is well supported with design and optimization techniques, and
performance evaluation models. This chapter introduces the concept of NoC and
presents the various elements of the IP-based system-level methodology required
for its design.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC)

Architectures
Multi-processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) architectures are high performance
VLSI circuits that utilize multiple processors, memory units, custom cores,
and buses on the same chip. As discussed in the introductory chapter on
“Multi-processor Embedded Systems”, MPSoC architectures incorporate both
symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) and asymmetric multiprocessing (AMP)
approaches. MPSoC devices have evolved in response to two primary needs.
The short design turn around times of MPSoC architectures encourage in-
tellectual property (IP) re-use rather than design from scratch. The in-
creased complexity and performance requirements of target application do-
mains necessitate the usage of multiple cores.

The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [1]
predicts that in the future MPSoC will be implemented in less than 50 nm tech-
nology. It will include tens to hundreds of heterogeneous processing element
blocks operating in the multi-GHz range. The processing and storage cores will
communicate with each other in Gbits/s. The MPSoC designer will have to
contend with the high power consumption challenge of nanoscale technology.
Technology scaling leads to an exponential growth in the leakage or standby
power consumption. This factor, coupled with the increase in the transis-
tor counts, results in higher power densities and die temperatures. The in-
creased die temperature adversely effects the device performance, reduces its
reliability, and further increases the leakage power consumption.

The MPSoC designers will address the high power dissipation challenge by
dividing the cores into multiple voltage and clock islands. The power con-
sumption of each such island would be controlled dynamically. Therefore,
an MPSoC architecture will be a maximally parallel implementation in the
globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) model. The various cores
will operate independently under local clocks, and communicate with each
other in an asynchronous manner. The global communication pattern will be
fully distributed with little or no coordination. In the GALS based MPSoC
architectures, the interconnection network will be a very important factor in
determining the system performance and power consumption.

1.2 Interconnection Woes and Network-on-Chip (NoC)
Technology scaling has also led to an increase in the interconnect delay with
respect to the gate delay. In the future, global signal delays will span mul-
tiple clock cycles [2, 3]. Signal integrity will also be compromised due to
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increased RLC effects [4–6]. The increased RLC effects will lead to an increase
in power consumption. The large signal propagation delays will make the
bus based synchronous and shared communication architectures impractical.
Further, the bus based architectures are inherently unscalable and are not
suitable as interconnection infrastructure for future MPSoC architectures.

A radical shift in the design of on-chip interconnection architectures is
required for realizing GALS based multi-core devices. Packet switched inter-
connection networks or Networks-on-Chip (NoC) (as shown in Figure 18.1)
are an attractive alternative to traditional bus-based architectures [7–10]. The
routers in the NoC communicate with the various cores through a network
interface unit. The data transfer between the routers occurs in an asynchro-
nous manner. NoC supports high communication bandwidth by distributing
the propagation delay across multiple routers, thus pipelining the signal trans-
mission. Packet switching networks also enable error correction schemes that
can be applied towards improving the signal integrity. Quality of service can
also be ensured by distinguishing between different classes of traffic.
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1.3 IP-based Methodology for NoC Design
The key challenge in MPSoC design is to produce a complex, high perfor-
mance and low energy architecture under tight time to market requirements.
The NoC architectures in future MPSoCs would need to support the communi-
cation demands of hundreds of cores under stringent performance constraints.
The topology that defines the structure of the network and the routing strategy
for transferring data across the network would need to be optimized for the
target application.

In addition to the complexity, the NoC designers would also have to contend
with the physical challenges of design in nanoscale technologies. The design-
ers would need to minimize the power consumption in the network. Our pre-
vious work [11] on power evaluation of NoC architectures demonstrates that
physical links will consume greater than 30% of the communication power.
The power consumption in the physical links is dependent on their length and
bandwidth of traffic flowing through them. The length of the physical links in
the communication network is a function of the system-level floorplan.

It is clear that design and optimization of the NoC architecture must be inte-
grated with the system-level floorplanning. Thus, NoC design problem entails
joint optimization of the system-level floorplan and power consumption of the
network. All these factors coupled with the requirement for short turn around
times raises the need for an IP re-use methodology that is well supported with
performance evaluation models and design tools.

The system-level design of future MPSoC architectures would consist of
two stages: computation architecture design and NoC architecture design (see
Figure 18.2). The computation architecture design stage would determine the
processing (instruction processors, custom ASIC, configurable fabric) and
memory (cache, SRAM, DRAM) cores that would be part of the system-level
architecture. Computation architecture design has been extensively addressed
by the system-level design community. The chapter focuses on the system-
level design and optimization of the NoC architecture. In particular, we ad-
dress the following two topics: NoC router architecture and characterization,
and design and optimization techniques for NoC.1 System-level designers will
have a choice of two categories of NoC architectures based on their topology:

• Regular Topologies: MPSoC architectures that are aimed at third-party
software based customization will be developed with a large number
of programmable processors (not necessarily homogeneous). Such
architectures are particularly amenable for implementation with regular
topologies. Pre-designed regular topologies such as mesh, torus, hyper-
cube, and so on also offer the advantage of shorter design times.

1The work discussed in this chapter is derived from our publications in DATE’04 [11], IEEE Transactions
on VLSI [12], and ISLPED’05 [28].
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• Custom topologies: Application specific MPSoC architectures that are
aimed at high performance application domains would contain numer-
ous heterogeneous computing cores (such as programable processors,
application specific integrated circuits, reconfigurable fabric) and mem-
ory units. Each core would implement a limited set of application
domain functionality. Therefore, the inter-core communication traffic
would depict well defined patterns as determined by the functionality
of the communicating cores in the specific domain. For such designs,
the application specific custom NoC architecture has been demonstrated
to be superior to regular topologies in terms of energy and area [12, 13].

In the chapter we will address design solutions for both custom and regular
topologies.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the NoC architecture,
and its power and performance characterization, Section 3 discusses design
techniques for NoC architectures with regular and custom topologies, Section
4 discusses other related research, and Section 5 concludes the chapter.

2. NoC Router Architecture and Characterization
In this section we begin by presenting the architecture of a router that can be
utilized in a two-dimensional mesh based NoC topology. Next, we discuss
the development of a cycle accurate model by addressing the power and
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performance characterization of the router, and finally, present some results
that give insights into the system-level NoC design problem.

2.1 NoC Router Architecture
A router that can be utilized in a two-dimensional mesh based topology con-
sists of five input/output ports: four ports communicate with neighboring
routers, and a fifth port is connected to a processing or storage unit through
the network interface block. Data that needs to be transmitted between source
and destination is partitioned into fixed length packets which are in turn bro-
ken down into flits or words. A flit is the smallest unit of data that is transferred
in parallel between two routers. A packet consists of three kinds of flits – the
header flit, the data flit and the tail flit, that are differentiated by two bits of con-
trol information. The header flit contains information of the destination router
(X,Y) for each packet.

The router architecture is shown in Figure 18.3. The router consists of
five unit routers to communicate in X-minus, X-plus, Y-minus, Y-plus direc-
tions, and with the processor. Unit routers inside a single router are connected
through a 5 × 5 crossbar. Data is transferred across routers or between the
processor and the corresponding router by a four phase (two clock cycle) asyn-
chronous handshaking protocol. A single unit router is highlighted in the right
half of Figure 18.3. It consists of input and output link controllers, input and
output virtual channels, a header decoder, and an arbiter.

Data arrives at an input virtual channel of an unit router from either the pre-
vious router or the processor connected to the same router. The header decoder
decodes the header flit of the packet after receiving data from the input virtual
channel, decides the packet’s destination direction (X−, X+, Y−, Y+, proces-
sor), and sends a request to the arbiter of the unit router in the corresponding
direction for access to the crossbar. Once the grant is received, the header de-
coder starts sending data from the input to the output virtual channel through
the crossbar. There is a round robin priority based mechanism for each of the
following tasks:

• Selection of an input virtual channel by the header decoder.

• Selection of an output virtual channel by the arbiter.

• Grant of the crossbar to the header decoder by arbiter.

• Selection of the output virtual channel by the link controller.

The header decoder implements the dimension order (X–Y) routing strategy
[14]. This is a deadlock free routing strategy where the destination node and
the current node is compared for each packet for calculating the X-offset and
the Y-offset. The packet is routed in the X-direction first till the X-offset is
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zero and then in the Y-direction. The header decoder communicates with only
one arbiter in any one direction at a particular instance of time. It decodes the
header flit of a packet from the non-empty input virtual channel and sends a
request to the corresponding arbiter to obtain the crossbar connection. Once
the connection is established, the header decoder starts sending data from the
input virtual channel to the output virtual channel through the crossbar. If the
communication gets blocked due to (a) the input virtual channel being empty
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or (b) the output virtual channel being full, the header decoder gives up the
crossbar connection. It then selects the next non-empty input virtual channel
for data transfer.

2.2 Power and Performance Characterization
Characterization of Physical Links. The energy consumption and perfor-
mance of a physical link is determined by its width (number of bits of data
and control signals), length, and capacitive load. In nanoscale technologies,
individual wires are modelled by distributed RLC expressions for accurate
description of their physical characteristics [4, 15, 16]. Sotiriadis et al. [15]
and Taylor et al. [16] have proposed three wire models for evaluating the power
consumption in n-bit wide physical links. The links are characterized in sets of
three, two, and single wires, respectively. The three and two wire sets include
the distributed RLC effects and cross-coupling capacitances, while the single
wire model only includes the distributed RLC effects. We modelled the phys-
ical links for 180 nm, 130 nm and 100 nm technologies. We obtained energy
values for 64 (8×8), 16 (4×4), and 4 (2×2) different switching combinations
for the three, two, and single wire sets, respectively. The wire sets were char-
acterized for varying lengths of 1000µm to 5000µm in increments of 500µm.

We included the link characterization values as a table in our performance
model. The energy consumed by a n-bit wide link can be calculated from the
energy consumed by the three, two, and single wire sets of similar length. For
example, consider the 9-bit (odd) wide link shown in the left hand side of
Figure 18.4. The total switching energy consumed by the links can be calcu-
lated by adding the switching energy consumed by the three wire sets S0, S1,
S2, and S3, and subtracting the energy consumed by single wire links A, B,
and C, respectively. In the case of an 8-bit (even) wide link shown in the right
hand side of Figure 18.4, the energy consumed by two wire set S3 is included
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Fig. 18.4 Performance evaluation of links
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in the calculation. The length of the physical link which is a major factor in de-
termining its power consumption and performance is specified by the designer.

Characterization of Router Architecture. The router architecture was
first implemented in VHDL as a register transfer level (RTL) design. The basic
building blocks for the router were extracted and synthesized with Synopsys
Design Compiler (DC). Standard cell libraries files were given as inputs to
Synopsys DC. The Verilog gate netlist obtained from this step was imported
as an input to Silicon Ensemble, a tool by Cadence, that performs automatic
place and route. Library files (lef files) were also given as inputs to Silicon
Ensemble. The intermediate format (gds2) obtained from this step was then
imported into Cadence Virtuoso and Cadence Analog Artist (see Figure 18.5).
Hspice netlist obtained from this step was then simulated to obtain the timing
and energy values for 180 nm, 130 nm, and 100 nm technologies. The energy
values obtained for all the individual components were then back-annotated as
look up tables in the RTL specification to construct the cycle accurate model.
The characterization tables for the physical links were also included into the
model. The clock width for simulating the models in the various technologies
were obtained from the Hspice simulation results.

The following section utilizes the cycle accurate simulator to obtain insights
into the NoC design problem.

2.3 Elements of NoC Design Process
Experimental Set-up. We evaluated the performance and power con-
sumption of a 4× 4 mesh based NoC architecture. The performance of NoC
can be defined by the average latency (in clock cycles) of packet transmis-
sion from source to sink, and the acceptance rate or supported bandwidth (in
bits/cycle/node or packets/cycle/node). The power consumption of the NoC is
given by the sum of the dynamic and leakage power consumption (in watts).
All these values are a function of the injection rate or offered bandwidth (in
bits/cycle/node or packets/cycle/node) that is injected from various source
nodes. In the experiment, the width of the physical links (consequently the
width of input and output FIFO, and crossbar) is 32 bits, number of virtual
channels is 2, depth of virtual channels is 4, and the number of flits in the
packet is 8 (packet size 256 bits). As the neighboring link controllers utilize
a 2-clock cycle hand-shaking protocol to transfer a flit, the maximum band-
width that can be supported over the physical links is 16 bits/cycle or 0.0625
packets/cycle. The clock period was conservatively assumed to be 3 ns. The
traffic model that we assumed for the experimentation was uniformly distrib-
uted mean delay to random destinations that were also uniformly distributed.
The simulator was first allowed to stabilize for 1,000 clock cycles, and the data
was collected over the next 10,000 cycles.
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Power Consumption in Physical Links. Figure 18.6 plots the percentage
of power consumption of the various components of a mesh based router in
two technologies, 180 nm and 100 nm at 0.055 packets/cycle/node. The length
of the physical link in 180 nm and 100 nm was assumed to be 4.5 mm (similar
to the MIT RAW architecture [17]) and 2.5 mm (by linear scaling from 4.5
mm), respectively. Technology scaling has the greatest affect on the dynamic
energy consumption of the physical links. The power consumption in the links
rises from 25% of the power consumption in 180 nm to 34% of the power
consumption in 100 nm. Therefore, the design of the interconnection network
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in nanoscale technologies must account for the power consumption due to the
physical links. The power consumption in the physical links varies linearly
with both link length and bandwidth of traffic. During the design of the inter-
connection network topology, the bandwidth of traffic can be determined by
the communication traces that would be routed through a particular physical
link. However, determining the length of the physical link requires the genera-
tion of the system-level floorplan. In other words, design of the interconnection
network must be integrated with the system-level floorplan.

Power Consumption in Router Ports. The power consumption of the
router can be analyzed by considering a particular port of the router in iso-
lation. We split the router port into two sets of components: namely the input
port (link controller, header decoder, input virtual channels and crossbar), and
the output port (arbiter, output virtual channels, and link controller). We ana-
lyzed the variations in power consumption at the input and output ports with
injected bandwidth in 180 nm by utilizing the cycle accurate simulator. Figure
18.7 shows the variation in the input port power with injected bandwidth. The
power consumption in the input port shows a linear variation with respect to
injected bandwidth. The output power consumption also shows a similar trend.
Thus, the overall power consumption in the NoC can be optimized by mini-
mizing the cumulative bandwidth of traffic flowing through the network.

Network Latency. Figure 18.8 plots the average latency for transmitting
the packets from source to destination on the x-axis versus the injection rate
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on the y-axis. The average latency remains fairly constant as long as the net-
work is not congested. Once the network is congested the average latency rises
steeply. A similar trend is observed when we consider the average latency of
packets that traverse two hops. Thus if the network is designed such that it is
largely operated in the uncongested mode, the network latency constraint can
be expressed in terms of router hops (such as 1 or 2) instead of an absolute
number (such as 100 cycles).

Regular and Custom NoC Design Problems. The system-level regular
and custom interconnection architecture design problems are shown in Figure
18.9. The inputs to the problems are computation architecture specification
with communication constraints, characterized library of NoC IP blocks, and
floorplanning constraints. Additionally, the regular NoC design problem also
accepts a designer specified topology specification as input. The computation
architecture is defined by a communication trace graph (CTG) G(V,E) where
the various nodes represent processing and memory elements shown by rec-
tangular blocks labelled as “P/M” in the top of the figure. Each “P/M” block
is uniquely identified by a node number “n i” as denoted within each rec-
tangle. The directed edges between any two blocks represent the communi-
cation traces. The communication traces are annotated as “Cm(B,L)” where
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“m” represents the trace number, “B” represents the bandwidth requirement,
and “L” is the latency constraint in number of hops. The bandwidth and
latency requirements of a communication trace can be obtained by profiling
the system-level specification in the context of overall application performance
requirements. The floorplanning constraints consist of the physical dimensions
of the cores in the computation architecture, and die dimension constraints.

The latency constraints imposed by the traffic traces specify the maximum
number of hops allowed for the trace. Bandwidth requirements and latency
constraints of communication traces can be viewed as mutually independent.
A trace such as a signalling event or a cache miss is not expected to have a high
bandwidth requirement, but is bound by tight latency constraints. On the other
hand, many non-critical multimedia streams have high bandwidth requirement,
and their latency is bound only by the period constraint of the application. NoC
design has to perform a trade-off between placing high bandwidth traffic traces
close to each other such that power consumption is minimized, and placing
tight latency traces close to satisfy the performance constraints.

The regular NoC design problem outputs a system-level floorplan, a map-
ping of the cores to the various routers and a static route of the communication
traces on the network. The output of the custom NoC design problem is a
system-level floorplan of the final design, application specific topology of the
NoC, a mapping of the cores on the routers, and a static route of the com-
munication traces on the network such that the performance and floorplanning
constraints are satisfied. The optimization objective of both the design prob-
lems is to minimize the power consumption due to the communication network
subject to the bandwidth, and latency constraints.

3. Design and Optimization Techniques for NoC
We address the complexity of NoC design by dividing it into the following
three stages and developing optimization techniques for each stage:

• Floorplanning of the computation architecture cores: In the case of
custom topologies this stage generates the system-level floorplan of
the computation architecture. Several researchers have proposed wire
efficient VLSI layout schemes for regular interconnection networks
[18–22]. These schemes are topology specific and exploit the regular-
ity in the graph structure. Thus, in the case of regular topologies exist-
ing schemes can be utilized to generate an efficient layout of solely the
network architecture. The actual computation architecture cores would
then be placed on the open locations on the layout. The placement for
regular NoC architectures also specifies the mapping of the cores to the
routers in the regular NoC topology. The optimization objective function
for both types of topologies captures the trade-off between minimizing
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the NoC power consumption and satisfaction of the performance con-
straints.

• Allocation of routers and mapping of cores to routers: This stage is per-
formed only for a custom interconnection network with an objective of
minimizing the power consumption of the NoC.

• Topology design and route generation: In the case of custom topologies
this stage generates the NoC topology, and also the custom routes of the
communication traces on the interconnection architecture. The objective
is to minimize the communication power consumption subject to the
bandwidth constraints on the architecture. For the regular interconnec-
tion network, this stage only generates a unique route if the target router
architecture supports a custom routing strategy.

In the following sections we describe optimal mixed integer linear program-
ming (MILP) and heuristic based optimization strategies for the three stages
that can be utilized for design of both regular and custom NoC architectures.

3.1 MILP based Approach
System-Level Floorplanning. At the floorplanning stage, the power con-
sumption due to the interconnection architecture can be abstracted as the power
required to perform communication via point to point physical links between
communicating cores. Although, such a cost function does not include the
router power consumption, it is a true representation of the power consumption
due to the physical links. However, inclusion of only the power consumption in
the cost function ignores the performance requirements on the communica-
tion traces. Bandwidth constraints on the communication traces can be satis-
fied by finding alternative routes or adding more interconnection architecture
resources. However, satisfying latency constraints is more difficult if the cores
are placed wide apart. In addition to minimizing power and latency, it is also
important that the layouts consume minimum area. Therefore, we specify our
minimization goal as a linear combination of the power-latency function, and
the area of the layout. Mathematically, we minimize

α ·
[

∑
∀e(u,v)∈E

dist(u,v) ·Ψl ·
ω(e)
σ2(e)

]

+β · [Xmax +Ymax]

where dist(u,v) is the distance between the cores u and v, α and β are con-
stants, ω(e) is the bandwidth of traffic between two cores, σ(e) is the latency
constraint between two cores, and Xmax and Ymax represent the die boundaries
in positive X- and Y - directions, respectively. Note that minimizing Xmax and
Ymax minimizes the die area that is given by Xmax×Ymax. A number of other
researchers have proposed MILP formulations for floorplanning [23–25] that
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can be combined with our NoC specific optimization function. The existing
techniques can also be modified to generate floorplans for mesh based topolo-
gies that conform to a regular grid layout.

NoC Topology and Route Generation. The power consumption of the
NoC is dependent upon the length of the physical links in the architecture. We
utilize the floorplan from the previous stage to select router locations, and thus
determine inter router, and node to router distances. By intelligently determin-
ing router locations, we can reduce the size of the MILP formulation and thus,
reduce its runtime.

Initially, we create a bounding box for each node. A bounding box is a rec-
tangular enclosure of the node such that the bounding boxes of two adjacent
nodes abut each other. For example, in Figure 18.10a the bounding box of node
4 extends to the top boundary of node 3, and that of node 10 extends to the top
boundary of node 12, and to the left boundary of node 9. In the figure, all other
bounding boxes are the co-ordinates of the respective nodes.

The second step is the placement of routers. We exploit the fact that the
dimensions of routers are much smaller than that of the processing cores [26].
Therefore, once the bounding boxes are generated, we place routers at the
nodes of the channel intersection graph [23] formed by the bounding boxes.
A channel intersection graph is a graph in which the bounding boxes form the
edges, and the intersection of two perpendicular boundaries forms a node. In
Figure 18.10b, the black circles depict the placement of routers at the channel
intersections.

Finally, we remove all redundant routers. We remove all routers that are:

• placed along the perimeter of the layout and

• placed less than a specified distance apart.

The motivation for removing routers can be explained as follows. The routers
in the perimeter are not likely to be utilized, and are redundant. Similarly, if two
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routers are placed very close to each other, one of them becomes redundant as
it is unlikely to be utilized in the final topology. Figures 18.10c and 18.10d
show the example layout after the removal of perimeter routers and redundant
routers, respectively.

We can further minimize the size of the formulation by limiting the number
of routers that a node can be mapped to. Since the layout places communicating
nodes close to each other, it is very unlikely that an optimal solution will have a
node that is mapped to a router located at a large distance away from it. Further,
the length of the physical link is also dependent on the signal propagation time
which is constrained by the clock period of the source router. Therefore, for
each node, we consider only those routers that are within a certain maximum
distance from it. The distance is specified by the designer.

Let Ri denote the set of routers available to node vi. Since we know the
location of the routers, we can determine the shortest distance from a node vi

to the routers in Ri. By the same argument, we can also determine all inter
router distances.

The objective function of the formulation is minimization of the commu-
nication power. The power consumption in the NoC is the sum of the power
consumed by the routers and the physical links. The power consumed by the
routers is given by the product of the bandwidth of data flowing through the
ports and the characterization function that specifies the power consumption
per unit bandwidth. Similarly, the power consumption in a physical link is a
product of the bandwidth of data flowing through the link, length of the link,
and the characterization function that specifies the power consumption per unit
bandwidth per unit length.

In the following paragraphs, we describe the necessary constraints for the
MILP formulation. We refer the reader to our paper [12] for a detailed descrip-
tion of the various equations.

• Port capacity constraint: The bandwidth usage of an input or output port
should not exceed its capacity.

• Port-to-port mapping constraint: A port can be mapped to one core, or
to any one port that belongs to a different router.

• Core-to-port mapping constraint: A core should be mapped exactly to
one port.

• Traffic routing constraints: The traffic routing constraints discussed
below ensure that for every traffic trace in the computation architecture
there exists a path in the NoC.

1. If a core is mapped to a port of a router, all traffic emanating from
that core has to enter that port. Similarly, all traffic terminating at
that core should leave from that port.
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2. If a core is mapped to a port of a router, no traffic from any other
core can either enter or leave that port.

3. If a traffic enters a port of the router, it should not enter from any
other port of that router. Similarly, if a traffic leaves a port of a
router, it should not leave from any other port of that router. This
constraint ensures that the traffic does not get split across multiple
ports.

4. If a traffic enters a port of a router, it has to leave from exactly one
of the other ports of that router. In the same way, if a traffic leaves a
port of a router, it must have entered from exactly one of the other
ports of that router. This constraint ensures the conservation of flow
of traffic.

5. If two ports of different routers are connected, traffic leaving from
one port should enter the other, and vice versa.

6. If two ports of different routers are connected, a traffic can leave
exactly one of the two ports. Similarly, a traffic can enter only one
of the two ports.

7. If a traffic enters a port of a router, that port must be mapped to a
core or to a port of a different router. Similarly, if a traffic leaves a
port of a router, that port must be mapped to a core, or to a port of
a different router.

• Latency constraint: The latency constraint refers to the maximum num-
ber of hops that is allowed to route the traffic from a source node to a
sink node. For example, a latency of 2 means that the traffic can pass
through at most two routers.

The MILP formulation for NoC topology and route generation is con-
strained by exponentially increasing solution times for large communication
trace graphs. A clustering based heuristic technique can be utilized [12] for
reducing the solution times. The technique as the name implies first divides
the layout into clusters, then generates the topology for each individual clus-
ter by utilizing the MILP formulation, and then merges the various clusters to
generate the final solution.

Results. We generated custom and mesh based NoC architectures for sev-
eral multimedia benchmarks by utilizing our MILP based formulation. The
benchmarks included mp3 audio encoder, mp3 audio decoder, H.263 video
encoder, and H.263 video decoder algorithms. In addition, we obtained six
other designs by combinations of two applications from the above mentioned
benchmarks. The benchmarks are shown in Table 18.1. The communication
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Table 18.1 Benchmark characteristics

Graph Graph ID Nodes Edges

mp3 decoder G1 5 3
263 encoder G2 7 8
mp3 encoder G3 8 9
263 decoder G4 9 8
263 enc mp3 dec G5 12 12
mp3 enc mp3 dec G6 13 12
263 dec mp3 dec G7 14 16
263 enc mp3 enc G8 15 17
263 enc 263 dec G9 16 16
263 dec mp3 enc G10 17 17

Table 18.2 Comparison of custom and mesh topologies

No. Graph Power (µW) Routers
Cluster Mesh Ratio Cluster Mesh Ratio

1 G1 2.622 7.363 2.80 1 5 5
2 G2 108.3 291.4 2.69 2 7 3.5
3 G3 5.7 10.51 1.84 2 8 4
4 G4 5.722 12.51 2.18 3 9 3
5 G5 110.4 273.7 2.47 4 12 3
6 G6 8.157 18.02 2.21 5 13 2.6
7 G7 8.535 22.27 2.60 5 14 2.8
8 G8 155.2 277.0 1.78 5 15 3
9 G9 115.6 296.7 2.56 5 16 3.2

10 G10 11.54 28.63 2.15 6 17 2.8

trace graphs for the benchmarks were obtained from the work presented by
Hu et al. [27].

We compared the customized NoC designs for application specific MPSoC
architectures against solutions with mesh based NoC topologies. Table 18.2
shows the results of the comparative study for each benchmark application.
The regular mesh based topology on an average consumes over 2.3 times more
power and requires 3.5 times as many routers as a customized topology. The
pre-designed physical connections in the mesh based topologies force the com-
munication traces to pass through more routers, thus, leading to the increased
power consumption.
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3.2 Heuristic Approach
In this section, we discuss our technique for design of low power mesh based
on-chip interconnection architectures, henceforth called MOCA [28]. MOCA
operates in two phases. In the first phase, it invokes a min-cut based slicing
tree generation technique to map cores on to the different routers of the mesh.
In the second phase, MOCA invokes a hierarchical router that generates routes
for all the communication traces.

3.3 MOCA Phase I: Core to Router Mapping
The MOCA core mapper (CM) takes a CTG and a mesh topology as inputs,
and maps the cores to different routers of the given mesh. The mesh is assumed
to be placed in the first quadrant of the X–Y plane with the routers placed
at unit distance apart. The mapping of the cores to routers assigns a unique
(x,y) co-ordinate to each core that corresponds to the router at that particular
location. We determine the coordinates of the cores by recursively invoking
the partitioning technique proposed by Fiduccia and Mattheyses [29] (FM) to
solve the graph equicut problem. The input to the equicut problem is a graph
with weights on its edges. The solution is a partition of the graph such that
the cumulative weight of the edges crossing the partition is minimized. Each
partitioning step divides the mesh and the CTG into two halves to generate
a slicing tree. On algorithm completion, the intermediate nodes of the tree
are the directions of each cut (horizontal or vertical) and the leaf nodes are
the cores.

During the invocation of the FM based partitioner, we utilize dummy nodes
[30] to bias the partitions. In the FM algorithm, the edges across partitions are
ignored in subsequent equicut sub-problems. Consequently, neighboring nodes
of a CTG that are in different partitions can drift further apart. Introduction of
a dummy node for each cut-edge, and its placement at the cut boundary can
prevent this phenomenon. CM also adds m additional nodes to the existing n
nodes in the CTG such n+m is a power of 4. This modification ensures that
every recursive call to FM divides the nodes into two equal halves. CM also
modifies the edge weight identical to the MILP based approach to reflect the
trade-off between the power minimization objective and satisfaction of latency
constraints.

Figures 18.11 to 18.13 give examples of the input CTG, slicing tree, and
various stages of the algorithm execution, respectively. In Figure 18.12, the first
cut is a vertical cut, the two children cuts are horizontal, and so on. The position
of the node in the tree indicates its coordinates after successive partitioning
steps. The leaves of the tree are occupied by the nodes of CTG. The empty
circles in the Figure 18.13 denote the m additional nodes. The black circles
denote the dummy nodes. In Figure 18.13b, traces A–D and A–E are captured
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by the dummy node on the top half plane, and trace C–E is captured by the
dummy node on the bottom half plane.

3.4 MOCA Phase II: Route Generation
The MOCA route generator (RG) is a novel technique that operates on the
slicing tree to formulate a unique route for each communication trace. RG also
operates in two stages namely, RG hierarchical router (RGhier) that generates
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a route for every trace by traversing the slicing tree, and RG shortest path router
(RGsp) that searches for a minimal distance route for a communication trace
that was not routed by RGhier.

RGhier attempts to find a minimal path from the source to the destination
for each traffic trace. RGhier recursively traverses the slicing tree generated
by CM and routes traces that cross the cut at each level of the tree. The input
to RGhier is the layout, and a direction of cut (horizontal or vertical). RGhier

returns a unique route for every traffic trace in the CTG. RGhier also returns
a list of traffic traces that could not be routed due to violation in either the
bandwidth or latency constraints.

RGhier considers two partitions of the given mesh as defined by CM. A
partial route for the any trace that crosses the cut is generated by mapping it
on the routers adjacent to the cut. This step is equivalent to assigning the traces
to physical links that are across the cut subject to the bandwidth constraints.
Clearly, this is a knapsack problem and is known to be NP-complete. RGhier

routes traces on the respective routers by considering the traces in a decreasing
order of their bandwidth requirement. The pair of routers that are connected to
the physical links affected by the cut are considered for routing the trace. The
trace is routed through the pair of routers that is closest to the source, and can
support the traffic without bandwidth violation. Once the trace is routed, the
partial route of the trace in the set is updated.

Figure 18.14 gives an example of the algorithm execution on the mapping
shown in Figure 18.13d. In the figure, the black squares represent the routers,
the solid lines represent the links, and the labelled circles represent the cores
from Figure 18.11. The dotted lines in Figure 18.14 refer to the successive cut
lines that are generated during the algorithm execution. The NoC architecture
at the end of the routing stages is shown in Figure 18.14g. As an example of
the traces that are chosen to be routed across a cut, Figure 18.14b maps traces
(A,B), (A,C), and (A,E) across the horizontal cut in the left hand side.

We state the following theorem (see [28] for proof) regarding the optimality
of RGhier.

Theorem 10.1. RGhier finds a minimal path if bandwidth constraints are not
violated.

It is possible that RGhier cannot find minimal paths for some traces without
violating the performance constraints. If a trace cannot be mapped due to such
violations, the partial route for the trace is removed, and the trace is added to
a list of unmapped traces. RGsp is invoked for each traffic trace that is left
unmapped at the end of RGhier stage. RGsp attempts to find alternate routes
for these traces. For each trace e that is yet to be routed, RGsp sweeps the links
L of the mesh, and assigns an edge weight of ∞ to all links that would see a
bandwidth violation on the ports constituting the links, if the trace was routed
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through that link. These links are not utilized to generate the route for the trace.
This step is followed by invoking the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to find
a route for the trace on the mesh.

Let n be the number of nodes in the CTG, u be the number of nodes in the
mesh, e be the number of edges in the CTG, and f be the number of links in
the mesh. MOCA adds m nodes such that n+m = u. In a square mesh based
network with u = 22p for p≥ 1, f = 2(u−u

1
2 ). The overall complexity of CM

is O(ue), RGhier is eu
1
2 log2(u), and RGsp is O(e(3u− 2u

1
2 )). The overall

complexity of MOCA is given by O(max(eu,eu
1
2 log2(u), e(3u− 2u

1
2 )) =

O(eu).

Results. Figure 18.15 presents the trace graph for MPEG4 decoder [13].
The labels of the edges denote bandwidth requirement in Mbps and latency
constraint in router hops, respectively. Figures 18.16 and 18.17 present the
mesh based NoC architectures for MPEG4 generated by MOCA for the latency
constrained and latency unconstrained case, respectively. Since MOCA gives
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higher priority to latency, traces with tight latency are routed through minimum
hops. For example, in the case of MPEG4 decoder, trace (1,2) is routed in only
two hops due to its tight latency (two hops). Note that when latency is not
a constraint, the same trace is routed in three hops due to its low bandwidth
requirement.

4. Related Research
Packet switching networks have been successfully applied toward computer
networks [31] and shared memory multi-processor networks [14]. The design-
ers of shared memory multi-processor system have developed a large body of
work for micro-interconnection networks [14, 32–36]. NoC are distinguished
from micro-interconnection networks by three significant characteristics.

• Shared memory multi-processor system interconnects are generic solu-
tions that are incorporated as commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) compo-
nents. In contrast, NoC can be optimized (in terms of topology, routing
strategy, and so on) at design time for the target application.

• The existing research on micro-interconnection networks has primarily
focused on performance optimization. NoC, on the other hand are opti-
mized for both power consumption and performance.

• Shared memory interconnects are constrained by the pin count on chip
packages. NoC can potentially exploit much larger routing resources that
are available on the layout.

As discussed in the previous section, the design of NoC requires the develop-
ment of i) router IP-blocks, ii) performance and power evaluation models, and
iii) design and optimization techniques. In the following sections we discuss
the previous work in each of these categories.

4.1 NoC Router Architectures
SPIN [37, 38] and Proteo [39] were early router architectures that supported
best effort service class. The MIT RAW processor interconnection architec-
ture [17], Nostrum [40, 41], AEthereal [42, 43], and Vellanki et al. [44, 45]
proposed router architectures that supported a guaranteed throughput service
class in addition to best effort traffic. Vellanki et al. [44, 45], and Zimmer et al.
[46] evaluated error correction schemes and high reliability service classes for
NoC architectures, respectively. Worm et al. [47], Chen et al. [48], and Nilsson
et al. [49] proposed architectural extensions for dynamic power optimizations
aimed at physical links, buffers, and clocking strategies, respectively.
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4.2 NoC Performance and Power Consumption Models
The research on performance models for micro-interconnection networks
[14, 32, 34, 35] did not evaluate the power consumption characteristics of the
architecture. The existing tools on system-level power and performance evalu-
ation [50, 51] are targeted towards uniprocessor environments with shared bus
architectures.

Pamunuwa et al. [52] and Bolotin et al. [53] proposed analytical models for
performance and cost estimation of NoC architectures. Ye et al. [54] analyzed
the power consumption in the switch fabrics of network routers. Wang et al.
[55] proposed a word (or in interconnection network terminology “flit”) level
power-performance simulator for interconnection network. Both the models
[54, 55] estimate only the dynamic power consumption due to switching ca-
pacitance of various data-path units in the network. Hence, they do not cal-
culate power consumption due to leakage (or standby) power, control units,
and RLC effects in physical links, all of whose contributions are substantial
in nanoscale technologies. In the chapter we discussed a cycle accurate power
and performance evaluation model [11] that accurately accounts for the con-
tributions due to these factors. Recently, Chan et al. [56] also proposed a cycle
accurate model for NoC power and performance evaluation that was character-
ized by linear regression based techniques.

4.3 NoC Design and Optimization Techniques
Existing research have primarily concentrated on regular mesh based topolo-
gies [27, 28, 57–59]. The design problem for custom NoC architectures was
first proposed by Srinivasan et al. [60]. Since then several alternative tech-
niques have been proposed for custom NoC design [61–65]. In [66], the authors
presented a heuristic technique for constraint driven communication architec-
ture design that has at most two routers between each source and sink. Hence,
their problem formulation did not address routing.

5. Conclusion
The chapter introduced the concept of NoC and discussed an IP-based system-
level methodology for its design. As part of the IP-based methodology the
chapter discussed architecture of a router IP-block, power and performance
models, and design optimization techniques for NoC. There are several open
challenges for NoC design. The existing research on NoC router architectures
has primarily addressed the problem for specific routers, and not in the con-
text of system-level design. Consequently, almost all existing research (with
the exception of SPIN which considered fat tree topologies) has focused on
routers that can be applied to generic mesh based topologies. The router
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architectures are mostly fixed architectures with limited customization capabil-
ities. Flexible router IP-blocks that can be optimized at design time are an open
research problem. In terms of the NoC design optimization techniques, exist-
ing research has primarily addressed the problem in isolation. Integrated
optimization techniques for co-design of the computation architecture along
with interconnection architecture is an open research topic. As the NoC
design problem requires floorplanning, thermal effects must also be considered
along with performance and power consumption. Existing techniques have not
addressed this problem.
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Abstract As single-chip systems are increasingly composed of heterogeneous multi-
processors an opportunity exists to explore new levels of low-power design. At
the chip/system-level any processor is capable of executing any program (or
task) with only differences in performance. When the system executes a variety
of different task sets (loading), the problem becomes one of establishing the cost
and benefit of matching task types to processor types under anticipated task loads
on the system. This includes not only static task mapping, but dynamic schedul-
ing decisions as well as the selection of the most appropriate set of processors
for the system. In this chapter, we consider what models are appropriate to estab-
lish system-level power-performance trade-offs and propose some early design
strategies in this new level of design.

Keywords: heterogeneous multiprocessor; low-power design; system-level design.

1. Introduction
Power and performance are interrelated. For example, a collection of simpler
processors executing at lower frequencies might maintain the performance of a
single, more powerful processor by leveraging parallel execution. Presumably
the system comprised of the collection of simpler processors could also execute
at higher frequencies and so the parallel architecture has more performance
potential – processors are simplified, or voltages are turned down, in order to
trade off performance for power.

Thus, in order to do meaningful power reduction, performance must, first,
be modeled. Therein lies one difficulty of next-generation system-level design.
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For many of these systems, performance will not distill to a single number
for latency, throughput, average execution time or some constant performance
constraint as in a real-time system or hardware design. Performance-based
design evaluation becomes richer as a result of the integration of diverse appli-
cation types onto the same chip in the creation of new kinds of systems.

Another limitation of power reduction at the system level has been the time
to develop and simulate models of many processors at the instruction set sim-
ulator level. And yet, intuitively, the ability to efficiently model, manipulate,
and simulate system-level design abstractions can ideally lead to new design
strategies and new insights into how power-performance trade-offs may be
manipulated at the system level.

This chapter describes prior work in high-level power-performance mod-
eling and simulation, to include insight into the necessary level of power
annotation for an existing performance simulator. It then takes that prior work
one step further to explore how system-level performance modeling of future
designs is interrelated with evaluation of overall system power consumption.

2. The design space
Driving the need to explore system-level power-performance design are,
simultaneously, the underlying complexity – and heterogeneity – of both the
architecture and the application space. It will soon be possible to place a hun-
dred ARM-equivalent processors on single chips. The diversity of available
processing elements (PEs), communication strategies, and memories leads the
designer to consider the heterogeneity in both performance and power opti-
mization. Beyond that, however, it is clear that the applications, themselves,
will have unprecedented forms of heterogeneous parallelism.

Applications that previously used to be considered in isolation are beginning
to be integrated for simultaneous execution on the same computing device, cre-
ating entirely new application sets. A common example of this kind of system
is the cell phone which can also serve as a web browser and, with more sophis-
ticated HCI, a personal digital assistant (PDA) executing functionality previ-
ously associated with laptops or even desktop computers. For these designs,
performance can no longer be distilled to a single number for worse-case or
average behavior, but will instead result from trade-offs between application
sets that simultaneously execute in the system in a variety of situations [1].
The need to also reduce power consumption only increases the complexity of
strategically approaching the design space, as well as evaluating the meaning
of a “good” design.

We refer to single-chip systems that contain diverse PEs in order to carry
out a common objective behavior as “single-chip heterogeneous multiproces-
sors (SCHMs).” In doing so, we do not wish to add to the alphabet soup of
system-level design, but rather to try to be specific about our target systems.
They have a finite-sized design space (e.g., that of a chip), where the dominant
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physical design elements are processors rather than registers [2], and where
there is a strong likelihood that those PEs will be heterogeneous. SCHMs are
similar to Asymmetric Multiprocessors, as described in the introductory chap-
ter by Grant Martin. The reader is referred to that chapter for a more com-
plete taxonomy. SCHMs are unique in their chip-level programmer’s view that
relates operating modes to resources. By contrast, other approaches presume
an operating system or universal scheduling strategy.

Because the primary design elements of SCHMs are processors, the possi-
bility exists that tasks suited for one processor type may, under certain circum-
stances, execute on another processor type. The only assumptions required are
that the processors are Turing complete (which is quite reasonable) and it may
be necessary (or desirable) to have multiple, compiled copies of some tasks on
hand. Because the chip is finite, system-level designers can assess the overall
cost of taking advantage of executing tasks on processor resources not ideally
performance suited to them, as compared to the cost of having portions of the
chip be idle in some circumstances. The decision of which thread executes
on which PE can be made at the chip level because the chip is presumed to
have a finite number of operating modes. Thus, power and performance can be
optimized over a finite collection of PEs and a finite set of operating modes.

A primary motivation for designing SCHMs is to exploit new design strate-
gies at the system level to save power. There are two well-known examples for
this: substituting multiple PEs at lower clock rates for one at a higher clock rate,
and turning off PEs when they are not needed. Both of these approaches may
become even more important as leakage current begins to dominate power con-
sumption and instead of reducing transitions, the goal is to reduce the number
of unnecessary, powered-on transistors. Here, the use of collections of smaller,
simpler cooperative PEs executing at lower frequencies is attractive for three
reasons. First, transistors that support performance for general-purpose compu-
tation are eliminated as processor types can be more suited to application types.
Second, the cost of multiplexing many unrelated or loosely related threads on
a high-speed processor can be eliminated by instead executing the threads in
parallel. Third, the intelligent management of collections of processors that can
satisfy peak loading, but be turned off otherwise, can satisfy different levels of
demand on the system while reducing overall power consumption.

None of these strategies can be exploited or even understood, unless system-
level design features can be easily manipulated.

3. MESH
In this section, we summarize how high-level modeling of the SCHM design
space has been achieved in the Modeling Environment for Software and Hard-
ware (MESH). In so doing, we will be introducing new modeling elements to
some readers as the same time we describe how power modeling is achieved in
MESH.
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3.1 MESH as a Performance Simulator
MESH can be thought of as a thread-level simulator for an SCHM instead
of an instruction-level simulator for a microarchitecture. Using MESH, we
have had success exploring SCHM design well above the level of the ISS,
where designers manipulate threads, processors, scheduling and communica-
tions strategies instead of instructions, functional units, and registers. [3–6] We
have compared our performance results with ISS-level models and found rea-
sonable accuracy while execution is typically two orders of magnitude faster
than ISS-level models. [6]

In MESH, system performance is simulated by resolving software execution
into physical timing using high-level models of processor capabilities, with
thread and message sequence determined by schedulers. MESH captures the
different sequencing of software and hardware, resolved though scheduling
and communication with new design elements. These elements are based upon
thread types which capture the contributions to overall system performance
of both logical and physical sequencing [7] as well as the layered resolution of
the two fundamental kinds of sequencing, also captured as thread-based design
elements.

Figure 19.1 illustrates the primitive modeling elements of MESH at a high
level. This view provides the essential modeling elements of design of SCHMs
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at the thread level as opposed to the instruction or cycle level. At the lower left
of the figure an SCHM is illustrated interacting with some external testbench.
The SCHM includes n PEs, with n separate clocks. The cooperation of the PEs
in the SCHM is illustrated as a layer of “scheduling and arbitration,” shown as
a solid, thick line. Many overlapping layers of scheduling and arbitration may
exist in SCHMs; the single domain is shown to simplify the illustration of the
main design elements of MESH. Also, the label “scheduling and arbitration”
may represent networked communications as well as shared busses; the label
in the figure simply illustrates processors grouped into a logical, cooperative
domain.

In Figure 19.1, PE1 is expanded into a MESH “thread stack.” The thread
stack illustrates all of the design elements contributed by PE1 (each PE con-
tributes a similar thread stack to the SCHM). At the bottom is a model of
the physical capabilities of the processor resource, modeled as physical thread
ThP 1. Each unique PE represents a different physical capability within the
SCHM, which can be programmed to carry out concurrent behavior. This pro-
gramming is captured as a collection of logical threads, ThL11, . . . ,ThL1m,
shown at the top of the expanded view. The logical threads represent the
untimed, logical sequencing of software. This captures the effects of soft-
ware executing on hardware, where physical timing is not determined until
the software executes on a model of (or a real) physical machine. Each PE may
execute an unbounded number of software (logical) threads, with scheduling
decisions potentially made dynamically in response to different datasets. This
per-processor, thread-level decision making is modeled by a physical sched-
uler, UP 1.

Cooperation amongst the various PEs, including the exchange of state across
private memory spaces as well as communications and task arbitration, is mod-
eled by the cooperative, or logical scheduling domain, ULi. Because ULi rep-
resents a cooperative scheduling domain, the threads that execute on any given
resource may also be eligible to execute on any other resource that belongs
to the same logical scheduling domain. Significantly, this is true even if the
processors are heterogeneous.

Because ULi captures the penalty of resource sharing and cooperation [6] we
can model what is perhaps the key design challenge of the design of SCHMs
at a greatly reduced level of modeling and simulation detail – the trade-off
between few powerful, complex, PEs that execute more threads locally, or more
less-powerful, simpler, PEs with the cost of global cooperation.

The basic types of threads in MESH are summarized in Table 19.1.
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Table 19.1 Basic MESH thread types

ThLij One of j logical threads (software) that will execute on processor i
ThPi A model of the ith physical resource in the system, such as a

processor
UPi A scheduler that selects logical threads intended to execute on

resource ThPi

ULi A logical scheduler that can schedule M threads to N heterogeneous
resources

3.2 Energy Modeling in MESH
In extending MESH to model power as well as performance, our hypothesis
was the intuitive assumption that different program fragments, which are finer
grained than threads, would have different instruction mixes, and so require the
annotation of different power consumption values in the MESH threads. This
is not what we found.

Our experimentation confirmed the observation that a low proportion of sys-
tem power is dissipated in the actual execution of instructions; the majority of
the power is dissipated in actions that occur for each instruction, such as fetch
and decode. [8] Additionally, compilation plays a key role in smoothing out the
types of instructions that execute on a processor. In retrospect, this is not sur-
prising, since compilers use patterns to generate code. It is unlikely, therefore,
that an ARM executing gcc-compiled code would require more power signa-
tures when executing most real applications. We conclude that when modeling
the power consumption of compiler-generated threads executing on processor
cores on SCHMs, a single power signature may be used to represent all com-
piled programs for a given processor with reasonable accuracy. [9]

Since energy is power × time, this simplification of power modeling
leads to system run-time (i.e. performance) being the dominant factor to be
dynamically calculated at this level of simulation. Interestingly from both
our experimental results and as leakage current comes to dominate, the key
to both power modeling and power management at this level of design may
be the ability to characterize how long a processor is on or off, rather than
what it is processing. The only exception may be when a processor is in some
sort of sleep or idle state, in which case it is processing a pathological set
of instructions or reduced to even less activity, or when custom hardware
is included well above the traditional instruction level. In both cases, power
annotation may be a by-product of the design customization instead of a
number automatically determined from source code.

Based upon these results, we have added extensions to MESH that
estimate energy consumption, resulting in a first-generation high-level
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power-performance simulator. Energy is calculated in MESH as the power
signature associated with a given fragment, multiplied by the time that frag-
ment is executed over the duration of simulation, i.e., the performance of the
fragment. All processors are modeled with at least one power signature. While
the average power dissipation (signature) of a given fragment is assumed to be
constant over the fragment, the execution time of all fragments can be data-
dependent, affecting the execution time and thus the power dissipation calcu-
lated by MESH. Total system power is then summed over all PEs.

In MESH we currently include the ability to model time penalties associated
with memory contention. [6] Since our power calibration currently includes
off-chip memory access penalty, our memory access overhead is worse than for
PE cores on a single chip. We have observed that reference models (or refer-
ence designs) for the calibration and verification of high-level power modeling
of on-chip interprocessor coordination and interactions may be more important
than instruction-accurate processor power models.

3.3 Power-Performance Design Evaluation in MESH
Spatial voltage scaling was previously introduced as one way the SCHM
design space might be narrowed for one example system. [9] Here, we only
summarize those results for the sake of motivating, through a relatively simple
example, how system-level models can result in entirely new ways of think-
ing about designs as well as entirely new ways of simultaneously optimizing
power and performance.

Spatial voltage scaling is inspired by a blend of dynamic voltage scaling and
processor-rich design. We describe processor-rich design as the well-known
hypothesis that n processors executing at a frequency f/n (and thus a lower
voltage) can be substituted for a single processor executing at frequency f
for nearly equivalent overall performance and greatly reduced overall power.
Of course, this is the case only if the application lends itself to parallel ex-
ecution and if the cost of the parallelization does not exceed the benefits.
Dynamic voltage scaling is a technique that matches the execution frequency
(and so voltage level) of a given processor to the demands of the application
at runtime. [10] When performance is less critical, processor voltage is scaled
down so that it takes longer for a portion of the application to execute. The
result is a finite set of voltage levels and a dynamic decision-making strategy
for when the different voltage levels available in the processor are applied.
Thus, instead of substituting n processors executing at f/n in place of a single
processor executing at f , spatial voltage scaling seeks to find not only n, but
a set of fi, one for each processor in the system. Thus, n processors may be
substituted for a single processor where the set of processors has a set of fre-
quencies, {f1, . . . ,fn}. The frequency of each processor in the system is fixed
at design time, potentially resulting in a heterogeneous set of frequencies on
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homogeneous processor types. In reality, if the frequency reduction is drastic,
a processor would likely be replaced by a simpler processor consisting of a less
complex architecture.

Our experimental system is a very simple model of a “document manage-
ment system.” Image and text compression are each potentially required in a
given document, but with highly variable numbers and content. The baseline
architecture consists of one ARM and one DSP, each executing at 233 MHz
with a 1.65 V supply voltage, consuming 4.49 W and 4.62 W for the ARM and
DSP respectively. The DSP is modeled based on a Renesas M32R that contains
various DSP class instructions such as a MAC; the power consumption of the
DSP is modeled after that of the ARM, but adjusted to account for the presence
of DSP class instructions.

The baseline software design consists of three thread types that can exe-
cute on either processor type. The text portions are processed by a thread that
runs gzip compression. Each image compression requires two threads: wavelet
transform and zerotree quantization. The execution time of a given gzip job
is approximately twice as fast on an ARM as it is on a DSP. Conversely, the
execution time of the wavelet is approximately twice as fast on a DSP as on an
ARM. An ARM and a DSP are equally adept at quantization.

MESH, coupled with the SVS design strategy, enabled us to converge on
a hybrid statically/spatially scaled system consisting of four ARM/DSP pairs
capable of dynamic shutdown: two pairs operating at 120 MHz, one pair at
80 MHz, and one pair at 40 MHz. The final design was discovered using
SVS and dynamic shutdown. It reduces both power and latency over a base-
line design that used dynamic shutdown but did not use SVS. It achieves an
average of 66% energy improvement over a baseline case and an average of
15% latency improvement. The latency-energy product of our final design
is a 49% improvement over the next best performer. The optimal design is
a hybrid statically/spatially scaled system. Its discovery required a combina-
tion of a strategic way of exploring the design space, enabled by high-level
simulation.

Motivated by this result, we extended our experimentation to include a more
diverse set of behavior applications and processor types.

4. Performance Evaluation of SCHMs
A design is only as good as the techniques used to evaluate its goodness. For
traditional embedded designs, this means meeting a performance specifica-
tion. The design meets the performance criteria or it does not. For general
purpose, programmable designs, this means evaluation against a set of rep-
resentative programs that model the behavior the design, once programmed,
is intended to carry out. The set of representative programs is referred to as
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benchmark suite. In the uniprocessor world, SPEC CPU2000 [11] is a popular
set of benchmark applications; SPLASH-2 [12] is the analog in the multi-
processor world. Design evaluation is the overall, average performance of the
programmed design, where each program is evaluated on the architecture one
at a time and each program is presumed to not persist in the system.

By contrast, an SCHM cannot be performance evaluated using either one
of these evaluation techniques. This observation is critical if designers are to
decide if any given solution is good or not. [3]

Our evaluation scheme for SCHMs is illustrated in Figure 19.2. SCHM
design, like computer architecture, starts with a set of application-programs,
S = {A1, . . . ,An}. For a given SCHM there are k sets of up to m applications,
S1 through Sk. Each application in a set Si executes concurrently with other
applications in the set; there are k sets of applications to represent the vari-
ety of different operating modes of the system. Each set may have a different
amount of applications; ni ≤ m, but each set will also (likely) have overlap-
ping applications, leading to the persistence of some applications across differ-
ent system operating modes. Thus, time, a variable missing from the computer
architecture approach to system evaluation, is an important aspect of system
evaluation, since overlapping sets of applications execute at different points in
time and compete for a finite set of resources.

When executed, each application in an application set Si processes associ-
ated input data from the set F = {Dl(t), . . . ,Dm(t)}. This set contains repre-
sentative input data for all application sets; input data Di is only relevant when
application Ai is in the application set currently executing. Unlike the input
data sets considered by computer architects, these data sets change with time.
This also contributes to making time an important element of system evalua-
tion, because applications may behave in different ways at different points in
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Fig. 19.2 SCHM design evaluation
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time based upon differences in their input sets. Interestingly, this modeling of
system inputs over time has an analogy to the testbench of a hardware descrip-
tion language.

The result of executing S with input data F is a set of performance values,
P = {{V1, . . . ,Vm},E,U}, composed of a set of application performance val-
ues (one for each application), V (latency, throughput, slack), system energy
consumed, E, and system utilization, U , while executing S with F , over t.
More performance variables are possible.

To add to the complexity – and richness – of the design space, the con-
currently executing applications within an SCHM arise from application types
with different classifications of performance, discussed next.

4.1 Application Performance Classification
Historically, embedded systems have been designed by dividing applications
into only two classes: periodic tasks that have both a predictable arrival behav-
ior and a predictable deadline – and everything else. This simple classification
is inadequate in evaluating a design space where applications can be classified
into a far richer set of performance classes, and those classes, in turn, can be
used to identify new forms of optimal designs.

We classify applications by arrival characteristics and timing, input data
content dependence, and input data size variation. In so doing, our purpose is
not to create yet another way of classifying the performance of computer sys-
tems; nor do we wish to generate any controversy as to whether this is the one,
true classification scheme for computer systems. Our purpose is strictly utili-
tarian. We will use our classification scheme to show how simultaneous con-
sideration of performance-heterogeneous application types can lead to optimal
power-performance designs that designers would not otherwise find.

4.2 Arrival Characteristics and Timing
We divide applications into four arrival and timing classes, periodic, sporadic,
timed, and streaming.

Periodic tasks have real-time deadlines such as control updates or sensor
monitoring. Examples of applications that do not need to be executed periodi-
cally and also do not have real-time deadlines include web browsers and email
clients. These programs may be requested by a user at any time, and their exe-
cution is not at all constrained by a deadline or deadlines. These sorts of tasks
we will denote sporadic.

None of the remaining tasks arrive periodically, but all of them have real-
time deadlines. These deadlines can take two forms: there may be a single, end-
to-end deadline for the whole application, or there may be a series of deadlines
that an application must satisfy each time that it is executed.
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Timed applications are applications that must be completed as a whole
within a certain time frame for correctness or user satisfaction. Examples of
this include human–computer interface processing such as handwritten charac-
ter recognition or voice-activated command recognition. In both of these cases,
performance is simply measured as a timely response, start to finish; there are
no intermediate conditions or time-based checkpoints that must be satisfied for
correctness.

Streaming applications must satisfy recurring, intermediate deadlines.
Examples include a cell phone call and MPEG encoding and decoding. In each
case, the application must sequentially process a number of frames (voice or
video), and each frame must be individually, completely processed before a
deadline.

Input Data Content Dependence. An application is content independent
(CI) if the application executes for the same length of time regardless of the
values of the data being operated on. Examples of this are text compression and
filtering, applications that all do some fixed amount of work per fixed amount
of data. If an application is content independent, it may be possible to correlate
some other property of the input data, for instance, its size, to the execution
time of the application and thereby improve the performance of the system by
enabling the scheduler to assign the task to a less powerful, and hence less
power hungry processor.

An application is content dependent (CD) if the values of an input data set
have an impact (independent of the size of the input data set) on the execution
time of an application. An example of a CD application is MPEG4 decoding.
Depending on how much motion there is in a series of frames, decoding the
motion estimation frames takes a greater or lesser amount of time. If an appli-
cation is content dependent, designers are forced to use WCET figures to safely
ensure that deadlines are met; however, this does not rule out the possibility of
also using other factors, like input data size variation, to improve the quality of
the WCET calculation.

Input Data Size Variation. Application input data size variation, like input
data content dependence, is also classified in one of two ways. An application
is size-constant (SC) if it always processes input data sets of the same size.
An example SC application is face recognition, since the input data is a fixed-
resolution image (assuming some other application performs pre-processing
to locate faces, etc.). If an application is known to be size-constant, then file
size cannot be correlated with execution time except in trivial cases, but this
relieves the scheduler or designer from considering this parameter when mak-
ing scheduling decisions or choosing PEs, respectively.
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Alternatively, an application is size-variable (SV) if the input data processed
by it changes from task instance to task instance. An example of this is file
encryption; the size of the file alone determines how long the algorithm needs
to execute. If an application is size-variable, it is possible that the size of the
input data can be correlated to the total execution time of the application, which
can assist in calculating WCET.

4.3 Observations
The most significant observation about our classification scheme is that,
depending upon the granularity with which a designer is modeling behavior,
behaviors can move from category to category. This shift in behavior classifi-
cation based upon granularity is a phenomenon that actually results in the need
for the classification scheme in the first place. At the one level any chip with a
global clock might well be seen as an embedded system, where inputs of data
and instruction are clocked. However, when considering applications as groups
that overlap and persist in the system, it is no longer useful to view systems in
this way for no insight will be gained into how to manipulate coarser-grained
design decisions.

The second observation, which follows from the first, is that the way any
given set of applications may be classified is not unique. This permits designers
to understand how granularity groups and transforms in programmable designs
while hierarchy only groups in models of physical systems.

Our classification system yields a total of 16 possible classes. Example
applications for each of these 16 classes are listed in Table 19.2, which lists
applications that are content independent, and in Table 19.3, which lists appli-
cations that are content dependent.

Table 19.2 Content independent example applications

Size-constant Size-variable

Periodic Data sampling N/A
Sporadic Quantization Compression
Timed Repainting screen Taking a picture
Streaming Filtering Decompression

Table 19.3 Content dependent example applications

Size-constant Size-variable

Periodic Sensor monitoring N/A
Sporadic Face recognition Quicksort
Timed Handwritten character recognition Speech recognition
Streaming MPEG encoding MPEG decoding
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We will use this classification scheme as a foundation for system-level
performance evaluation, developed by example in the next section.

5. Heterogeneous Performance Balance
Heterogeneous performance balance (HPB) is introduced in this chapter as a
means of pointing to not only new designs, but new ways of thinking about
the optimality of designs. HPB is illustrated via an example, which we loosely
describe as a photographic management system in that the set of applications
roughly approximates the requirements of a future system that will permit users
increasing control over their photographic images.

Our target implementation is an SCHM with a fixed area budget that must
not only execute a set of applications known at design time, but also must have
adequate resources to execute a set of anticipated applications determined after
design time. This captures design for programmability which will be important
to virtually all future designs.

The application set includes both DSP and non-DSP tasks as well as
applications with all arrival characteristics described in Section 4.2. The set
also includes all possible combinations of input data characteristics described
in Section 4.2. Given these applications, we set about determining the best mix
of processor types assuming fixed system area.

5.1 Processing Elements
Three different processors were chosen for our experiments. The Advanced
RISC Machines (ARM) ARM7TDMI (hereafter ARM7) was chosen because
it is an extremely low power, but versatile processor. The ARM1136J-S (here-
after ARM11) was selected because it is an extremely high-performance
microcontroller, but also because it includes media extensions that accelerate
DSP applications. The Infineon TriCorel (hereafter TC1) was chosen because
it was specifically designed to execute DSP tasks, but still executes non-DSP
tasks relatively well. The main architectural characteristics of the three proces-
sors are summarized in Table 19.4.

The ARM7, a no-frills three-stage RISC pipeline microcontroller, is the sim-
plest, smallest, and least power hungry of the three cores, consuming 0.26mm2

Table 19.4 PE summary

Clock Power Area Type Pipeline-stages Issue Commit
(MHz) (W) (mm2)

ARM7 133 0.008 0.26 RISC 3 1 1, in order
ARM11 550 0.33 2.85 RISC-DSP 8 1 1, out-of-order
TC1 300 0.195 2.2 DSP 4 2 2, out-of-order
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of die per core (1.51mm2 including an 8 kB L1 cache and simple five-port
router with 4 kB of buffer space [13]) and 0.008 W (0.011 W including cache)
when active. It has been designed to execute all applications equally well (or
poorly) as it has no special architectural structures designed to improve the
execution of specific types of applications. Of the three types of PEs, the
ARM7 has clear advantages in terms of power consumption and core area,
which are each at least an order of magnitude smaller than either of the other
core types; in comparison with the energy hungry ARM11, this processor
basically offers free processing power.

A RISC-DSP with a split eight-stage pipeline, the ARM11 is the largest and
most power hungry of the three cores, consuming 2.85mm2 (5.42mm2 includ-
ing a 32 kB L1 cache and router) of die, and 0.33 W (0.49 W including cache)
when active. Though the processor is still considered scalar in that it only
issues one instruction per cycle, it can issue instructions to two pipelines: a data
processing pipeline and a load/store pipeline. The split pipeline allows data
processing operations to complete out-of-order with respect to memory oper-
ations as long as there are not any interinstruction dependencies. The ARM11
ISA includes advanced arithmetic instructions, like those implemented in DSP
architectures, designed to improve the performance of signal processing appli-
cations.

In contrast with the ARM11, the TC1 is designed specifically for DSP ap-
plications, which it executes better than the ARM11, but because of its lower
clock speed, cannot match the ARM11 in terms of general-purpose perfor-
mance. The TC1 falls between the ARM7 and ARM11 in terms of both area
and power consumption, requiring 2.2mm2 (4.77mm2 including a 32 kB L1
cache and router) of die space and consuming 0.195 W (0.275 W including
cache) when active. The TC1 is a superscalar processor: it is capable of issu-
ing multiple (up to three) instructions per cycle. These instructions are issued to
three different pipelines: a data processing pipeline, a load/store pipeline, and a
loop pipeline. Though instructions are not issued out-of-order, they may com-
plete out-of-order as in the ARM11. The advantage that the TC1 has over the
ARM11 is that it executes complex arithmetic instructions in half the number
of cycles. The TC1 has been designed with power and performance trade-offs
in mind, and this is clear from the area and power consumption advantage it
has over the ARM11, at the expense of clock frequency.

Each processor is also presumed to be equipped with sleep transistors. [14]
Sleep transistors gate the voltage supply to each core, reducing the power con-
sumption of each core to 20% of its active power consumption while it is
idle with minimal performance impact. The area, active power, and idle power
requirements of each core type (including cache area, cache power, and router
area) are summarized in Table 19.5.
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Table 19.5 Core area requirements and power consumption including L1 caches

Area (mm2) Active power (W) Idle power (W)

ARM7 1.51 0.011 0.002
ARM11 5.42 0.49 0.098
TC1 4.77 0.275 0.055

The power consumption and area requirements were derived from informa-
tion available from ARM [15,16] and Infineon. [17] L1 cache power and area
requirements were calculated using eCacti. [18]

Because of the architectural differences between the three cores, there is no
easy way to quantify the relative performance of each of the processors. Max-
imum clock frequency is an inadequate performance metric since the TC1 and
ARM11 include instructions far more complex than any instruction the ARM7
can execute. Further, even though both the TC1 and ARM11 may execute
essentially the same complex DSP instructions, they have different pipeline
depths and instruction issue rates.

Because of these difficulties, and because cycle-accurate simulators are not
publicly available for these processors, the performance of each processor was
characterized by considering its cycle efficiency executing a variety of appli-
cation kernels. We selected four DSP kernels, FIR filtering (FIR), vector quan-
tization (VQ), FFT butterfly (FFT), and Levinson–Durbin recursion (LDR).
These particular kernels were chosen because they represent a wide variety of
signal processing applications and because Infineon has made optimized TC1
assembly language code available for each algorithm. [19] The Dhrystone 2.1
benchmark was chosen to represent general integer and control flow code be-
cause, despite its weaknesses, it is a commonly used benchmark and the results
are readily available for each of the three processors we chose for our experi-
ments. [16, 17, 20]

Taking the optimized TC1 assembly code, we performed analysis by hand
to determine how many cycles the kernel code (not including prolog or epilog
code) would take to execute on the ARM7 and ARM11, using instruction exe-
cution and pipeline architecture information in publicly available technical ref-
erence material. [21–24] These relative cycle counts (per kernel loop iteration)
we then used to determine, based on the cycle frequency of each processor,
the relative performance of each processor executing each application. These
results are summarized in Table 19.6, along with the relative Dhrystone 2.1
benchmark results.
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Table 19.6 Relative execution rate of each task executing on each processor

FIR VQ FFT LDR Dhrystone

ARM7 1 1 1 1 1
ARM11 12.42 12.42 9.83 9.83 5.08
TC1 13.5 13.5 10.69 10.69 3.46

Table 19.7 Known application set and classification

App. Kernel Arrival Data content Data size Processor

1 FIR Streaming Independent Constant ARM7
2 GI Sporadic Dependent Constant ARM7
3 GI Timed Dependent Variable TC1/ARM11
4 LDR Periodic Independent Variable ARM7/TC1
5 VQ Sporadic Independent Constant TC11/ARM11

5.2 Applications and System Scheduling
We designed our experimental system to execute a heterogeneous application
set, consisting of five applications with widely varying computational require-
ments and characteristics. The type of computation, and the classifications of
each application, along with the processors that can execute each application,
are summarized in Table 19.7 (general integer (GI) refers to code represented
by the Dhrystone benchmark).

Leveraging information made available through our classification scheme,
we implemented a modified version of a list scheduler. [25, 26] This scheduler
first attempts to schedule applications 3, 4, and 5 on a lower power processor
(the first processor listed in the Processor column of Table 19.7). If there are
no processors of the first type available, or if that processor type would not be
able to meet the deadline of the specific task instance, then a processor of the
second type is used.

List scheduling saves power or improves performance, by taking advantage
of lower power processors when they are available, or freeing higher-powered
processors to execute other tasks. This can be done when tasks have predictable
runtimes, like application 3, or when they do not, like application 4. Since
application 3 is CI (content independent) and SV (size-variable), its runtime is
predictable. Though the runtime is not always short enough that it can always
be scheduled on an ARM7 and still meet its deadline, there are times when this
is the case; scheduling this task on an ARM7 saves power if the TC1 is not
used for anything else, or improves performance if there is a task that would
execute on it instead. Application 4 is handled in a similar manner, except that
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since it is a CD (content dependent) application, it does not have a predictable
runtime; a WCET is must be used.

5.3 Tiles and the Tiled System
A tile-based implementation was selected for the photo management system
since the space can be parameterized based on what combinations of elements
fit in a single tile. The system has a total of four tiles, or an area constraint
of about 93mm2. Under the assumption of a 130 nm manufacturing process,
each tile in the system may have up to 16 ARM7, 4 ARM11, or 4 TC1 cores,
or some smaller number of cores and a 128 kB L2 cache block (eCacti was
used to determine the area requirement of the L2 cache). An example system
containing 16 ARM7, 4 ARM11, 4 TC1, and 256 kB of L2 cache is illustrated
in Figure 19.3.

The advantages of parameterization and uniform interconnect (at the inter-
tile level) come at the cost of area overhead. In Figure 19.3, this overhead is
manifested as the white space present in each tile. Obviously this is an unde-
sirable overhead, the negative impact of which has been previously explored,
[27] but system-level design that uses fixed-size tiles are assumed to trade off
to area for the ease of combining blocks. In systems considered in our exper-
iments, this overhead ranges from 4% to 17%, with systems that make heavy
use of TC1 cores suffering the most. This is due to the fact that even though
TC1s occupy a middle ground between ARM7s and ARM11s in terms of area
requirement, the area difference is not significant enough to allow more cores
of this type to be included in a tile.

ARM7

ARM11

TC1

128 KB

Cores

L2 Cache

Fig. 19.3 Example system with 16 ARM7, 4 ARM11, 4 TC1, and 256 kB of L2 cache
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5.4 Modeling Assumptions
For the purposes of performance, we assumed a perfect memory system, i.e.,
caches always have the requested data. This can be justified in part by the
fact that the digital signal processing algorithms used in this work all have
regular memory access patterns that could very easily be taken advantage of
by a pre-fetch unit. Despite this assumption, we modeled the power dissipated
in the caches. Without a pre-fetch unit, 20% of cache accesses would miss
(a conservative estimate), meaning that the L2 cache must be used to service
20% of load/store instructions. Under the assumption that 30% of instructions
executed are memory access instructions, [28] this means that L2 caches are
accessed by 6% of all instructions.

Since each processor executes at a different rate, the L1 caches of each
processor type consume a different amount of power. Though accessed by the
same percentage of instructions, each processor executes at a different rate, and
hence the L1 caches of different processors are accessed at different rates. If
the ARM 11 accesses its L1 cache 30% of system cycles (defined as 550 MHz,
the clock frequency of the ARM11), then the TC1 and ARM7 access their L1
caches 16% and 7% of system cycles respectively.

Network communication delay is not included in the system model. This is
partially justified by the small impact that communication delay would have on
any of the experimental architectures if it were considered under the assump-
tion of perfect caches; in any assumption of perfect caches in a shared memory
machine is the additional assumption that network latency is sufficiently hid-
den by pre-fetching.

Network power consumption does not represent a significant portion of the
power consumed in the system. In a 130 nm process, interconnect power con-
sumption is dominated by buffering, [29] and the power cost of buffering in our
systems is 15% of the total system power or less for the overwhelming majority
of architectures. Under worst case operating conditions, in the overwhelming
majority of architectures interconnect power consumption constitutes 15% of
total system power consumption or less. This is based on the assumption that
only 6% of instructions executed by each processor lead to an L2 access. In
this case, ARM7s, TC1s, and ARM11s generate one request every 17, 31, and
67 network cycles respectively. This equates to approximately 1, 0.5, and 0.25
active requests per ARM11, TC1, and ARM7 respectively at any given time. If
half of these requests encounter congestion at each hop and must be buffered,
then the power consumed by buffering is at most 0.3 W, less power than a single
active ARM11. This is only significant for a system with 40 or more ARM7s
(and hence two or fewer TC1s or ARM11s), since each ARM7 only consumes
0.011 W.
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Scheduling overhead is not included in the model. A conservative estimate
of the cost of resource-task pairing is 2000 cycles, and an ultraconservative
assumption is that each time this occurs the scheduling information that must
be gathered takes 1000 cycles to complete. Then, 55,000 pairings (typical for
the 30 s simulation we conducted) translates to 0.3 s, or 1% of the total simula-
tion time on one processor, and 1.4 uW, two orders of magnitude less than the
typical average system power.

5.5 Experiments and Results
Experiments and results are described as a processor vector, where Rx,y,z

denotes an architecture with x ARM7s, y TC1s, and z ARM11s. Hence, R16,2,6
is an architecture with 16 ARM7s, 2 TC1s, and 6 ARM11s.

A set of applications intended to model the known, design time, set as shown
in Table 19.7 was executed for 30 s on 10 different architectures. The range of
possible architectures is bounded by the constraints of the known applications:
only those architectures capable of meeting all application deadlines were con-
sidered. These initial results [30] (not shown) were as expected. The latency of
all applications changes in proportion to the number of processors in the sys-
tem that can execute it. Applications 3 and 5 each benefit from systems with
large numbers of high-powered processors. Application 2 on the other hand,
benefits the most from systems with very few high-powered processors.

A second-order analysis (also not shown) reveals that systems R16,2,6,
R16,4,4, R16,6,2 strike the best balance; Applications 2, 3, and 5 achieve rea-
sonable performance, at 75%, 32%, and 26% worse than optimal respectively
(compared with 270%, 193%, and 195% worse than optimal in the worst case).

Figure 19.4 shows the energy consumed by each architecture, and the energy
that would be consumed in the system were all resources utilized the whole
time. The energy actually consumed during simulation varies from 27 to
45 J, or the power dissipated varied from 0.9 to 1.5 W. The clear upward
trend in both the maximum energy and actual energy consumed is due to the
replacement of ARM7s (0.011 W) with more power hungry TC1s (0.275 W)
and ARM11s (0.49 W). The spike in actual and maximum energy at R16,6,2 is
due the number of ARM11s in that system; architectures to the right and left
of it in the plot have both fewer ARM11s and more TC1s, a trade that results
in lower total system energy consumption.

Application execution latency must be balanced with system power con-
sumption. This leads to the normalized system value plot of Figure 19.5.
Architecture R16,2,6 is the architecture that best balances system performance
and system power.

However, the system best equipped to handle both the known application set
and applications not known at design time is another matter. To gain insight
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into this, systems that had the most leftover resources were considered, i.e.,
which systems had the most capacity leftover after applications known at
design time were mapped.

Figure 19.6 illustrates the available capacity, or the unutilized resources, of
each system. This is measured in equivalent unutilized ARM7s, since each
system has a different set of processors. ARM11s and TC1s are converted into
ARM7s based on how many ARM7s it would take to perform the same amount
of work (see Table 19.6); the systems consistently have more DSP resources
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Fig. 19.6 Available resources measured in equivalent unutilized ARM7s

available because each ARM11 and TC1 is equivalent to 10 or more ARM7s,
compared with 3–5 ARM7s when executing non-DSP applications. The two
curves appear to be nearly mirror images because TC1s contribute more DSP
resources than ARM11s, but ARM11s contribute more non-DSP resources
than TC1s. Hence, the systems with the most DSP resources are those sys-
tems with the most TC1s, and therefore the systems with the most non-DSP
resources are those with the most ARM11s.

What is more important than the amount of unreserved resources, however,
is the cost of taking advantage of them. Figure 19.7 illustrates the cost of the
unreserved resources in Figure 19.6; this figure demonstrates the dilemma in
designing future systems: more resources clearly means higher power con-
sumption, and this relationship in our experiment is clear. The second-order
peaks in the DSP plot of Figure 19.7 are, again, due to the lower power
consumption of the TC1 cores relative to ARM11 cores; TC1 cores offer
more DSP processing power per Watt than the ARM11 cores, which make
R16,2,6 and R8,2,8 local maximums, though neither of these architectures offer
the resources to Watt efficiency of R32,2,2, in either the non-DSP or DSP
case.

Figure 19.8 combines application latency, system energy consumption,
unreserved resources, and the cost of accessing them, in a single value func-
tion. Interestingly, considering unreserved resources and the cost of accessing
them brings to the fore an architecture that did no better than fourth best in any
of the previous system value calculations: R24,2,4. This architecture is the best
choice for systems where the unknown applications are either non-DSP appli-
cations or a combination of non-DSP and DSP applications. R16,2,6 is the best
choice if all unknown applications are DSP applications, but is a distant third
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in each of the other categories, offering a solution more than 20% worse than
R24,2,4 in both cases. Though R16,2,6 is among the top performers, or at least a
reasonable compromise, its unreserved resources are clearly too expensive to
make use of (see Figure 19.7) for non-DSP applications.
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5.6 Discussion
The system that was finally identified as the optimal system was not one that
would have been chosen at any previous step in the analysis. R24,2,4 balanced
the known application execution, system energy consumption, system utiliza-
tion, and system cost of executing anticipated applications better than the next
best systems (considering a hybrid and non-DSP set of anticipated applica-
tions). In these cases, it also performed more than 20% better than the system
that up until the point that system utilization was considered was the best sys-
tem: R16,2,6.

If the experimental systems were evaluated based on any one criterion,
R16,2,4 would have been a reasonable candidate. If the systems were evaluated
based on everything except for the cost of system utilization by anticipated
applications, R16,2,4 would have been chosen. Instead, when all criteria are
considered, the result is quite unexpected. R24,2,4 does not initially appear to
be a system that balances performance, power and utilization, but it emerged
as optimal in two of the three cases we considered.

6. Conclusions
When performance no longer distills to a single number, power can no longer
be considered a trade-off against a single performance value. The single most
important point of system-level design is that a wider, more diverse design
space requires a more holistic definition of design optimality.

Leveraging heterogeneity at the system level, including not only architecture
heterogeneity, but application heterogeneity, can lead to non-intuitive forms of
optimality. The only way this heterogeneity can be leveraged in design is to
develop more comprehensive performance models for future single-chip de-
signs. For programmable designs, this means modeling a semi-persistent set
of applications with variable computation times that compete for a finite set of
heterogeneous processor resources.

Software and hardware are already heterogeneous models, but even more
heterogeneity lies in the different performance categories the software takes on,
inputs that continuously exercise the system, and the different characteristics
of candidate processing elements and other system infrastructure upon which
the concurrent software executes. These multifaceted forms of heterogeneity
simultaneously contribute to overall system performance and are all part of
the design space, and so models for each must simultaneously contribute to
system simulation and design evaluation. Reduction of modeling detail while
preserving and even embracing heterogeneity remain the goals of MESH. This
chapter only begins to scratch the surface of what this new and exciting level
of design integration will bring.
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Chapter 20

Basics of Reconfigurable Computing

Reiner Hartenstein and TU Kaiserslautern
Kaiserslautern University of Technology,
Kaiserslautern, Germany

Abstract This chapter introduces the basic concepts of Reconfigurable Computing and its
disruptive impact on the classical instruction-streambased mind set of comput-
ing sciences. It illustrates the essentials of the paradigm shift by Reconfigurable
Computing and explains the mechanisms behind the massive speed-ups obtained
by software to configware migration.

Keywords: accelerator, ASIC, ASM, auto-sequencing memory, Bill Gates, coarsegrained,
communication technology, computational density, configware, cryptology, CS
curricula, CS education, datastream, design crisis, disruptive technology, DMA,
DSP, dynamically reconfigurable, educational deficits, face detection fast Fourier
transform, FFT, flowware, FPGA, GAG, generic address generator, genome analy-
sis, hidden RAM, image compression, instruction stream, Kress-Kungmachine,
MAC, microprocessor, Moore’s law, MPI, multimedia, nano technology, oil and
gas, paradox, parallelism, pipe networks, protein identification, radar, Reconfig-
urable Computing, reconfigurable main processor, reconfigurability overhead,
remote reconfiguration, scalability, Smith-Waterman, software to configware
migration, speedup, stereo vision, supercomputing, systolic array, terminology,
transdisciplinary, wiring overhead, Xputer

Already decades ago the instruction-stream-based von Neumann (vN)
paradigm [1, 2] lost its dominant role as the basic common model of computing
systems. After many technology generations the microprocessor CPU, together
with its software still the monopoly-like main focus point of CS education,
often cannot meet even usual performance requirements. In most PCs it cannot
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even drive its own display: it needs a graphics accelerator. The vN paradigm
as a common model has been replaced by a symbiosis of CPU and hardwired
accelerators (Figure 20.1), not only for embedded systems. Most MIPS equiv-
alents have been migrated from software to accelerators: software to ASIC
migration [3], and more and more software to configware migration to be
run on FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays). The microprocessor has
become the tail wagging the dog [4]. The basic model of most accelerators
is data-stream-based (Figure 20.1, however, it is not a “dataflow machine”).
It is not instruction-stream-based. For detailed explanations on this duality of
paradigms see Section 2.

Accelerator design became difficult. But soon also the design of
accelerators has become increasingly difficult: the second VLSI design crisis
(Figure 20.2).

With technology progress the mask cost and other NRE cost are rapidly
growing (Figure 20.2a). Also the design cost is rapidly increasing, made worse
by decreasing product life cycle length (Figure 20.2b). This explains the de-
creasing number of wafer starts (Figure 20.2c) as well as the rapid growth of
the number of design starts based on FPGAs instead of ASICs (Figure 20.2d,
[5]): the next paradigm shift, where the accelerator has become reconfig-
urable (Figure 20.3), so that the product life cycle can be extended by up-
grading the product, even at the customers site by remote reconfiguration
(Figure 20.2e). Now both paradigms are RAM-based: the instruction-stream-
based CPU, and the data-stream-based FPGA or rDPA (reconfigurable Data-
Path Array, see Section 4). The accelerator’s RAM is no block RAM: it is
hidden inside the reconfigurable interconnect fabrics: hRAM.

Most important silicon revolution after introduction of the microprocessor.
Such Reconfigurable Computing (RC) [4, 6–9] is the most important revo-

lution to silicon application after the introduction of the microprocessor [10].
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It is the most important new machine paradigm with common model capability
[11–16]. Emerging in the 1980s and now having moved from a niche market
to mainstream we have with FPGAs a third class of platforms filling the gap
between vN-type procedural compute engines and ASIC application-specific
hardware [17]. FPGAs are the fastest growing segment of the semiconductor
market.

Disruptive methodology. When having been intel CEO Andy Grove
claimed, that each technology providing a factor of 10 or more improvements
over an established one, can be expected to become disruptive [18]. From CPU
software to FPGA configware migrations speedup factors by up to more than
three orders of magnitude have been published (Figure 20.4). This massively
disruptive community is reporting a factor of 7.6 in accelerating radiosity cal-
culations [19], a factor of 10 for FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), a speedup factor
of 35 in traffic simulations [20]. For a commercially available Lanman/NTLM
Key Recovery Server [21] a speedup of 50–70 has been reported. Another cryp-
tology application reports a factor of 1305 [23]. A speedup by a factor of 304 is
reported for a R/T spectrum analyzer [25]. In the DSP area [26] for MAC [26]
operations a speedup factor of 100 has been reported compared to the fastest
DSP on the market (2004) [27]. Already in 1997 vs. the fastest DSP a speedup
between 7 and 46 has been obtained [28]. In biology and genetics (also see
[29, 30]) a speedup of up to 30 has been shown in protein identification [31], by
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133 [32] and up to 500 [33] in genome analysis, as well as 288 with the Smith–
Waterman pattern matching algorithm at the National Cancer Institute [35]. In
the multimedia area we find factors ranging from 60 to 90 in video rate stereo
vision [36] and in real-time face detection [37], and of 457 for hyperspectral
image compression [38]. In communication technology we find a speedup by
750 for UAV radar electronics [39]. These are just a few examples from a wide
range of publications [41, 42, 44–46, 48, 50] reporting substantial speedups
by FPGAs. Fortunately, in embedded systems, highest computational require-
ments are determined by a small number of algorithms, which can be rapidly
migrated via design automation tools [51].

The first reconfigurable computing paradox. These disruptive perfor-
mance results are a surprise. The first reconfigurable computing paradox
[53–57]. The technology parameters are so bad that Andy Grove’s rule is
missed by several orders of magnitude. The effective integration density really
being available to the FPGA application is much worse than this physical
integration density. It is behind the Gordon Moore curve by about four orders
of magnitude (Figure 20.5). Wiring overhead costs about two orders of mag-
nitude and reconfigurability overhead costs about another two orders of
magnitude (only about 1 out of about 100 transistors serves the application,
whereas the other 99 transistors deserve reconfigurability). Another source of
area inefficiency of FPGAs is routing congestion, which could cost a factor
of 2 or more: not all desired connections can be routed because the supply of
routing resources is exhausted. It is astonishing, how with such a bad tech-
nology such brilliant acceleration factors are obtained. For the explanation of
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most speedup mechanisms involved see Section 4, since this is more easy at
the higher abstraction level given by coarse-grained reconfigurable computing.

Earlier alternatives. Let us have a brief look onto earlier alternatives to the
FPGA. With the MoM-2, an early reconfigurable computer architecture, the
following speedup factors have been obtained: 54 for computing a 128 lattice
Ising model, >160 for Lee Routing, >300 for an electrical rule check, >300
for a 3by3 2D FIR filter [58], and between 2,300 and 15,000 for grid-based
VLSI design rule check [4, 59–61]. Instead of FPGAs, which have been very
small at that time, the MoM-2 used DPLA, a programmable PLA, which has
been designed at Kaiserslautern and manufactured via the Mead-&-Conway-
style multi-university VLSI project E.I.S [62]. The DPLA has been especially
efficient for computing Boolean expressions. At the time it has been designed,
a single DPLA replaced 256 state of the art FPGAs available commercially.

FPGAs became mainstream. Already many years ago FPGAs have become
mainstream throughout all embedded systems areas (Figure 20.6a). More
recently, the FPGA-based pervasiveness of Reconfigurable Computing (RC)
also spread over all application areas of scientific computing (a few example
are listed in Figure 20.6b). As a side effect in addition to speedup factors of
disruptive dimensions also a drastic reduction of the electric energy budget is
provided down until about 10% [63] – along with a reduction of equipment cost
by a similar dimension [63]. This has been reported from the supercomputing
community. So far the immense electricity consumption has been considered one
of the most severe obstacles on the classical way to the petaflop supercomputer.
This side effect [64] extends the scope of the low power design community
[65–68] beyond dealing with devices powered by a tiny battery.
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Low power design. As leakage power and total power became a dramatic
issue in very deep submicron technologies, the low power design community
started in 1991 to take care of these power problems. As a spin-off of the
PATMOS project funded by the Commission of the European Union [70], the
annual PATMOS conference was founded as the first series on this topic area
world-wide [71]. (PATMOS stands for Power and Timing Modelling, Opti-
mization and Simulation.) Its annual sister conference series ISLPED (Inter-
national Symposium on Low Power Electronics and Design) has been founded
four years later in the USA [72]. The low power design community started
exploring new design methodologies for designing leakage tolerant digital
architectures, based on architectural parameters like activity, logical depth,
number of transitions for achieving a given task and total number of gates.
An early proposed design method selects the best architecture out of a set of
architectures (baseline, sequential, parallel, pipelined, etc.) at optimal Vdd and
threshold voltages. Another design method takes as constraints given Vdd and
threshold voltages.

Hardware design on a strange platform. Inside the embedded systems
scene at first glance the use of reconfigurable devices like FPGAs has looked
more like a variety of hardware design, but on a strange platform. But now we
have two reconfigurable computing scenes (Figure 20.6). Meanwhile FPGAs
are also used everywhere (even in oil and gas [73]) for high performance in
scientific computing. This is really a new computing culture – not at all a
variety of hardware design. Instead of HS co-design (Figure 20.1) we have here
software/configware co-design (S/C co-design) (Figure 20.3), which is really a
computing issue. This major new direction of developments in science will
determine how academic computing will look in 2015 or even earlier. The
instruction-stream-based mind set will loose its monopoly-like dominance and
the CPU will quit its central role – to be more an auxiliary clerk, also for
software compatibility issues, for running legacy code: a CPU co-processor
serving to a reconfigurable main processor.

Educational deficits. This new direction has not yet drawn the attention
of the curriculum planners within the embedded systems scene. For com-
puter science this is the opportunity of the century of decampment for heading
toward new horizons [75–77]. This should be a wake-up call to CS curricu-
lum development. Each of the many different application domains has only
a limited view of computing and takes it more as a mere technique than as
a science on its own. This fragmentation makes it very difficult to bridge
the cultural and practical gaps, since there are so many different actors and
departments involved. Only computer science can take the full responsibility
to merge Reconfigurable Computing into CS curricula for providing Reconfig-
urable Computing Education from its roots. CS has the right perspective for a
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transdisciplinary unification in dealing with problems, which are shared across
many different application domains. This new direction would also be helpful
to reverse the current down trend of CS enrolment.

Unthinkable without FPGAs. The area of embedded systems is unthink-
able without FPGAs [78]. This has been the driving force behind the commer-
cial breakthrough of FPGAs. Almost 90% of all software is implemented for
embedded systems [79, 81, 82] dominated by FPGAs usage, where frequently
hardware/configware/software partitioning problems have to be solved. The
quasi monopoly of the von Neumann mind set in most of our CS curricula pro-
hibits such a dichotomic qualification of our graduates, urgently needed for the
requirements of the contemporary and future job market. At a summit meeting
of US state governors Bill Gates has drastically criticized this situation in CS
education.

FPGAs and EDA. The pervasiveness of FPGAs also reaches the EDA
(Electronic Design Automation) industry, where all major firms spend a
substantial effort to offer a variety of application development tools and
environments for FPGA-based product development [84]. Also FPGA vendors
have EDA development efforts and cooperations with firms in the EDA indus-
try and offer such tools and development environments. Since this is a highly
complex market, this chapter does not go into detail because of a lack of space.

The Kress–Kung machine. After switch-on of the supply power the con-
figuration code has to be downloaded to the FPGA’s hRAM, which is a kind
booting like known from the vN processor. But the source of this code for
FPGAs is not software. It definitely does not program instruction streams.
The advent of FPGAs provides a second RAM-based fundamental paradigm:
the Kress–Kung machine [85], which, however, is data-stream-based, and not
instruction-stream-based. Instead of organizing the schedule for instruction
executions the compilation for FPGAs has to organize the resources by place-
ment and routing, and, based on the result, to implement the data schedules
for preparing the data streams moving through these resources (Figure 20.7d).
FPGAs or the Kress–Kung machine, respectively, has no “instruction fetch”
at run time (Figure 20.8). Not to confuse students and customers with the term
“software” another term is used for these non-procedural programming sources
of RC: the term configware. Not only FPGA vendors offer configware modules
to their customers. Also other commercial sources are on the market: a growing
configware industry – the little sister of the software industry.
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1. Configurable Cells
Since their introduction in 1984, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
have become the most popular implementation media for application-specific
or domain-specific digital circuits. For a reading source on the role of FPGAs
(providing 148 references) also see [78]. The technology-driven progress of
FPGAs (for key issues see [86, 87]) is faster than that of microprocessors
(Figure 20.5). FPGAs with 50 million system gates are coming, may be, soon
[88]. The FPGA is an array of gate-level configurable logic blocks (CLB)
embedded in a reconfigurable interconnect fabrics [87]. Its configware code
(reconfiguration code [93]: Figure 20.10) is stored in a distributed RAM mem-
ory. We may also call it hRAM for “hidden RAM”, because it is hidden in the
background of the FPGA circuitry.

Hidden RAM. The little boxes labelled “FF” in Figure 20.9 are bits of
the hRAM. At power-on the FPGA is booted by loading the configware code
down to the hRAM, mostly from an external flash memory. Usually the FPGA
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includes the booting interface needed. There are efforts on the way to have
the booting flash memory direct on the FPGA chip, or, to use flash technology
directly for the hRAM [89], currently is less area-efficient than CMOS hRAM.

Fastest growing market segment. FPGAs are with 6 billion US-Dollars the
fastest growing segment of the semiconductor market. Complex projects can be
implemented on FPGAs, commodities off the shelf (COTS), without needing
very expensive customer-specific silicon. The growth of the number of design
starts is predicted to grow from 80,000 in 2006 to 115,000 in 2010 [90].

Two classes of reconfigurable systems. We may distinguish two classes
of reconfigurable systems: fine-grain reconfigurable systems and coarse-grain
reconfigurable systems (see Section 4). Reconfigurability of fine granularity
means that the functional blocks have a datapath width of about only one bit.
This means that programming at low abstraction level is logic design. Practi-
cally all products on the market are FPGAs (field-programmable gate arrays),
although some vendors prefer different terms as a kind of brand names like, for
instance, PLD (Programmable Logic Device, or rLD for reconfigurable logic
device). Reconfigurable platforms and their applications have undergone a long
sequence of transitions.

FPGAs replacing ASICs. First FPGAs appeared as cheap replacements
of MPGAs (or MCGAs: Mask-Configurable Gate Arrays). Still today FPGAs
are the reason for shrinking ASIC markets (Figure 20.2d), since for FPGAs no
application-specific silicon is needed – a dominating cost factor especially in
low production volume products. Although being cheaper than for fully hard-
wired solutions the ASIC fabrication cost (only a few specific masks needed)
is still higher than for FPGA-based solutions. Later the area proceeded into a
new model of computing possible with FPGAs. Next step was making use of
the possibility for debugging or modifications the last day or week, which also
lead to the adoption by the rapid prototyping community which also has lead
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to the introduction of ASIC emulators faster than simulators. Next step is direct
in-circuit execution for debugging and patching the last minute.

Brand names. Like for example, PLD (Programmable Logic Device) are
often confusing. Reconfigurable platforms and their applications have under-
gone a long sequence of transitions. First FPGAs appeared as cheap replace-
ments of MPGAs (or MCGAs: Mask-Configurable Gate Arrays). Still today
FPGAs are the reason for shrinking ASIC markets (Figure 20.2c), since for
FPGAs no application-specific silicon is needed – a dominating cost factor in
low production volume products. Before FPGAs have been available, ASICs
have been used to replace fully hardwired solutions (full mask set needed),
because fabrication cost has been lower (only a few specific masks needed).
Later the area proceeded into a new model of computing possible with FPGAs.
Next step was making use of the possibility for debugging or modifications the
last day or week, which also lead to the adoption by the rapid prototyping com-
munity which also has lead to the introduction of ASIC emulator, expensive
(million-dollar range) and bulky machines filled with hundreds or thousands
of FPGAs, used as accelerators for simulators used in traditional EDA envi-
ronments. Because of high cost and poor performance the time for the ASIC
emulator has been over around the end of last century [5]. Because of their
enormous capacity and interesting built-in features meanwhile FPGAs directly
offer a viable alternative for inexpensive FPGA-based prototypes.

Terminology problems. A fine term would be “morphware” [91], which,
however, is protected [92]. The historic acronyms FPGA and FPL are a bad
choice, since “programming”, i.e. scheduling, is a procedural issue in the time
domain. For the same reason also the term PLD is a bad choice and should
be replaced by rLD (reconfigurable Logic Device). A program determines a
time sequence of executions. In fact the FP in FPGA and in FPL, acronym for
field-programmable, actually means field-reconfigurable, which is a structural
issue in the space domain: configuration in space. For terminology also see
Figure 20.24.

Island architectures. Most important architectural classes of FPGAs are
[94]: island architectures (Xilinx), hierarchical architectures (Altera), and row-
based architectures (Actel). A more historic architecture is mesh-connected,
sometimes also called sea of gates (introduced by Algotronix) [95]. For a
survey on FPGA architectures see [96]. For illustration of FPGA fundamentals
we use the historic simple island architecture as an example (Figure 20.9).
Under the term “simple FPGA” we understand a pure FPGA, which unlike
modern “platform FPGAs”, do not include non-reconfigurable resources, like
adders, memory blocks, etc.
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An island style example. A simple island style FPGA is a mesh of many
CLBs (configurable logic blocks), embedded in a reconfigurable intercon-
nect fabrics (Figure 20.9a). Most CLBs are LUT-based, where LUT stands
for “look-up table”. A simple example of a CLB block diagram is shown by
Figure 20.12. Its functional principles by multiplexer implementation of the
LUT are shown by Figure 20.13a and b, where in CMOS technology only 12
transistors are needed for the fully decoded multiplexer (Figure 20.13c). The
island architecture is illustrated by Figure 20.9a. Figure 20.9b shows details of
switch boxes and connect boxes being part of the reconfigurable interconnect
fabrics. Figure 20.9d shows the circuit diagram of a cross point in a switch
box, and Figure 20.9d from within a connect box. The thick wire example
in Figure 20.9b illustrates how these interconnect resources are configured to
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connect a pin of one CLB with a pin of another CLB. The total configuration
of all wires of an application is organized by a placement and routing software.
Sometimes more interconnect resources are needed than are available, so that
for some CLB not all pins can be reached. Due to such routing congestion it
may happen that a percentage of CLBs cannot be used.

Fine-grain reconfigurable systems products. A wide variety of fine-
grained reconfigurable systems products [94, 95] is available from a num-
ber of vendors, like the market leader Xilinx [97], the second largest vendor
Altera [98], and many others. Also a variety of evaluation boards and proto-
typing boards is offered. COTS (commodity off the shelf) boards for FPGA-
based developments are available from Alpha Data, Anapolis, Celoxica, Hunt,
Nallatech, and others, to support a broad range of in house developments.
As process geometries have shrunk into the deep submicron region, the logic
capacity of FPGAs has greatly increased, making FPGAs a viable implemen-
tation alternative for larger and larger designs. Deep submicron FPGAs are
available in many different sizes and prices per piece ranging from 10 US-
Dollars up to FPGAs with much more than a million usable gates for more
than 1000 US-Dollars. For example, Xilinx offers the Virtex-4 multi-platform
FPGA family on 90 nm process technology, the 550 MHz Virtex-5 family
of FPGAs on 65 nm technology providing four platforms (high-performance
logic, serial connectivity, signal processing, and embedded processing) and has
pre-announced FPGAs with 50 million system gates for about 2005 [88]. Mod-
ern FPGAs support mapping entire systems onto the chip by offering on board
all components needed, like several memory banks for user data, one or sev-
eral microprocessors like ARM, PowerPC, MIPS, or others, a major number
of communication interfaces (WAN, LAN, BoardAN, ChipAN, etc.) support-
ing contemporary standards, up to several GHz bandwidth, JTAG boundary
scan circuitry to support testing, sometimes even multipliers. Low-cost FPGA
development boards are available for universities [99]. A base version board is
priced at 90 US-Dollars and contains a 400,000-gate Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGA.
Other boards are available with up to 2 million gates. Each board comes
bundled with free development software.

Low power dissipation and radiation tolerance. Also FPGAs featur-
ing low power dissipation [66] or better radiation tolerance (for aerospace
applications) are offered. Several major automotive corporations contracted
FPGA vendors to develop reconfigurable devices optimized for this branch
of industry. Some FPGAs commercially available also support partial col-
umn wise reconfiguration, so that different talks may reside in it and may be
swapped individually. This may also support dynamic reconfiguration (RTR:
run time reconfiguration), where some tasks may be in the execution state,
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whereas at the same time other tasks are being reloaded. Dynamic reconfigura-
tion, however, tends to be tricky and difficult to understand and to debug. But
static reconfiguration is straightforward and more easy to understand. Because
reconfiguration is slow, also multi-context reconfigurable systems has been
discussed, but is not yet available commercially. Multi-context reconfigurable
systems features several alternative internal reconfiguration hRAM memory
banks, for example 2 or 4 banks, so that reconfiguration can be replaced by an
ultra fast context switch to another hRAM memory bank.

2. von Neumann vs. Reconfigurable Computing Paradigm
It is well known that the growth rate of the integration density of microproces-
sors is slower than Moore’s law. Because of the high degree of layout reg-
ularity the integration density of FPGAs, however, is going roughly by the
same speed as with Moore’s law [4] (Figure 20.5). But because of the high per-
centage of wiring area the transistor density of FPGAs are behind the Gordon
Moore curve two orders of magnitude [4]. However, the number of transistors
per chip on FPGAs has overhauled that of microprocessors already in the early
1990s and now is higher by two orders of magnitude [4].

The end of Moore’s Law. Increasing the architectural complexity and the
clock frequency of single-core microprocessors has come to an end (e.g. see
what has happened to the intel Pentium 4 successor project). Instead, multi-
core microprocessor chips are emerging from the same vendors (e.g. AMD:
32 cores on a chip by 2010 [101]). But just more CPUs on the chip is not
the way to go for very high performance. This lesson we have learnt from
the supercomputing community paying an extremely high price for monstrous
installations by having followed the wrong road map for decades. Such fun-
damental bottlenecks in computer science will necessitate new breakthroughs
[103]. Instead of hitting physical limits we found that further progress is lim-
ited by a fundamental misconception in the theory of algorithmic complexity
[104]. Not processing data is costly, but moving data. We have to rethink the
basic assumptions behind computing. Such a change should take place, when
the old paradigm is in crisis and cannot explain compelling new facts, like
recently illustrated by the reconfigurable computing paradox. But this is not
the first crisis of the old paradigm [105, 106]. However, the substantial invest-
ments of the past decades in the old paradigm causes resistance to a paradigm
change, because knowledge accumulated up to that point may loose its signif-
icance ([107] as quoted by [108]). Those who have a vested interest in the old
paradigm will always attempt to extend that paradigm to accommodate new
facts. Thus the final victory of the new paradigm can only be guaranteed by a
generation change [108]. But research on Innovation is less pessimistic [109].
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Transdisciplinary approaches needed. Instead of the traditional reduc-
tionism we need transdisciplinary approaches, such as heralded by the current
revival of Cybernetics, e.g. labelled as Integrated Design & Process
Technology [110], or Organic Computing [111]. To reanimate the stalled
progress in HPC for a breakthrough in very high performance computing we
need a transdisciplinary approach for bridging the hardware/software chasm,
which meanwhile has turned into a configware/software chasm. For much
more successful efforts we need a transdisciplinary paradigm shift, over to a
new fundamental model, such as available from the Reconfigurable Computing
community dealing with configware engineering as a counterpart to software
engineering.

Classical parallelism does not scale – [101, 104]. A very expensive lesson
which we have already learnt from the supercomputing community with mas-
sively increasing the number of processors when going cheap COTS (com-
modity off the shelf). With the growing degree of parallelism, the programmer
productivity goes down drastically (“The Law of More” [113]). It is an illusion
to believe that scalability would get massively better, when all these processors
will be resident on a single chip – as long as the reductionistic monopoly of the
von Neumann mind set will not be relieved, where the classical fundamental
paradigm is still based on concurrent sequential processes and message passing
through shared memory, both being massively overhead-prone and extremely
memory-cycle-hungry. Rescue should not be expected from threads, although
intel pre-announced some tools intended to avoid that the programmers shy
away. In his cover feature article [114] Edward A. Lee from UC Berkeley
claims that for concurrent programming to become mainstream, we must dis-
card threads as a programming model. Nondeterminism is the overhead-prone
problem, not only hidden behind methodologies attributed “speculative”. By
the way, complications by threads perfectly illustrate the von Neumann-based
software paradigm trap.

Escape the software development paradigm trap, said IRIS director Mark
Bereit [116], who refutes the assumption that software development will
always be difficult and bug-ridden, noting that this is due “solely to the
software development paradigm that we have followed, unchallenged, for
decades”. One of the consequences of this paradigm trap crisis is demon-
strated by (not only) the history of programming languages [117, 119], where
2500 different languages are seen as counted by Bill Kinnersley [120]. Diar-
muid Piggott counts the total even higher with more than 8500 programming
languages [121]. What an immense waste of manpower to make sure to stay
caught inside the paradigm trap.
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Bad scalability. The software development paradigm is also the reason of
bad scalability and bad programmer productivity in classical parallelism. Mark
Bereit proposes reworking the model and studying other engineering disci-
plines for inspiration. He proposes to study mechanical engineering. But much
better is studying Reconfigurable Computing. Tensilica senior vice president
Beatrice Fu said that reconfigurable computing offers the option of direct
processor-to-processor communications without going through memory nor
through a bus. This paradigm shift is an old hat, but until recently mostly
ignored, not only by the supercomputing community. Buses cause multiplexing
overhead [123] and the dominating instruction-stream-based-only fundamen-
tal model is extremely memory-cycle-hungry [125]: the reason of the “memory
wall”. The alternative offered by reconfigurable computing is data stream par-
allelism by highly parallel distributed fast local memory.

More simple memory parallelism and more straightforward than, for
example, interleaved memory access known from vector computers. Crooked
Labelling. The difference between Parallel Computing and Reconfigurable
Computing is often blurred by projects labelled “reconfigurable”, which, in
fact are based on classical concurrency on a single chip. To avoid confu-
sion: switching the multiplexers or addressing the registers at run time is not
“reconfiguration”. At run time, real Reconfigurable Computing never has an
instruction fetch: only data streams are moving around. (This should not be
confused with dynamically reconfigurable systems: a mixed mode approach
switching back and force between reconfiguration mode and execution mode,
which should be avoided for introductory courses.)

The data stream machine paradigm has been around three decades as
a niche. Software used it indirectly by inefficient instruction-stream-
based implementations.

CPUs outperformed by FPGAs. The world-wide total running compute
power of FPGAs outperforms that of CPUs. Most total MIPS running world-
wide have been migrated from CPUs to accelerators, often onto FPGAs. The
FPGA market with almost 4 billion US-Dollars (2006) is the fastest growing
segment of the integrated circuit market. Gartner Dataquest predicts almost 7
billion US-Dollars for the year 2010. Xilinx and Altera currently dominate this
market with a share of 84%.

Bad Parameters. However, FPGAs have even more comparably bad para-
meters: the clock frequency is substantially lower than that of microprocessors,
FPGAs are power-hungry and expensive. We would like to call it the “Recon-
figurable Computing Paradox” that despite of these dramatically worse tech-
nology parameters such enormous speedup factors can be obtained by software
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to configware migration (Figure 20.4). The explanation of this paradox is the
machine paradigm shift coming along with such a migration.

The third reconfigurable computing paradox. It may be called the third
paradox of Reconfigurable Computing that despite of its enormous pervasive-
ness, most professionals inside computer science and related areas do not really
understand its paradigm shift issues. This massively affects implementer pro-
ductivity. To support configware engineering projects often a hardware expert
is hired who may be good implementer, but is not a good translator. From a
traditional CS perspective most people do not understand the key issues of
this paradigm shift, or, do not even recognize at all that RC is paradigm shift.
A good approach of explanation is to compare the mind set of the software
area vs. the one of the configware field. An dominant obstacle for understand-
ing is also the lack of a common accepted terminology, which massively causes
confusion.

Gradually wearing off. Currently the dominance of the basic computing
paradigm is gradually wearing off with growing use of Reconfigurable Com-
puting (RC) – bringing profound changes to the practice of both scientific com-
puting and ubiquitous embedded systems, as well as new promise of disruptive
new horizons for affordable very high performance computing: Due to RC the
desk-top personal supercomputer is near [128]. To obtain the payoff from RC
we need a new understanding of computing and supercomputing. To bridge
the translational gap, the software/configware chasm, we need to think outside
the box.

Going toward the dual-paradigm mind set is the current strong trend
(Figure 20.7): the duality of the instruction-stream-based CPU paradigm, and
its counterpart, the data-stream-based antimachine paradigm based on data
counters instead of a program counter. The von Neumann paradigm using a
program counter [1, 2] will not be explained by this chapter. Since about the
early 1980s one of the two roots of the antimachine paradigm has been hid-
den inside the systolic array community [128, 129], mainly a group of math-
ematicians, who have nicely defined the concept of “data streams”, coming
along with a beautiful visualization by time/space diagrams (see Figure 20.14).
Systolic arrays have been popularized in 1981 by H. T. Kung [129]. But for
mathematicians a systolic array has only been a data path, a pipe network, but
it has not been a computational machine, because the sequencer has been miss-
ing. But by the mathematicians, development of a methodology for generating
these data streams at run time has been considered being somebody else’s job.
Refusing a transdisciplinary perspective this has been a typical result of the
“formal” reductionism having been fashionable at that time.
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Mathematicians’ paradigm trap. The classical systolic array suffered
from a severe restriction. It could be used only for applications with strictly
regular data dependencies. For a hammer many things in the world look like
a nail. About 25 years ago for the mathematicians working on systolic arrays
all applications looked like algebraic problems. From this point of view their
algebraic synthesis algorithms generating a systolic architecture from a mathe-
matical formula have been based only on linear projections, which yield only
uniform arrays with linear pipes: usable only for applications regular data
dependencies.

Generalization of the systolic array. Later Rainer Kress holding an EE
degree discarded the mathematician’s synthesis algorithms and used simu-
lated annealing instead, for his DPSS (Data Path Synthesis System) [130].
This means the generalization of the systolic array: the Kress Array [131], or
super-systolic array (we may also call it Kress–Kung Array), also supporting
any wild forms of pipe networks, including any non-linear pipes like spiral,
zigzag, branching and merging, and many other forms. Now reconfigurabil-
ity makes sense. Figure 20.15 shows how the sequencing part is added to the
systolic array data paths, so that we get a complete computational machine.
Instead of a program counter we have multiple data counters supporting paral-
lelism of data streams. The GAG (generic address generator [132, 134, 135]) is
a data sequencer connected to a RAM block for data storage. GAG and RAM
block are parts of the ASM (Auto-sequencing Memory), a generalization of the
DMA (Direct Memory Access). The following paragraphs explain the machine
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principles and software/configware co-compilation techniques for the duality
of machine paradigms.

Discussing software engineering vs. configware engineering. In total we
have three different kinds digital subsystems (Figure 20.16) and three differ-
ent kinds of programming sources (Figure 20.16). The dual paradigm model
can be illustrated by contrasting via Nick Tredennick’s model of computer
history (Figure 20.17). The algorithm of early machines like the Digital Differ-
ential Analyzer (DDA) could not be programmed: no source code was needed
(Figure 20.17a). With von Neumann’s classical software processor only the
algorithm is variable, whereas the resources are fixed (hardwired), so that only
one type of source code is needed: software (Figure 20.17b), from which the
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Fig. 20.18 Sources by compilation targets

compiler generates software machine code to be downloaded into the instruc-
tion RAM – the instruction schedule for the software processor (Figure 20.17b).
For the Kress–Kung machine paradigm, however, not only the algorithm, but
also the resources are programmable, so that we need two different kinds of
sources (Figure 20.18): Configware and Flowware (Figure 20.17d):

1. Configware [93] deserves structural programming of the resources
by the “mapper” using placement and routing or similar mapping
methods (for instance by simulated annealing [130, 131, 137–139]
(Figure 20.19d).

2. Flowware [141] deserves programming of the data streams by the “data
scheduler” (Figure 20.19b), which generates the flowware code needed
for downloading into the generic address generators (GAG) within the
ASM auto-sequencing memory blocks (Figure 20.15).

The dichotomy of language principles. These two different fundamen-
tal machine principles, von Neumann software machine vs. the Kress–
Kung machine, the configware machine, are contrasted by the dichotomy of
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Fig. 20.19 Compilers: a) software compilation, b) configware/flowware co-compilation

languages (Figure 20.23) and by Figure 20.18 [56, 68]. Flowware Languages
are easy to implement [141, 142]. A comparison with software program-
ming languages is interesting [87]. Flowware language primitives for control
instructions like jumps and loops can be simply adopted from classical soft-
ware languages, however, for being used for manipulation of data addresses
instead of instruction addresses. Flowware languages are more powerful than
software languages and permitting parallel loops by using several data counters
used simultaneously, such flowware language primitives are more powerful
than these software primitives. Not handling instruction streams, flowware lan-
guages are much more simple (because at run time there is only “data fetch”,
however, no “instruction fetch”.

Some remarks on Terminology:. Since the basic paradigm is not
instruction-stream-based, necessarily the term “Configware” should be used
for program sources, instead of the term “Software”, which would be confus-
ing (Figure 20.10). The term “software” must be unconditionally restricted to
traditional sources of instruction-stream-based computing. In fact this para-
digm relies on data streams, however, not on instruction streams.

Equivocalities of the term “data stream” are a problem, not only in educa-
tion. In computing and related areas there is a babylonian confusion around
the term “stream”, “stream-based”, or “data stream”. There is an urgent need
to establish a standards committee to work on terminology. For the area of
reconfigurable computing the best suitable definition of “data stream” has
been established around 1980 by the systolic array scene [128, 129], where
data streams enter and leave a datapath array (a pipe network: illustrated by
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Figure 20.14). In fact, there a set of data streams is a data schedule specifying,
which data item has to enter or leave which array port at which point of time.

The tail is wagging the dog. Because of their memory-cycle-hungry
instruction-stream-driven sequential mode of operation microprocessors usu-
ally need much more powerful accelerators [4]: the tail is wagging the dog. The
instruction-stream-based-only fundamental mind set (vN-only paradigm) as a
common model often is still a kind of monopoly inside the qualification back-
ground of CS graduates. The real model practiced now is not the von Neumann
paradigm (vN) handed down from the mainframe age. In fact, during the PC
age it has been replaced by a symbiosis of the vN host and the non-vN (i.e.
non-instruction-stream-based) accelerators. Meanwhile we have arrived at the
(kind of post-PC) reconfigurable system age with a third basic model, where
the accelerator has become programmable (reconfigurable).

What high level source language for HPC and supercomputing users?.
Useful for application development are Co-compilers (Figure 20.7), automat-
ically partitioning from the programming source into software and configware
and accepting, for instance a C-like language [143]. The methodology is
known from academic co-compilers [143, 144], easy to implement since most
of their fundamentals have been published decades ago [146]. Figure 20.18
contrasts the difference of intermediate sources to be generated by such a
co-compiler. Although high level programming languages like C come closer
to the such a user’s mind set than classical FPGA synthesis environments, it is
still confusing. Such imperative languages seem to have an instruction-stream-
based semantics and do not exhibit any dual-paradigm features, because data-
stream-based constructs are out of reach. It would be desirable to have a source
language at one abstraction level higher than imperative languages, like the
domain of mathematical formula. Such a system can be implemented by using
a term rewriting system (TRS) [148] for dual-paradigm system synthesis [149].

FPGA main processor with auxiliary CPU. There is a number of trend
indications pointing toward an auxiliary clerk role of the CPU for running old
software and taking care of compatibility issues. “FPGA main processor vs.
FPGA co-processor” asks the CEO of Nallatech [150]: is it time for vN to
retire? The RAMP project, for instance, proposes to run the operating system
on FPGAs [151]. In fact, in some embedded systems, the CPU has this role
already now. But often the awareness is missing.

The dichotomy of machine paradigms. is rocking the foundation walls
of computer science. Because of the lack of a common terminology this
duality of paradigms is difficult to understand for people with a traditional
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CS background. A taxonomy of platform categories and their programming
sources, quasi of a terminology floor plan, should help to catch the key issues
(Figure 20.10). The Kress–Kung machine is the data-stream-based counter-
part of the instruction-stream-based von Neumann paradigm. The Kress–Kung
machine does not have a program counter (Figure 20.24), and its processing
unit is not a CPU (Figure 20.24). Instead, it is only a DPU (Data Path Unit):
without an instruction sequencer (Figure 20.24).

The enabling technology of the Kress–Kung machine. has one or mostly
several data counters as part of the Generic Address Generators (GAG) [132,
134, 135] within data memory banks called ASM (Auto-Sequencing Memory,
see Figure 20.15). ASMs send and/or receive data streams having been pro-
grammed from Flowware sources [133] (Figure 20.14). An ASM is the gener-
alization of the DMA circuit (Direct Memory Access) [152, 153] for executing
block transfers without needing to be controlled by instruction streams inside.
ASMs based on the use of distributed memory architectures [154] are very
powerful architectural resources, supporting the optimization of the data stor-
age schemes for minimizing the number of memory cycles [135]. The MoM
Kress–Kung machine based on such generic address generators has been pub-
lished in 1990 [155, 156]. The use of data counters replacing the program
counter has first been published in 1987 [157].

Hardwired Kress–Kung machines. There are also hardwired versions
of the Kress–Kung machine. We may distinguish two classes of Kress–Kung
machines (Figure 20.10): programmable ones (reconfigurable systems: recon-
figurable Kress–Kung machine, needing two types of programming sources
(see next paragraph and Figure 20.18): Configware for structural programming,
and Flowware, for data scheduling. However, also hardwired Kress–Kung
machines can be implemented for instance (the BEE project [158]), where the
configuration is been frozen and cast into hardware before fabrication. The lack
of reconfigurability after fabrication by not using FPGAs of such hardwired
Kress–Kung machines substantially improves the computational density (Fig-
ure 20.5a) for much higher speedup factors and might make sense for special
purpose or domain-specific applications. Since after fabrication a reconfigura-
tion is impossible, only one programming source is needed: Flowware.

Dynamically reconfigurable architectures and their environment illustrate
the specific flavor of Configware Engineering being able to rapidly shift back
and force between run time mode of operation and configuration mode. Even
several separate macros can be resident in the same FPGA. Even more com-
plex is the situation when within partially reconfigurable FPGAs some mod-
ules are in run time mode, whereas at the same time other modules are in the
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configuration phase, so that an FPGA could reconfigure itself. Some macros
can be removed at the same time, when other macros are active by being in
the run time mode. Configware operating systems are managing such scenar-
ios [159, 160]. On such a basis even fault tolerance by self-repair can be im-
plemented [161, 162], as well as reconfigurable artificial neuronal networks
[163, 164]. The electronics within the Cibola satellite [165] scheduled to be
launched by October 2006 uses such fault tolerance mechanisms to cope with
fault introduced by cosmic radiation [167]. Dynamic reconfigurability can be
confusing for beginners and should be introduced not earlier than at graduate
courses.

New educational approaches are needed. Although configware engineer-
ing is a discipline of its own, fundamentally different from software engineer-
ing, and a configware industry is already existing and growing, it is too often
ignored by our curricula. Modern FPGAs as COTS (commodities off the shelf)
have all three paradigms on board of the same VLSI chip: hardwired acceler-
ators, microprocessors (and memory banks), and FPGAs, and we need both,
software and configware, to program the same chip. To cope with the clash of
cultures we need interdisciplinary curricula merging all these different back-
grounds in a systematic way. We need innovative lectures and lab courses sup-
porting the integration of reconfigurable computing into progressive curricula.

3. Future of FPGA (Technologies)
The scaling of CMOS technology will come to an end. It is unclear whether
CMOS devices in the 10–20 nanometer range will find-a useful place in semi-
conductor products [168]. Timothy S. Fisher (Purdue) said, “But before we can
even think about using nanotubes in electronics, we have to learn how to put
them where we want them”. [169]. New silicon-based technologies (e.g. silicon
nanowires) and non-silicon based (e.g. carbon nanotubes) show the promise of
replacing traditional transistors [170, 172, 174, 175]. However, there are multi-
ple challenges to face, like the production of nanoscale CMOS with reasonable
yield and reliability, the creation of newer circuit structures with novel mate-
rials as well as the mixing and matching of older and newer technologies in
search of a good balance of costs and benefits [168]. Opportunities will be
driven by the ability of designing complex circuits. Problems related to defect
density, failure rates, temperature sensitivity can be expected. Our ability to
define the right design technology and methodology will be key in the realiza-
tion of products of these nanotechnology. It also will depend on the direction
that the semiconductor road will take [168].
Lithographic patterning has long been the primary way of defining features
in semiconductor processing [176]. Nanodesigns, however, will not simply be
an extension of classical VLSI design. We may not be able to directly pattern
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complex features, but rather need self-assembly to create ordered devices, and
post-fabrication reconfigurability. This creates new challenges for design and
motivates different architectures than found on classical silicon. The cross-
bar may be to play a prominent role in these new developments. Its regular
structure is well suited to nanotechnology-based assembly. A nanometer-scale
crossbar is useful only if wires in each of its dimensions can be addressed in-
dividually. Research examines methods of stochastic addressing of nanowires
[178] as well as the efficient data storage in crossbar-based memories [178].

Nanoscale features. For nanoscale features there seems to be a sufficient
set of building blocks for fully nanoscale systems (Figure 20.20 shows a cross-
bar [170]). Scientists are developing a growing repertoire of techniques which
allow us to define features (e.g. wire widths, spacing, active device areas) with-
out lithography, requiring self-assembly for structures from individual atoms
with tight dimensions, with wires just a few atoms wide [170]. Semiconduct-
ing nanowires with diameters down to 3 nm (about 6 atoms wide) have been
grown [179, 180], composed of different materials or selectively doped [181]
along their length using timed growth [182]. Diode junctions built by cross-
ing P-doped and N-doped nanowires use field-effects to control conduction to
implement switchable crosspoints or memory bits [183, 184]. Nanowires can
be sandwiched into array blocks including programmable OR planes, memory
planes, and signal restoration or inversion planes [178, 185, 186]. Flow tech-
niques can be used to align a set of nanowires into a single orientation, close
pack them, and then transfer them onto a surface [187, 188]. Switchable mole-
cules can be assembled in a crossed array [183, 186], providing sublithographic
scale, programmable junctions. It is very difficult to predict how many more
years it will take to a large scale market introduction.

Fig. 20.20 Nanowire-based crossbar [John A. Savage] (courtesy IEEE)
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4. Coarse-Grained vs. Fine-Grained Reconfigurability
We may distinguish two classes of reconfigurable microchips [189]: fine-grain
reconfigurable devices like FPGAs (see Section 1) and coarse-grain reconfig-
urable devices, rDPAs (reconfigurable DataPath Arrays) [190]. The table in
Figure 20.27 gives a survey on differences between coarse-grained and fine-
grained. Instead of the up to hundreds of thousands of about 1 bit wide CLBs
(Configurable Logic Blocks) of modern FPGAs, an rDPA has a few (about
up to 128 or 256 or much less) larger rDPU blocks (reconfigurable DataPath
Units), for instance, 32 bits wide. For illustration a rDPU could be compared
with the ALU of CPU (Figure 20.27).

Advantages of coarse-grained reconfigurability. Coming along with func-
tional level rDPUs as configurable blocks of rDPAs [190] – physically at a
more convenient abstraction level much closer to a software user’s mind set
than that of FPGAs difficult to reach by design tools or compilation tech-
niques, coarse-grained reconfigurability makes the educational gap smaller.
To software people the configuration of FPGAs looked more like logic design
on a strange platform, however, not like computation. Another advantage of
coarse-grained reconfigurability is the much higher computational density than
coming with FPGAs. In contrast to the very bad effective integration density
of FPGAs (Figure 20.5), this density of coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays
(rDPAs) almost reaches the Gordon Moore curve [4] (Figure 20.11, also see
row 8 in Figure 20.27): it is better by four orders of magnitude. Because a
coarse-grained array has only a few larger configurable blocks (about a few
hundred rDPUs or much less) with very compact configuration codes the con-
figuration time is reduced to microseconds – in contrast to milliseconds as
known from FPGAs.

Free form pipe networks. In contrast to a CPU, a DPU is not instruction-
stream-driven and has no program counter and its operation is transport-
triggered by the arrival of operand data. This new machine paradigm (the
diametrical counterpart of von Neumann) is based on free form large pipe net-
works of rDPUs (without memory wall and compilation is easy), but not on
concurrent sequential processes. There is no instruction fetch overhead at run
time since these pipe networks, generalizations of the systolic array, are config-
ured before run time. This new paradigm is based on data streams generated by
highly parallel distributed on-chip local small but fast memory which consists
of auto-sequencing memory (ASM) blocks (Figure 20.15) using reconfigurable
generic address generators (GAG), providing even complex address computa-
tions not needing memory cycles [132]. This kind of memory parallelism is
more simple and more straightforward than interleaved memory access known
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from vector computers. The ASM is reconfigurable. This means its address
computation algorithm is not changed at run time. It does not need an instruc-
tion stream at run time. In embedded systems often a symbiosis of both models,
instruction-stream-based and data-stream-based, practices a duality of machine
paradigms (Figure 20.7). Figures 20.19 and 20.24 explain this by showing the
differences.

Improved designer productivity. The even physically high abstraction
level or coarse-grained arrays dramatically improves the designer productiv-
ity. This is utilized by the KressArray Xplorer [137, 138] design environment
(Figure 20.29), including a design space explorer capable to compare and profile
within a few hours a variety of different rDPU architectures and rDPA archi-
tectures, supporting the entire KressArray family concept [137, 138] featuring
individual numbers of ports of individual path width at each side (example in
Figure 20.29b) and many layers of background interconnect: mixture of buses
and long distance point to pint. Why does this make sense? Since logic gates
are general purpose elements, a basic FPGA is a universal device, whereas
performance-optimized coarse-grained arrays tend to be more or less domain-
specific, depending on the collection of functions available on a rDPU like,
for instance, the physical availability of floating point operations. Figure 20.21
shows a rDPA example having been compiled by the KressArray Xplorer for
the SSN filter of an image processing application, which computes the center
pixel from the 3-by-3 pixel input as shown by Figure 20.22. This rDPA consists
of 160 rDPUs, each 32 bits wide. The highly optimal solution is demonstrated
by the following result properties: only two rDPUs are not used, and only one
rDPU is used for rout-through-only. Almost all rDPUs are directly connected
by nearest-neighbor interconnect, except six of them, which need a few addi-
tional backbus wires.

Data-stream-based. The Kress–Kung array non-von Neumann mode of
operation, known from pipelines and from systolic arrays and Kress–Kung
Arrays, is data-stream-based, instead of instruction-stream-based. The (r)DPU
does not have an instruction sequencer, and its execution is kind of transport-
triggered, i.e. it is triggered by the arrival of its operand data. The data streams
are generated by local ASM distributed reconfigurable memory [132, 191]
(Figure 20.15). The ASM (Auto-Sequencing Memory) is reconfigurable. This
means that its address computation algorithm is not changed at run time. It does
not need an instruction stream at run time. That is, the Kress–Kung machine
paradigm is a non-von Neumann paradigm: it is the diametrical counterpart of
the von Neumann principles.
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Fig. 20.21 Example of mapping an application (image processing: SNN filter) onto a (coarse
grain) KressArray
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Fig. 20.22 3-by-3 pixel window of SNN algorithm

Language category Software Languages Flowware Languages

sequencing 
managed by

read next instruction,
goto (instruction address), 
jump (to instruction address),
instruction loop, nesting, no
parallel loops, escapes,
instruction stream branching

read next data item,
goto (data address),  
jump (to data address),  
data loop, nesting,   
parallel loops, escapes,
data stream branching

data manipulation 
specification yes not needed (specified

by configware only)
state register program counter multiple data counters
instruction fetch memory cycle overhead no overhead
address 
computation

massive memory cycle     
overhead

no overhead

Fig. 20.23 Software languages vs. flowware languages

type of
functional

unit

instruction 
secquencer 
included?

execution 
triggered

by

CPU yes instruc-
tion fetch

DPU, or, 
rDPU no arrival of

data1

1).transport-triggered

Fig. 20.24 Duality of paradigms: von Neumann vs. Kress–Kung machine

TTAs are von Neumann. We should not be confused with “transport-
triggered architectures” (TTA) [192–194] such as heralded by the TTA com-
munity: using buses driven by an (instruction-stream-based) move processor
[195]. This is not really data-stream-based: it is not an antimachine architec-
ture. It is instruction-stream-based instead of a pipe network driven by a locally
distributed ASM memory architecture [132, 191]. TTAs are von Neumann
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architectures. In contrast to a pipe not changed at run time, the interconnect
of a bus is usually frequently changed at run time – overhead-prone [123] and
memory-cycle-hungry, since being under the control of instruction streams.
For their data TTAs do not use (reconfigurable) ASM memory architectures.
For this reason TTAs are von Neumann architectures.

FPGA-based speedup mechanisms better explained here. The aston-
ishingly high acceleration factors obtained by CPU to FPGA migration not
only in embedded systems (Figure 20.4, also see Section 1), but also in
supercomputing, are more easily explained within the higher abstraction level
of coarse-grained reconfigurable systems here in this section. Figure 20.26a
shows the execution (500 ns in total) of a conditional add operation on a sim-
ple hypothetical instruction set processor. Figure 20.26b illustrates its execu-
tion by a small coarse-grained array, where no memory cycles are needed and
storing the final result to the rDPA’s output buffer (slow technology) takes only

Fig. 20.25 Basic paradigms: a) von Neumann machine, b) antimachine (reconfigurable or
hardwired)

Fig. 20.26 Illustrating acceleration: a) instruction-stream-based execution on a simple hypo-
hetical processor (C = 1), b) data-stream-based execution in a rDPA
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5 ns. The speedup factor is 1000. We may summarize via this example that
avoiding or minimizing memory access is the main secret of success of recon-
figurable computing: with FPGAs or coarse-grained. Also the GAG reconfig-
urable generic address generator of the ASM helps a lot (Figure 20.15): at run
time it does not need any memory cycle for address computation. To access
bulk data storage the GAG methodology also helps to find storage schemes
with minimal memory cycles [132, 135].

Communication effort at classical supercomputing. The communication
complexity is growing exponentially because of typical bottle-necks, mainly
determined by slow memory cycles [196] (Figure 20.28). Bus systems and
other switching resources tend to require memory-cycle-hungry high admin-
istrative efforts: the von Neumann bottleneck [123]. Data transport at run time
is a predominating problem, whereas we have an abundance of cheap CPU
resources. Thinking in communicating concurrent processes like with the MPI
(Message Passing Interface) standard is dominant. The communication effort
tends to grow exponentially with the number of CPUs involved. The scalabil-

# FPGA rDPA

1 terminology field-programmable gate array reconfigurable
datapath array

2 reconfiguration granularity fine-grained coarse-grained
3 data path width ~1 bit e.g. ~32 bits

4 physical level of basic
reconfigurable units (rU) gate level RT level

5 typical rU examples
LUT (look-up table): determines
the logic function of the rU (and, 
or, not, etc. or flip-flop)

ALU-like, floating
point, special   
functions, etc.

6 configuration time milliseconds microseconds
7 clock cycle time about 0.5 GHz about 1–3  GHz

8
typical effective integration
density compared to the 
Gordon Moore curve

reduced by a factor of about 
10,000 (Figure 18.5)

reduced only by a
few percent
(Figure 18.11)

Fig. 20.27 Fine-grained vs. coarse-grained reconfigurability

Fig. 20.28 The processor/memory access gap (Patterson’s law [196])
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ity of the performance of an application often drastically misses the theoretical
peak performance values, which the platform seems to offer [197]. Amdahl’s
law explains only one of several reasons of this inefficiency [198]. However,
the Kress–Kung machine does not have a von Neumann bottleneck.

MPI (Message Passing Interface). For reader outside the supercomputing
community this is explained as follows. MPI is a standard implementing the
distributed memory programming model by exchanging messages (also data)
between several processors of shared memory architectures. All functions are
available in a FORTRAN or a C version library with internal data structures,
which are mainly hidden from the user. MPI is based on the Communicating
Sequential Processes model (CSP [199, 200]) by Tony Hoare [201] for quasi-
parallel computing auf distributed, heterogeneous, loosely coupled computer
systems. The programming language Occam is an implementation of CSP.
JCSP combines CSP and Occam concepts in a Java-API. Herewith parallel
MPI programs are executable on PC clusters and dedicated parallel comput-
ers (e.g. communicating via common main memory). Most FPGA users are
not familiar with MPI and members of the supercomputing community do not
understand the languages used by FPGA-savvy hardware experts. But there are
efforts on the way to cope with the language problem [202]. For instance, also
co-compilation from a C-like language is an interesting approach [143, 144].

Fig. 20.29 KressArray Xplorer (design space explorer [137]): a) simplified example to illus-
trate platform space exploration by finding an optimized array depending on rDPU
architecture (1 or 2), b) KressArray family rDPU example architecture illustrating
flexibility
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The stool is moved and not the grand piano. With the instruction-stream-
based mind set of the classical supercomputing, data transport often resembles
moving the grand piano over to the stool of the pianist. However, the data-
stream-based mind set of the reconfigurable computing community follows the
inverse approach: the stool is moved and not the piano. Here MPI is unknown
and concurrent processes are only a secondary aspect. Primarily the data are
not moved by memory-cycle-hungry communication resources, but the locality
of operations is assigned to the right places within the data streams, generated
by ASM distributed memory (Figure 20.25b and 20.26). The communication
paths between rDPUs as pipe networks – without any administrative overhead
and usually without intermediate storage. Since the number of processors is
usually much lower than the number of data items, there is not much to move
– during the less precious compile time. At run time also no instructions are
transported: another acceleration aspect.

Taxonomy of algorithms missing. Now it is time to discuss time to space
mapping methods for software to configware migration: with coarse-grained
arrays and also in general. Some algorithms are easy to map, and some others
are difficult to map. Let us look at examples from the embedded systems area.
Classical DSP algorithms, for instance, are easy to map from time to space
and the result does not need much interconnect. It is well known that some
DSP algorithms even result just in simple a linear pipe. Other examples are
extensively error-correcting (de)coding algorithms for a bad signal to noise
ratio in wireless communication, like for turbo codes or the Viterbi algorithm
and others [203], where the result requires an immense amount of interconnect
resources: by far much more than available with only nearest neighbor connect
within the (r)DPU array.

Missing transdisciplinary perspective. On such samples of algorithmic
cleverness we notice that each special application domain keeps its own trick
box. But what is really missing in education and elsewhere is an all-embracing
dual-paradigm taxonomy of algorithms. A reductionistic attitude forcing a
fragmentation into many special areas keeps us from the benefit of transdisci-
plinary understanding the algorithms taxonomy problem. But an all-embracing
taxonomy of algorithms is not even available from a single-paradigm perspec-
tive. Even in classic high performance computing and supercomputing there
is a fragmentation into special application domains. For education also here a
transdisciplinary perspective is missing.

The personal supercomputer is near. The Munich-based PACT Corp.
[204] with its coarse-grained reconfigurable XPA (Xtreme Processing Array)
product (also see Figure 20.30) has demonstrated that a 56 core 16-bit rDPA
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Fig. 20.30 PACT configurable XPU (xtreme processing unit): a) rDPA array, b) rDPU

running at less than 500 MHz can host simultaneously everything needed
for a world TV controller, like multiple standards, all types of conversions,
(de)compaction, image improvements and repair, all sizes and technologies of
screens, and all kinds of communication including wireless. More high perfor-
mance by less CPUs, by reconfigurable units instead of CPUs. By this coarse-
grained methodology also a single-chip game console is feasible. A highly
promising vision would be a polymorphic multi-core super pentium with mul-
tiple dual-mode PUs, which under control of a mode bit could individually
run in CPU mode or in rDPU mode (not using the program counter). Choos-
ing the right distributed on-chip memory architecture and the tight reconfig-
urable interconnect between these PUs is the key issue. But CPU vendors have
a lack of reconfigurable computing experience, whereas the rDPA vendors lack
concurrent computing experience. But because of educational deficits it is not
very likely that one of the major microprocessor vendors or one of the major
FPGA vendors will go toward multi-core microprocessors adopting the coarse-
grained reconfigurable computing array methodology. From a different point
of view this would also be a proposal for PACT Corp. to develop such a modi-
fied polymorphic version of the XPU array.

The second reconfigurable computing paradox. Although for many
application areas again more orders of magnitude in speedup are expected
for coarse-grained arrays, compared to the orders of speedup having already
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been obtained with FPGA-based solutions (see curve “coarse-grained” in
Figure 20.4), there is no indication of efforts going into this direction, where
future laptops reach a performance, which today requires a supercomputer.
Another vision would be that, e.g., Xilinx would insert a rDPA onto a new
platform FPGA targeting the scientific computing market. The RAMP project
[151] having proposed to run the operating system on an FPGA would sound
like: “Xilinx inside” replacing “intel inside”. But there are also doubts whether
Xilinx will understand such a vision of a future, where a dual-paradigm HPC
and supercomputing will be found within embedded systems, achieved the per-
formance, making unnecessary hangars full of monstrous expensive equipment
unbelievably intensive guzzling electric power.

5. History of FPGAs
About in the mid-1970s the field-programmable logic array (FPLA) was
introduced by Signetics and Programmable array logic (PAL) was introduced
by Monolithic Memories, Inc. (MMI), both for implementing combinational
logic circuits – forerunners of the FPGA. A programmable logic array (PLA)
is a programmable device used to implement combinational logic circuits. The
PLA has a set of programmable AND planes, which link to a set of program-
mable OR planes, which can then be conditionally complemented to produce
an output. This layout allows for a large number of logic functions to be
synthesized in the sum of products (and sometimes product of sums) canonical
forms. The PAL introduced 1978 and second sourced by National Semicon-
ductor, Texas Instruments, and Advanced Micro Devices was a huge success.
The programmable elements connect both the true and complemented inputs
to AND gates, also known as product terms, which are ORed together to form
a sum-of-products logic array. Before PALs were introduced digital designers
used SSI (small-scale integration) components, such as 7400 series nand gates
and D-flip-flops. But one PAL device replaced dozens of such ‘discrete’ logic
packages in many products, such as minicomputers [210, 211], so that the SSI
business went into decline.

First Xilinx FPGA. Xilinx released the first FPGA in 1985, the XC2064
chip with a 1000 gate size. Two decades later, in the year 2004 the size of
an FPGA was 10,000 times larger. In 1985 this was a new technology for
implementing digital logic. These new FPGAs could be viewed either as small,
slow gate arrays (MPGAs) or large, expensive PLDs [212]. The major devia-
tion from PLDs was the capability to implement multi-level logic. Their main
advantage was in low NRE cost for small volume designs and prototyping.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s an explosion of different architectures was
observed [96, 212]. A good reference on the introduction of FPGA architecture
is [96].
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Across the 100,000 gate threshold. As long as design size remained within
the range of several thousand gates, schematic design entry and a good gate-
level simulator were enough to create and verify the entire design. Hardware
descriptions languages started to sneak into schematic designs in the shape
of HDL macros, and as designs migrated into tens of thousands of gates they
gained importance. By the time FPGAs crossed the 100,000 gate threshold it
became obvious that HDLs would have to eliminate schematic entry and gate-
level simulators.

FPGAs in HPC. mark the ‘Beginning of a New Era’ [127]. It is time to look
for alternatives to the classical von Neumann computer architecture. The old
recipe of increasing the clock speed, the number of CPUs, the cores per chip,
and the threads per core just does not give us enough sustained computing
performance. It seems that the von Neumann architecture has come to a dead
end in HPC [127]. Things are now changing dramatically. FPGAs are being
recognized as viable alternative to the massively power-consuming large scale
computers [127].

Programming problems. FPGAs have been mostly hidden in embedded
systems [127]. Their programming was cumbersome and required specialists
using some obscure programming languages like VHDL or Verilog. You might
think of these languages as a kind of assembler language, but that is wrong. It is
even worse: programming is done at the gate level, that is, at the very lowest
level of information processing with NAND and NOR gates.

Educational deficits. A less welcome side effect of the paradigm shift are
educational deficits needing a training on the job, since typical CS or CE cur-
ricula ignore Reconfigurable Computing – still driving the dead road of the
von Neumann-only mind set [126]. A new IEEE international workshop series
on Reconfigurable Computing Education has been founded to attack this prob-
lem [41]. Within the several hundreds of pages of all volumes of the 2004
joint ACM / AIS / IEEE-CS curriculum recommendations [206] by the find
and replace function found zero encounters of the term “FPGA” and all its
synonyms or other terms pointing to reconfigurable computing. This is crimi-
nal. (For the 2005 version see [209].) These recommendations completely fail
to accept the transdisciplinary responsibility of computer science to combat
the fragmentation into many application-domain-specific tricky reconfigurable
computing methodologies.
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Chapter 21

Dynamic Reconfiguration

Exploiting dynamic reconfiguration for power
optimized architectures

Jürgen Becker and Michael Hübner
ITIV, Universität Karlsruhe (TH)

Abstract The adaptivity of electronic systems to their environment and inner system status
enables the processing of different applications in time slots on one recon-
figurable hardware architecture. Adaptivity “On-Demand” related to non pre-
dictable requirements from the user or the environment means the optimization
of power dissipation and performance at run-time by providing on-chip com-
putation capacity. Traditional microprocessor based electronic systems are able
to adapt the software to the required tasks of an application. The disadvan-
tage in those system is the sequential processing of the software code and the
fixed hardware architecture which doesn’t allow to adapt internal structures in
order to optimize the data throughput. Reconfigurable hardware, in this section
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), allows adapting the hardware sys-
tem architecture at design- and run-time as well as the integrated software within
the included soft-core IP-Processing cores. This new system approach which
enables the computing in time and space opens new degree of freedom in system
design. Methods of the hardware- software co-design which were former devel-
oped for Application Specific Integrated System (ASIC) design and only can be
exploited while design time now can be used while run-time in order to achieve
an optimized system parameterization in terms of adapted IP and software.

Keywords: Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), Dynamic and partial reconfiguration,
run-time adaptivity
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1. Basis of Reconfiguration and Terminology
FPGA architectures, as described in Chapter 1, can be used to integrate digi-
tal systems as an architecture modeled in a HDL language. As mentioned,
some of the presented FPGA architectures are one-time programmable or
re-programmable. A special feature, the dynamic reconfigurability, can be
exploited with a subset of actual available SRAM-based FPGAs. To under-
stand the different ways to (re-)configure these devices, a terminology will be
introduced in the following description.

In Figure 21.1, a configurable area of an FPGA is represented in the lower
part of the schematic drawing. The area spans a 2-dimensional field with con-
figurable blocks (see Chapter 1). On the time-axis, one configuration (appli-
cation) can be load to the FPGA and runs as long the system is powered.
In case of Fuse/Antifuse- and FLASH-based architecture, the application of
this configuration starts immediately after power-up phase because of the non-
volatile memory. In case of a SRAM-based architecture, the configuration
must be reloaded from external memory to the FPGA. This traditional way of
configuring an FPGA can be achieved with all types, Fuse/Antifuse-, FLASH-
and SRAM-based FPGA.

In Figure 21.2 the previous described scenario is extended by different con-
figurations which were loaded in different time frames. Certainly, this sce-
nario is now valid only for FLASH- and SRAM-based FPGAs. To re-program
the complete content of the FPGA, the device’s memory must be erased.
While SRAM-based FPGAs can be reseted and re-programmed, FLASH-based
FPGA’s memory must be erased before re-programming the device. Equally to
the scenario in Figure 21.1, the reconfiguration method is possible in off-line
mode. This means that the application has to be stopped in order to include the
new functionality on-chip.

Configurable Area

T
im

e

Configuration A

Fig. 21.1 Traditional configuration of FPGA
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Fig. 21.2 Full reconfiguration of FPGA
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Fig. 21.3 Partial reconfiguration of FPGA

Figure 21.3 shows the scenario of partial reconfiguration of an FPGA. The
difference to the process described with Figure 21.2 here is that not the com-
plete configuration has to be written to FPGA’s configuration memory. In the
example of the schematic view in Figure 21.3, the left and right part of configu-
ration A is substituted by configuration B. In the next step the configuration B is
substituted by configuration C with two application parts. Partial reconfigura-
tion is performed in off-line mode which means that active configurations were
stopped for the time of reconfiguration. The described scenario only makes
sense if the used FPGA architecture supports the re-programming of parts of
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the configuration memory. This is possible with both FLASH- and SRAM-
based FPGA technology but in fact, no FLASH-based FPGA architecture is
known until now which allows erasing only parts of configuration memory.
Definitely the benefit here is that the complete configuration code does not
have to be written to the device which leads to decreased configuration time.

The gap to the definition of the term “Dynamic and Partial Reconfigura-
tion” can now be closed, if an FPGA architecture coupled with the scenario
described with Figure 21.3 allows reconfiguring parts of the FPGA’s configura-
tion memory while run-time. Run-time in this context means that applications
does not have to be stopped while reconfiguration phase. With the example of
Figure 21.3, the medial part of configuration A stays active while the left and
right parts were substituted. Consequently also here, the device must support
the method of dynamic and partial reconfiguration. Until now only SRAM-
based FPGAs enable this feature.

2. Exploiting Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration
for Power-Reduction

In order to motivate the possibility of power-reduction by exploitation of
dynamic and partial reconfiguration, a simple example starts with the data-flow
graph in Figure 21.4.

x

A B C D E F

+ −

/

+x

−

Data-Flow Graph

Fig. 21.4 Data-flow graph of a simple equation
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Result = A+B/C−D+E∗F−A+B/C−D+E∗F (21.1)

The data-flow graph is the picture above, describes the equation in Equa-
tion 21.1. Lets assume that each operation has a latency of 1 which means that
each time step an operand can calculate the related result. With this assumption
it is obvious that the result can be calculated in four time steps.

Each operation utilizes logic-blocks by integration on a real FPGA. As
described in Section 1, configurable logic-blocks with their programmable
look-up tables (LUT) were used to implement the functions described in HDL
language. Certainly also communication resources were utilized to enable the
data-flow but neglected for the experiment described in the following text. In
this example, the operators were integrated to a standard FPGA device to get
an impression of the area amount. Therefore, Figure 21.5 displays real values
for logic-block utilization on an FPGA. All operations were modeled with an
bit-width of 32 bit.

By neglecting the data-dependencies of the several operators, Figure 21.6
pictures a schematic representation of the FPGA integrated equation men-
tioned above. The required value of logic-blocks for a full integration is the
sum of all logic-blocks of each operator. In this example the amount of logic-
blocks has the number of 3217.

From the data-flow graph pictured in Figure 21.4 can be recognized that
some operations can be processed in parallel in each time step. In best case,
three operations can be calculated in parallel within one-time frame (see Fig-
ure 21.7). Please notice that the addition operation in time frame two can be
scheduled to time frame three.

In the left part of Figure 21.7, the sum of actual required logic-bocks in each
time frame is listed. Significant here is that in the second time frame the highest
amount of logic-blocks are required to support the necessary calculation. As
mentioned before, the addition operation of time frame two can be sched-
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Fig. 21.5 Resource utilization
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Fig. 21.7 Dynamic and partial reconfiguration of operators

uled to time frame three which has to be taken into account. By re-scheduling
the addition operation to time frame three, the amount of logic-blocks in
time frame two is reduced by 16 logic-blocks. Therefore the time frame with
the highest utilization has the value of 1807 achieved by optimizing the
scheduling of required operations. The example illustrates that dynamic recon-
figuration can be exploited to reduce the amount of necessary logic-resources
and therefore reduction of configuration area. In the example described above,
a reduction of 56% can be achieved. Scheduling can affect the highest utiliza-
tion in one time frame and has to be taken into account. In fact, this example
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integrated into a real system on FPGA would have a lower value for the relation
between full configuration and the dynamic and partial method because of nec-
essary control mechanisms for data-flow and reconfiguration. A real example
integrated on FPGA will be discussed in [1].

With the example of Figure 21.7 was illustrated that scheduling, let it
named here as “vertical scheduling”, has an influence to the highest utiliza-
tion of logic-blocks. By introduction of “horizontal scheduling” another impor-
tant aspect of dynamic reconfiguration can be optimized. In reality, dynamic
reconfiguration requires time because configuration data has to be transferred
and stored to the configuration memory of the FPGA. To reduce time for this
procedure it is profitable to minimize the amount of data is transferred to the
configuration memory between the several time frames.

Figure 21.8 shows on the left part the example schedule as described before.
On the right part of the figure, some operations were positioned on different
physical positions on the reconfigurable area. The advantage here is that the
number of substitutions allocated areas by operations is minimized as listed
in the table on the left of both scheduling schemes. The result is a reduced
data-transfer to the configuration memory.

The example in this subchapter should point out that dynamic and par-
tial reconfiguration can be exploited to reduce power-consumption. A reduced
utilization has a direct relation to the required chip-size and therefore to the
power-consumption of the complete system. Ably scheduling methods allows
to reduce utilization of logic-resource. A detailed introduction is described in
[1]. Also the introduced “horizontal scheduling”, merely a physical position
of operations on the chip area, allows to reduce data-transfer to the configu-
ration memory. The reduced data-transfer also reduces power-consumption of
the complete system.
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Fig. 21.9 Dynamic and partial reconfigurable system

Certainly additional external memory for loadable operations while run-
time must be provided to build up a dynamic reconfigurable system.

Figure 21.9 shows a schematic view of a dynamic and partial reconfig-
urable system. As mentioned in the previous description, additional elements
for scheduling mechanisms and the configuration management must be inte-
gration into the system. In the picture these two modules were fixed into a
static area which is not affected by reconfiguration. In the left part the area for
dynamic reconfiguration in established. While run-time, the scheduler enables
the configuration management to load a new function from the external mem-
ory which is connected to the configuration memory of the FPGA. After final-
izing this procedure, a function is loaded into the reconfigurable area and may
substitute other functions.

In order to reduce the size and likewise power-consumption of exter-
nal memory, the configuration code can be compressed before storing it for
example to FLASH-memory. The usage of non-volatile FLASH memory has
the advantage that the system is available after power-up phase however, it is
also possible to connect other kind of memory, like SRAM-based memory for
intermediate and more performant access to configuration data.

The introduction of run-time configuration code decompression on-chip has
the most benefit, if the configuration memory port is available without external
wiring. This means that a connection to the configuration management module
is possible by establishing a physical connection within the FPGA.

Figure 21.10 shows the configuration management module extended by the
decompressor unit. This decompressor unit is connected to an internal configu-
ration memory port which is available in some actual FPGA architectures. It is
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Fig. 21.10 Decompressor module of FPGA

necessary that the code decompression unit has a very low utilization of logic-
blocks by simultaneously high performant data throughput to allow real-time
execution of the system. Several approaches to compress and decompress data
are available. Definitely the requirement of low utilization prefers to integrate
an effective method for decompression. One approach with a high efficient
method for FPGA configuration code compression/decompression is described
in [2].
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Chapter 22

Applications, Design Tools and Low Power Issues
in FPGA Reconfiguration

Adam Donlin
Xilinx Research

Abstract Dynamic reconfiguration allows the circuit configured on an FPGA to be
optimized to the required function and performance constraints. Traditionally,
designers used dynamic reconfiguration to increase the speed or decrease the
area of their system. This chapter considers a variety of use models for lower-
ing the power requirements of dynamically reconfigurable processor systems.
We begin with a review of FPGA reconfiguration and the applications that have
been applied to it so far. We then describe the tool flow for reconfiguration
and expand the discussion, first, to present experimental results from the lite-
rature that characterize the power-profile of reconfiguration itself and, second,
to review system-level use models of dynamic reconfiguration that may improve
the overall system power requirements.

Keywords: FPGA, dynamic reconfiguration, low power FPGAs, use models

1. Introduction
Reconfiguration, the act of reprogramming the configuration memory of an
FPGA, has been an active research topic since Xilinx first introduced FPGAs
in 1985. The technique tantalizes design engineers with the prospect of trading
off circuit area and execution time. Despite its intuitive appeal, reconfiguration
has eluded widespread adoption. There are two major reasons for this. The first
is that the design process for reconfigurable logic design is complex. Recon-
figuration violates many of the basic assumptions of logic design, and, conse-
quently, the majority of design tools have not supported it. The second reason
is that it can be difficult to identify applications where the cost of reconfiguring
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the system is quickly and easily recovered. Estimating reconfiguration laten-
cies requires the designer to have a detailed understanding of the FPGA’s logic
and configuration architectures.

The aims of this chapter are threefold. First, it will present the reader with an
overview of FPGA reconfiguration and review some compelling examples of
dynamic reconfiguration from industry and academia. Second, it will review
the design flow required to actually create a reconfigurable application. This
will include a summary of the modern FPGA reconfiguration tool flow and the
major pieces of system IP that are required in such systems. Finally, the chapter
will present the opportunities and challenges of deploying FPGA reconfigura-
tion to reduce system power.

2. Applying Reconfiguration
In Chapter 21 definitions of FPGA reconfiguration were provided. This chapter
shows the configuration architecture of an FPGA in more detail. The configu-
ration mechanism transfers configuration data to and from the FPGA’s config-
uration memory. Configuration data defines the logical operation computed by
the FPGA’s logic resources. Reconfiguration is the act of altering the function-
ality of the device during its duty cycle by re-writing the device’s configuration
data. As discussed in Chapter 21 changing the configuration data can be done
while the device is in use or when it is offline. The amount of programming
data that is altered during each reconfiguration cycle can also vary. In some
cases, the entire configuration data is re-written (full-reconfiguration) whilst
in others, only a relevant subset of the configuration data need be changed
(partial-reconfiguration) (Figure 22.1).

FPGA
Configuration
Mechanism

Configuration Frame Memory

Device
Configuration

 Pins

Internal
Configuration
Access Port

FPGA Logic
Resources

Fig. 22.1 FPGA configuration mechanism
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Reconfiguration comes at a cost: it takes time to write the new data into the
FPGA and some system resources must be dedicated to controlling the recon-
figuration process. In early reconfigurable systems, reconfiguration controllers
were external microcontrollers or secondary PLDs. Modern FPGAs provide an
internal configuration access port (ICAP) allowing reconfiguration controllers
to be implemented on the device that is being reconfigured. Such integration
reduces the system’s bill of materials and tightly integrated reconfiguration
control typically has higher performance than an external controller.

To be used successfully, the cost of reconfiguration must be balanced against
the projected benefits. The time required for each reconfiguration cycle to
complete must be factored into the reconfiguration system design from the
earliest stages of the design process. In Figure 22.2 we show how reconfigu-
ration time is dependent on the proportion of the device being reconfigured.
The organization of the configuration memory is influenced strongly by the
FPGAs internal configuration control logic. In modern FPGAs, the configura-
tion memory is segmented into configuration frames. A configuration frame
will typically consist of some hundreds of bytes of configuration data. Each
frame governs the implementation of a column of resources in the FPGA logic.

Fig. 22.2 Reconfiguration rates and latencies for Xilinx Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-4 devices
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A configuration frame is the smallest unit of data that can be accessed in a sin-
gle reconfiguration cycle. The exact amount of data in a configuration frame
depends on the device being reconfigured. For example, in the Xilinx Virtex-II
series of FPGAs, the column of logic resources governed by a configuration
frame spans the full height of the device. Consequently, the size of a frame is
proportional to the height of the device itself. Frames for “shorter” devices con-
tain fewer data than frames for “taller” devices. In newer Xilinx Virtex-4 series
FPGAs, configuration frames have a single fixed size, and, hence, no longer
control logic resources that span the full height of the FPGA. This allows
designers to have finer grain control over the resources in the FPGA that they
are reconfiguring. Some early FPGA devices had configuration mechanisms
that allowed very fine grain reconfiguration. For example, the Xilinx XC6200
series allowed reconfiguration of individual words, bytes or even single bits.
Whilst this is clearly more flexible than a coarser, frame based configuration
mechanism, it does come at a significant cost in silicon area.

Figure 22.2 indicates of the amount of configuration memory that can be
reconfigured on a variety of modern FPGAs in a specific period of time. Each
line on the graph represents a particular FPGA device. The points shown on
each line indicate the percentage of the device configuration memory being
reconfigured (10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%, from left to right). The position
of each marker point relative to the upper-x-axis indicates the reconfiguration
latency (the time taken to complete the configuration for that proportion of the
device’s configuration memory). For example, reconfiguring 75% of a Xilinx
XCV4LX160 incurs 10 ms of reconfiguration latency. Correspondingly, it is
possible to reconfigure the device at a rate of 100 Hz. An application designer
can use graphs like this early in the design process to correlate application
events to the reconfiguration capabilities of a target FPGA.

2.1 Applications of FPGA Reconfiguration
In this section we review some interesting applications of FPGA reconfigu-
ration. Our aim is to give the reader an overview of the diverse use cases
of reconfiguration. Our discussion will not be exhaustive but it will highlight
some of the most compelling reconfiguration applications that have been pub-
lished in the literature.

Crossbar Switches. A fully connected crossbar switch has M×N switches
where any of M-inputs may be mapped exclusively to any one of the N-outputs.
Over time, the mapping of inputs connected to outputs will change. Two
of the most notable applications of reconfiguration are implementations of a
crossbar switch on the FPGA programmable fabric. In 1996, Eggers et al.
[1] reported the implementation of a 32 × 32 full crossbar for commercial
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deployment in an ultrasonic imaging application. The switch had a real-time
switching requirement of 200 µs. Rather than using solely programmable mul-
tiplexor or logic structures in the FPGA architecture to implement the crossbar,
a “skeleton” crossbar structure was created from the FPGA’s routing resources.
Dynamic reconfiguration was used to establish and break connections between
orthogonal routing lines in the FPGA architecture. Indeed, the authors noted
that direct use of logic structures actually would have lowered the performance
of their design. Furthermore, the commercial viability of this design was not
based solely on switching performance: alternative solutions had a significantly
higher raw performance. The reconfigurable solution provided a better balance
of price and performance with respect to the application’s requirements.

In 2003, Young et al. [2] reported a crossbar switch design using a sin-
gle Xilinx XC2V6000 device. Here, a major telecommunications company
required a 928 × 928 port, fully connected crossbar. Each port supports
155 Mbps traffic with deterministic latency and a switching time on the order
of a few hundred microseconds. In their design, the authors use dynamic recon-
figuration to control fast, wide multiplexors within the routing structure of the
FPGA. These multiplexors are only available to the designer through recon-
figuration and were used to construct multiple 928-to-1 multiplexor structures.
Compared to non-reconfigurable FPGA designs the reconfigurable crossbar
achieved a 16 times gain in port density. Non-FPGA crossbar implementations,
such as those available as discrete ASICs, target switching of far fewer, high-
bandwidth data-streams. For this application, dynamic reconfiguration enabled
the use of the FPGA fabric to provide a solution meeting the requirements for
per-port bandwidth and overall port density.

In 2004, Lysaght and Levi [8] reported a reconfigurable multi-stage
Clos-style switch. This design offered equivalent switching capacity to a
fully connected switch but had better throughput and significantly reduced
area. However, the reconfiguration control algorithm dynamically calculates
configurations to be applied to the reconfigurable switch fabric. This is more
complex than the earlier switch architecture which pre-computed and stored
reconfiguration data in external memory. Table 22.1 summarizes the benefits
of this reconfigurable switch design over its predecessor. Of particular note is
the reduction in dynamic power consumed by the switch.

Software Defined Radio (SDR). Software defined radios are complex and
highly flexible digital communication systems. SDRs support multiple com-
munication channels encoded with a variety of different communication pro-
tocols (also referred to as “waveforms”). The number of active channels and
the protocols applied to those channels can change dynamically. For exam-
ple, variations in atmospheric conditions or even the position of the remote
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Table 22.1 Performance comparison of two reconfigurable crossbar designs

1-stage Crossbar 3-stage Clos
Crosspoints 861,184 172,608
Size (number of
configurable logic
blocks required)

4,836 1,324

Max. Frequency 155 MHz 200 MHz
Max. Bandwidth 144 Gbps 186 Gbps
Path Latency 22 cycles 6 cycles
Path setup time (worst
case)

0.66 ms 4 ms

Dynamic power (worst
case, 155 Mhz)

11 Watts 6 Watts
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communication terminals can provoke a change in the waveforms used by
the SDR to maintain high-quality communication between the nodes. FPGAs
are natural candidates for SDR systems because of their high-DSP performance
(Figure 22.3).
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The Joint Tactical Radio System is comissioned by the United States Mil-
itary to serve as the standard, interoperable military software defined radio.
Dynamic reconfiguration is specified as a key technology for the JTRS. Using
reconfiguration, the JTRS can instantiate only the waveform circuits that are
required by the currently active communication channels. This is commonly
referred to as the JTRS “shared resource” model.

Without the ability to reconfigure, the JTRS designers would have to
employ a “dedicated resource” model where the radio implements all possi-
ble combinations of protocols for every communication channel. If a radio
supports M channels and N waveforms, the dedicated resource model requires
M×N resources to implement all possible channel/waveform combinations.
For anything other than trivial numbers of channels and waveforms, dedicated
resources would be infeasable. The shared resource model allows the JTRS
designers to use the minimum number of required logic resources. In 2004,
ISR technologies and Xilinx demonstrated a working, reconfigurable software
defined radio using the shared resources model [12]. Their system partially
reconfigured a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA to implement only the waveform
circuits that were required at any given point in time. Dynamic reconfiguration
of the FPGA is a crucial requirement for SDR systems like the JTRS. Specifi-
cally, dynamic reconfiguration allows the JTRS to continue processing data for
the other radio channels whilst reconfiguring a specific channel. Channels are
handled independently, even during reconfiguration.

Automotive Reconfiguration. The automotive sector has seen an astonish-
ing increase in the use of integrated electronic control systems in the last two
decades. These systems, referred to as Electronic Control Units (ECUs), typi-
cally manage discrete functions within the engine, chassis or passenger cabin.
For example, fuel system and power train management in a modern vehicle will
be controlled by two discrete ECUs. A complex wiring harness allows ECUs
to exchange data and optimize the overall operation of the vehicle. For exam-
ple, traction control systems in all-wheel drive vehicles exchange data over
the wiring harness, allowing each wheel ECU to compensate a loss of trac-
tion. The exchange of data across a wiring harness is governed by a series of
protocols. For example, the controller area network (CAN) and local intercon-
nect network (LIN) protocols are commonly used in automotive electronics.
The safety–critical design requirements are common in vehicle systems. Con-
sequently, ECU communication protocols must offer guaranteed performance
and the ability to detect and recover from failures safely.

Most vehicle electronic systems follow the same dedicated resource model
outlined in the previous section. However, modern vehicles are quickly reach-
ing the physical limits on the number of ECUs (and associated wiring harness)
that can be included. A shared resource model using FPGA reconfiguration
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has been proposed to create multi-function ECUs [13, 14]. Here, the functions
of each independent ECU are time multiplexed into the FPGA resources of
a reconfigurable ECU. In [13], Becker et al. describe a multi-function door
controller ECU. Since many door control functions are mutually exclusive,
dynamic reconfiguration enables only the required subset functions to be
implemented on the FPGA at any given point in time.

Genome Database Processing. The three applications discussed in this
section address the “supercomputer-class” problem of scanning genome data
for matching (or near-matching) protein sequences. This problem maps well
to the fine grain, data parallel compute model of FPGAs and, consequently,
rapidly becomes I/O bound. The two main alternative compute architectures
for implementing gene sequence matching are workstation clusters or arrays
of ASICs. Whilst workstation clusters are dynamically reprogrammable, their
compute and power density is less attractive than an FPGA solution. ASIC
solutions have an attractive compute and power density, but cannot be dynam-
ically reprogrammed.

The first paper to report a reconfigurable gene sequence matching design
targeted the Xilinx XC3000 series FPGAs and was written by Lemoine and
Merceron [3] in 1995. The style of reconfiguration described in this paper is
unorthodox by modern definitions because a complete place and route cycle
preceeds every reconfiguration. Still, this application can still be termed “run-
time reconfigurable” given the relatively long run times involved in gene
sequence matching. Careful logic circuit design also reduced the place and
route tool run times to the order of 100 s. An optimized workstation solution
took hours to a full day to complete a scan of the gene database. The recon-
figurable FPGA solution, yielded a two-to-three order of magnitude gain in
search speed.

In 2002, Guccione and Keller [5] and Yamaguchi et al. [4] both published
gene sequence matching algorithms based on the Smith–Waterman dynamic
programming algorithm. Both applications used modern FPGAs (a Xilinx
XC2V6000 and XCV2000E respectively). In the system created by Yamaguchi
et al. the search algorithm is segmented into two phases and the system peri-
odically swaps between them. In the first phase, a circuit scans the database
for near-matches of the search sequence. In the second phase, the circuit calcu-
lates and reports more detailed information about the optimal alignment of the
search sequence within the database. The authors report that their system took
34 s to match a 2 Kb search sequence over a gene database with 64-million
entries. In comparison to a high-end workstation system, this translated to
a 330 times speed improvement. The authors of this system acknowledge
an important assumption in their design was a sparse distribution of near-
matching sequences within the gene database. This important simplification
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allows the application to amortize the reconfiguration overhead between the
circuit phases. In the event that a search sequence occurs often within the data-
base, the authors invoke sequential processing on a host computer.

The application developed by Guccione and Keller used the Xilinx JBits API
to craft highly optimized implementations of the Smith–Waterman algorithm.
The authors take advantage of transformations of the algorithm specification
that allow a clean mapping to high-performance features of the FPGA architec-
ture such as its carry chain. These enhancements are static in nature: dynamic
reconfiguration is introduced by folding both algorithm constants and charac-
ters of the search string into lookup tables (LUTs) used as compute elements
of the implementation. Changes in algorithm’s parameters or string segments
trigger a reconfiguration of the corresponding LUT values. The final design
is reported to have performance in the range of 3.2 trillion comparisons per
second with 11,000 processors on a single Xilinx XC2V6000. The authors
report their single chip solution easily out-performed previous ASIC (0.2 tril-
lion comparisons per second), and workstation cluster (0.2 trillion comparisons
per second) solutions by more than an order of magnitude.

Other Applications. Single event upsets (SEUs) are a phenomenon of the
deep sub-micron semiconductor design. When transistor geometries are small
enough, the energy deposited from neutron radiation passing through a device
may cause latch-up in a memory cell. FPGAs are process technology drivers,
and, as such, have become susceptible to SEUs before ASICs fabricated on
older technologies. In [15], dynamic reconfiguration is used to overcome any
corruption of FPGA configuration memory from an SEU. This process, known
as bitstream “scrubbing”, uses a small reconfiguration controller to read back
the configuration data of the target FPGA. Errors are detected and corrected by
writing the correct data back into the FPGA.

In 1993, Fawcett [6] reports early commercial uses of FPGA reconfigura-
tion. The applications fall into two broad classes: reconfiguration in direct
response to a physical event or reconfiguration for test and verification. The
following three applications were designed to react to physical events. For
example, an innovative computer monitor manufacturer designed its CRT to
be rotated between portrait and landscape viewing modes. Each time a user
physically changed the viewing orientation, Xilinx FPGAs within the moni-
tor were reconfigured with different video addressing logic. Another manufac-
turer of 9-track 1/2 inch tape drives produced a PC interface card with multiple
Xilinx FPGAs. The devices on the interface card were reconfigured to accom-
modate processing of different data densities recorded onto the magnetic tapes.
Finally, a printer company used reconfiguration in its printer controller cards.
Each card had physical interfaces for two printers and used reconfiguration of
a single Xilinx XC2000 to instantiate the control logic for the printer being
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used to print at the given moment in time. During idle periods, the same FPGA
would be repeatedly reconfigured with control circuitry to query the printer
status and execute test circuitry to execute diagnostics.

The second group of applications reported by Fawcett used reconfiguration
for test and verification. One company developed voice compression modules
and reconfigured two Xilinx XC2000 devices with built-in self-test (BIST) cir-
cuitry to apply diagnostics to other components in the system. A second com-
pany produced protocol analyzer hardware and used reconfiguration to switch
between several pseudo-random bit error rate (BERT) pattern generators.

Conclusion. Used carefully, reconfiguration can yield faster, smaller sys-
tems. However, these benefits do not come without careful consideration in
the system’s design and implementation phases. The costs of reconfiguration
must be weighed carefully against the benefits. Looking to the future, one
observation that we can make is that reconfiguration rates do not increase
as quickly as system clock speeds. Consequently, larger numbers of com-
pute cycles are sacrificed if the system’s main application is suspended during
reconfiguration. Increasingly applications will require dynamic reconfiguration
to insulate the main application from the latencies of other styles of reconfigu-
ration. Fortunately, most modern FPGAs support dynamic reconfiguration and
many even allow self-controlled reconfiguration. However, because the FPGA
is in operation during dynamic reconfiguration, a designer must take great care
when designing, floorplanning and operating their system. In the next section
we will review the design flow for reconfigurable systems and give particular
focus to the design flow issues related to dynamic reconfiguration.

3. Design Flow for Reconfigurable Systems
The standard FPGA design flow, as shown in Figure 22.4, transforms an FPGA
design description into a configuration bitstream. Readers unfamiliar with the
details of the standard FPGA design flow can find a comprehensive tutorial in
[REF]. Typically, the FPGA design description is written in an HDL. Complex
designs often use system integration tools like the Xilinx Embedded Develop-
ment Kit or Xilinx System Generator to construct the initial design description
from libraries of IP.

Each pass through the standard flow is independent of subsequent passes.
The bitstream produced at the end of the flow is dependent only on the initial
design specification. By contrast, the design flow for partial and dynamically
reconfigurable designs require more than one pass through the standard design
flow – each reconfigurable module passes through a “reconfiguration-aware”
version of the standard design flow. Furthermore, the results of each pass are
dependent on the output of at least one of the previous passes. This is a nec-
essary precaution to avoid introducing resource conflicts between successive
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configuration bitstreams when they are loaded onto the FPGA at runtime.
A detailed description of the design flow for a dynamically reconfigurable
system on Xilinx FPGAs was published by Lysaght et al. in [17]. Their dis-
cussion is summarized in the section below.

3.1 Dynamic Reconfiguration Design Flow
Figure 22.5 shows the logical structure of a simple reconfigurable system. An
input circuit provides data to one of two dynamically reconfigured circuits.
The configured circuit computes a result which is passed to the data sink
module to be stored. Although simple, this example is representative of the
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Fig. 22.5 Logical view of a simple reconfigurable design

shared resource model discussed in Section 2.1.2. The data source and data
sink circuits will remain fixed for the entire runtime of the system. A single
reconfigurable module region may contain either module A or module B as
required by the system’s reconfiguration controller. The reconfigurable flow
produces three bitstream files for this example. The first is a full FPGA configu-
ration containing just the fixed components of the design. This would include
both of the fixed circuits and all of the routing paths leading up to and out of
the reconfigurable region. The exact dimensions of the reconfigurable region
must be specified in the design constraints file passed to the place and route
tools. This allows the design tools to prevent logic or routes from fixed circuits
entering the reconfigurable region.

Some specific terminology is used in [17] to refer to the different design
components of our example.

• The fixed modules in the design hierarchy are referred to as the “sta-
tic” design. The static design is further separated into a toplevel module
(called “TOP”) that contains all the global clock and IO pin resources.

• Inside the static design, the area reserved for a reconfigurable module is
called a partially reconfigurable region (PRR).

• Each module that can be configured into a PRR is called a partially
reconfigurable module (PRM).

Five main phases of the reconfigurable design flow are described in [17].
These are shown in Figure 22.6 and summarized as follows.

1. Design partitioning. A hierarchy of HDL design files is created. Logic
for the static, top level design is gathered into one part of the design
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hierarchy. The source files for each PRM are also gathered into separate
directories.

2. Planning. The appropriate area must be reserved for each PRR. The
exact area reserved must accommodate the largest PRM to be configured
into the PRR. Tools like Xilinx PlanAhead automate the detailed floor
planning of the design and PRR. When this budgeting is complete, the
area constraints are written into a file for use in later phases of the design
flow.

3. Top level context. Information regarding clock, I/O and reconfiguration
“bus macro” utilization must be available during implementation of the
static and PRM design components. These resources are refered to as
“top level context” and implemented separate from static design. The
information gathered during this phase is passed to the later static design
and PRM implementation phases to coordinate their use of the top level
physical resources.

4. Static design implementation. Here, the static design is synthesized,
reduced to a gate-level netlist and then implemented. The area con-
straints supplied from the planning phase prevent logic in the static
design from being placed into a PRR. Static design routes may pass
completely through a PRR. This helps reduce routing network conges-
tion around each PRR. However, it is necessary for the design tools to
now log exactly which routing resources have been used in the static
design and prevent them from being used in the PRMs. This information
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is logged into a file which is consulted during the implementation phase
of the PRMs.

5. PRM implementation. During PRM implementation, the HDL descrip-
tions of each PRM are placed in separate direcories. Copies of infor-
mation extracted when building the top-level context and the routing
resources used by the static design implementation are placed in each
of the directories. The standard implementation tools are run on the
HDL description of each PRM and use this information to ensure that
no routes from the PRM traverse the boundary of the PRR. Routes from
the static design passing through the PRR are similarly excluded from
the place and route phase of each PRM impelemented in this stage of the
design flow.

6. Bitstream generation. With the static design and each PRM imple-
mented, this final stage of the design flow creates the bitstream files for
use on the FPGA. Two scripts, described in more detail in [17], auto-
mate this process. The first script operates on the PRMs of designs with
a single PRR. It generates a full bitstream containing the PRM already
instantiated in the PRR and a partial bitstream containing only the PRM.
The second script works on designs that contain more than one PRR.
It creates a full bitstream where each PRR is populated with a prescribed
PRM. Exactly which PRM is placed in which PRR is governed by a
sequence of PRMs specified on the command line of the script. Along-
side the full bitstreams, this script also generates a “blank” bitstream for
each PRR. When written into the FPGA, a blank bitstream effectively
removes any currently configured PRM from the given PRR.

HDL Design Structure. As described above, the HDL specification of
a dynamically reconfigurable design is different from a non-reconfigurable
design. This is necessary because the static design and PRMs must be synthe-
sized, placed and routed separately from each other. In this section we review
the constraints on the structure of the reconfigurable design. Firstly, PRRs must
be declared in the same top level of design hierarchy as the fixed modules.
This limits the depth of design hierarchy where reconfiguration may be used to
within the top level module only. Each of the PRMs and the fixed modules may
have a complex hierarchy underneath them, but that hierarchy cannot contain
any PRRs.

Figure 22.7 shows the design hierarchy for our simple design example. In
it we can see the fixed modules of the top level design and the declaration of
a PRR. The reader should note, however, that a series of “bus macros” have
been declared at the interface points of the static design and the PRR. These
macros play a crucial role during reconfiguration and are discussed in detail in
the following section.
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Fig. 22.8 Logical structure of a bus macro

Bus Macros. In dynamic reconfiguration, we must be able to “zip” the
routes that connect the static design with the interface of each PRM. To do this,
the design tools constrain the exact, physical placement of the routing paths
from the static design into the PRMs. Bus macros define that fixed interface
between the static design and PRMs that are configured into the PRR. Every
PRR must have a consistent and clear routing interface to the static design and
every instance of a PRM that will be placed into a PRR must implement its
interface. It is important to note that the interface is more than just the logical
specification of the width and direction of signals. The physical routes used
to implement those signals must be entirely consistent in every RPM and the
static design. As we can see in Figure 22.8, one half of a bus macro resides in
the static portion of the design. The other half resides in the dynamic portion.
The design tools constrain these signals to be the same physical routing wires
in the static design and all the PRMs when the modules are being implemented
in the design flow. Consider, for example, a zipper: the alignment and size of
the teeth on each side must be the same for the zipper to join the fabric on
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each side together. If there the two sides of the zipper do not match it will not
operate correctly.

Early versions of the Xilinx reconfigurable design flow used the FPGA’s
tristate buffers and tristate routes to connect the static design to the configured
RPM. However, tristate buffers became less common with successive FPGA
device generations. In modern devices, there are no tristate logic resources
whatsoever. A new form of bus macro using the lookup-table (LUT) resources
of the FPGA was created [17, 18] to take its place. Figure 22.8 shows the
logical structure of a LUT based bus macro and Figure 22.9 shows the physical
layout of the macros on a FPGA. The most important characteristic of this new
style of macro is that they completely constrain the routes between the static
and dynamic parts of the design. The user’s design entry tools must explicitly
instantiate these LUT macros at the interface to each PRR, and on the interface
of each PRM. This happens, typically, during the top level and planning phases
of the dynamic reconfiguration flow.

LUT based bus macros are superior to the earlier tristate macros. For one,
LUTs are relatively abundant in the FPGA architecture. This means the num-
ber of routes that can be exchanged between the static design and the PRMs
is much larger when LUT based macros are used. LUT based bus macros
also have fewer restrictions on where they can be placed in the FPGA. This
allows macros to be packed more densely. They can also connect the static and
dynamic regions horizontally or vertically. This turns out to be quite useful in
FPGAs like the Xilinx Virtex-4 where there is a natural, vertical segmentation
of the configuration memory into fixed height regions.
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3.2 Deploying Dynamic Reconfiguration
Having successfully created the configuration bitstreams for the reconfigurable
design, the loading and manipulation of the FPGAs configuration memory
must be controlled. In this section we review two technologies for interfacing
and controlling the configuration memory of an FPGA.

The Self Reconfiguring Platform (SRP). The Xilinx Self Reconfiguring
Platform (SRP) [11] is a piece of standard, low-level infrastructure that allows
an FPGA to read and write its own configuration memory. The SRP comprises
two parts: a hardware peripheral to drive the FPGA’s internal configuration
access port (ICAP) and a software API to fetch and manipulate configuration
data through the ICAP.

Figure 22.10 gives an overview of the SRP hardware architecture. The
SRP hardware interfaces directly to a Xilinx embedded processor using the
IBM CoreConnect bus protocol. The dedicated dual-port RAM included in
the SRP hardware allows the control circuit to buffer configuration frames as
they are copied to and from the FPGA configuration memory. The authors in
[11] use this to implement a “Read-Modify-Write” protocol when modifying
the FPGA’s configuration memory. Rather than sending an entire frame to the
embedded processor one byte at a time, the SRP hardware manipulates the
configuration frame data in its buffer directly. This approach is very efficient
when only small bit manipulations to the configuration data are required.

The software architecture of the SRP is presented in Figure 22.11. The two
most significant layers are its ICAP interface and the Xilinx Partial Reconfigu-
ration Toolkit (XPART) layer. The ICAP interface implements the basic con-
figuration frame read and write operations. By supplying an appropriate frame
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Fig. 22.10 SRP configuration control hardware
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address, the ICAP interface’s read method reads the corresponding frame
configuration data into the SRP hardware’s buffer memory. Similarly, the ICAP
interface’s write method writes data directly from the SRP hardware buffer into
the supplied configuration frame address.

XPART raises the programmer’s level of abstraction above that of configu-
ration frames. Instead, XPART methods automate the manipulation of the con-
figuration bits that control distinct logic resources. For example, the XPART
API provides a method to alter the configuration of a particular lookup table.
Now, the user simply supplies the co-ordinates of the required resource in the
FPGA logic and the data they wish to write into it. The XPART API translates
the resource’s logical co-ordinates into the device specific frame addresses. It
then fetches, modifies and writes back the appropriate sequence of configura-
tion frames.

The Xilinx Virtual File System (XVFS). The SRP software is an effec-
tive, low level programming interface to the FPGA configuration. However,
requiring every interaction with the FPGA’s configuration memory to be writ-
ten with a low level programming API can become cumbersome. The Xilinx
Virtual File System (XVFS) [19] is a standard, higher-level interface to FPGA
configuration memory (Figure 22.12).

Instead of a programming API, the XVFS represents FPGA configuration
data with the common file system interface metaphor of hierarchies of direc-
tories and files. The XVFS directories in a “physical” view contain files that
represent the subset of the FPGA configuration data that controls each logic
resource in the FPGA. For example, the LUTs of the FPGA architecture are
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presented to the user of the XVFS as files. These files are organized under
two levels of directory hierarchy that represent, respectively, the X and Y
co-ordinates of each LUT in the device. Similar organizations exist for other
device resources such as Flip-Flops and BRAMs. The benefits of the XVFS as
a configuration interface come from from its intuitiveness. Files and directories
in the XVFS share most of the semantics of files and directories on a hard drive.
Representing the configuration of FPGA resources as files also frees the user
to process those files with their choice of programming or scripting language.

Other representations of the configuration data, beyond the basic “physical”
view, are also possible. For example, an “IP core” view of the FPGA is also
defined. This view contains directories that represent selected regions of con-
figuration data for each of the IP cores used in the system architecture. This
XVFS view is particularly useful for diagnosing faults as many of its files are
dedicated to presenting the state of the IP core.

A “floorplan” view takes the XVFS design abstraction one step further by
allowing directories to represent large geometric regions of the FPGA configu-
ration memory. Each directory maps to a specific hierarchical region in the
system’s logical floor plan. The files found in each floor plan directory allow
the configuration memory of the region to be manipulated. For example, writ-
ing new configuration data into a directory of the floor plan view allows new
functions to be configured into the system. Furthermore, the existing regions
of the floor plan may be archived by simply copying the requisite files and
directories to a hard-drive. When the archive is to be restored, all the user
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need to is copy the same files back into the correct floor plan view directory
(Figure 22.13).

4. Low Power and FPGA Reconfiguration
4.1 The FPGA Low Power Landscape
Functions implemented in FPGA gates consume more power than the same
functions implemented in comparable technology ASIC gates. However,
FPGAs are commonly used in applications where power sources are in rela-
tive abundance. And, when compared to programmable processing archi-
tectures like microprocessors or DSPs, FPGAs do have much lower power
requirements.
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Table 22.2 Power requirements of portable consumer devices versus mainstream FPGAs

Power Market Consumer FPGA Mainstream FPGA
characteristic requirement (XC3S1000) [20] (XCV4LX60) [21]
Operating ∼100 mW ∼250 mW @ ∼4 W @
power 150 MHz 150 Mhz1

(dynamic +
leakage)
Standby 10–100 uW ∼100 mW 250 mW
power @ 25 C @ 25 C
1The reader should note that the Virtex-4 design in [21] has a higher switching rate than the Spartan design

in [20].

Recently, interest in low-power FPGAs has been inspired by the rapid
increase in portable consumer electronics. These systems demand high-
compute performance within stringent power budgets. This poses some
interesting challenges to designers. ASICs clearly have the power and volume
pricing characteristics to address the market but their design cycles are hostile.
Also, consumer designs do not necessarily mean high-volume designs: rapid
product cycles are common in consumer, portable products. Microprocessors
and DSPs have very low unit prices and high programmability but their perfor-
mance and power characteristics are far from optimal for portable systems.
Consequently, there has been a surge of interest in researching low-power
FPGA architectures.

In [20] it is stated that portable electronic products have an operating power
budget in the range of 100 mW. To preserve their energy source, these prod-
ucts also require a standby mode with a power budget in the range of 10 s
or 100 s of µW. Table X uses data presented in [20] to compare the market
requirements for low power with mainstream FPGA power characteristics. As
we can see, a standard FPGA does not meet the proposed power requirements
(see Table 22.2).

It is interesting to consider the breakdown of the power consumption of
different resources in the FPGA. Table 22.3 summarizes the percentage of sta-
tic and dynamic power consumed by a Xilinx Spartan device.

The aim of this section is to explore the role of reconfiguration in reduc-
ing FPGA power consumption. We can see from the data in Table 22.3 that
there are actually two ways to do this. Since the FPGA configuration mem-
ory accounts for nearly half of the static power consumed by the FPGA, the
underlying device architecture can be modified to lower its static power. Alter-
natively, the user may employ reconfiguration as design technology to optimize
their running application for low power operation.
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Table 22.3 Power requirments of FPGA logic resources

Resource Static power Dynamic power
Clock – 19%
Logic 20% 19%
Routing 36% 62%
Configuration Memory 44% –

Modifying the FPGA architecture has the advantage of being largely trans-
parent to the user. In [20], a low power FPGA named “Pika” was reported. The
authors used three techniques to reduce the power requirements of their archi-
tecture: voltage scaling, power gating and low leakage configuration mem-
ory cells. Overall, the authors reduced the configuration memory leakage by
two orders of magnitude. However, this comes at a cost of higher fabrication
complexity to use the lower leakage mid-oxide transistors. The technique also
increased the area of the configuration memory by 8% compared to the non-
optimized memory. The performance of configuration memory was also likely
to be lower with this technique although exact reduction was not reported.

Reconfiguration Power Requirements. Optimizing the FPGA device
architecture is not mutually exclusive with reconfiguration in the users design
flow. However, reconfiguration for low power introduces the question of how
much additional power is required to modify the configuration memory? As
noted in Table 22.3, the static power consumption of the memory is high. Intui-
tively, a design concern is that the configuration memory cells would consume
equally large amounts of power during a reconfiguration cycle.

In reality the power required during a reconfiguration cycle is not significant.
Firstly, during a reconfiguration cycle, only the configuration controller and a
small portion of the configuration memory is active. Studies in single event
upset mitigation [22] show that a relatively small proportion of the FPGA con-
figuration bitstream is used in any given user design. Writes to configuration
memory are even further reduced when using partial reconfiguration to load
new circuits into the device. These issues, combined with the fact that recon-
figuration usually happens infrequently, mean that the power required during
reconfiguration is small relative to the operating power of the user design. Lab
measurements of the power consumed during reconfiguration were reported by
Becker et al. in [10]. They show that a Xilinx Virtex-II device draws 60 mW
additional power during a reconfiguration cycle of 350 ms for a full configu-
ration and 100 ms for a partial configuration. The design’s baseline operating
power was more than 900 mW.
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4.2 Low Power Use Cases for Dynamic Reconfiguration
In this section we review some interesting use cases for lowering system power
with FPGA reconfiguration. Whilst these techniques are still under research,
they indicate the possiblities of reconfiguring for low power.

Use Case 1: Dynamic Power Optimized Configurations. Dynamic power
consumption is directly related to a circuit’s switching activity. Reconfigura-
tion can be used to select a system implementation that has lower switching
activity for a given set of input stimulus. There are two variants of this app-
roach: the first selects between multiple, power optimized hierarchical blocks
of the system and the second dynamically removes inactive blocks from the
system.

Configuring optimized functions. Consider the idealized example in
Figure 22.14. Here, a design block computes a function, F(x), of which there
are two alternative implementations (F′(x) and F′′(x)). Each implementation is
profiled to determine its power efficiency over a range input stimulus. The
resulting graph, shown on right side of figure X, demonstrates that neither
block is power efficient for the entire input range. The most power efficient
implementation of the system is one where F′(x) processes data in the half of
the input range and F′′(x) is used for the second half.

Reconfiguration is used to ensure that the most power efficient circuit
is loaded into the FPGA at any given point in time. Clearly this requires
some degree of data coherence in the input data to the circuit. In situations
where the input data varies widely and indeterminately, this technique will
not reduce system power. Fortunately, modern algorithms already exploit data
coherence. An MPEG encoder, for example, is typically benchmarked against
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Fig. 22.14 Power optimization of design blocks
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multiple video sequences with different amounts and rates of motion in the
image sequence.

Profiling the various implementations of F(x) requires detailed RTL timing
simulations. This yields trace files that power analysis tools such as Xilinx
XPower use to calculate the power requirements of circuit for the given input
stimulus. The designer then balances the overheads of reconfiguring the system
to have the lowest power implementation of F(x) according to the degree of
data coherence in the input stream.

De-configuring inactive functions. Section 2.1.0 introduced multi-modal
systems as excellent candidates for reconfiguration. These systems comprise
multiple, mutually exclusive subsystems where each subsystem implements a
distinct operating mode. Reconfiguration reduces the operating power of these
systems by intentionally removing the subsystems that are not required at a
given point in time. The power reduction comes from the ability to map such
designs to smaller FPGAs. Also, because the “inactive” circuits are not neces-
sarily “quiescent”, removing the inactive circuits also eliminates any dynamic
power that is drawn by them.

Consider the simple example system in Figure 22.15. Here, three modes are
implemented by distinct functions, F(x), G(x) and H(x). In the leftmost system,
static power is higher because a large FPGA is required to implement all three
independent modes simultaneously. The system’s dynamic power is also higher
because the synchronous “inactive” modes still draw some power on each clock
cycle. The system shown on the right uses reconfiguration to implement only
the correct circuit for the current operating mode. Here, static power is lower
because a smaller FPGA is used to implement the system. Dynamic power
is also lower because only the operating mode circuit is implemented at any
given time. The power required to implement the reconfiguration is not shown
in this figure. To recall Section 4.1.0, the reconfiguration power is small with
respect to the operating power of a circuit. Because the operating modes of
a circuit are assumed to change infrequently, the actual power consumed for
each configuration cycle is quickly amortized.

Clock Gating with Reconfiguration. Clock gating is a standard low power
design technique. It reduces system power by enabling and disabling the clock
for regions of the design that are not required at that time. This forces the
region into a quiescent state, eliminating its dynamic power consumption. In
constrast to de-configuring the region, the region logic is not actually removed
from the system. Instead, its ability to react to input stimulus has been removed.
As a result, only the modules with active clocks contribute to dynamic power.
Clock gating is useful when the reconfiguration time for an entire module is
prohibitively long.
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Fig. 22.15 Deconfiguring inactive circuits

Clock gating in ASIC designs requires programmable pass gates be inserted
in the clock tree. The number of pass gates required depends on the level of
granularity that is required. Fewer pass gates means coarser regions of the
design are affected by each gate. Since each pass transistor controlling the
clock influences the performance of the system, the technique cannot be used
indiscriminately. Determining the size of the regions that can be clock gated is
challenging because it depends on the user’s final design. The system architect
may decide this in advance or tools may attempt to automatically profile and
extract the set of clock gated modules during the physical design steps.

Modern FPGAs provide multiple independent clock trees. Which clocks are
routed to which regions of the device is decided during physical implementa-
tion. The configuration bitstream for a module contains configuration frames
that program the FPGA’s clock resources to route the correct clock signals to
user logic. Unlike ASIC clock gating, FPGA clock controls are not optimized
to a specific user design. The clock tree of an FPGA has a fixed, regular pattern.
Consequently, it can be enabled and disabled only at fixed, regular intervals.
The area of programmable logic that is driven by a segment in the clock tree is
similarly constrained.
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The design challenge for the system architects and physical design tools is
to insure that modules are mapped into the optimal number of clock controlled
regions. Gayasen et al [23] report the use of FPGA region constraints to reduce
the area of a user design. This allowed the authors to “power down” areas of
the FPGA that were not occupied by any user logic. By clustering the logic
from each module around a dedicated clock tree, the authors may also have
gated the clock to that module.

Reconfiguration is required in this use case because clock segments can
only be controlled from configuration memory. If we want to dynamically
alter which segments of the FPGA clock trees are enabled, the correspond-
ing configuration memory cells must be altered. Careful floor planning of the
user design around the clock tree can minimize the number of clock gates
that are modified. This reduces the amount of configuration data required for
each clock activation or deactivation. Configuration controlled clock gating
can, therefore, be applied more rapidly and at a finer granularity than the other
reconfiguration based power management techniques.

Low Leakage Configurations. The techniques presented so far influence
dynamic power more than static power. In this final use case, a technique to
lower static power is presented. In the “Pika” architecture, static power is
reduced by adding pass gates to the power supply of different regions of the
device. This allows static power consumption to be addressed in much the same
way that clock gating reduces dynamic power. The regions of logic that are not
required at a particular point in time are simply powered down. Clearly, care
must be taken to allow state and configuration data to be restored correctly
when the region is reactivated.

Modern FPGAs (“Pica” excepted) do not implement power gating. To
reduce static power in a standard FPGA, a different technique is required. In
[24], Tuan and Lai state the static power consumed by a programmable struc-
ture depends on the values of its configuration memory cells and inputs. For
example, they state the static power consumption of a simple, programmable
2-input multiplexor can vary up to 4× with respect to its configuration and
input values. This property can be exploited to construct “low-leakage” con-
figuration bitstreams where the data values written to memory cells and driven
to circuit inputs minimize the overall static power consumption of the device
or region.

Figure 22.16 shows a slight variation to the simple multi-modal system used
as an example in Section 4.2.0.0. Clock gating can reduce the dynamic power
required by this system, but this time its static power cannot be lowered by
moving it to a smaller FPGA. The I/O requirements of the F(x) and H(x) mod-
ules mandate the use of a large FPGA with the appropriate number of I/O
resources. Reconfiguration allows the system to overwrite the functions not
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Fig. 22.16 Lower static power with low leakage bitstreams.

used by the system’s current mode with low-leakage bitstreams. This is indi-
cated in the two graphs at the bottom half of Figure 22.16.

5. Conclusion
FPGA reconfiguration has been a compelling and somewhat elusive design
technique for almost 20 years. In this chapter we reviewed some of the main
applications of reconfiguration and explored the typical design flow required
to create such systems. Certainly there is much work to be done, including a
greater exploration of the use of reconfiguration to lower other system parame-
ters like dynamic and static power consumption. Indeed, many of the design
considerations for low power systems are equally applicable to dynamically
reconfigurable systems. Today, the path of a reconfigurable systems designer
may be a complex one but we can see that, with insight and careful design,
FPGA reconfiguration yields great rewards.
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